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Preface
Preface
This document describes how to use the Hitachi Protection Manager.
This preface includes the following information:
Notice: The use of Hitachi Protection Manager and all other Hitachi Data
Systems products is governed by the terms of your agreement(s) with
Hitachi Data Systems.

□

Intended Audience

□

Product Version

□

Release Notes

□

Document Revision Level

□

Document Organization

□

Referenced Documents

□

Document Conventions

□

Convention for Storage Capacity Values

□

Getting Help

□

Comments
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v

Intended Audience
This document lists the Hitachi Protection Manager messages by message
ID and provides descriptions and recommended actions for the conditions.
This document is intended for users who need to understand the Protection
Manager messages and the corresponding descriptions and recommended
actions. This document assumes readers have understood the contents of
the Hitachi Protection Manager usser documentation, including the:
•

Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide, MK-94HC070

•

Hitachi Protection Manager Software Console User's Guide, MK-94HC071

•

Hitachi Protection Manager Software Command Reference, MK-94HC072

Product Version
This document revision applies to Hitachi Protection Manager version 6.4.

Release Notes
Release notes can be found on the documentation CD. Release notes
contain requirements and more recent product information that may not be
fully described in this manual. Be sure to review the release notes before
installation.

Document Revision Level
Revision

vi

Date

Description

MK-94HC073-00 July 2004

Initial Release

MK-94HC073-01 October 2004

Revision 1, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-00

MK-94HC073-02 March 2005

Revision 2, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-01

MK-94HC073-03 May 2005

Revision 3, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-02

MK-94HC073-04 November 2005

Revision 4, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-03

MK-94HC073-05 January 2006

Revision 5, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-04

MK-94HC073-06 December 2006

Revision 6, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-05

MK-94HC073-07 May 2007

Revision 7, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-06

MK-94HC073-08 October 2007

Revision 8, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-07

MK-94HC073-09 April 2008

Revision 9, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-08

MK-94HC073-10 May 2008

Revision 10, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-09
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Revision

Date

Description

MK-94HC073-11 December 2008

Revision 11, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-10

MK-94HC073-12 July 2009

Revision 12, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-11

MK-94HC073-13 December 2009

Revision 13, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-12

MK-94HC073-14 June 2010

Revision 14, supersedes and replaces MK94HC073-13

Document Organization
The following table provides an overview of the contents and organization
of this document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that
chapter. The first page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that
chapter.
Chapter

Description

Messages

Describes the messages that are issued by Hitachi
Protection Manager.

Referenced Documents
The following Hitachi referenced documents can be found on the applicable
Hitachi documentation CD:
Hitachi Storage Command Suite Documents:
•

Hitachi Protection Manager Software User’s Guide, MK 94HC070

•

Hitachi Protection Manager Software Console User’s Guide, MK 94HC071

•

Hitachi Protection Manager Software Command Reference, MK 94HC072

•

Hitachi Device Manager Agent Installation Guide, MK 92HC019

Document Conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title, including
menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click
OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided
by the user or system. Example: copy source-file target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

screen/code

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user.
Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled
brackets

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided
by the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -g <group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.
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Convention

Description

[ ] square
brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [a | b] indicates that you can
choose a, b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: {a | b} indicates
that you must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or
arguments. Examples:
[a | b] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{a | b} indicates that you must choose either a or b.

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

Label

Description

Note

Calls attention to important and/or additional information.

Tip

Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for
performing tasks more effectively.

Caution

Warns the user of adverse conditions and/or consequences (e.g.,
disruptive operations).

WARNING

Warns the user of severe conditions and/or consequences (e.g.,
destructive operations).

Convention for Storage Capacity Values
Physical storage capacity values (e.g., disk drive capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Physical Capacity Unit

Value

1 KB

1,000 bytes

1 MB

1,0002 bytes

1 GB

1,0003 bytes

1 TB

1,0004 bytes

1 PB

1,0005 bytes

1 EB

1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (e.g., logical device capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Logical Capacity Unit

viii

Value

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes
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Logical Capacity Unit

Value

1 EB

1,024 TB or 1,0246 bytes

1 BLOCK

512 bytes

Getting Help
The Hitachi Data Systems Support Center staff is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. To reach us, please visit the support Web site for current
telephone numbers and other contact information: http://www.hds.com/
services/support/. If you purchased this product from an authorized HDS
reseller, contact that reseller for support.
Before calling the Hitachi Data Systems Support Center, please provide as
much information about the problem as possible, including:
•

The circumstances surrounding the error or failure.

•

The exact contents of any error message(s) displayed on the host
system(s).

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title, number, and revision, and refer to specific
section(s) and paragraph(s) whenever possible.
Thank you! (All comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems
Corporation.)
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1
Messages
This chapter describes the Protection Manager messages.

□

Message Overview

□

KAVX0001 - KAVX0499

□

KAVX0500 - KAVX0999

□

KAVX1000 - KAVX1499

□

KAVX1500 - KAVX1999

□

KAVX2500 - KAVX3499

□

KAVX5000 - KAVX5099

□

KAVX5100 - KAVX5199

□

KAVX5200 - KAVX5299

□

KAVX5300 - KAVX5399

□

KAVX5400 - KAVX5499

□

KAVX11000 - KAVX11999

□

KAVX12000 - KAVX12999

□

KAVX13000 - KAVX13999

□

KAVX14000 - KAVX14999

Messages
Messages

1–1

1–2

□

KAVX15000 - KAVX15999

□

KAVX16000 - KAVX16999

□

KAVX17000 - KAVX17999

□

DRM-10000 - DRM-19999

□

DRM-20000 - DRM-29999

□

Actions To Be Taken for Certain Messages

Messages
Messages

Message Overview
Each Protection Manager message consists of a message ID and message
text. The following shows the message format:
KAVXnnnn-Z message-text

The message ID consists of the following components:
KAVX
This indicates that the message is a Protection Manager message.
nnnnn
The message sequence number. The messages output by Protection
Manager are from 0000 to 9999, and the messages output by Protection
Manager Console are from 11000 to 29999.
The following table shows the message numbers and their
corresponding products and functionalities:

Table 1-1: Message Numbers and Their Corresponding Products and
Functionalities
Message
numbers
0000 - 0499

Description
Common messages

0000 - 0099

Common

0100 - 0149

File system

0150 - 0199

Installer/license management

0200 - 0299

Common

0300 - 0399

Cluster

0400 - 0449

Tape management

0450 - 0499

Extended commands

0500 - 0999

Messages for Protection Manager for Oracle

1000 - 1499

Messages for Protection Manager for SQL

1500 - 1999

Messages for Protection Manager for Exchange

2500 - 3499

Extended command messages

2500 - 2599

Common (file system)

2600 - 2699

Protection Manager for Oracle

2700 - 2799

Protection Manager for SQL

2800 - 2899

Protection Manager for Exchange

3000 - 3499

In reserve

3500 - 3999

In reserve

5000 - 5099

VSS linkage functionality messages

5100 - 5199

Core messages

5200 - 5299

Job Scheduler messages

5300 - 5399

Configuration check function messages

5400 - 5499

Messages for backup of the cascade configuration

Messages
Messages

1–3

Message
numbers

Description

5500 - 8999

In reserve

9000 - 9999

Reserved (trace)#

11000 - 29999

Protection Manager Console messages

#
For details on how to check the detailed trace log information, see the
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.
Z
The level of the message.

Table 1-2: Message Type and Meaning
Message type

Description

I (information)

An information message output during normal operation.

W (warning)

A message that reports that the operation will continue with
some restriction.

E (error)

A message that reports that a fatal error occurred and
processing cannot continue.

Some message texts display the error cause depending on the conditions
when the error occurred. The detailed message is displayed in Cause, and
is also composed of a message ID and message text. The message format
of a detailed message is as follows:
DRM-nnnnn message-text

The message ID consists of the following components:
DRM
This indicates that the message is a Protection Manager detailed
message.
nnnnn
The message sequence number. The messages output by Protection
Manager are from 10000 to 19999, and the messages output by
Protection Manager Console are from 20000 to 29999.
The following messages can be output to the Windows event log: KAVX0001I, KAVX0002-I, KAVXxxxx-E, and KAVXxxxx-W (xxxx: 0000-9999).

KAVX0001 - KAVX0499
This section describes the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX0001 to KAVX0499.

1–4

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX0001-I

The commandname command
will now start.

The command has started.

KAVX0002-I

The commandname command
will now end.

The command has ended.

KAVX0003-E

An attempt to
execute the
command-name
command has
failed.

The command execution has failed.
Take action according to the message displayed
together with this message.

KAVX0004-E

Memory is
insufficient.

Memory is insufficient.
Increase memory, or check the settings for
virtual memory.

KAVX0005-E

An error that
stops processing
occurred.
Cause = detailedmessage, Code =
OS-error-causecode

A fatal error that stopped processing in the
operating system occurred.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is any problem in the OS. View the
detailed trace log information to confirm the
details about the error cause. For details on the
error cause, see OS-error-cause-code.

KAVX0006-E

An error that
stopped
processing
occurred.
Cause = detailedmessage

A fatal error occurred, preventing further
processing.
For details on the error cause, see DRM-10000 DRM-19999.

KAVX0007-E

An error that
stopped
processing
occurred.
Code = OS-errorcause-code

A fatal error that stopped processing in the
operating system occurred.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is any problem in the OS. View the
detailed trace log information to confirm the
details about the error cause. For details on the
error cause, see OS-error-cause-code.

KAVX0008-E

An error that
stopped
processing
occurred.
Cause = detailedmessage
Cause = cause

A fatal error occurred, preventing further
processing.
For details on the error cause, see DRM-10000 DRM-19999.

KAVX0009-E

The file name
Possible causes are as follows:
specified with the • The specified file does not exist.
-f option is invalid. • You do not have read permission for the
specified file.
• The file was not specified by its absolute
path.
Check the name of the batch definition file, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0010-E

License
information is
invalid.

Protection Manager was not installed by using
the installer.
Use the installer to re-install Protection
Manager.

Messages
Messages

1–5

Message ID

1–6

Message Text

Description

KAVX0011-E

Backup ID
information could
not be obtained.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The contents of the backup catalog are
invalid.
• The backup catalog is damaged.
• The backup catalog does not exist.
Use the drmdbimport command to import the
backup catalog again. If this error still occurs
after the import, take the following action:
• Use the drmdbexport command on the
database server to export the backup
catalog, and then re-import the backup
catalog into the backup server.

KAVX0012-E

An invalid option
was specified.

Possible causes are as follows:
• A non-existent option was specified.
• A required option is missing.
Check the command usage to specify the correct
option, and then re-execute the command.
If this message is displayed even when the
correct cluster software name has been
specified by using the drmclusinit command,
an internal file of Protection Manager might be
corrupted.
If this happens, re-install Protection Manager.

KAVX0013-E

The specified
device file cannot
be found.

The specified device file name does not exist in
the dictionary map file or backup catalog.
Make sure that the name of the device file is
correct, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0014-E

The specified
mount point
directory does not
exist.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified mount point was not found.
• The specified mount point is a floppy disk or
other removable disk, which is not a storage
subsystem.
• The specified mount point is a network
volume.
Check the mount point for which you want to
perform backup, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0015-E

The specified
backup ID does
not have
corresponding
backup data.

The specified backup ID does not have the
corresponding backup data in the backup
catalog.
Check the backup ID. Specify the correct backup
ID if necessary and then re-execute the
command.
If this message is output, even though you
specified the correct backup ID with the
drmumount command, unmount the secondary
volume with the umount command provided by
either the OS (in Solaris) or RAID Manager (in
Windows).

Messages
Messages

Message ID
KAVX0016-E

Message Text
The specified file
or directory does
not exist.
File or directory
name = filename-ordirectory-name

Description
Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified file or directory does not exist.
• The specified file or directory does not exist
in the specified object (mount point,
instance, or backup ID).
• The file or directory was not specified by its
absolute path.
Take the following action depending on the
executed command:
• When the drmorabackup command is
executed:
Use the drmoradisplay command to find
the instance name, and the file or the
directory to be backed up, and then reexecute the drmorabackup command.
• When the drmorarestore command is
executed:
Use the drmoracat command to find the
backup ID, and the file or the directory to be
restored, and then re-execute the
drmorarestore command.
• When the drmdbimport, or the drmdbexport
command is executed:
Check whether the specified file name is
correct, and then re-execute the command.
• When the drmfsbackup command is
executed:
Check whether the mount point directory
specified in the mount point directory name
option or the mount point target definition
file is correct, and then re-execute the
command.
• When the drmsqlrecovertool command is
executed:
Check whether the transaction log backup
file specified in Transaction log backup
list of the drmsqlrecovertool dialog box is
correct, and then re-specify the file.
• When a command other than the above is
executed:
Check whether the file or the directory
specified (for example, the file or the
directory specified with the -target option)
is correct. If the specified file or directory is
correct, make sure that the file system has
sufficient space to store the Protection
Manager installation directory, and then reexecute the command.
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KAVX0017-E

The specified file
or directory does
not exist in the
target definition
file.
File or directory
name = filename-ordirectory-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• The file or directory specified in the target
definition file does not exist.
• The file or directory associated with the
object specified in the target definition file
(mount point, instance, or backup ID) does
not exist.
• The file or directory was not specified by its
absolute path.
Check and correct the file names or directory
names specified in the target definition file, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0018-E

The specified copy
group does not
exist.

The specified copy group does not exist.
Use the following commands to check the copy
group name, and then re-execute the
command:
• When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay or drmfscat command
• When the backup is of an SQL Server
database:
drmsqldisplay or drmsqlcat command
• When the backup is of an Exchange
database:
drmexgdisplay or drmexgcat command
• When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoradisplay or drmoracat command

KAVX0019-I

Copying file(s)
now...

Files are now being copied.

KAVX0020-I

Restoring file(s)
now...

Files are now being restored.

KAVX0021-E

You do not have
permission to
execute the
command.

The user executing the command does not have
root permissions (in Solaris) or Administrator
permissions (in Windows).
Assign root permissions (in Solaris) or
Administrator permissions (in Windows) to the
user executing the command.
If the command was executed for SQL Server,
give the logon user the system administrator
server role.

KAVX0022-E

The specified file
or directory does
not exist in the
mount point
directory.
File or directory
name = filename-ordirectory-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified file or directory does not exist
in the mount point directory.
• The file or directory was not specified by its
absolute path.
Check and correct the file name or directory
name, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0023-I

Dictionary map
file was updated.

The drmfsdisplay, drmsqldisplay,
drmexgdisplay, or drmoradisplay command,
executed with the -refresh option specified,
terminated normally.
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KAVX0024-E

The specified
backup data does
not exist.

Possible causes are as follows:
• There is no information to be displayed
because a backup has not been made yet.
• No data satisfies the conditions specified
with the drmfscat, drmsqlcat, drmexgcat,
drmoracat, drmtapecat, or drmappcat
command options.
Check whether backup has been performed. If
backup has been performed, check the specified
command options. If there is an error, correct
the command options, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0025-E

There is no
backup data that
satisfies the
specified
conditions.

There is no backup data that satisfies the
specified conditions.
Check the command options you specified. If
they are incorrect, re-execute the command
with correct command options specified.

KAVX0026-W

Other commands
are already
running.
This command
waits for all the
other commands
to terminate.

You attempted to execute the command while
other commands were running.
You do not need to do anything because the
system will automatically retry executing the
command.

KAVX0027-E

The command was
not executed
because another
command was
already executing.

The command was executed while another
command was running. The system tried to reexecute the command the specified number of
times, but the command was not executed
because a timeout occurred while waiting for the
other command to terminate.
Wait until all the other commands terminate,
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0028-E

The parameter
information set by
the initialization
command is
incorrect.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The parameter information set by executing
the parameter registration command
(drmsqlinit, drmorainit, or
drmclusinit) is incorrect.
• The parameter registration command has
never been executed, so the parameter has
not been registered.
Re-execute the parameter registration
command to renew the environment settings.

KAVX0029-E

Installation-path
information could
not be obtained.

The system could not obtain the installation
path information that is automatically set when
Protection Manager is installed.
Re-install Protection Manager.

KAVX0030-E

An invalid value
was specified.

The parameter values entered using the
parameter registration command (drmsqlinit
or drmorainit) are invalid.
Specify correct values as initialization
parameters.
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KAVX0031-E

The specified
mount point is
already in use.

At the mount point where you attempted to
mount a volume, another volume has already
been mounted.
Unmount the file system from the desired
mount point, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0032-E

An invalid mount
point directory
was specified.

A non-existent mount point directory was
specified.
Specify a mount point directory that actually
exists, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0033-E

The type of
backup data with
the specified
backup ID is
different.

Data could not be recovered because the format
of the data for the executed command differs
from the format of the backup data with the
specified backup ID.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The system cannot restore the data because
the format of the data to be used for
restoration by the command differs from the
format of the backup data with the specified
backup ID.
• The system cannot re-synchronize the copy
group because the backup ID created by the
drmtapebackup command was specified in
the drmresync command.
To restore data, make sure that the command
used for restoration supports the backup data,
and then re-execute the command.
To re-synchronize the copy group, do not specify
the ID of a backup created by the
drmtapebackup command. Execute the
following command to check the permitted
backup ID, and then re-execute the drmresync
command.
• When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
• When the backup is of an SQL Server
database:
drmsqlcat command
• When the backup is of an Exchange
database:
drmexgcat command
• When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command
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KAVX0034-E

The specified
Instance Name is
invalid.

The parameter registration command
(drmsqlinit or drmorainit) was executed with
the -v option specified, but no initialization
information could be found for the specified
instance.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The specified instance name does not exist
on SQL Server or Oracle.
2. The initialization information for the
specified instance was not found.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Specify an instance name that exists on SQL
Server or Oracle, and then re-execute the
command.
2. Execute the parameter registration
command for the specified instance.

KAVX0035-E

An attempt to
update the
application-name
information failed.

The executed command failed to register the
initialization information for the application
indicated in application-name.
Expand the disk capacity in the installation
directory, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0036-E

The specified
backup ID is
invalid.
Backup ID =
backup-ID

The backup information corresponding to the
specified backup ID does not exist.
Check the backup ID, and then re-execute the
command.
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KAVX0037-E

The specified
character string
exceeds the
maximum number
of characters
allowed.
Character string =
character-string

The character-length of a following item,
specified when the command was executed,
exceeded the maximum length for that
character string.
Check the length (number of characters) of the
following items:
• When the backup is of a file system: file
name, directory name, backup comment,
mount point directory name, device file
name, or host name
• When the backup is of an SQL Server
database: file name, directory name,
backup comment, instance name, database
name, device file name, or host name
• When the backup is of an Exchange
database: file name, directory name,
backup comment, storage group name,
device file name, or host name
• When the backup is of an Oracle database:
file name, directory name, backup
comment, instance name, tablespace name,
device file name, or host name
• When the command is drmappcat: backup
comment or host name
• When the command is drmresync: copy
group batch definition file name
• When the command is drmdbexport or
drmdbimport: export destination file name
or import source file name
• When the command is drmmediabackup:
backup file storage directory name
• When the command is drmclusinit:
cluster software name

KAVX0038-E

The content of the
specified target
definition file is
invalid.

One or more of the following items are not
specified in the batch definition file.
• File name
• Directory name
• Database name
• Storage group name
• Tablespace name
• Copy group name
Enter valid information in the batch definition
file.
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KAVX0039-E

The core map
file(s) cannot be
found.

The corresponding data was not found in the
directory map file.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The core map file has not been created.
2. A dictionary map file is being created.
3. The core map file has been deleted because
creation of a dictionary map file has failed.
4. The specified mount point directory does not
exist in the RAID device.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Use the following appropriate command to
re-create the dictionary map file:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay -refresh
- When the backup is of an SQL Server
database:
drmsqldisplay -refresh
- When the backup is of an Exchange
database:
drmexgdisplay -refresh
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoradisplay -refresh
2. Wait until creation of the dictionary map file
has finished, and then re-execute the
command.
3. See the message displayed when creation of
the dictionary map file failed, and then take
action to re-create the dictionary map file.
After the dictionary map file is created
successfully, re-execute the command.
4. If the specified mount point directory does
not exist on the RAID device, specify a
mount point directory that does exist on the
RAID device, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0040-I

The backup ID has This message is displayed when a backup ID
been assigned as was assigned to data that was backed up
follows:
successfully.
Backup ID =
backup-ID

KAVX0041-W

The invalid area is
increasing in the
dictionary map file
or the backup
catalog.

During backup or restore processing, the ratio of
invalid records to all the records in the
dictionary map file or the backup catalog
exceeded 90%.
Using the control tool for dictionary map files,
delete the dictionary map files or invalid records
in the backup catalog. Execute the command as
follows.
In Windows:
PROMPT> Protection-Manager-installationdestination\bin\util\drmdbcond -c
In Solaris:
PROMPT> /opt/drm/bin/util/drmdbcond c
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KAVX0042-E

An error occurred
during cluster
processing.
Cause = detailedmessage

An error has occurred during cluster operation.
For details on the error cause, see DRM-10000 DRM-19999.

KAVX0043-E

A cold backup was
not performed for
the mount point
directory because
the specified
mount point was
being managed by
the cluster.

A cold backup could not be performed for the
mount point directory, because the cluster
system is managing the mount point.
Perform an online backup.

KAVX0044-E

A resynchronize
restoration could
not be performed
for the mount
point directory
because the
specified mount
point was being
managed by the
cluster.

A resynchronize restoration could not be
performed for the mount point directory,
because the cluster system is managing the
mount point.
Perform restoration with the mount point
removed from cluster management.

KAVX0047-E

You cannot
Backups can fail for any of the following
execute this
reasons:
command under
1. Specifying only some objects in the volume
this configuration.
to be backed up.
2. There is an error in the definition contents of
the RAID Manager copy group.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Specify all the objects in the volume to be
backed up.
2. Check whether the copy group contained in
the file system to be backed up is configured
correctly and then check the options of the
backup command.

KAVX0048-E

Characters that
cannot be handled
with this program
have been found.

Protection Manager is not compliant with the
Unicode character set. If any Unicode characters
exist in command parameters or configuration
files, commands will not execute successfully.
Make sure that no Unicode characters are being
used in command parameters of configuration
files, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0049-E

You cannot specify
the -raw option for
the specified
backup ID.

You cannot specify the -raw option for the
specified backup ID.
Perform backup again, without the -raw option
specified.

KAVX0050-E

An attempt to
read the target
definition file
failed.

Use a text editor to check whether the specified
target definition file can be opened.
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KAVX0051-E

An attempt to
execute
restoration by disk
resynchronization
failed because a
copy group
subject to
restoration
includes an object
that is not subject
to restoration.

You cannot perform restoration because, in the
current configuration, restoration by disk
resynchronization may damage file systems
other that those you want to restore.
If the KAVX5125-E message is displayed,
unspecified file names and their disk group
names are contained in the displayed result.
Disk group names are displayed in
environments where the logical volume
manager is installed. In the basic disk
configuration, - is displayed for a disk group
name.
Use the drmfscat command to check whether
the target copy group contains only the file
systems you want to restore. Additionally, use
the following command to check whether the
target copy group contains only the object you
want to restore.
• When the backup is of an SQL Server
database, use the drmsqlcat command.
• When the backup is of an Exchange
database, use the drmexgcat command.
• When the backup is of an Oracle database,
use the drmoracat command.

KAVX0052-E

You cannot specify Set the cluster resource you want to back up
the -mode cold
online or re-execute the command with the option because
mode online option specified.
the cluster
resource is not
online.

KAVX0053-E

The system could
not restore the
target data
because the
cluster resource is
not online or
offline.

The cluster resource has an invalid status.
Check the status of the cluster resource, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0054-E

An attempt to
mount the
directory failed.
Mount point =
mount-pointdirectory-name

Make sure the specified mount point directory
exists. If it exists, examine the system log and
check whether there is any problem with the OS.

KAVX0055-E

An attempt to
unmount the
directory failed.
Mount point =
mount-pointdirectory-name

Check whether another process is using the disk
you want to unmount.
Note that you cannot unmount the disk that
contains the current directory at which you
execute the command. If the specified mount
point directory is correct, examine the system
log and check whether there is any problem with
the OS.
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KAVX0056-E

An attempt to
create the
directory failed.
Directory name =
directory-name

Check the indicated directory path name to see
whether the directory can be created.
If the directory can be created, examine the
system log and check whether there is any
problem with the OS.

KAVX0057-E

An attempt to
remove the
directory failed.
Directory name =
directory-name

Check the indicated directory path name to see
whether the directory exists.
If the directory exists, examine the system log
and check whether there is any problem with
the OS.

KAVX0069-W

An error occurred
during operation
of the trace log
file.

This message is output when an error is
detected during processing of the trace log files
provided by Protection Manager.
Check the system log, and make sure that the
OS is running properly. If no problems are
found, contact your support center.

KAVX0070-W

The system had
changed the
configuration of
effective path(s)
of the logical
volume(s).
Effective Path =
effective-path

If the file server or the database is not in the
cluster configuration, recover the disconnected
physical path, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0071-W

The RAID
Manager instance
could not be
stopped.
Cause = cause

This message is output if the RAID Manager
instance cannot stop for some reason.
Check what is indicated in Cause. Then, stop the
RAID Manager instance as required.
For details on the error cause, see DRM-10000 DRM-19999.

KAVX0072-E

The application
map file(s) cannot
be found.

The application map file was not found. Use the
following appropriate command to re-create the
dictionary map file:
• When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay -refresh
• When the backup is of an SQL Server
database:
drmsqldisplay -refresh
• When the backup is of an Exchange
database:
drmexgdisplay -refresh
• When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoradisplay -refresh

KAVX0073-E

The data
associated with
the specified
conditions does
not exist.

No data satisfies the conditions specified with
the option of the drmfsdisplay,
drmsqldisplay, drmexgdisplay, or
drmoradisplay command.
Check the options of the specified command. If
there is a problem, specify the correct command
option and then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0074-E

An attempt to
obtain a mount
point has failed.

Information about the mount point that was
mounted by the drmmount command is invalid.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The drmmediabackup or drmumount
command was executed without mounting
by using the drmmount command.
• The drmmediabackup or drmumount
command was mistakenly executed on the
primary volume.
Check the causes and then re-execute the
drmmount command.

KAVX0075-E

There is an invalid
character in the
specified backup
comment.

The backup comment specified for the backup
command (drmfsbackup, drmsqlbackup,
drmexgbackup, or drmorabackup) contains
unusable characters.
Make sure that the backup comment contains no
unusable characters, and then re-execute the
backup command. For details on which
characters can be used for backup comments,
see the drmfsbackup command explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
Command Reference.

KAVX0076-I

The checksum of
the Exchange
database file has
been confirmed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

This message is output when the checksum of
the Exchange database file is correct.

KAVX0077-E

A file needed to
execute the
ESEUTIL
command has not
been copied.

This message is output when a file needed to
execute the ESEUTIL utility has not been copied
to the server on which the command was
executed.
Check the Exchange Server documentation,
copy the necessary files, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVX0078-E

An attempt to
execute the
ESEUTIL
command has
failed.
Cause = errorcause

An error occurred when a check on the database
compatibility was executed.
Remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.
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KAVX0079-E

The checksum of
the Exchange
database file is
invalid.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename
File name = filename

This message is output when a fault is detected
in the checksum of an Exchange database file.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
and take the appropriate recovery measures.

KAVX0080-E

Backup/resync
cannot be
performed
because a copy
group for which a
pair was not
generated was
specified when the
dictionary map file
was updated.
Cause = copygroup-name

This message is output when the pair status of
the target copy group is in the SMPL mode, and
the backup or resynchronization is performed
after the dictionary map file is updated.
Create a pair for the target copy group and
update the dictionary map file.

KAVX0081-E

After the
dictionary map file
is updated, the
pair status will be
changed to the
SMPL mode.
Cause = copygroup-name

This message is output when backup or
resynchronization is performed for a copy group
whose pair status is SMPL, without setting the
PAIR_CREATE=ENABLE parameter in the RAID
Manager linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat).
Perform one of the following operations:
• Delete the target pair logical volume
definition from the RAID Manager
HORCM_CONF file.
• Specify the PAIR_CREATE=ENABLE
parameter in the RAID Manager linkage
definition file (DEFAULT.dat).
• Use the following operation to lock the copy
group and remove it from the target
operations:
drmcgctl -copy_group copy-group-name mode lock

KAVX0082-E

You cannot use
this backup
catalog record for
restoration.

The settings for the -template option in the
drmsqlrestore command are incorrect.
Check the following, and then re-execute the
drmsqlrestore command:
• If restoring a backup catalog created by
using the drmsqlbackup command with the
-template option specified, then specify the
-template option.
• If restoring a backup catalog created by
using the drmsqlbackup command without
the -template option specified, then do not
specify the -template option.
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KAVX0085-I

Now making
backup
information...

This message is output when the -template
option of the backup command is used to create
a backup catalog but an actual backup is not
performed. The created backup catalog is
registered as a template catalog.

KAVX0086-I

The backup
information has
been assigned as
follows:
Backup ID =
backup-ID

This message is output when a template catalog
is created and a backup ID is assigned.

KAVX0087-E

This command
cannot be
executed because
the specified
backup ID is
already being
used by another
command.

This message is output when the specified
backup ID cannot be used concurrently.
Make sure that the target backup ID is not used
with another command, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0088-E

The specified
generation
identification
name is invalid.

The generation identifier specified by the
backup command (drmfsbackup,
drmsqlbackup, or drmexgbackup) is invalid.
Check the generation identifier by executing the
following commands, and then re-execute the
command:
• When a file system is to be backed up:
drmfsdisplay -cf
• When an SQL Server database is to be
backed up:
drmsqldisplay -cf
• When an Exchange database is to be backed
up:
drmexgdisplay -cf

KAVX0089-E

A timeout
occurred.
Retry time
retry-countparameter-name
= retry-countparameter-value(times)
retry-wait-timeparameter-name
= retry-wait-timeparameter-value(s)

This message is output when the system does
not detect the anticipated status despite
checking at the intervals specified in the retrywait-time-parameter-name parameter, and
checking for the number of times specified in the
retry-count-parameter-name parameter.
Check the error message that was output
immediately after this message. If the retry
interval is short, adjust the settings for either
parameter to extend the checking period, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0091-E

The installation
environment is
invalid.

This message is output when the installation
environment is invalid.
Re-install the product.
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KAVX0092-E

An attempt to
acquire product
information has
failed.
File name = filename

This message is output when the version-file
information is invalid.
Re-install the product.

KAVX0093-E

An error occurred
while reading the
patch history
information.

This message is output when processing to
acquire differential patch history information is
executed and an error is detected.
Check the system logs to see if any problems
exist in the OS. If none exist, refer to the
troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's
Guide, collect the appropriate information, and
then contact your support center or your
distributor.

KAVX0094-I

Verification ended
successfully.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

This message is output when verification has
successfully ended.

KAVX0095-E

A file necessary
for verification
cannot be found.

Exchange Management Console, which is
required for verification, is not installed on the
backup server.
Install Exchange Management Console.

KAVX0096-E

Verification failed. An error occurred while executing verification.
Check the system log to see if any problems
Cause = errorexist in the OS. If none exist, collect
cause
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX0097-E

A database error
was detected
during verification
processing.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename
File name = filename

This is a message output when a database error
was detected during verification.
The database might be corrupted. We
recommend that you recover the database by
using the last successful backup.

KAVX0100-E

The root directory
cannot be
specified as the
mount point
directory.

The root directory was specified as the mount
point directory.
Specify a directory other than the root directory
as the mount point directory for the backup.

KAVX0101-E

A drive containing
a system directory
cannot be
specified as the
mount point
directory.

A drive containing a system directory was
specified as the mount point directory.
As the mount point for backup, specify a drive
that does not contain a system directory.
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KAVX0102-E

The mount point
directory does not
contain any files
to be backed up.

No files exist in the specified mount point
directory.
Since the specified mount point contains no
files, backup was not performed.

KAVX0103-E

Disk space is
insufficient at the
restoration
destination.

The restoration-destination volume does not
have sufficient free space.
Check the amount of free space at the
restoration-destination volume, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX0104-E

The specified
mount point
definition file does
not exist.

The name specified for the target definition file
for mount point directories contains an error.
Check whether the specified file exists, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX0105-E

The specified
mount point
directory does not
exist on the RAID
device.
Mount point
directory =
mount-point

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified mount point directory was not
found.
• The specified mount point directory is
mounted on a device other than a RAID
device.
• The mount point directory was not specified
by its absolute path.
• The specified file system cannot be
recognized as a file system.
Check the specified mount point directory, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0106-E

The specified
mount point
directory is
wrong.
Mount point
directory =
mount-point

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified mount point directory is not a
directory.
• No disk is mounted in the specified mount
point directory on the RAID device.
Check the specified mount point directory, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0150-I

The new license
has been
registered.

The license key was updated properly.

KAVX0151-E

The license has
expired.

The current license has expired.
Extend the expiration date, or update the
license to one with no limitation on the date.

KAVX0152-E

The system
environment is
incorrect, or the
product
corresponding to
the specified
product ID is not
installed.

This message is output when the license
environment is invalid or Protection Manager is
not installed.
Make sure of the following:
• The license environment has been set up
correctly.
• If the version of the installed Protection
Manager is incorrect, re-install the
corresponding version.
• If Protection Manager has not been
installed, install it.
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KAVX0153-E

The entered
license key is
invalid.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The newly entered license key is invalid.
• An attempt was made to enter a license key
older than the one that had already been
registered.
Make sure that the following conditions are
satisfied, and then update to the proper license
key:
• The entered license key is newer than the
one that is already registered.
• The license key has been correctly entered.

KAVX0154-E

The product ID is
invalid.

The product code is invalid.
Check and, if necessary, revise the product
code, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0155-E

The command
options are
insufficient.

The command options are not sufficient.
Re-execute the command by specifying the
options in the correct format.

KAVX0156-I

The temporary
This message gives the expiration date and the
license key will
number of days remaining until the temporary
expire after n days license key expires.
on yyyy/mm/dd.

KAVX0157-I

This message gives the expiration date and the
The emergency
number of days remaining until the emergency
license key will
expire after n days key expires.
on yyyy/mm/dd.

KAVX0158-E

The entered
license key file
was not found.

This message is output when the specified
license key file is incorrect.
Specify a correct license key file, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX0159-E

The entered
license key file is
invalid.

This message is output when the contents of the
specified license key file are invalid.
Specify a correct license key file, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX0160-E

The license key to
be input does not
exist in the license
key file.

This message is output when the applicable
license is not in the specified license key file.
Specify a correct license key file, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX0161-E

A license key does
not need to be
input.

This message is output when a free license was
registered for the license.
The license for the product you registered is
free. A license key does not need to be entered.

KAVX0200-W

The message
catalog could not
be obtained.
Message ID =
message-ID

Either the message catalog does not exist, or
the message catalog is damaged.
Re-install the product.

KAVX0210-I

The user script will
now start.
Procedure section
= section-name

This message is output when processing starts
in the user processing section of a user script.
Note that nothing is output when no commands
are defined.
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KAVX0211-I

Execution of the
user script has
finished.

This message is output when processing for the
user processing section of a user script finishes
normally.

KAVX0212-I

A command from
the user script will
now execute.
Command line =
command-line

This message is output when a command
defined in the user processing section of a user
script is executed.

KAVX0213-I

A command from
the user script has
ended.
End code = endcode

This message is output when a command
defined in the user processing section of a user
script finishes.

KAVX0214-E

A command from
the user script
cannot start.

This message is output when an attempt to start
a command defined within the user processing
section of a user script fails.
Specify an executable command in the user
script file, and then re-execute the backup
command.

KAVX0215-E

An error occurred
during processing
of a command
from the user
script.

This message is output when an error occurs
after a command in a user script is started.
Check the execution status of the command
specified in the user script file, and then reexecute the backup command.

KAVX0217-W

A command from
the user script
timed out.

This message is output when the command
specified for CMDLINE does not terminate within
the set timeout interval.
Check the execution status of the command
specified in the user script file, remove the
cause of the command timeout, and then reexecute the backup command.

KAVX0218-I

A forced
termination of a
command from
the user script will
now commence.

This message is output when a forced
termination of a command specified in a user
script commences.

KAVX0219-I

A forced
termination of a
command from
the user script has
finished.

This message is output when a forced
termination of a command specified in a user
script is successful.

KAVX0220-W

A forced
termination of a
command from
the user script
cannot be
performed.

This message is output when an attempt to
perform a forced termination of a command
specified in a user script has failed.
Check the execution status of the command
specified in the user script file, remove the
cause preventing command termination, and
then re-execute the backup command.

KAVX0221-E

The contents of
the script file are
invalid.
Cause = cause

This message is output when the contents of a
user script file are invalid.
Correct the contents of the user script file, and
then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0222-E

The user script file
name specified in
the -script option
is invalid.

This message is output when the name of the
user script file specified in the parameter of the
backup command is incorrect.
Check both the name of the file specified in the
parameter of the backup command, and the
specified format. Then specify the correct file
name and re-execute the command.

KAVX0223-E

An attempt to
read the user
script file has
failed.

This message is output when an error occurs
while the specified user script file is being
loaded.
Make sure that the specified user script file can
be opened and is not being written to, and then
re-execute the backup command.

KAVX0224-I

The processing
will continue
because the value
of the user script
item "item-name"
is item-value.

This message is output when a command is
executed by a user script, the user script item
END_CODE is set to the value IGNORE, and one of
the following events occurred:
• The command returned a value other than
0.
• A timeout occurred in the command.
Since the value set is IGNORE, processing will
continue.

KAVX0225-E

The processing
will end because
the value of the
user script item
"item-name" is
item-value.

This message is output when the executed user
script command resulted in one of the items
listed below, but processing finished because
the value of the command END_CODE was set to
TERMINATE_NZ (including when END_CODE is not
specified and TERMINATE_NZ is applied by
default):
• The command returned a value other than
0.
• A timeout occurred in the command.
Check the execution status of the command
specified in the user script file, and then reexecute the backup command. If you want to
continue processing even though one of the
above events occurred, set the END_CODE value
to IGNORE for the command specified in the user
script file.

KAVX0226-E

An attempt to set
an environment
variable has
failed.
Setting:
environmentvariable-name =
environmentvariable-value

This message is output when an attempt to set
an environment variable has failed before and
after executing a command specified in a user
script.
Check the values of environment variables
specified in the user script, specify an
environment variable that can be set, and then
re-execute the backup command.
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KAVX0227-E

Failed to hide the
physical volume.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message is output when an attempt to hide
a physical volume fails.
Examine the RAID Manager log information,
remove the cause of the RAID Manager
command failure, specify the name of the
unsuccessful copy group, and then re-execute
the command. For details on RAID Manager log
information, see the RAID Manager
documentation.
The error might have been caused by the
configuration or settings for execution of
Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following
explanations in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using
Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection
Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection
Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with
RAID Manager

KAVX0228-E

Failed to make the
physical volume
open.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message is output when an attempt to
release a physical volume fails.
Examine the RAID Manager log information,
remove the cause of the RAID Manager
command failure, specify the name of the
unsuccessful copy group, and then re-execute
the command. For details on RAID Manager log
information, see the RAID Manager
documentation.
The error might have been caused by the
configuration or settings for execution of
Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following
explanations in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using
Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection
Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection
Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with
RAID Manager

KAVX0229-E

The specified copy
group name is
invalid.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

The copy group name specified as the argument
for the command is invalid.
Specify a valid copy group name, and then reexecute the command.
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KAVX0230-E

Failed to activate
a RAID Manager
instance.
Instance number
= instancenumber

This message is output when an attempt to start
a RAID Manager instance fails.
Check whether the settings for RAID Manager
are valid. If the settings are valid, refer to the
log information of RAID Manager and check
whether any problems exist. If no problems are
found, contact your support center.

KAVX0231-E

Failed to
rerecognize the
physical volume.

This message is output when an attempt to
rerecognize a physical volume fails.
Examine the system log, remove the cause of
the unsuccessful physical volume rerecognition,
and then re-execute the command. If you are
unable to resolve the problem, contact your
support center.

KAVX0232-I

Hid copy-groupname.

This message is output when an attempt to hide
a physical volume succeeds.

KAVX0233-I

Made copy-group- This message is output when an attempt to
name open.
release a physical volume succeeds.

KAVX0234-I

Rerecognizes the
physical volume.

This message is output when rerecognization of
a physical volume starts.

KAVX0235-I

Rerecognized the
physical volume.

This message is output when an attempt to
rerecognize a physical volume succeeds.

KAVX0237-E

No copy group
corresponds to
the specified
backup ID.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message is output when the copy group
recorded in the backup catalog of the specified
backup ID does not exist.
Check the operating environment of Protection
Manager by carrying out the following
procedure:
1. Display the contents of the backup catalog
of the specified backup ID by using the
drmfscat, drmsqlcat, drmexgcat, or
drmtapecat command, and then check the
copy group recorded in the backup catalog.
2. Make sure that the instance number
specified by the HORCMINST parameter of the
RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) is appropriate.
3. Check whether the copy group definition is
applicable by using the RAID Manager
configuration definition file (horcmn.conf).
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KAVX0238-E

An attempt to
write to the file
has failed.
File name = fullpath-to-the-file

Possible causes are as follows:
• The value set for the environment variable
VSHTCRMENVF is invalid.
• The user does not have permission to write
to the file.
Check the following for the output file path:
• Check whether the value set for the
environment variable VSHTCRMENVF has
been set according to the manual. For
details on the set value, see the explanation
on how to specify settings when using VSS
in the Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide.
• Check that the user has permission to write
to the file.

KAVX0239-E

The
DEVICE_DETACH
=ENABLE setting
is required to
execute the
drmdevctl
command.

This message appears when the drmdevctl
command is executed without setting the
DEVICE_DETACH parameter of the RAID Manager
linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat) to ENABLE.
Set the DEVICE_DETACH parameter of the RAID
Manager linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat) to
ENABLE, and then re-execute the drmdevctl
command.

KAVX0240-E

An attempt to
make the folder
has failed.
Folder passing =
folder-passing

This message is output when an attempt to
create a folder fails.
Take one of the following actions:
• If the folder in the path you attempted to
create does not exist, create the folder.
• If access privileges for the folder you
attempted to create are write-protected,
change the access privileges so that data
can be written to the folder.

KAVX0241-E

An attempt to
delete the file has
failed.
File name = fullpath-to-the-file

This message is output when an attempt to
delete a file fails.
Check whether the access privileges for the
displayed file are read-only. If they are, cancel
the read-only attribute, and then delete the file.

KAVX0242-E

The file could not
be opened.
File name = filename

This message is output when an attempt to open
a file fails.
Access privileges for the file you attempted to
open is read-protected. Change the access
privileges so that the file can be opened.

KAVX0243-E

The process could
not be made.
Process name =
process-name
Code = OS-errorcause-code

This message is output when an attempt to
perform a process fails.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is any problem in the OS. For details on
the cause of the error, see OS-error-cause-code.

KAVX0244-W

An attempt to
output a message
to the event log
has failed.

The message could not be output to the event
log.
Check whether the application event log is full.
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KAVX0245-W

An attempt to
send email has
failed.

The email could not be sent.
Check the message that was output before this
message.

KAVX0246-W

An attempt to
connect to the
SMTP server has
failed.
Host name =
host-name
Factor = factor

The system could not connect to the SMTP
server.
Check that the MAIL_SERVER parameter in the
email-sending definition file is correct, or
examine the system log and check whether
there is a problem with the OS or the SMTP
server. For details on the error cause, see the
message output in factor.

KAVX0247-W

An attempt to
transmit to the
SMTP server has
failed.
Factor = factor

The transmission to the SMTP server failed.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is a problem with the OS or the SMTP
server. For details on the error cause, see the
message output in factor.

KAVX0248-W

An attempt to
receive from the
SMTP server has
failed.
Factor = factor

The reception from the SMTP server failed.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is a problem with the OS or the SMTP
server. For details on the error cause, see the
message output in factor.

KAVX0249-W

The message
received from the
SMTP server is too
short.

The reception message from the SMTP server is
too short.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is a problem with the OS or the SMTP
server.

KAVX0250-W

An error was
returned from the
SMTP server.
Object = object
Content = content

The SMTP server returned the error response
(SMTP protocol) output in content for the
request (SMTP protocol) to the SMTP server
output in object.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is a problem with the OS or the SMTP
server.

KAVX0251-W

The length of the
set value of a
parameter
exceeds the
maximum.
File name = filename
Parameter =
parameter-name

The length of the set value of the parameter
exceeds the maximum.
Check the length of the parameter value
specified in the appropriate settings file.

KAVX0252-W

The specified
destination email
address is invalid.
Email address =
email-address

The SMTP server reported that the output email
address is incorrect.
Check the TO parameter in the email-sending
definition file, or examine the system log and
check whether there is a problem with the OS or
the SMTP server.
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KAVX0253-W

The specified
parameter was
not found.
File name = filename
Parameter =
parameter-name

The parameter was not found.
Make sure the output parameter is specified in
the appropriate settings file.

KAVX0254-W

Preparation for
sending email
failed.

The preparation for sending email failed.
Check the message that was output before this
message.

KAVX0255-W

Email cannot be
sent.

The email cannot be sent.
Check the message that was output before this
message.

KAVX0256-I

A connection to
the Protection
Manager service
will now be
established.
Host name =
host-name

A connection to the Protection Manager service
will be established.

KAVX0257-I

The connection
with the
Protection
Manager service
will now be
terminated.
Host name =
host-name

The connection with the Protection Manager
service will be terminated.

KAVX0258-E

An error occurred
during
communication
with the
Protection
Manager service.
Host name =
host-name

An error occurred during communication with
the Protection Manager Service. The detailed
content of the communication error is recorded
in the detailed trace log information.
Check the following:
• Make sure the Protection Manager service is
running normally on the connectiondestination host.
• Make sure the network settings are correct.

KAVX0259-E

The Protection
Manager service
could not be
connected to.
Host name =
host-name

An error occurred while connecting to the port
for the Protection Manager Service. The system
could not connect to the Protection Manager
Service on the connection-destination host.
Check the following:
• Make sure the Protection Manager Service
has started successfully.
• Make sure the settings for the port number
match on the connection-destination host
and the connection-source host.
• Make sure the versions of Protection
Manager match on the connectiondestination host and the connection-source
host.
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KAVX0260-E

An attempt to
check files on the
backup server has
failed.

An attempt to check files on the backup server
has failed due to a communication error.
Check the message that was output before this
message.

KAVX0261-E

A file referred to in The specified file does not exist or a directory
a user script
was specified.
command does
Specify an existing file.
not exist.
Host name =
host-name
Procedure section
= proceduresection
Execution file
name =
execution-filename

KAVX0262-E

You do not have
access permission
for a file referred
to in a user script
command.
Host name =
host-name
Procedure section
= proceduresection
Execution file
name =
execution-filename

The possible causes are as follows:
• There was no execution permission for the
specified execution file.
• The devices might not be fully prepared.
• The content specified for the execution file
might be a character file.

KAVX0263-I

A command in the
user script will
now be executed.
Host name =
host-name
Command line =
command-line

This message is output when a user script is
executed.

KAVX0264-E

Processing of the
user script on the
backup server has
failed.

The processing of the user script on the backup
server has failed.
Check the message that was output before this
message.

KAVX0265-I

The Protection
Manager service
has started.

The Protection Manager Service started.

KAVX0266-E

An attempt to
start the
Protection
Manager service
has failed.

An error occurred during the start of the
Protection Manager Service.
For details about cause of the error and the
recovery procedure, see the message that was
output immediately before this message.

KAVX0267-I

The Protection
Manager service
has stopped.

The Protection Manager Service has stopped.
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KAVX0268-E

The IP address
cannot be
acquired.
Host name =
host-name

An error occurred while connecting to the
Protection Manager Service. The IP address of
the connection-destination host could not be
acquired.
Check the following:
• Make sure the connection-destination host
name is correct.
• Make sure the connection-destination host
has started successfully.
• Make sure the network settings are correct.

KAVX0269-E

The Protection
Manager service
at the connection
destination has
stopped.
Host name =
host-name

An error occurred during communication with
the Protection Manager Service. The Protection
Manager Service on the connection-destination
host stopped during command execution.
Start the Protection Manager Service, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX0270-W

An operation
executed on the
temporary file
failed.
Operation =
operation
Factor = factor

The operation of the temporary file failed.
Examine the system log and check whether
there is a problem with the OS.

KAVX0271-E

The version of
Protection
Manager is
invalid.
Host name =
host-name

The version of Protection Manager installed on
the connection-destination host is invalid.
Check the version of Protection Manager
installed on the connection-destination host.

KAVX0272-E

An error occurred
in the Protection
Manager service.
Host name =
host-name

An error occurred on the connection-destination
host.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX0006-E message, and then take
appropriate action.

KAVX0273-W

A parameter
setting value is
invalid.
File name = filename
Parameter =
parameter-name

The value set in the parameter is incorrect.
Check the parameter value specified in the
appropriate settings file.

KAVX0274-W

Memory is
insufficient.

The memory necessary for executing the
commands that Protection Manager provides is
insufficient.
Check the Release Notes attached to the
product and add the necessary memory.

KAVX0275-I

Email sending will
now start.

This message is output when sending email
starts.

KAVX0276-I

Email sending will
now end.

This message is output when sending email
ends.
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KAVX0277-E

The name of a file
referred to in a
user script
command is
invalid.
Host name =
host-name
Procedure section
= proceduresection
Command line =
command-line
Execution file
name =
execution-filename

An error occurred during the file name check for
the command line defined in the user script file.
Check the following for how to specify the
CMDLINE in the user script file:
• Make sure any path name or file name that
contains a space is enclosed in double
quotation marks (").
• Make sure the double quotation marks (")
are not nested (the double quotation marks
are not enclosed in another set of double
quotation marks).

KAVX0278-E

A command called
from other
commands cannot
be executed.

Only the POST_PROC processing and the script
that is executed on the backup server on which
the PRE_PROC processing is being performed can
call a Protection Manager command.
If a Protection Manager command is called from
the following processing in the user script, an
error occurs.
• PRE_PROC processing (when scripts are
executed on the local server)
• RESYNC_PROC processing
• SPLIT_PROC processing
• FINISH_PROC processing
Do not call a Protection Manager command
during the above processing.

KAVX0279-E

The local host is
specified for the
connection
destination of the
Protection
Manager service.

The local host was specified for the connection
destination of the Protection Manager service.
Do not specify the local host for the connection
destination of the Protection Manager service.

KAVX0280-E

The port number
of the following
protocol is already
in use.
Protocol =
protocol-name
Port number =
port-number

Register a port number that is not used by the
protocol in the systemdirectory\system32\drivers\etc\services
file by following the setup procedure.

KAVX0281-E

Administrator
privilages are
required for this
execution
environment.

Re-execute the Protection Manager command as
a user who has OS administrator privileges.
For details on how to start a command as a user
who has OS administrator privileges, see the OS
documentation.

KAVX0300-I

The specified copy The specified copy group was locked.
group was locked.

KAVX0301-I

The specified copy
group was
unlocked.

The specified copy group was unlocked.
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KAVX0302-I

The copy group(s)
associated with
the specified
backup ID were
locked.

The copy group(s) associated with the specified
backup ID were locked.

KAVX0303-I

The copy group(s)
associated with
the specified
backup ID were
unlocked.

The copy group(s) associated with the specified
backup ID were unlocked.

KAVX0304-W

The specified copy
group has already
been locked or
unlocked.

Possible causes are as follows:
• You attempted to lock a copy group that has
already been locked.
• You attempted to unlock a copy group that
has already been unlocked.

KAVX0305-W

The copy group(s)
associated with
the specified
backup ID have
already been
locked or
unlocked.

Possible causes are as follows:
• You attempted to lock copy groups
associated with the backup ID that have
already been locked.
• You attempted to unlock copy group(s)
associated with the backup ID that have
already been unlocked.

KAVX0309-E

An attempt to
execute the
command-name
command failed.
Cause = detailedmessage

An error was detected when the command
command-name was executed.
Check the Protection Manager trace log and the
OS system log for any message that indicates a
file system error.
If the OS is Solaris and one of the causes listed
below is displayed, unmount the secondary
volume and then execute the drmfsbackup or
drmorabackup command.
• Cause = vxvm:vxdg: ERROR: Disk group
disk-group-name: cannot create:
• Cause = vxvm:vxdg: ERROR: Device devicename is in use
When the unmount operation to the secondary
volume fails, and the message "Device busy"
appears, use the fuser command provided by
the OS to check whether the file system is being
used by another process.

KAVX0310-I

Enter the resource This message is output when you execute the
group name:
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
you to input the name of the cluster resource
group.

KAVX0311-I

Enter the resource This message is output when you execute the
name:
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
you to input the name of the cluster resource.

KAVX0312-I

Cluster
information was
updated.

This message is output when you execute the
drmclusinit command, and cluster information
is updated successfully.

KAVX0313-I

Enter the virtual
host name:

This message is output when you execute the
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
you to enter the cluster's virtual server name.
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KAVX0314-I

Enter the resource This message is output when you execute the
type (S for
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
service. D for
you to enter the cluster's resource type.
disk):

KAVX0315-I

Enter the service
name:

This message is output when you execute the
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
you to enter the cluster's service resource
name.

KAVX0316-I

Enter the disk
name:

This message is output when you execute the
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
you to enter the cluster's disk resource name.

KAVX0317-I

Enter the instance
name:

This message is output when you execute the
drmclusinit command. The message prompts
you to enter the name of the instance or the
storage group to be backed up or restored in a
cluster environment.

KAVX0318-E

An attempt to
This message is output when you execute the
update the cluster drmclusinit command but register cluster
information failed. management information incorrectly.
Check the settings and startup status of the
cluster software. If they are correct, examine
the system log and check whether there is any
problem with the OS.

KAVX0319-E

An attempt to
check the
specified cluster
resource has
failed.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

This message is output if an error occurs during
the checking of the entered cluster resource.
Check the settings and startup status of the
cluster software, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0320-E

An attempt to
check the cluster
resource failed
because the
specified cluster
process was
stopped.
An attempt to
check the
specified cluster
resource failed
because the
cluster process
was stopped.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

This message is output if the system could not
check the cluster status because the clustering
service was inactive at the time the attempt was
made to check the entered cluster resources.
Check the settings and startup status of the
cluster software. Start the cluster, and then reexecute the drmclusinit command.

KAVX0321-W

The specified
cluster resource
does not exist.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

This message is output if the entered cluster
resource does not exist.
Check whether the settings of the cluster
software and the entered parameter are correct.
If they are correct, examine the system log and
check whether there is any problem with the OS.
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KAVX0322-E

The specified
cluster
information is not
registered.

This message is output if the parameter for the
specified cluster software has not been set.
Check the settings and startup status of the
cluster software. Start the cluster, and then reexecute the drmclusinit command.

KAVX0323-E

An attempt to
open the cluster
has failed.

This message is output when an attempt to open
MSCS fails.
Examine the Windows event log and remove the
cause of the error. If the same message
reappears after removing the cause of the error,
refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the
manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.

KAVX0324-E

The cluster
resource could not
be placed online.
Resource name =
cluster-resourcename
Code = error-code

This message is output when an attempt to
place an MSCS cluster resource online fails.
Examine the OS error code displayed with this
message and the Windows event log, and then
remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of
the error, refer to the troubleshooting
explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the
required data, and then contact your support
center.

KAVX0325-E

The cluster
resource could not
be placed offline.
Resource name =
cluster-resourcename
Code = error-code

This message is output when an attempt to
place an MSCS cluster resource offline fails.
Refer to the OS error code displayed with this
message and the Windows event log, and then
remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of
the error, refer to the troubleshooting
explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the
required data, and then contact your support
center.

KAVX0326-E

An attempt to
acquire
information on the
cluster has failed.

This message is output when an attempt to
acquire MSCS information fails.
Examine the Windows event log and remove the
cause of this error. If the same message
reappears after removing the cause of the error,
refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the
manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.

KAVX0327-E

Enter a correct
cluster product
name.

The cluster software name specified in the
drmclusinit command is invalid.
Specify the correct cluster software name, and
then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0328-W

Enter a correct
virtual server
name.
Virtual server
name = virtualserver-name

The specified virtual server name does not exist.
Check the following, and then re-enter the
correct parameter:
• Make sure the cluster is set correctly.
• Make sure the entered virtual server name
is correct.
• Make sure DRM_DB_PATH corresponds to the
entered virtual server name is defined in the
configuration definition file (init.conf).

KAVX0329-W

The specified
virtual server has
already been
registered.
Virtual server
name = virtualserver-name

The specified virtual server name has already
been registered.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct virtual server name.

KAVX0330-E

An attempt to
check the cluster
resource group
has failed.
Cluster resource
group name =
cluster-resourcegroup-name

An error occurred during the checking of the
specified cluster resource group.
A virtual server name might not be assigned to
the specified cluster resource group (when the
OS is Windows and Veritas Cluster Server is
used in the cluster configuration).
Check the settings and startup status of the
cluster software, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0331-E

An attempt to
check the
specified cluster
resource group
failed because the
cluster process
was stopped.
Cluster resource
group name =
cluster-resourcegroup-name

The cluster status could not be checked because
the cluster had stopped during the checking of
the specified cluster resource group.
Start the cluster, and then register the cluster
resource group.

KAVX0332-W

The specified
cluster resource
group does not
exist.
Cluster resource
group name =
cluster-resourcegroup-name

The specified cluster resource group does not
exist under the control of the cluster.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0333-W

The specified
cluster resource
group has already
been registered.
Cluster resource
group name =
cluster-resourcegroup-name

The specified cluster resource group has already
been registered.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.
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KAVX0334-W

Enter a correct
resource type.
Resource type =
resource-type

The specified resource type is invalid.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0335-W

The specified
cluster resource
does not exist in
the cluster
resource group.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

The specified cluster resource does not exist in
the cluster resource group.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0336-W

The specified
cluster resource
cannot be
specified.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

An invalid resource type was specified for the
cluster resource.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0337-W

The specified
cluster resource
has already been
registered.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

The specified cluster resource has already been
registered.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0338-W

The specified disk
name does not
correspond to the
cluster resource.
Disk name = diskname

The specified disk name does not correspond to
the cluster resource.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0339-W

The virtual server
name defined in
the specified
cluster resource
group does not
match the
specified virtual
server name.
Cluster resource
group name =
cluster-resourcegroup-name

The specified cluster resource group does not
correspond to the specified virtual server name.
Check the cluster settings, and then re-enter
the correct parameter.

KAVX0340-E

An attempt to
check the virtual
server name has
failed.
Virtual server
name = virtualserver-name

An error occurred when checking the entered
virtual server name.
Check the following:
• Make sure that the cluster software is
installed correctly.
• Make sure the cluster is running.
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KAVX0400-I

Mounting will now
start.
Mount point =
name-of-mountpoint-directoryon-backup-server

This message is displayed when executing a
backup to tape or a restoration from tape, at the
start of the operation to mount the secondary
volume on the backup server.

KAVX0401-I

Mounting has
finished.
Mount point =
name-of-mountpoint-directoryon-backup-server

This message is displayed when executing a
backup to tape or a restoration from tape, at the
successful end of the operation to mount the
secondary volume on the backup server.

KAVX0402-I

Backup
This message is displayed when the backup
processing will
command of the backup management product
now start.
starts when backing up to tape.
To see more
details on backup
progress, use the
monitoring
method of the
backup
management
product.
Source = backupsource-directoryname

KAVX0403-I

Backup
This message is displayed when the backup
processing has
command of the backup management product
finished.
starts when backing up to tape.
Source = backupsource-directoryname

KAVX0404-I

Restoration will
This message is displayed when the restore
now start.
command of the backup management product
To see more
starts when restoring from tape.
details on
restoration
progress, use the
monitoring
method of the
backup
management
product.
Source =
restorationsource-directoryname
Target = name-ofmount-pointdirectory-atrestorationdestination

Messages
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KAVX0405-I

Restoration has
This message is displayed when the restore
finished.
command of the backup management product
Source =
ends after restoring from tape.
restorationsource-directoryname
Target = name-ofmount-pointdirectory-atrestorationdestination

KAVX0406-I

Unmounting will
now start.
Mount point =
name-of-mountpoint-directoryon-backup-server

This message is displayed when executing a
backup to tape or a restoration from tape, at the
start of the operation to unmount the secondary
volume on the database server.

KAVX0407-I

Unmounting has
finished.
Mount point =
name-of-mountpoint-directoryon-backup-server

This message is displayed when executing a
backup to tape or a restoration from tape, at the
successful end of the operation to unmount the
secondary volume on the database server.

KAVX0408-E

An attempt to
execute the
backup command
failed.
Command =
name-ofcommandexecuted-byNetBackup-orBackup-Exec
Error code =
error-numberreturned-by-thecommand-ofNetBackup-orBackup-Exec

The NetBackup command or Backup Exec
command resulted in an error.
Refer to the documentation for NetBackup or
Backup Exec to obtain error information
associated with the error code, and take action
based on this information. Then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0409-E

An attempt to
execute the
restore command
failed.
Command =
name-ofcommandexecuted-byNetBackup-orBackup-Exec
Error code =
error-numberreturned-by-thecommand-ofNetBackup-orBackup-Exec

The NetBackup command or Backup Exec
command resulted in an error.
Refer to the documentation for NetBackup or
Backup Exec to obtain error information
associated with the error code, and take action
based on this information. Then re-execute the
command.
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KAVX0410-E

An attempt to
obtain the
installation path
failed.
Backup
management
product = nameof-backupmanagementproduct-to-beused

The backup management product (NetBackup
or Backup Exec) you want to use is not installed.
Install NetBackup or Backup Exec, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX0411-I

Enter the backup
management
product name.

During the drmtapeinit command execution,
this message prompts you to enter the type of
backup management product that will be linked
with Protection Manager.
If the installed backup management product is
NetBackup, enter NBU and press Enter. If the
product is Backup Exec, enter BEWS and press
Enter.

KAVX0412-I

Enter the backup
class name.

After the drmtapeinit command was executed
and NBU was selected as the product type, this
message prompts you to specify the name of the
backup class definition for NetBackup.

KAVX0413-I

Enter the backup
schedule name:

After the drmtapeinit command was executed
and NBU or BEWS was selected as the product
type, this message prompts you to specify the
name of the backup class definition for
NetBackup and the name of the related backup
schedule.

KAVX0414-I

Backup
parameters were
updated.

The drmtapeinit command terminated
normally and the parameters for working with
the backup management product were correctly
updated.

KAVX0415-I

After the drmtapeinit command was executed
Enter the file
and BEWS was selected as the product type, this
name of the
backup job script: message prompts you to enter the file name of
the Backup Exec backup job script.
Enter the file name of the Backup Exec backup
job script used with the backup management
product commands drmtapebackup,
drmtaperestore, drmmediabackup, and
drmmediarestore, and then press Enter.

KAVX0416-E

The backup
management
product has not
been set up yet.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The drmmediabackup, drmtapebackup, or
drmtaperestore command was executed
before using the drmtapeinit command to
set the parameters for working with the
backup management product.
• The drmmediabackup, drmtapebackup, or
drmtaperestore command was mistakenly
executed on the file server or database
server.
Execute the drmtapeinit command and then
execute this command.
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KAVX0417-I

Enter the number
of days to store
the backup
catalog.

This message is displayed during execution of
the drmtapeinit command and prompts you for
the number of days to store the backup catalog
used for tape backup.

KAVX0418-I

Backup
information from
the specified file
was imported into
the backup
catalog.
Imported backup
ID = backup-ID

This message is displayed when the
drmdbimport command successfully imported
backup catalog information for the backup ID.

KAVX0419-E

Backup
information
associated with
the specified
backup ID cannot
be exported.

You attempted to export backup catalog
information before backing up data to tape.
Back up data to tape, and then export the
backup catalog information.

KAVX0420-E

An invalid backup
ID was specified.
Specify the
backup ID of the
backup
information that
was imported by
the drmdbimport
command.

Data cannot be backed up to tape because the
specified backup ID is incorrect.
When you back up data to tape, specify the
backup ID associated with the backup
information that was imported by the
drmdbimport command.

KAVX0421-E

An invalid backup
ID was specified.
Please specify the
backup ID
acquired using the
drmtapebackup
command.

The backup data with the specified backup ID
was not backed up by the drmtapebackup
command.
Specify the ID of backup data that was backed
up to tape by the drmtapebackup command.

KAVX0422-W

The specified
name of the
backup
management
product is invalid.

The specified name of the backup management
product is invalid. Enter a correct name for the
backup product.

KAVX0423-W

The specified
value is not in the
range from 0 to
365.

During execution of the drmtapeinit command,
an incorrect number of days specified for the
retention period for the backup information was
detected. Specify a value in the range from 0 to
365 days.

KAVX0424-I

The backup
information
corresponding to
the specified
backup ID has
been deleted.
Backup ID =
backup-ID-to-bedeleted

This message is displayed when the drmtapecat
or drmappcat command successfully deletes the
backup information corresponding to the
specified backup ID.
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KAVX0425-E

The specified
backup ID is
unavailable for
mounting the
volumes.

The backup data of the specified backup ID is
structured as a raw volume. You do not need to
mount the volumes because no file systems
have been created on the raw volumes.
Continue operation without mounting.

KAVX0426-E

You cannot
execute this
command
because the
number of
available drive
letters is
insufficient.

Some secondary volumes cannot be mounted
because there are insufficient drive letters
currently available for mounting volumes.
Unmount unnecessary volumes to make sure
that the number of available drive letters is
sufficient for mounting the secondary volumes.
Then re-execute the command. Alternatively,
specify the -mount_pt (mount point directory
name) option, and then mount secondary
volumes on the mount point directory.

KAVX0427-E

An attempt to
perform backup
has failed.
Mount point =
mount-pointdirectory-nameor-drive-letter
Cause = detailedmessage

Check the parameter settings in the tape backup
configuration definition file.
For NetBackup, check the following items:
• Make sure that the master server specified
for the NBU_MASTER_SERVER parameter is
running.
• If YES has been specified for INCLUDE_EXEC,
or if the parameter has been omitted, make
sure that a media server has been installed
on the backup server.
• If a value other than YES has been specified
for INCLUDE_EXEC, make sure that the path
to the backup target has already been
specified in the policy (class).
Examine the message indicated by the cause
code and the trace log provided by the backup
management product, and check whether an
error code has been output by the backup
management product. If you cannot locate the
cause of the problem, contact your support
center.

KAVX0428-E

The type of
backup object that
was specified is
invalid.

This message is output if an invalid backup
object type is specified when the drmtapecat
command with the -o option is executed.
Check the backup object type that the
drmtapecat command outputs, and then reexecute the drmtapecat command.
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KAVX0429-E

An attempt to
perform restore
has failed.
Restore source =
mount-pointdirectory-nameor-drive-letter
Restore point =
mount-pointdirectory-nameor-drive-letter
Cause = causecode-beingoutput-to-backupmanagementproduct

Check the parameter settings in the tape backup
configuration definition file.
For NetBackup, check the following items:
• The master server specified for the
NBU_MASTER_SERVER parameter is running.
• The master server specified for the
NBU_MASTER_SERVER parameter is the
master server used at backup.
Examine the message indicated by the cause
code and the trace log provided by the backup
management product, and check whether an
error code has been output by the backup
management product. If you cannot locate the
cause of the problem, contact your support
center.

KAVX0430-E

An invalid backup
ID was specified.
Specify the
backup ID
acquired by using
the
drmtapebackup
command or the
drmmediabackup
command.

The backup ID specified with the
drmtapebackup command or the
drmmediabackup command could not be
acquired.
Using the drmtapebackup command or the
drmmediabackup command, specify the backup
ID obtained when you backed up to other
media.

KAVX0431-E

An attempt to
create the backup
execution
interface file has
failed.
Cause = cause

Possible cases are as follows:
• The user executing the command does not
have access permission for the file.
• Disk space is insufficient.
Make sure that the disk space is sufficient, and
then re-execute the command as a user with
system administrator permissions.

KAVX0432-E

An attempt to
create the restore
execution
interface file has
failed.
Cause = cause

Possible cases are as follows:
• The user executing the command does not
have access permission for the file.
• Disk space is insufficient.
Make sure that the disk space is sufficient, and
then re-execute the command as a user with
system administrator permissions.

KAVX0433-E

An attempt to
create the
temporary file has
failed.
Cause = cause
File name =
temporary-filename

A temporary file for internal use by Protection
Manager could not be created.
Re-execute the command as a user with system
administrator permissions. Also, make sure that
there is enough space on the disk.
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KAVX0434-E

An attempt to
open the mount
point file failed.
Mount point file
name = file-name

The mount point file could not be opened. Make
sure that there are sufficient access permissions
for the temporary file directory.
The temporary file directory is stored in the
following:
In Windows:
Protection-Manager-installationdirectory\tmp
In Solaris:
/var/opt/drm/tmp
If a directory named mntpt or .mntpt exists in
the temporary file directory, delete that
directory and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0435-E

An attempt to
read the mount
point file failed.
Mount point file
name = file-name

The mount point file is invalid, either because of
some inconsistency, or because it is damaged.
Delete the mount point file, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVX0436-E

An invalid backup
ID was specified.
Please specify the
backup ID
acquired using the
drmmediabackup
command or
drmtapebackup
command.

The backup ID specified for the
drmmediarestore command was not an ID
created by the drmtapebackup or
drmmediabackup command.
Specify a backup ID acquired previously for
backup to another medium by using the
drmtapebackup or drmmediabackup command.

KAVX0437-E

You have to
specify the -raw
option for the
specified backup
ID.

An attempt was made to back up a backup ID
that was mounted with the -raw option, but the
drmmediabackup command used for the backup
did not have the -raw option specified.
Specify the -raw option, and then re-execute
backup.

KAVX0438-E

The lock or unlock
of a copy group
corresponding to
the specified
backup ID went
wrong.

An attempt within the command to lock or
unlock the copy group corresponding to the
backup ID has failed.
See the actions taken for dictionary map file
errors in the manual Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide, and then execute the
dictionary map file recovery procedure.

KAVX0439-E

The directory
specified with the
-bkdir option does
not exist.
Directory name =
backup-filedirectory-name

This message is output when the directory of the
backup file specified for the -bkdir option does
not exist.
Specify the name of an existing backup file
directory.

KAVX0440-E

The path specified
with the -bkdir
option is invalid.
Directory name =
backup-filedirectory-name

This message is output when the backup file
directory name specified for the -bkdir option
is not an absolute path, or when the root (drive
letter) is specified.
Specify a backup file directory name that is an
absolute path, other than the root (drive letter).
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KAVX0441-W

You cannot specify This message is output when a backup ID for a
the -bkdir option
non-existent backup file directory is specified.
for this backup ID. Specify an existing backup ID for a backup file
directory.

KAVX0442-E

The file specified
in the -bup_env
option does not
exist.
File name =
configurationdefinition-filename

KAVX0443-I

The copy group
This message appears when the update of the
mount definition
copy group mount definition file finishes.
file was updated.
File name = copygroup-mountdefinition-file

KAVX0444-E

An attempt to
open the copy
group mount
definition file has
failed.
File name = copygroup-mountdefinition-file

The copy group mount definition file could not
be opened.
Check the access permissions for the copy group
mount definition file.
If the file is corrupted, delete it, and then recreate it by using the -conf option of the
drmmount command.

KAVX0445-E

An attempt to
read the copy
group mount
definition file has
failed.
File name = copygroup-mountdefinition-file

The copy group mount definition file cannot be
read, or the format is different because the file
was modified incorrectly.
Check the access permissions for the copy group
mount definition file.
If the file is corrupted, delete it, and then recreate it by using the -conf option of the
drmmount command.

KAVX0446-E

An attempt to
write the copy
group mount
definition file has
failed.
File name = copygroup-mountdefinition-file

This message appears when an attempt to write
in the copy group mount definition file fails.
The copy group mount definition file cannot be
written to.
Check the access permissions for the copy group
mount definition file.
If the file is corrupted, delete it, and then recreate it by using the -conf option of the
drmmount command.

This message is output when one of the
following conditions exist:
• The specified configuration definition file
does not exist.
• The name of the specified configuration
definition file contains the directory path.
Specify the name of an existing configuration
definition file.
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KAVX0447-E

An attempt to
acquire logical
volume
configuration from
the target copy
group has failed.
Copy group name
= copy-group

Logical volume information could not be
acquired from the secondary volume of the
target copy group.
Depending on the disk type, take appropriate
action from the following:
• For basic disk copy groups: a logical volume
might not have been created for the
secondary volume, or the secondary volume
might not have been formatted. Create and
format the logical volume, and then try to
acquire the backup again.
• For dynamic disk copy groups:
The copy group mount definition file must
be updated. To update, specify the
drmmount command with the backup ID and
-conf options specified.
If you cannot check whether the volume
configuration is correct in advance, re-apply
the volume configuration of the primary
volume to match the secondary volume
according to the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide, and then execute
the drmmount command with the backup ID
and -conf options specified.

KAVX0448-E

The volume
configuration of
the specified
backup
information is
different from the
copy group mount
definition.

This message is output when the logical volume
configuration of the specified backup catalog
does not match that of the copy group mount
definition file.
Possible causes are:
1. The logical volume configuration of the
primary volume has been changed but has
not been applied to the copy group mount
definition file.
2. The logical volume configuration of the
primary volume has been changed and
applied to the copy group mount definition
file, but the backup catalog from before the
configuration change was specified.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Execute the drmmount command with the conf option specified to update the copy
group mount definition.
2. Specify the backup ID of a backup catalog
corresponding to the current configuration.
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KAVX0449-E

The contents of
the copy group
mount definition
file are invalid.
Parameter name
= parametername
Parameter value =
parameter-value

This message is output when the value of an
item defined in the copy group mount definition
file is invalid.
Correct the item in the copy group mount
definition file.
• To change FS, specify an absolute path that
starts with a drive letter.
Note that you cannot change items other
than FS.
• To apply the volume configuration change,
execute the drmmount command with the conf option specified to update the copy
group mount definition.

KAVX0450-I

The extendedThe extended command has started.
command-name
command will now
start.

KAVX0451-I

The extended command has ended.
The extendedcommand-name
command will now
end.

KAVX0452-E

An attempt to
execute the
extendedcommand-name
command has
failed.

An attempt to execute the extended command
has failed.
Perform the following, based on the message
output to the trace log file for extended
commands (drm_script.log or
drm_script.log.old):
• Make sure that the series of extended
commands related to the operation ID are
executed in the correct order, and check the
prerequisites for each command.
• Check the error message that was output
before the KAVX0452-E message.

KAVX0453-E

An error that
stopped
processing
occurred.
Cause = cause

A fatal error has occurred which prevents
processing from continuing. For the cause of the
error, see DRM-10000 - DRM-19999.

KAVX0454-E

An attempt to
obtain the
information for
the specified
operation ID
failed.
Cause = cause
Definition File =
definition-filename

The definition file for the specified operation ID
could not be obtained.
Check that the displayed definition file exists in
the definition file storage directory. When the
file exists, execute the check tools and check
that the contents are valid.
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KAVX0455-E

An invalid option
was specified.

Possible causes are as follows.
• A non-existent option was specified.
• A required option was not specified.
• Two options that cannot be specified
simultaneously were specified.
• The options are specified in the incorrect
order.
Check the extended command usage, and then
re-execute the extended command.

KAVX0456-E

An attempt to
obtain a backup
ID has failed.
Cause = cause
File recording
backup IDs =
backup-ID-filename

A backup ID that is required to execute an
extended command could not be obtained from
the backup ID file.
Check that the extended commands are
executed in the correct sequence and that the
backup ID file is created.
For information about where the backup ID
recording file is stored, see the explanation
about the temporary folder for extended
commands in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX0457-E

An attempt to
obtain information
from the specified
file has failed.
Cause = cause
Target File = filename

Required information could not be obtained from
the specified file.
Check that the specified file exits. When the file
exists, check the contents.

KAVX0458-W

An error occurred
in the trace log
file.
Cause = cause

An error was detected when the trace log file
(drm_script.log or drm_script.log.old) was
manipulated.
Examine the system log and check if there are
any problems with the OS. If there are no
problems, contact your support center.

KAVX0459-E

An attempt to
execute the
command-name
command has
failed.
Cause = cause
Code =
command-returnvalue

A command that started from the extended
command has ended with an error.
Perform either of the following:
• See the extended commands explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide, eliminate the cause
of the failure, and then re-execute the
command.
• When the failed command is a Protection
Manager command (drmxxx), see the
Protection Manager trace log, remove the
cause of the failure, and then re-execute the
command.
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KAVX0460-E

An attempt to
execute the
command-name
command failed.
Code = returnvalue-of-thecommand

A command that started from the extended
command has ended with an error.
Perform either of the following:
• See the extended commands explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager
Software Command Reference, eliminate
the cause of the failure and then re-execute
the command.
• When the failed command is a Protection
Manager command (drmxxx), see the
Protection Manager trace log, remove the
cause of the failure, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0461-E

An attempt to
transmit files
failed.
Cause = cause-offile-transmissionerror
From = sourcehost-name
To = destinationhost-name

An FTP file transmission operation failed.
On the FTP server, check that you have write
permission for the destination directory. Check
also that the destination directory has sufficient
space and that the network status is normal.

KAVX0462-I

The verification of
the specified file
will now start.
File = definitionfile-name

The verification of the definition file specified in
the option has started.

KAVX0463-I

The verification of
the specified file
will now end.
The verification of
the specified file
has succeeded.

The verification of the definition file specified in
the option has ended.

KAVX0464-E

An error was
detected during
definition file
checking.

An error was detected during definition file
checking.
Take appropriate action based on the displayed
definition error message.

KAVX0465-E

An attempt to
obtain the
information
described in the
specified
definition file
failed.
Cause = cause
Target File =
definition-filename

Required information could not be obtained from
the specified definition file.
Check that the specified file exists. If the file
exists, check the contents.

KAVX0466-E

An essential item
is not found in the
specified file.
Item = item-name

The required items are not defined in the
definition file specified by the option.
Check the contents of the definition file, define
the required items, and re-execute the check
tool.
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KAVX0467-E

An item with an
empty value
exists in the
specified file.
Item = item-name

The value of a required item is not set in the
definition file specified by the option.
Check the contents of the definition file, set the
values of the required items, and re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX0468-E

The specified file
assigns conflicting
values for the
same item.
Item = item-name

The same item is specified more than once in
the definition file specified by the option.
Check the contents of the definition file and
make sure that no items are duplicated. Then
re-execute the check tool.

KAVX0469-E

The assigned
character string
for the item
exceeds the
maximum number
of characters.
Item = item-name
Character = itemvalue
Maximum number
= maximumnumber-ofcharacters

The number of characters of an item set in the
definition file specified by the option exceeds the
maximum limit.
Check the contents of the definition file and
enter the value within the allowed number of
characters. Then re-execute the check tool.

KAVX0470-E

An attempt to
connect the
database with
assigned
resources failed.
DB_SERVER_NAM
E = databaseserver-name
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
Cause = cause

The database could not be connected using the
current settings.
Possible reasons are as follows.
1. In the definition file specified by the option,
the database server name or the instance
name set in the file is incorrect.
2. SQL Server is inactive.
3. The user does not have permissions to
connect the database.
Perform the applicable step shown below. Then
re-execute the check tool.
1. Check the contents of the definition file. If
the specified name is not the name of an
existing database server or instance, set a
name of an existing server or instance.
2. Check the operating status of SQL Server. If
SQL Server is inactive, start it.
3. Check the access permission of the user
who executes the check tool. The user must
belong to the Administrators group for SQL
Server (sysadmin) to execute the check
tool.

KAVX0471-E

The instance does
not contain the
specified
database.
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
TARGET_NAME =
database-name

A database name set in the definition file
specified by the option is invalid.
Make sure that the database name set in the
definition file exists, and then re-execute the
check tool.
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KAVX0472-E

The specified
database name is
invalid.
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
TARGET_NAME =
database-name

A database name set in the definition file
specified with the extended command option
cannot be backed up to disk.
Check and, if necessary, revise the database
name set in the definition file, and then reexecute the check tool.

KAVX0473-E

An attempt to get
information about
the instance
assigned by
parameterregistrationcommand-name
has failed.
Cause = cause
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
Initialization
command =
parameterregistrationcommand-name

The parameter registration command (the
drmsqlinit or drmorainit command) was
unable to read the information set in the
specified instance.
Execute parameter-registration-command -v
target-instance-name to check if the target
instance information can be obtained. If the
information cannot be obtained, execute
parameter-registration-command targetinstance-name to set the information again and
re-execute the command.

KAVX0474-E

The directory
specified in the file
is invalid.
Item = item-name
Directory =
directory-name

This message is displayed when the directory
name specified by an option in the definition file
is invalid. Check the definition file contents:
make sure that the directory name is correct
and is the name of an existing directory. After
correcting the settings, re-execute the check
tool.

KAVX0475-E

The assigned
value for the item
exceeds the valid
range.
Item = item-name
Value = specifiedvalue
Valid range = An
integer between
minimum to
maximum

The value specified by the option for an item in
the definition file is outside the valid range.
Check the contents of the definition file, specify
a value within the range, and then re-execute
the check tool.
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KAVX0476-E

The assigned
value conflicts
with the value
assigned by
parameterregistrationcommand-name.
AP_FILE_DIR =
metafiledirectory-nameset-in-thedefinition-file-forextendedcommands
VDI_METAFILE_D
IR = metafiledirectory-nameset-by-theparameterregistrationcommand
Initialization
command =
parameterregistrationcommand-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• Metafile directory information in the file
specified in the definition file conflicts with
the information set with the parameter
registration command (drmsqlinit).
• The case of the actual directory name does
not match that of a directory name set in the
definition file.
Check for conflicts and differences in case
between the actual directory name and the
metafile directory name set in the definition file
for extended commands. Then, correct the
metafile directory information set in the
definition file for extended commands, and reexecute the check tool.

KAVX0477-I

The commandname command
will now start.

This message is output when a command
executed by an extended command starts. This
message is only output when a standard
command in the OS (such as ftp.exe and
fc.exe) or a Protection Manager internal
command (such as the drmidextract
command) starts.

KAVX0478-I

The commandname command
will now end.
Code = returnvalue-of-thecommand

This message is output when the command
executed by the extended command ended
successfully. This message is only output when
a standard command in the OS (such as
ftp.exe and fc.exe) or a Protection Manager
internal command (such as the drmidextract
command) starts.

KAVX0479-E

The backup object
is invalid.
BACKUP_OBJECT
= backup-objectname (specified in
the definition file)
Required value =
backup-objectname

The value of the BACKUP_OBJECT in the specified
definition file is invalid.
Check the BACKUP_OBJECT in the definition file,
modify the value if necessary, and then reexecute the check tool.

KAVX0480-E

The same target
name is specified
more than once in
the specified file.
TARGET_NAME =
file name-ordirectory-name

The indicated file name or directory name is
defined more than once in the definition file
specified by the option (TARGET_NAME).
Check the contents of the definition file, make
sure that the indicated file name or directory
name is not duplicated, then re-execute the
check tool.
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KAVX0481-E

The HOST_ROLE
specified in the
definition file and
in the command
line parameter do
not match.
Command option
= host-role
(specified in the
parameter)
HOST_ROLE =
host-role
(specified in the
definition file)

The host role specified in the definition file and
the host role specified in the parameter of the
extended command are different.
Check the host roles both in the definition file
and in the parameter of the extended command.
Match both host roles and then re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX0482-E

An error that
stopped
processing
occurred.
Cause = cause
File or directory =
subject-filename-ordirectory-name

A fatal error occurred, preventing further
processing. For details on the error cause, see
DRM-10000 - DRM-19999.

KAVX0483-E

The command file
is not in the
stipulated folder.
File = absolutepath-of-theexecutedextendedcommand

Possible reasons are as follows.
• The extended command file was not in the
Protection Manager installation directory.
• A file required for executing the extended
command could not be found.
Make sure that the extended command is in the
Protection Manager installation directory. If the
extended command is in the Protection Manager
installation directory, reinstall Protection
Manager. If the extended command is not in the
Protection Manager installation directory, move
the extended command to the installation
directory, and then re-execute the extended
command.

KAVX0484-W

An attempt to
obtain information
from the message
catalog file has
failed.
Cause = cause
Message Catalog
File = messagecatalog-file-name

The system was unable to acquire message
information from the message catalog file. The
message catalog file may be damaged.
Re-install Protection Manager.
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KAVX0485-W

An attempt to
obtain information
from the definition
file has failed.
A default value
was assigned.
Definition file =
definition-filename
Item = item-name
Default value =
value

As the value of MAX_LOG_LINES specified in the
host environment setup file was not
appropriate, the processing was executed with
the MAX_LOG_LINES value specified to 100,000.
Correct the value of MAX_LOG_LINES specified in
the host environment setup file and re-execute
the check tool.

KAVX0486-E

An error occurred
in the metafile.
Cause = cause
File = metafilename

The metafile on the SQL Server that was to be
operated on by the extended command could
not be copied.
Check if a metafile output with the asterisk
specification exists, and then take the following
corrective action:
• If you executed the EX_DRM_SQLFILE_PACK
command:
Execute either the EX_DRM_SQL_BACKUP
command or the EX_DRM_TAPE_RESTORE
command to create the metafile.
• If you executed the
EX_DRM_SQLFILE_EXTRACT command:
Specify the EX_DRM_FTP_PUT command,
EX_DRM_FTP_GET command, or the
EX_DRM_SQLFILE_PACK command to
transfer the metafile.

KAVX0500 - KAVX0999
This section describes Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX0500 to KAVX0999.
Message ID

1–54

Message Text

Description

KAVX0500-E

Use the drmorainit
command for
Oracle-related
setup before using
other commands.

The drmorainit command has not yet been
used for configuration setup.
Execute the drmorainit command.

KAVX0501-E

This product does
not support this
Oracle version.
Oracle version =
Oracle-version

A command was executed in Oracle, but
Protection Manager does not support this Oracle
version.
Check the version of Oracle you are using.

KAVX0502-I

Processing will
now start.
Processing name
= processingname

This message indicates the progress of the
executed command. processing-name indicates
the processing now being executed.
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KAVX0503-I

Logged on to the
Oracle system.

This message is displayed when the executed
command logs you on to the Oracle system.

KAVX0504-I

Logged out of the
Oracle system.

This message is displayed when you log out of
the Oracle system.

KAVX0505-I

The Oracle system
will now start.

This message is displayed when the Oracle
system is starting.

KAVX0506-I

The Oracle system
will now stop.

This message is displayed when the Oracle
system is stopping.

KAVX0507-I

The Oracle system
was successfully
started.

This message is displayed when the Oracle
system successfully started.

KAVX0508-I

The Oracle system
has stopped.

This message is displayed when the Oracle
system has stopped.

KAVX0509-I

Oracle system
information is
being collected
now.

This message is displayed when the Oracle
system information is being collected.

KAVX0510-I

Backup of the
Oracle database
will now start.
Backup mode =
online-or-cold

This message is displayed when backup of the
Oracle database starts.

KAVX0511-I

Now collecting
backup-orrecovery
information.

This message is displayed when backup
information or recovery information is being
collected.

KAVX0512-E

An error occurred
during Oraclerelated
processing.
Processing =
processing
Cause = Oraclemessage-ID-andmessage-text

Possible causes are as follows:
1. After being accessed, Oracle gave a reply
indicating an error.
2. The access library for the Oracle system
could not be opened.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Check the settings of Oracle connection
specified by the drmorainit command. In
addition, refer to the Oracle documentation
to take the appropriate action for the
corresponding Oracle message ID.
2. Check the settings of the environment
variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH in the command
execution environment. If the environment
variable is correctly set, check whether
Oracle has been correctly installed.

KAVX0513-E

The specified
tablespace does
not exist in the
Oracle system.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The tablespace(s) specified in the -target
option or specified by the -f option do not exist
in the Oracle system.
Check the options specified in the command or
the names of tablespaces actually existing in the
Oracle system, and then re-execute the
command.
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KAVX0514-E

Oracle system
An attempt to collect Oracle information failed.
information could Refer to the Oracle documentation, and then
not be obtained.
take the appropriate action.
Information =
tablespace,
archived-redo-log,
Oracle-managedfile, Cause =
Oracle-messageID, message-text

KAVX0515-E

You could not log
on to the Oracle
system.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The user ID or password registered by using
the drmorainit command is incorrect.
• The user is not registered in the Oracle
system.
• The Oracle user does not have a required
permission.
Use the drmorainit command to register again
with a correct user ID or password, or create a
new user in Oracle and grant the SYSDBA
permissions.

KAVX0516-E

You cannot
execute this
command while
the Oracle system
is running.

You cannot execute this command while the
Oracle system is running.
Stop the Oracle system, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVX0517-E

Backup
The specified backup ID is incorrect.
information for the Specify a correct backup ID, and then respecified backup
execute the command.
ID could not be
found.
Backup ID =
backup-ID

KAVX0518-E

The specified
backup ID is
invalid.
Backup ID =
backup-ID

The backup catalog for the specified backup ID
does not exist.
Specify a correct backup ID, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX0519-W

A file or directory
cannot be found.
File or directory
name = filename-ordirectory-name

Possible causes are as follows:
1. The information set by the drmorainit
command is incorrect.
2. The file or directory does not exist.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Use the drmorainit command to set correct
information.
2. Check the file or the contents of the
directory.
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KAVX0521-E

You cannot
execute this
command. Oracle
might be stopped
or the instance
might not exist.

Possible causes are as follows:
1. Oracle is stopped.
2. No Oracle instance exists on the system.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Start Oracle, and then re-execute the
command.
2. Check the Oracle instance name you
specified.

KAVX0522-E

Online backup is
not possible
because the
Oracle redo log is
running in
NOARCHIVELOG
mode.

The Oracle redo log is used in the
NOARCHIVELOG mode.
To perform an online backup, place the redo log
in the ARCHIVELOG mode.

KAVX0523-E

You do not have
the Oracle
SYSDBA
permissions
required to
execute the
command.

An attempt to execute the command failed
because the user who attempted to execute the
command does not have the Oracle's SYSDBA
privileges.
Use the drmorainit command to set an Oracle
user who has the SYSDBA privileges.

KAVX0524-E

Oracle cannot be
stopped because
other users are
using it.

Other users are currently accessing Oracle.
Wait until no users are accessing Oracle, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0525-I

The Oracle
database will now
be recovered.

This message is displayed when recovering an
Oracle database.

KAVX0526-I

The secondary
volume will now
be mounted.

This message is displayed when mounting a
secondary volume.

KAVX0527-I

The secondary
volume will now
be unmounted.

This message is displayed when unmounting a
secondary volume.

KAVX0529-E

You cannot
execute this
command, since
the Oracle system
version cannot be
obtained.

The Oracle system version could not be obtained
from the file, stored in the Oracle home
directory, that has the Oracle version
information.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The Oracle home directory has been
incorrectly set up.
2. The Oracle system version is incorrect.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Use the drmorainit command to set up the
Oracle home directory correctly.
2. Re-install Protection Manager for Oracle,
specifying the correct Oracle system
version.
3. For causes other than those above, check
whether Oracle has been correctly installed.
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KAVX0530-E

You cannot
execute this
command when
Oracle is set to the
NOARCHIVELOG
mode.

You cannot execute this command because the
NOARCHIVE mode is enabled for Oracle.
Enable the ARCHIVELOG mode for Oracle, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0531-W

An error occurred
during Oraclerelated
processing.
Processing =
processing
Cause = Oraclemessage-ID,
message

Possible causes are as follows:
1. After being accessed, Oracle gave a reply
indicating an error.
2. The access library for the Oracle system
could not be opened.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Check the settings of Oracle connection
specified by the drmorainit command. In
addition, refer to the Oracle documentation
to take the appropriate action for the
corresponding Oracle message ID.
2. Check the settings of the environment
variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH in the command
execution environment. If the environment
variable is correctly set, check whether
Oracle has been correctly installed.

KAVX0532-I

Acquisition of
Oracle instance
information was
successful.
Oracle instance
name = instancename

This message is output when acquisition of
Oracle instance information is successful.

KAVX0533-W

Acquisition of
Possible causes are as follows:
Oracle instance
1. Oracle information was not specified
information failed.
correctly when using the drmorainit
Oracle instance
command.
name = instance- 2. The Oracle system registered by the
name
drmorainit command is not running.
3. The command was executed on the standby
server in a cluster configuration.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Check whether the settings specified by
using the drmorainit command is correct.
2. Check whether the Oracle system is
running.
3. Make sure that the virtual server is online
and that it is the physical server on which
the command was executed.
If the message was output to an Oracle
instance on a virtual server different from
the physical server on which the command
was executed, you do not need to reexecute the command.
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KAVX0534-E

Acquisition of
Possible causes are as follows:
Oracle
• The contents of the initialization parameter
initialization
file specified by the drmorainit command
parameter
differ from the initialization parameter
information failed.
information used at the startup of Oracle.
• If the initialization parameter file has not
been specified by the drmorainit
command, the information in the server
parameter file cannot be acquired from
Oracle.
Specify the settings of the initialization
parameter file specified in the drmorainit
command so that they will be the same as the
initialization parameter information used by the
Oracle instance.
• If the Oracle instance uses the initialization
parameter file:
Specify the initialization parameter file
correctly in the drmorainit command, and
then re-execute the command.
• If the Oracle instance uses the server
parameter file:
Make sure that the Oracle instance is started
by properly using the server parameter file,
and then re-execute the command. In this
case, do not specify the initialization
parameter file in the drmorainit command.

KAVX0601-E

The backup
information for the
specified
tablespace cannot
be obtained.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The backup information for the specified
tablespace does not exist in the backup catalog
for the specified backup ID.
Specify a correct backup ID and tablespace, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX0602-E

The specified
backup ID cannot
be used for
restoration.

Specify a backup ID for a backup catalog that
can be used for restore operations.

KAVX0603-E

You cannot specify
the -target or -f
option for the
specified backup
ID.

The backup catalog for the specified backup ID
is a backup catalog created by using the -cold
option.
Re-execute the command without specifying the
-target or -f option.

KAVX0604-E

You must stop
Oracle when
restoring backup
data with the
specified backup
ID.

The backup data for the specified backup ID
may be either of the following:
• Data acquired by a cold backup
• Data in which a tablespace specified by the
-target or -f option contains the SYSTEM
tablespace or UNDO tablespace
Stop Oracle, and then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0606-E

The Oracle system
does not contain
any of the
specified
tablespaces.

None of the tablespaces specified by the target or -f option of the drmorabackup or
drmorarestore command exist.
Check the option specification in the command
or the names of tablespaces actually existing in
the Oracle system, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0607-E

Specified
tablespaces have
not been backed
up.

The tablespaces specified by the -target or -f
option of the drmorarestore command have
not been backed up.
Check the specification of the options or backup
ID in the command, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0608-E

The specified
tablespace is not
backed up.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The tablespace specified by the -target option
or the -f option has not been backed up. Check
the option specification or the name of the
Oracle tablespace, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX0609-E

An archive redo
log or online redo
log exists in the
same copy group
as the backup
object.

A backup object cannot be specified in the same
copy group as an archived redo log or online
redo log. Use the drmoradisplay command to
check the copy group settings.

KAVX0610-E

The online backup
mode of the
Oracle tablespace
could not be
released.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The online backup mode of the tablespace
shown in tablespace-name could not be
released.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message
output to the detailed trace log file
(drm_pp_trace[1-16].log), and check
whether there is an error in the Oracle system.
If there is no problem in the Protection Manager
operating environment or in Oracle, refer to the
troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's
Guide, collect the necessary data, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX0611-E

The specified
tablespace is a
temporary
tablespace.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The tablespace indicated in tablespace-name
cannot be backed up because it is a temporary
tablespace.
Omit this tablespace from the tablespaces
specified in the -target option or the -f option.

KAVX0612-E

The backup target
object does not
exist in the RAID
storage device.
Object name =
backup-targetobject

The indicated backup target object does not
exist in the RAID storage device.
Put the backup target object in the RAID storage
device.
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KAVX0613-E

Backup is not
possible because
the control file and
the target file are
included in the
same copy group.

The control file cannot be included in the same
copy group as the data file that is to be backed
up.
Define the control file and the data file that is to
be backed up to a different copy group, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX0614-I

Backing up
database now...

The database is now being backed up.

KAVX0615-I

Restoring
database now...

The database is now being restored.

KAVX0617-E

The process will be Possible causes are as follows:
aborted because
1. A temporary file is not being created after
the configuration
performing a recovery operation, such as
of Oracle has
restoring an entire database or restoring the
changed.
backup control file.
2. An inconsistency was detected in the
configuration of Oracle.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. Create the temporary file, and then execute
the command that updates the dictionary
map file.
2. See the Oracle system log and check the
status of Oracle. Resolve the problem with
Oracle, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0618-E

The online backup
mode of the
tablespace could
not be set.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The online backup mode of the tablespace was
not set.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message
output to the detailed trace log file
(drm_pp_trace[1-16].log), and check
whether there is any error in the Oracle system.
If there is no problem in the Protection Manager
operating environment or in Oracle, refer to the
troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's
Guide, collect the necessary data, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX0619-E

You cannot specify
the -resync option
for the specified
backup ID.

The target primary volume contains tablespaces
not included in the backup. Resynchronizing
restoration would destroy these tablespaces.

KAVX0620-E

Restoration could
not be performed
because the
Oracle system
version is
incorrect.

Restoration could not be performed, due to the
following Oracle version discrepancies:
• Restoration was attempted from a backup of
Oracle version 11 or later, to Oracle version
10 or earlier.
• Restoration was attempted from an online
backup of Oracle version 10 or earlier, to
Oracle version 11 or later.
Check the version of Oracle, and then use a cold
backup.
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KAVX0622-E

You cannot specify
the -resync option
for the specified
tablespace.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The -resync option cannot be specified because
a tablespace that has not been backed up exists
in the same copy group as the specified
tablespace.
Select all of the tablespaces within the copy
group, execute the drmorabackup command,
and then re-execute the drmorarestore
command.

KAVX0623-E

You cannot
execute online
backup under this
configuration.

Recovery may not be possible because no valid
save destination exists for the archived redo log.
See the Oracle system log to check the status of
the save destination for the archived redo log.

KAVX0624-E

An attempt to
execute the
resynchronize
restoration failed.

Resynchronize restoration cannot be performed
because the tablespace specification is
insufficient.
Use the drmoradisplay or drmoracat command
to check the tablespace specified at the backup.
Specify all the tablespaces specified at the
backup, and then re-execute the
drmorarestore command.

KAVX0625-E

You cannot
execute this
command while
the cluster is not
online and the
Oracle system is
running.

Perform one of the following:
• Stop the Oracle system, and then reexecute the drmorarestore command.
• Set the cluster system online, and then reexecute the drmorarestore command.

KAVX0626-E

You cannot
execute backup
because the mode
of tablespace was
already online
backup mode.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The tablespace could not be backed up for one
of the following reasons:
• The tablespace for which you attempted to
perform online backup was placed in the
online backup mode by a program other
than Protection Manager before or during
the backup; as a result, the online backup
mode cannot be released.
• The tablespace for which you attempted to
perform cold backup was placed in the
online backup mode by a program other
than Protection Manager before or during
the backup; as a result, the system cannot
be shut down.
Release the tablespace from the online backup
mode, and then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0627-E

You cannot
execute restore
because the mode
of tablespace was
already online
backup mode.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

The system cannot restore the tablespace for
the following reasons:
• The tablespace you attempted to restore
was placed in the online backup mode by a
program other than Protection Manager
before or during the restore processing; as
a result, the system cannot be shut down.
• A tablespace other than the one whose
restoration was attempted by specifying the
-target or -f option was placed in the
online backup mode by a program other
than Protection Manager before or during
the restore processing; as a result, the
system cannot be shut down.
Release the tablespace from the online backup
mode, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0628-E

The file name
specified in the exfile option is
incorrect.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified file was not found.
• There was no read permission for the
specified file.
Check the file name specified in the -exfile
option and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0629-E

The name of the
backup-targets
definition file
specified in the exfile option is
invalid.

Possible cases are as follows:
• The file name specified in the backup
definition file is invalid.
• The raw device specified in the backup
definition file is invalid.
Check the contents of the backup definition file
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0630-E

The contents of
the specified
backup-targets
definition file are
invalid.

Possible causes are as follows:
1. No backup file names are specified in the
backup definition file.
2. Multiple backup file names are specified in
the backup definition file, and there are files
with the same name.
In such case, the files are considered to be the
same even if their directory paths are different.
Depending on the cause, do one of the
following:
1. Register the valid information in the backup
definition file and then re-execute the
command.
2. Avoid having multiple backup files with the
same name in the backup definition file, and
then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0631-W

An initialization
parameter file
cannot be
restored.
Source = sourcefile-name
Target = targetfile-name

In a cluster environment, the disk has been
deported because the cluster resource was
placed offline, making the target disk
inaccessible.
Restore with the following procedure:
1. Disconnect the disk from the cluster
monitoring facility.
2. Import that disk and then mount it.
3. Restore the disk by using the cp command
when the volume to be restored is a file
system. Restore the disk by using the dd
command when the volume to be restored is
a raw device.

KAVX0632-W

A control file
cannot be
restored.
Source = sourcefile-name
Target = targetfile-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• In a cluster environment, the disk has been
deported because the cluster resource was
placed offline, making the target disk
inaccessible.
• Restoration is not possible if the restore
target is a RAW device.
• Restoration is not possible if the restore
target is an ASM disk group.
In the cluster environment, restore with the
following procedure:
1. Remove the disk from the cluster monitoring
facility.
2. Import that disk and then mount it.
3. Restore the disk by using the cp command
when the volume to be restored is a file
system. Restore the disk by using the dd
command when the volume to be restored is
a raw device. In the case of the RAW device,
restore it using the dd command.
If the restore target is an ASM disk group, use
Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) to restore the
backup file.

KAVX0633-W

An Oracle object
file cannot be
restored.
Source = sourcefile-name
Target = targetfile-name

In a cluster environment, the disk has been
deported because the cluster resource was
placed offline, making the target disk
inaccessible.
Restore with the following procedure:
1. Remove the disk from the cluster monitoring
facility.
2. Import that disk and then mount it.
3. Restore the disk by copying.
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KAVX0634-W

A server
parameter file
cannot be
restored.
Source = sourcefile-name
Target = targetfile-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• In a cluster environment, the disk has been
deported because the cluster resource was
placed offline, making the target disk
inaccessible.
• Restoration is not possible if the restore
target is a RAW device.
• Restoration is not possible if the restore
target is an ASM disk group.
In the cluster environment, restore with the
following procedure:
1. Remove the disk from the cluster monitoring
facility.
2. Import that disk and then mount it.
3. Restore the disk by using the cp command
when the volume to be restored is a file
system. Restore the disk by using the dd
command when the volume to be restored is
a raw device.
If the restore target is an ASM disk group, use
Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) to restore the
backup file.

KAVX0635-E

The copy group
contains a
tablespace that is
not subject to
back up.
Tablespace =
tablespace-name

Backup could not be performed because there
are files other than the target backup tablespace
in the same copy group.
Specify all of the tablespaces within the same
copy group.

KAVX0636-E

Backup is not
possible because
the initialization
parameter file and
the target file are
included in the
same copy group.

The initialization parameter file cannot be
included in the same copy group as the data file
that is to be backed up.
Define the initialization parameter file and the
data file that is to be backed up to a different
copy group, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX0700-W

The entered
password is
invalid.

The second password you entered differs from
the first one.
Enter the same password as you entered the
first time.

KAVX0704-I

Enter the Oracle
logon user name:

This message prompts you to enter the logon
user name when you log on to the specified
Oracle instance.

KAVX0705-I

Enter the Oracle
logon user
password:

This message prompts you to enter the logon
user password when you log on to the specified
Oracle instance.

KAVX0706-I

Re-enter the
Oracle logon user
password:

This message prompts you to reenter the logon
user password when you log on to the specified
Oracle instance.

KAVX0707-I

Enter the Oracle
home directory:

This message prompts you to enter the Oracle
home directory for the specified Oracle instance.
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KAVX0708-I

Enter the
initialization
parameter file
name:

This message prompts you to enter the
initialization parameter file name for the
specified Oracle instance.
If the server parameter file was used to start the
Oracle instance, enter nothing, and then press
the Enter key.

KAVX0710-I

The Oracle
information has
been updated.

The DBMS information for the specified Oracle
instance has been updated.

KAVX0711-E

Enter an Oracle
logon user who
has the SYSDBA
permissions.

The drmorainit command can only register a
user who has SYSDBA permissions as an Oracle
logon user.
Specify an Oracle logon user who has SYSDBA
permissions.

KAVX0714-I

Enter the Oracle
net service name:

This message is displayed when entering the
Oracle Net service name for the specified Oracle
instance.

KAVX0715-W

The permissions of
the specified
Oracle logon user
could not be
checked.
Oracle might be
stopped or the
instance might not
exist.

The drmorainit command was executed while
the Oracle system was not running, or it was
executed for a nonexistent instance.
The system was unable to check the validity of
the following information:
• Oracle login user
• Password
• Net service name
• Oracle home directory
To check the validity of the parameters, take
either of the following actions:
• Make sure that the Oracle instance exists on
the system. Specify the correct instance
name, and then re-execute the drmorainit
command.
• If the Oracle instance is not running, start
Oracle, and then re-execute the drmorainit
command.

KAVX0722-W

An attempt to
establish a
connection to the
Oracle system has
failed.
Cause = Oraclemessage-ID,
message

The Oracle system could not be accessed.
Consult the Oracle manual, and act accordingly.
After checking the cause of the problem,
execute the drmorainit command to try again
as a logged-in Oracle user.

KAVX0726-I

Enter the backupfile storage
directory:

This message prompts the user to enter the
backup file storage directory.
Enter a directory used to store the backup file.
This directory stores the files that are backed up
by using the drmorabackup command.

KAVX0727-I

Enter the log
storage directory:

This message prompts the user to enter the log
storage directory.
The drmorabackup and drmoralogbackup
commands use this directory. Enter a directory
used to store the backed up, archived redo logs.
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KAVX0728-W

The specified
character string
exceeds the
maximum number
of characters
allowed.
Maximum number
of characters =
maximumnumber-ofcharacters

This message is displayed when the number of
characters in a following item, specified when
executing the drmorainit command, exceeds
the maximum character length (bytes).
• RAC environment evaluation
• Database name
• ASM instance name
• ASM user name
• ASM home directory
• ASM net service name
• Oracle user name
• Oracle net service name
• Oracle home directory
• Oracle initial parameter file
• Storage directory for Oracle backup files
• Storage directory for Oracle log backup files
Check the character length of the above items.

KAVX0729-I

Specify whether
This message is displayed when RAC
the instance to be environment identification information is
registered is an
entered for the specified Oracle instance.
RAC-environment.
If it is an RACenvironment,
enter Y or y.
Otherwise, enter N
or n:

KAVX0730-I

Please specify the
parameter-name.

KAVX0731-I

Specify whether to This message is displayed when ASM
register the ASM- information is entered or updated for the
information.
specified Oracle instance.
To register the
ASM-information,
enter Y or y.
Otherwise, enter N
or n:

KAVX0732-I

Re-enter the ASM
login user
password:

This message is displayed when one of the
following items must be entered for the
specified Oracle instance:
• Database name
• ASM instance name
• ASM user name
• ASM password
• ASM home directory
• ASM net service name
• Oracle user name
• Oracle password
• Oracle net service name
• Oracle home directory
• Oracle initial parameter file
• Storage directory for Oracle backup files
• Storage directory for Oracle log backup files

This message is displayed whenever a password
must be re-entered for the specified ASM
instance.
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KAVX0733-I

The ASM
information has
been updated.

The DBMS information for the specified ASM
instance has been updated.

KAVX0734-I

For an RACThis message is displayed when RAC
information, enter environment identification information is
Y or y.
updated for the specified Oracle instance.
Otherwise, enter N
or n, or press
[Enter] to use the
current value:

KAVX0735-I

The following
value is set for the
parameter-name.
Current value =
parameter-value

This message is displayed when one of the
following items must be updated for the
specified Oracle instance or ASM instance:
• RAC environment judgment
• Database name
• ASM registration judgment
• ASM instance name
• ASM user name
• ASM home directory
• ASM net service name
• Oracle user name
• Oracle net service name
• Oracle home directory
• Oracle initial parameter file
• Storage directory for Oracle backup files
• Storage directory for Oracle log backup files

KAVX0736-I

Specify a new
value for the
parameter-name,
or press [Enter] to
use the current
value:

This message is displayed when one of the
following items must be updated for the
specified Oracle instance or ASM instance:
• Database name
• ASM instance name
• ASM user name
• ASM home directory
• ASM net service name
• Oracle user name
• Oracle net service name
• Oracle home directory
• Oracle initial parameter file
• Storage directory for Oracle backup files
• Storage directory for Oracle log backup files

KAVX0737-I

Specify whether to This message is displayed when a specified
change the
Oracle instance parameter needs to be input or
parameter-name. updated.
To change the
parameter-name,
enter Y or y.
Otherwise, enter N
or n:
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KAVX0738-W

A connection with
ASM could not be
established, but
processing will
continue.

ASM could not be accessed.
Refer to the Oracle documentation, and then
take the appropriate action. After determining
the cause of the problem, use the drmorainit
command to re-enter the information as an ASM
logon user.

KAVX0739-E

An ASM
processing error
occurred.
Processing =
process
Cause = Oraclemessage-ID,
message

ASM could not be accessed and an error was
returned from ASM.
Take the following corrective action:
Refer to the Oracle documentation, and follow
the instructions for the Oracle message ID.

KAVX0740-E

The specified
Oracle database
name differs from
the database
name specified in
the initialization
parameter file.

This message is displayed when the Oracle
database name registered by using the
drmorainit command does not match the
Oracle database name that was registered in the
initialization parameter file for the Oracle
instance.
Register the correct Oracle database name for
the specified Oracle instance.

KAVX0741-E

The specified ASM
instance name
differs from the
instance name
specified in the
initialization
parameter file.

This message is displayed when the ASM
instance name registered by using the
drmorainit command does not match the ASM
instance name that was registered in the
initialization parameter file for the Oracle
instance.
Register the correct ASM instance name for the
specified Oracle instance.

KAVX0742-E

An attempt to set
the parametername has failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to
register an Oracle instance parameter or an ASM
instance parameter fails.
Try re-registering the Oracle instance parameter
or the ASM instance parameter.

KAVX0743-E

The permissions of
the specified ASM
logon user could
not be checked.
ASM might be
stopped or the
instance might not
exist.

The drmorainit command was executed while
the ASM system was not running, or it was
executed for a nonexistent instance.
The validity of one of the following items could
not be checked:
• ASM login user
• ASM net service
• ASM password
• ASM home directory
To check whether the parameter is valid, take
either of the following actions:
• Make sure that the ASM instance exists on
the system. Re-execute the drmorainit
command, specifying the correct instance
name.
• If the ASM instance is not running, start
Oracle, and then re-execute the drmorainit
command.
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KAVX0802-I

The memory file
for the archived
redo log backup
information was
deleted.

This message reports that the memory file for
the archived redo log backup information was
deleted successfully.

KAVX0803-E

The specified log
backup ID does
not match any
memory file for
the archived redo
log backup
information.

The memory file for the archived redo log
backup information corresponding to the log
backup ID was not found.
Specify the log backup ID that was output by the
drmorabackup or drmoralogbackup command.

KAVX0804-E

There is no
memory file for
the archived redo
log backup
information.

There is no memory file for the archived redo log
backup information.
Make sure that log backup done by the
drmorabackup or drmoralogbackup command
has been completed successfully.

KAVX0805-I

The archived redo
log file is being
backed up.

This message indicates that the log file is being
backed up.

KAVX0806-E

The specified log
backup ID is
invalid.
Log backup ID =
log-backup-ID

The specified log backup ID is invalid.
Specify the correct log backup ID and then reexecute.

KAVX0807-W

An attempt to
delete an archived
redo log file has
failed.
File name =
archived-redofile-name

An attempt to delete an archived redo log file
from the backup source during log backup has
failed.
Examine the system log, the message that was
output with this message, and the detailed trace
log files, and check whether there is a system
error.
If an archived redo log file that has already been
backed up remains in the backup-source, delete
it if no longer necessary.

KAVX0808-I

A log backup has
been acquired
from the following
contents:
Log backup ID =
log-backup-ID

This message indicates that log backup was
completed successfully.

KAVX0809-E

All archived redo
log backup
destinations are
defined on ASM
disk groups.

Archived redo log files cannot be backed up,
because all of the defined output destinations
for the archived redo log files are in ASM disk
groups.
In the file system, change at least one of the
output destinations for the archived redo log
files that belong to the target Oracle database,
and then re-execute the command.
For details on how to change output destinations
for archived Oracle redo log files, see the Oracle
documentation.
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KAVX0810-E

This option cannot
be specified for an
Oracle instance
that is not in an
RAC environment.

One of the following options was specified for an
Oracle instance not in a RAC configuration: rac, -local, -arc_all.
Re-execute the command without specifying rac, -local, or -arc_all.

KAVX0811-E

An option required
for the RAC
environment is not
specified.

An option that is required in a RAC configuration
was not specified.
Re-execute the command, specifying the -rac
option or the -local option.

KAVX0812-W

An archived redo
log destination
shared by all RAC
instances is does
not exist.

An archived redo log file output location that is
shared by all RAC instances does not exist in the
RAC environment.
Modify the output location of archived redo log
files to satisfy all of the following conditions:
• The output location is the same cluster
share disk for all nodes.
• The output location has the same directory
path for all nodes.
• The output location is a cluster share disk
that does not belong to an ASM disk group.

KAVX0850-I

An ASM disk group This message indicates that an ASM disk group
was mounted.
was mounted without any problems.
ASM disk group
name = ASM-diskgroup-name

KAVX0851-I

An ASM disk group This message indicates that an ASM disk group
was dismounted.
was unmounted without any problems.
ASM disk group
name = ASM-diskgroup-name

KAVX0852-E

An attempt to
mount an ASM
disk group has
failed.
ASM disk group
name = ASMdisk-group-name
Cause = detailederror-cause
(Oracle-errormessage)

An attempt to mount an ASM disk group failed.
Refer to the detailed error message and detailed
trace log that are displayed with this message,
locate whatever is causing the ASM disk group
to not mount properly, resolve the problem, and
then re-execute the command.
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KAVX0853-E

An attempt to
dismount an ASM
disk group has
failed.
ASM disk group
name = ASM-diskgroup-name
Cause = detailederror-cause
(Oracle-errormessage)

An attempt to unmount the ASM disk group
failed.
If you performed restoration in a RAC
environment, and then this message was
output, make sure that an ASM instance that
has the same ASM disk group is stopped on the
nodes other than the node where the command
was executed.
If the ASM instance is running, stop the
instance, and then re-execute the command.
For an error other than the above, refer to the
detailed error message and detailed trace log
that are displayed with this message, identify
whatever is causing the ASM disk group to not
mount properly, resolve the problem, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX0854-E

An attempt to
acquire a device
file name from the
ASM disk group
has failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The device file name registered in the ASM
disk group might not be a device file under
the directory /dev/rdmp/ or /dev/rdsk/.
• If a symbolic link has been set for the device
file, the link might not be routed through a
device that is under /dev/rdmp/ or /dev/
rdsk/.
Re-register the device file name that is
registered to the ASM disk group by specifying a
symbolic link that represents a device file under
the directory /dev/rdmp/ or /dev/rdsk/.

KAVX1000 - KAVX1499
This section explains the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers
messages KAVX1000 to KAVX1499.
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KAVX1000-I

Logged on to the
SQL Server
system.

An attempt to log on to the SQL Server finished
successfully.

KAVX1001-I

Logged off from
the SQL Server
system.

An attempt to log off from the SQL Server
finished successfully.

KAVX1002-E

The specified
database does not
exist in this
instance of SQL
Server.
Database name =
database-name

The specified database does not exist in this
instance of SQL Server.
Specify the database in the SQL Server.
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KAVX1003-E

An attempt to
connect to SQL
Server has failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified instance of SQL Server does
not exist.
• The specified instance of SQL Server is not
running.
• During restoration, another user connected
to SQL Server when SQL Server was started
in the single-user mode.
• If the cluster software is Veritas Cluster
Server for Windows, the virtual server name
registered by using the drmclusinit
command is invalid.
Specify a correct instance of SQL Server. If the
specified instance is correct, confirm that the
instance is running in Enterprise Manager. If the
instance is not running, start an instance and
then re-execute this command.
If you are restoring the system database and
other users connect to the SQL Server during
restoration, perform operations so that the other
users do not connect to the target instance of
SQL Server, and then re-execute restore
operations.
If the logon user who executed the command is
not allowed to log on to SQL Server, grant the
user permission to log on to the SQL Server, and
then give the user the system administrator
server role.
If the cluster software is Veritas Cluster Server
for Windows, use the drmclusinit command to
register the appropriate virtual server name.

KAVX1004-E

The specified
Instance Name is
invalid.

The instance environment has not been
configured.
Use the drmsqlinit command to configure the
environment, and then re-execute the
command.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified instance name does not exist
on SQL Server.
• The environment for the specified instance
has not been configured.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action
from the following:
• Specify an instance name that exists on SQL
Server, and then re-execute the command.
• Configure the environment by using the
drmsqlinit command, and then re-execute
the command.
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KAVX1008-E

An error occurred
during SQL Server
processing.
Processing =
processing
Code = errorcode-for-SQLserver
Cause = errormessage-for-SQLserver

An error occurred during SQL Server processing.
Check the SQL Server documentation, remove
the cause of the error, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1010-E

The user lacks
appropriate
permission to use
SQL Server.
Processing =
processing
Cause = errormessage-for-SQLserver

A user who does not have permission to use SQL
Server executed a command.
Check the SQL Server documentation, confirm
that the user has the appropriate permissions,
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1013-E

This version of
SQL Server is not
supported.
SQL Server
version = SQLServer-version

A command was executed on a version of SQL
Server not supported by Protection Manager.
Check the version of SQL Server being used.

KAVX1014-E

The specified processing target database does
The database to
be processed does not exist.
Possible causes are as follows:
not exist.
• If the drmsqlbackup or drmsqllogbackup
command was executed:
No user database existed.
• If the drmsqlrestore command was
executed:
No database definition existed in the file
specified by the -f option.
• If the drmsqlrecovertool command was
executed:
No database subject to recovery existed.
Take the following appropriate action:
• If the drmsqlbackup or drmsqllogbackup
command was executed:
Make sure a user database exists, and then
re-execute the command.
• If the drmsqlrestore command was
executed:
Check the contents of the file specified by
the -f option, and then re-execute the
command.
• If the drmsqlrecovertool command was
executed:
Recovery is unnecessary.
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KAVX1015-E

The temporary
database tempdb
cannot be
specified.

This message is displayed if the user tries to
specify the temporary database tempdb using
the -target, -f, or -transact_log_list
options.
Do not specify tempdb as a database name.

KAVX1017-I

SQL Server
information is
being collected
now.

SQL Server information is being collected now.

KAVX1018-E

An attempt to stop This message is output when an attempt to start
SQL Server failed. SQL Server with the minimum settings fails.
Collect the SQL Server error log and the
Windows event log as required, and then check
the status of the OS or the SQL Server. If you
cannot detect any problems, contact your
support center.

KAVX1019-E

A parameter has
not been specified
for the drmsqlinit
command.
Parameter name
= parametername

Possible causes are as follows:
• The drmsqllogbackup command was
executed without setting up a storage
directory for transaction log backup files.
• One of the following commands was
executed without setting up a storage
directory for the undo file:
- The drmsqlrestore command with the undo option specified.
- The drmsqlrecover command with the undo option specified.
Set the parameters, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1020-E

An error occurred
during automatic
recovery at SQL
Server startup.
Cause = cause

An error occurred during automatic restoration
when starting the SQL Server.
Remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the drmsqlrestore command.

KAVX1100-I

Enter the name of
the storage
directory for VDI
metafiles:

The system is waiting for the user to enter the
name of the storage directory for VDI metafiles.

KAVX1101-I

Enter the timeout
interval for VDI
generation (in
seconds, between
0 and 3600):

The system is waiting for the user to enter the
timeout interval for VDI generation. This value
should be between 0 and 3600.

KAVX1102-I

Enter the name of
the storage
directory for undo
files:

The system is waiting for the user to enter the
name of the storage directory for undo files.

KAVX1103-I

SQL Server
information has
been updated.

One or more parameters linked with SQL Server
have been registered.
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KAVX1104-W

The specified
storage directory
for VDI metafiles
cannot be found.
Directory name =
directory-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• The name of the storage directory for VDI
metafiles (the directory registered by the
drmsqlinit command) contains an error.
• The storage directory for VDI metafiles was
not specified with an absolute path.
Specify a correct name for the storage directory
for VDI metafiles, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1105-W

The value
specified for the
timeout interval
for VDI generation
is outside of the
acceptable range
(between 0 and
3600).
Timeout interval
for VDI generation
= VDI-timeoutsecond

The value of the timeout interval for VDI
generation registered with the drmsqlinit
command contains an error.
Specify a correct value for the timeout interval
for VDI generation, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1106-W

The specified
undo file directory
cannot be found.
Directory name =
directory-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• The name of the storage directory for undo
files (the directory registered with the
drmsqlinit command) contains an error.
• The storage directory for undo files is not
specified with an absolute path.
Specify a correct name for the storage directory
for undo files, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1107-I

Enter the name of
the storage
directory for
backup-log files:

The system is waiting for the user to enter the
name of the storage directory for backup-log
files.

KAVX1108-W

The specified
directory cannot
be found.
Directory name =
directory-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• The specified directory does not exist.
• The directory was not specified with an
absolute path.
Re-execute the command with a correct
directory name specified.

KAVX1202-E

The copy group
specified for the
VDI metafile
storage directory
cannot be the
same copy group
specified for a
data file or
transaction log
file.

A data file, transaction log file, or storage
directory for VDI metafiles belong to the same
copy group.
You cannot allocate the storage directory for VDI
metafiles to the copy group to which the data file
and transition log file are allocated.
Change the path of the storage directory for VDI
metafiles by using the drmsqlinit command.
To check the copy group, use the
drmsqldisplay command.
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KAVX1203-E

The specified
database cannot
perform a backup.
Database name =
database-name
Cause = cause

The specified database cannot perform backup
processing.
Confirm that the database is able to perform
backup processing, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1204-E

An attempt to
back up the
specified database
has failed because
it is stored on a
volume from
which a directory
is mounted.
Database name =
database-name

The specified database is stored in a volume
mounted to a directory.
Backup processing cannot be performed if the
database is stored in a volume mounted to a
directory. All files should be stored in a volume
assigned to a drive letter.
Mount point directories are not supported.

KAVX1205-E

An attempt to
back up the
specified database
has failed because
no backup target
file exists on the
RAID storage
device.
Database name =
database-name

Not all files that make up the database are
stored in the storage subsystem.
Backup processing cannot be performed for
databases that include files not stored in a
storage subsystem. All files need to be stored in
a storage subsystem.

KAVX1207-I

Backing up the
database...

The database is being backed up.

KAVX1209-E

The number of
specified
databases
exceeds the
maximum number
of databases.

The maximum number of databases that can be
specified for one command for this product is 64.
Specify a value up to 64 databases, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX1210-E

An attempt to
obtain information
about the metafile
storage
destination has
failed.

This message is output when the SQL Server
service of the target instance is canceled during
backup, and the storage directory for the
primary data file is the same for the metafile and
the database.
Start the SQL Server service of the target
instance, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1211-E

The copy group
contains a
database object
that is not subject
to backup.
Database name =
database-name
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

Backup could not be performed because there
are files other than the target backup database
in the same copy group.
Specify all of the databases within the same
copy group.
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KAVX1212-E

A timeout error
occurred.
VDI timeout sec =
VDI-timeoutsecond (s)

This message is output when a VDI metafile
cannot be created within the specified time.
Specify a value greater than the VDI generation
timeout time (seconds) of the drmsqlinit
command, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1213-W

The 'sync with
backup' option is
not set.
Database name =
database-name

In a transaction replication environment, the
sync with backup option is not set for the
distribution database or the publication
database.
Check the sync with backup option settings.

KAVX1300-I

Restore
processing will
now start.

Restore processing has started.

KAVX1301-I

Restore
processing has
finished.

Restore processing finished successfully.

KAVX1302-I

Recovery
processing will
now start.

Recovery processing has started.

KAVX1303-I

Recovery
processing has
finished.

Recovery processing finished successfully.

KAVX1304-E

The name of the
target definition
file for transaction
logs specified by
the transact_log_list
option is invalid.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The file does not exist.
• You do not have read permission for the file.
• The contents of the file are invalid.
• The file was not specified with an absolute
path.
Make sure of the following, and then re-execute
the command:
• The name of the target definition file for
transaction logs is specified correctly.
• The contents of the target definition file for
transaction logs are written correctly.

KAVX1305-E

The database
specified by the
target definition
file for transaction
logs does not exist
in SQL Server.
Database name =
database-name

The database specified in the target definition
file for transaction logs does not exist in SQL
Server.
Make sure that the correct database is specified
in the target definition file for transaction logs,
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1306-E

A transaction log
file specified by
the target
definition file for
transaction logs
does not exist.
File name =
transaction-logfile-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• The transaction log file specified by the
target definition file for transaction logs does
not exist.
• The transaction log file was not specified
with an absolute path.
Confirm that the transaction log file is specified
correctly, and then re-execute the command.
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KAVX1307-E

The specified
database
information could
not be acquired.
Database name =
database-name

If this error occurred in the restore command:
The specified backup ID or database backup
information related to the instance did not
exist.
Specify the database where the backup
information exists, and then re-execute the
command.
If this error occurred in the log backup
command:
A transaction log backup was executed for a
database for which a full backup had not
been executed, for a database whose
backup information had been deleted when
the resynchronization command was
executed, or for a database whose name
had been changed after a full backup.
Execute a full backup before backing up the
transaction log.

KAVX1308-E

Possible causes are as follows:
The name of the
metafile is invalid. • No such metafile exists.
Metafile name =
• You do not have read permission for the
metafile-name
metafile.
Make sure that the metafile exists and you have
read permission for the metafile, and then reexecute the command.
If this message reappears after re-executing the
command, restore the immediately preceding
backup database.
For more information about how to restore
backup data, see notes on transaction log
application in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX1309-E

The database
specified by the transact_log_li
st option is not a
recovery target.
Database name =
database-name

The database specified by the transact_log_list option exists in the target
instance, but it has not yet been specified as a
target.
Either specify the database as a target, or
remove it from the -transact_log_list option.

KAVX1310-I

The database has
already been
recovered.
Processing will be
skipped.
Database name =
database-name

This message is output when recovery is
unnecessary or the database has already been
recovered.
If you want to re-execute recovery, execute both
restore and recovery.

KAVX1311-E

An attempt to
recover the SQL
Server database
failed.
Database name =
database-name
Code = error-code
Cause = errorcause

An attempt to recover the SQL Server database
failed.
Remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.
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KAVX1312-E

An attempt to
An attempt to recover the transaction log failed.
recover the
Remove the cause of the error, and then retransaction log
execute the command.
failed.
Database name =
database-name
Backup file name
= backup-filename
Code = error-code
Cause = errorcause

KAVX1313-I

The cluster
resource will now
be taken offline.

A cluster resource in the cluster environment will
now be taken offline.

KAVX1314-I

The cluster
resource will now
be put online.

A cluster resource in the cluster environment will
now be put online.

KAVX1316-I

Performing
restore preprocessing...

Pre-processing for the restoration is being
performed.

KAVX1318-I

Performing
restore postprocessing...

Post-processing for the restoration is being
performed.

KAVX1322-I

The SQL Server
will now start.

The SQL Server will now start because the
database restoration finished successfully.

KAVX1323-I

The SQL Server
was successfully
started.

The SQL Server that was stopped due to
database restoration has started successfully.

KAVX1324-I

The SQL Server
will now start in
minimal
configuration.

The SQL Server will now start in a minimal
configuration to restore the master database.

KAVX1326-I

SQL Serverdependant
services will now
start.

The SQL Server-dependant services that have
been stopped will start after the SQL Server
startup.

KAVX1327-I

SQL Serverdependant
services were
successfully
started.

SQL Server-dependant services, which were
stopped, started successfully after the SQL
Server startup.

KAVX1328-I

The SQL Server
will now stop.

The SQL Server will stop restoration of a
database.

KAVX1329-I

The SQL Server
has stopped.

The SQL Server has stopped restoration of a
database.

KAVX1330-I

SQL Serverdependant
services will now
stop.

The SQL Server-dependant services will stop
after the SQL Server terminates.
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KAVX1331-I

SQL Serverdependant
services have
stopped.

The SQL Server-dependant services stopped
after the SQL Server terminated.

KAVX1333-E

The list(s) of the
transaction logs
are not
continuous.

Possible causes are as follows:
1. The log continuity was lost when an attempt
was made to display a list of transaction log
backup files.
2. A transaction log backup was executed
several times, and some transaction logs in
the backup were used for roll-forward
processing. (This occurs due to the
inconsistency between the LSN of SQL
Server and the LSN managed by Protection
Manager.)
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action
from the following:
1. Even if you use a transaction log backup file
whose log continuity was lost, a roll forward
cannot be performed using the
drmsqlrecover command. In the list of
transaction-log backup files, use only
continuous ones for roll-forward processing.
2. Use the drmsqllogbackup command's -v
option to display the information, and then
use the drmsqllogbackup command's -d
option to delete the information contained in
the lines beneath the transaction log backup
that was used for recovery. Alternatively, reexecute the drmsqlbackup command, and
then execute the drmsqllogbackup
command to back up the transaction logs.

KAVX1334-E

The backup ID of
the specified
transaction log is
invalid.
Backup ID = logbackup-ID

This message is output when the log backup ID
specified in the -s or -e option of the
drmsqllogbackup command is incorrect.
You can specify a value from 0001 to 9999 as the
log backup ID.
Re-execute the command with a valid log
backup ID specified.

KAVX1335-E

The backup
information of
transaction log
could not be
obtained.

This message is output if the backup information
for transaction-log backup files could not be
obtained.
Check the transaction-log backup files for the
specified backup ID. If they do not have any
problems, examine the system log and check
whether there is any problem with the OS.
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KAVX1336-E

The backup ID of
the transaction
log has reached
the maximum
limit of the
program.

This message is output if the drmsqllogbackup
command attempted to generate a new log
backup ID when the last log backup ID has
already reached the maximum, 9,999.
The command cannot back up any more
transaction logs by using the specified backup
ID as the basis for starting start backup.
To create a backup ID on a new basis, execute
the drmsqlbackup command and then back up
the transaction log.

KAVX1337-E

An attempt to
update the backup
information for
the transaction
log failed.

This message is output if the backup information
of transaction-log backup files could not be
written.
Examine the transaction-log backup files for the
specified backup ID. If they do not have any
problems, examine the system log and check
whether there is any problem with the OS.

KAVX1338-I

The backup file(s)
of the transaction
log have been
deleted.

This message is output when the command
successfully deleted transaction-log backup
files.

KAVX1339-E

The backup file(s)
of the transaction
log to be
processed does
not exist.

This message is output when none of the
transaction-log backup files matches the
conditions specified in the option of the
drmsqllogbackup command. Check the
specified option. If the specified option is
incorrect, change it, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1340-E

The transaction
log cannot be
backed up
because the
backup catalog
has only the
information of the
system database
associated with
the specified
backup ID.

This message appears when an attempt was
made (using the drmsqlbackup command) to
acquire the backup of the transaction log for the
backup ID that backed up only the system
database.
The transaction log for the system database
cannot be acquired. Take one of the following
actions:
• Specify the backup ID that backed up the
user database, and then execute the
drmsqllogbackup command.
• Back up the user database by executing the
drmsqlbackup command, and then execute
the drmsqllogbackup command.

KAVX1341-E

The transaction
log of the target
database cannot
be backed up.
Database name =
database-name
Cause = detailedmessage

This message is output when the specified
database cannot be backed up.
Examine the detailed message and the status of
the database.
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KAVX1342-W

The target
database does not
exist in SQL
Server.
Processing will be
skipped.
Database name =
database-name

This message is output if the specified database
existed when the drmsqlbackup command was
executed but did not exist when the transaction
log was backed up by using the
drmsqllogbackup command.
Check whether the specified database exists.

KAVX1343-E

An attempt to
delete the backup
file of transaction
log has failed.
Backup file name
= transaction-logbackup-file-name

This message is output if the drmsqllogbackup
command could not delete the transaction-log
backup file.
Examine the transaction-log backup files for the
specified backup ID. If they do not have any
problems, examine the system log and check
whether there is any problem with the OS.

KAVX1344-E

An attempt to
back up the
transaction log
failed.
Database name =
database-name
Code = errorcode-for-SQLserver
Cause = errormessage-for-SQLserver

This message is output if the drmsqllogbackup
command could not back up the transaction log.
Examine the error code and error message, and
take appropriate action.

KAVX1346-E

The transaction
log cannot be
used for backup
because the file
name of the
database to be
backed up
contains an invalid
character.
Processing will be
skipped.
Database name =
database-name

This message is output when the transaction log
of the database to be backup up contains one of
the following characters:
• "\", "/", ":", ";", "*", "?", "<", ">", "|", or
",".
Do not use these characters in the names of
databases required for backup by the
transaction log.

KAVX1347-E

A timeout error
occurred when
starting SQL
Server.

This message is output when SQL Server does
not start successfully, even after the period
specified by the SVC_RETRY_TIME timeout value
in the configuration file has elapsed.
Check the system log to make sure that no
problems exist with either SQL Server or the OS.
If no problems are found, change the
SVC_RETRY_TIME and SVC_RETRY_WAIT value in
the init.conf file, and re-execute the
command.
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KAVX1348-E

A timeout error
occurred when
stopping SQL
Server.

This message is output when SQL Server does
not stop within the period specified by the
timeout value in the configuration file.
Check the system log to make sure that no
problems exist with either SQL Server or the OS.
If no problems are found, change the
SVC_RETRY_TIME and SVC_RETRY_WAIT values in
the init.conf file, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1349-E

The metafile
already exists.
File name = filename

This message is output when backup is
performed using the drmsqlbackup command,
and an attempt to create a metafile fails because
a metafile with the same name already exists.
If the existing metafile is unnecessary, delete it
and then re-execute this command.
If the existing metafile is necessary, change the
storage location of the metafile by using the
drmsqlinit command, and then re-execute this
command.

KAVX1350-E

The transaction
log of the system
database cannot
be backed up.

This message is output when the
drmsqllogbackup command is executed and a
system database is specified as the database
whose transaction log is to be backed up.
Transaction logs of system databases cannot be
backed up.

KAVX1351-W

The database has
not been backed
up.
Processing will be
skipped.
Database name =
database-name

This message is output if the target database is
not backed up by the drmsqlbackup command
when you execute the drmsqllogbackup
command.

KAVX1353-E

You cannot specify
the nochk_host
option for
restoration of a
system database.

This message is output when a system database
is specified with the -nochk_host option of the
drmsqlrestore command.
Do not include a system database in the
databases to be restored.

KAVX1354-I

The
drmsqlrecover
command is
running.

This message indicates that the
drmsqlrecovertool command is currently
executing the drmsqlrecover command.

KAVX1355-I

There is a
database for
which recovery
has not finished.
Do you want to
end anyway?

This confirmation message is output if you click
the Exit button when you are recovering the
database by using the drmsqlrecovertool
command.

KAVX1356-W

This file already
exists in the list.

A file that the user attempted to add to a list with
the drmsqlrecovertool command was already
in the list.
Do not attempt to add the same log file twice,
since it cannot be recovered twice.
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KAVX1357-W

A network file
cannot be added.

A file that the user attempted to add to a list with
the drmsqlrecovertool command was on the
network.
Place the file in the local path.

KAVX1358-E

The
drmsqlrecover
command has
failed.

An error occurred in the drmsqlrecover
command that was started by the
drmsqlrecovertool command.
Examine drm_output.log and remove the
cause of the unsuccessful drmsqlrecover
command execution.

KAVX1359-E

The
drmsqlrecover
command could
not be started.

Possible causes are as follows:
• A failure occurred when the
drmsqlrecovertool command attempted to
start the drmsqlrecover command.
• The drmsqlrecovertool command failed to
create a temp file when executing the
drmsqlrecover command.
Depending on the cause, take one or more of the
following actions:
• Confirm that the drmsqlrecover command
exists.
• Allocate resources sufficient to start the OS.
• Configure access settings appropriately if
you do not have the proper access or write
permissions.

KAVX1360-E

An item could not
be added to the
transaction log
backup list.

The drmsqlrecovertool command failed when
an item was being added to a list. Either the limit
for the number of items in the list was exceeded,
or there were insufficient OS resources.
Reduce the number of items or allocate
resources, and then re-execute.

KAVX1361-E

The drmsqlrecovertool command is running.
The
drmsqlrecovertool Stop the running drmsqlrecovertool
command, and then re-execute it.
command is
already running.

KAVX1362-I

The recovery
The transaction backup was not acquired
model of the
because the recovery model of the specified
specified database database is Simple.
is "simple", so it is
not subject to the
transaction log file
backup.
Database name =
database-name

KAVX1363-I

The service will
now begin.
Service name =
service-name

This message is output when a service begins.

KAVX1364-I

The service will
now be stopped.
Service name =
service-name

This message is output when a service stops.
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KAVX1365-E

The specified
database cannot
be recovered.
Database name =
database-name
Cause = errorcause

This message is output when the specified
database cannot be recovered.
Examine the detailed message and the status of
the database.

KAVX1366-E

Detachment is not
possible because
the database is
being used by
another user.
Database name =
database-name

Detachment was disabled because the database
to be restored is being used by another user.
Cancel access to the database to be recovered,
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1367-E

The specified
database cannot
be restored.
Database name =
database-name
Cause = cause

This message is output when the specified
database cannot be recovered.
Examine the detailed message and the status of
the database.

KAVX1368-E

The specified
backup ID cannot
be restored
because the SQL
Server version
used at the
backup source is
different from that
used at the
restoration
destination.
Backup ID =
backup-ID
SQL Server
version at the
backup source =
SQL-Serverversion-at-thebackup-source
SQL Server
version at the
restoration
destination =
SQL-Serverversion-at-thebackup-source

The specified backup ID cannot be restored
because the version of SQL Server used at the
backup source differs from the version of SQL
Server used at the restoration destination. If the
backup was performed with a version of
Protection Manager earlier than 4.3, Unknown is
displayed for the version of SQL Server.
Make sure that the SQL Server versions used at
the backup source and restoration destination
are the same.

KAVX1369-E

The system
database cannot
be restored to an
instance different
from the one used
at the time of
backup.

The -instance option cannot be specified for
restorations that include system databases. For
the databases to be restored, specify user
databases only.
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KAVX1370-E

An attempt to get
the status of the
database
database-name
has failed.

An attempt to check the status of the database
has failed.
See the SQL Server documentation to remove
the error cause, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX1371-I

Processing to
freeze databases
will now start.

This message is displayed when processing to
freeze a database starts.

KAVX1372-I

Processing to
thaw databases
will now end.

This message is displayed when processing to
thaw a database finishes.

KAVX1401-E

The attempt to
acquire backup
information for
the database
failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to
read a log backup-start catalog has failed.

KAVX1500 - KAVX1999
This section explains Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers
messages KAVX1500 to KAVX1999.
Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX1500-E

The specified
storage group
does not exist in
Exchange Server.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The specified storage group does not exist in
Exchange Server.
Check that the specified storage group name is
correct, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1501-E

An error occurred
during Exchange
Server processing.
Processing =
processing
Cause = errorcause

An error occurred during Exchange Server
processing.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX1502-E

An error occurred
during Exchange
Server processing.
Processing =
processing
Code = error-code

An error occurred during Exchange Server
processing.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX1503-E

An error occurred
during Exchange
Server processing.
Processing =
processing
Code = error-code
Cause = errorcause

An error occurred during Exchange Server
processing.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.
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KAVX1508-E

Multiple storage
groups exist.

Multiple storage groups exist in either Exchange
2000 Server or Exchange Server 2003 Standard
Edition.
Delete storage groups that will not be used.

KAVX1509-E

Exchange Server
has not yet been
installed on this
system.

The registry key that was set when Exchange
Server was installed was not found.
Alternatively, Exchange Server has not been
installed on this system.
Install Exchange Server on this system.

KAVX1510-E

An attempt to
mount the
database failed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename

An attempt to mount the database failed, after
either backup or restore processing.
Make sure that the following services have
stopped:
• IIS Admin Service
• System Attendant Service
• Information Store Service
Alternatively, there are insufficient transaction
logs to perform a roll-forward recovery. In this
case, the Exchange Server event log will output
the numbers of the insufficient transaction logs.
If the transaction log files were deleted by using
the drmexgbackup command with the
–transact_log_del option, a roll-forward
recovery for backups obtained before that time
cannot be performed.
To perform a restoration and roll-forward
recovery for a storage group that has more than
1,008 transactions log files, see Actions To Be
Taken for the Message KAVX1510-E.

KAVX1511-E

An attempt to
dismount the
database failed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename

An attempt to dismount the database failed.
Neither backup nor restore processing could be
performed.
Make sure that the following services have
stopped:
• IIS Admin Service
• System Attendant Service
• Information Store Service

KAVX1512-E

The same storage
group name is
being used on two
or more Exchange
virtual servers
which have the
same cluster
configuration node
set as a priority
node.
Node name =
node-name
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

If two or more Exchange virtual servers in the
cluster configuration set the same node as a
priority node, these servers will use the same
storage group name.
In this case, you will need to specify a separate
storage group name for each Exchange virtual
server.
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KAVX1513-E

The status of the
cluster group on
the Exchange
virtual server is
not online.
Cluster group
name = clustergroup-name

The command could not be executed because
the cluster group on Exchange Virtual Server is
not in the online status.
Make the Exchange virtual server status online,
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1514-E

An attempt to
obtain the
Exchange Server
information failed.

This message is output if an error occurs during
acquisition of the Exchange Server configuration
information.
Check whether the DNS server and domain
controller for the domain where Exchange
Server is installed are normally operating. If
they do not have any problems, refer to the
documentation for Exchange Server to check
whether Exchange Server is normally operating.

KAVX1515-E

The information of
the cluster
resource
associated with
the storage group
does not exist.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

This message is output when a cluster system is
created but the cluster resource information for
the indicated storage group has not been
registered.
Re-execute the command after you use the
drmclusinit command to register the cluster
resource information.

KAVX1516-E

The virtual server
name is not set for
the environment
variable
DRM_HOSTNAME.

This message is output when the environment
variable DRM_HOSTNAME is not set in the cluster
environment.
In the environment variable DRM_HOSTNAME, set
the name of the Exchange virtual server to be
processed, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1517-E

The virtual host
name is not a valid
Exchange virtual
server name.
The virtual server
name set by the
environment
variable
DRM_HOSTNAME
is not an effective
Exchange virtual
server name.
Virtual server
name = virtualserver-name

This message is output when, in a cluster
environment, the virtual server name specified
in the environment variable DRM_HOSTNAME is
not a valid Exchange virtual server name.
Enter the name of a virtual server that exists on
the Exchange Server in the environment
variable DRM_HOSTNAME, and execute the
command again.

KAVX1518-I

The Information
Store Service will
now start.

This message is output to notify you that the
Information Store Service is starting.

KAVX1519-I

The Information
Store Service was
started
successfully.

This message is output when the Information
Store Service has started successfully.
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KAVX1520-E

The specified
storage group is a
recovery storage
group.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

A recovery storage group was specified for the
storage group.
Check the storage group name, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX1521-E

The information
store could not be
dismounted.
Information store
name =
information-storename

This message is output when an attempt to
dismount an information store fails.
Restart the information store service, and then
re-execute the command.
If you cannot stop the information store service,
restart the system.

KAVX1522-E

An attempt to
obtain the Active
Directory
information has
failed.

This message is output if an error occurs when
Active Directory information is being obtained.
Make sure that the DNS server of the domain
where the Exchange Server is installed and the
domain controller are running normally.

KAVX1523-E

The Exchange
Server name does
not exist in Active
Directory.
Exchange Server
name =
Exchange-Servername

This message is output when the Exchange
Server name does not exist in Active Directory.
Make sure that the DNS server of the domain
where Exchange Server is installed and the
domain controller are running normally.

KAVX1524-E

Connection with
Active Directory
was not possible.

This message is output when an attempt to
connect to Active Directory fails.
Make sure you can connect to the domain
controller with your current logon user name
and password. Also, make sure that the domain
controller, DNS service, and network are
running normally. If required, collect event log
information from the server that runs this
program, the domain controller, and the DNS
service, and then check the OS status.

KAVX1525-E

The status of the
cluster resource
on the Exchange
virtual server is
not "online".
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

The command cannot be executed because the
status of the cluster resource on the Exchange
virtual server is not online.
Bring the cluster resource on the Exchange
virtual server online, and then re-execute the
command.
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KAVX1526-I

The Exchange
environment
configuration file
has been read.
Exchange
environment
configuration file
= Exchangeenvironmentconfiguration-filename

This message appears when an Exchange
environment configuration file has been read.

KAVX1527-E

The Exchange
environment
configuration file
does not exist.
Exchange
environment
configuration file
= Exchangeenvironmentconfiguration-filename

The specified Exchange environment
configuration file does not exist. Check the
location where the Exchange environment
configuration files have been registered, and
then specify an existing Exchange environment
configuration file.
For details about the Exchange environment
configuration file, see the Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX1528-E

An attempt to
open the
Exchange
environment
configuration file
has failed.
Exchange
environment
configuration file
= Exchangeenvironmentconfiguration-filename

The specified Exchange environment
configuration file cannot be opened. Check the
access permissions for the Exchange
environment configuration file, and then set the
required access permissions.
For details about the Exchange environment
configuration file, see the Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX1529-E

A parameter
required in the
Exchange
environment
configuration file
has not been
specified.
Parameter name =
parameter-name

A required parameter has not been set in the
specified Exchange environment configuration
file. Check the contents of the Exchange
environment configuration file, and specify the
required parameter.
For details about the Exchange environment
configuration file, see the Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX1530-E

A parameter value
in the Exchange
environment
configuration file
is invalid.
Parameter name =
parameter-name
Parameter value =
parameter-value

The value of a parameter in the specified
Exchange environment configuration file is
invalid. Check the contents of the Exchange
environment configuration file, and set the
correct parameter value.
For details about the Exchange environment
configuration file, see the Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX1600-I

Backup processing Backup processing has started.
will now start.
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KAVX1601-I

Backup processing Backup processing finished successfully.
has finished.

KAVX1602-E

A transaction log
file is being stored
in the same copy
group in which an
information store
is stored.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

The transaction log file is included in the copy
group in which Exchange configuration data files
(*.edb and *.stm) are stored.
Separate the following: the copy group in which
the information store is stored, and the copy
group in which the log files are stored.

KAVX1603-E

An attempt to
delete a
transaction log file
has failed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Transaction log file
name =
transaction-logfile-name

An error occurred when an attempt was made to
delete a transaction log file.
If access privileges for the transaction log file to
be deleted are read-only, cancel the read-only
attribute, delete the file manually or specify the
-transact_log_del option, and then perform
backup processing again.

KAVX1604-E

A transaction log
file could not be
deleted.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

An error occurred during deletion processing of
a transaction log file, and the transaction log file
of the corresponding storage group could not be
deleted.
Specify the -transact_log_del option and
perform backup processing again.

KAVX1605-E

The cluster
resource of
Exchange depends
on the physical
disks to be backed
up.
Exchange virtual
server name =
virtual-servername

This message is output when you executed the
drmexgbackup command with the transact_log_del option, and the command
found that Microsoft Exchange System
Attendant or Microsoft information store, which
was a cluster resource, depended on the
backup-target disk resource for storing the
information store objects.
Re-execute the drmexgbackup command with
the -c online option specified.

KAVX1606-E

A transaction log
file/checkpoint file
is being stored in a
copy group where
an information
store is stored.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message appears when a transaction log
file or a checkpoint file is stored in the data file
of the storage group for backup.
Store the transaction log file or checkpoint file in
a different copy group to the database file, and
then re-execute the command.
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KAVX1608-E

Information stores
that have not been
mounted exist.
For a storage
group to be
backed up using
VSS, all
information stores
must be mounted.

This message is output during VSS backup if
processing is canceled from an Exchange
Information Store service that is not running, or
when an information store that has not been
mounted exists.
Mount all the information stores contained in the
storage group backup targets, and then perform
backup processing.

KAVX1609-E

The system stops
processing if
information from
Active Directory
and VSS do not
match.

This message is output when differences
between the information obtained from VSS and
Active Directory cause processing to stop.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The Exchange Server configuration was
changed while the backup command was
being executed.
• The information store was mounted or
unmounted while the backup command was
being executed.
• The name of the storage group that was
being mounted or the information store
name was changed.
Do not perform the above operations while the
backup command is being executed.
If the name of the storage group that is being
mounted or the information store name were
changed, dismount all the information stores in
the target storage group, and then perform remount operations.

KAVX1610-I

Verification of the
database on the
backup server will
now be
performed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
File size = file-size
MB

Database verification for the backup results will
now start.

KAVX1611-I

Verification has
finished
successfully.

Database verification for the backup results has
completed.

KAVX1612-E

Necessary files for
ESEUTIL were
missing on the
backup server.

The ESEUTIL command has not been installed
on the backup server. In the Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, see the
explanation on how to specify settings when
using VSS, and install the ESEUTIL command.

KAVX1613-W

Verification
detected a
database error on
the backup server.
A retry will be
performed with a
VSS backup.

An abnormality was detected during verification
of the Exchange database from the backup
results. A retry will be performed from VSS
backup processing.
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KAVX1614-E

Verification
detected a
database error on
the backup server.
Processing will
now stop.

An abnormality was detected during verification
of the Exchange database from the backup
results. Processing will stop, because the retry
count has been exceeded.
Check whether the version of Exchange Server
(including the version of the service pack)
installed on the database server is the same as
the version of Exchange Management Console
(including the version of the service pack)
installed on the backup server.
If Exchange Server 2003 is being used, check
whether the version of the ESEUTIL command is
the same on both the database server and the
backup server. If the version is correct, collect
maintenance information, and then contact the
Support Center.

KAVX1615-W

The VSS backup
processing will be
retried.
Retry frequency =
retry-frequency
Present retry
frequency =
present-retryfrequency
Standby time =
standby-time

Processing to back up VSS will now be retried.

KAVX1617-E

According to the
event log, the
Exchange
database status is
not correct.
Time event log
was generated =
event-loggenerated-dateand-time

The application event log indicates that the
Exchange database is incorrect. The occurrence
date and time of the event log is output in the
format YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss.
See the Microsoft Knowledge Base to fix the
status, and then perform backup again.

KAVX1618-E

A file necessary
for verification on
the backup server
could not be
found.

Exchange Management Console, which is
required for verification, is not installed on the
backup server.
Install Exchange Management Console.

KAVX1619-E

Microsoft
Exchange
Replication
Service has not
started.
Check the status
of the service.

Microsoft Exchange Replication Service has not
started.
To back up VSS in a CCR or SCR environment,
Microsoft Exchange Replication Service must be
started. Before backing up VSS, start Microsoft
Exchange Replication Service.
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KAVX1620-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
is not operating
normally.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The CCR replication function is not working
normally.
For details on how to configure CCR to perform
the replication function normally, see the
Exchange Server documentation.

KAVX1621-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
is not operating
normally.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The SCR replication function is not working
normally.
For details on how to configure SCR to perform
the replication function normally, see the
Exchange Server documentation.

KAVX1622-E

The backup
cannot be
performed
because the
backup target is a
storage group for
which circular
logging is set.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The backup cannot be performed because the
backup target is a storage group for which
circular logging has been set.
Do not set circular logging for a storage group
that you want to back up.

KAVX1700-I

Restore
processing will
now start.

Restore processing will now start.

KAVX1701-I

Restore
processing has
finished.

Restore processing finished successfully.

KAVX1702-E

When the
If a storage group that was backed up in the cold
circulation log is to mode or the offline mode has been restored:
be used, do not
When using the circulation log, do not
set the -recovery
specify the -recovery option if restore
option when
processing is to be performed. You cannot
restoring.
restore by roll-forward if the circulation log
Storage group
is being used.
name = storageRe-execute the command without specifying
group-name
the -recovery option.
If a storage group that was backed up in the VSS
mode has been restored:
The circulation log cannot be used in the
VSS backup mode.
Restoration processing cannot be performed
for a storage group that has been backed up
using the circulation log.
Change the settings so as not to use the
circulation log for the storage group, and
then re-execute VSS backup.
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KAVX1703-E

Inconsistencies
exist in the
sequence of the
transaction log
files.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

Possible causes are as follows:
• In the .edb file and .stm files, the
LogSignature of the file with the smallest
generation number in the final integrated
log is not consistent with the signature of
the transaction log file corresponding to the
generation number.
• There is a discontinuity or inconsistency in
the signatures in the generated transaction
log file.
In this case, contact your support center.

KAVX1705-I

Creating
temporary files...

A temporary file is being created for one of the
following types of files in the storage group to be
restored:
• Data files (*.edb or *.stm)
• Transaction log files (*.log)

KAVX1706-E

An attempt to
create a
temporary restore
file has failed.

An attempt is being made to create a temporary
file for one of the following types of files in the
storage group to be restored:
• Data files (*.edb or *.stm)
• Transaction log files (*.log)
Re-execute the command without specifying the
-recovery option.

KAVX1707-W

An attempt to
delete a
temporary file has
failed.
Temporary file =
temporary-file

An attempt to delete a temporary file has failed.
Access privileges for the temporary file are
read-only. Check the file attributes, cancel the
read-only attribute, and then delete the file
manually.

KAVX1709-E

The copy group
contains objects
that have not been
backed up.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

A backup could not be performed because both
files related to and files unrelated to the storage
group to be backed up exist in the same copy
group.
Specify all of the storage groups within the same
copy group.

KAVX1711-E

The backup
information for the
specified storage
group cannot be
obtained.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

This message is output if the specified storage
group does not exist in the backup data with the
specified backup ID when the drmexgrestore
command is executed with the backup ID and
storage group.
Re-execute the command with a correct backup
ID and storage group name specified.

KAVX1712-E

The -recovery
option has not
been specified for
the specified
backup ID.

The backup data that needs the roll-forward
recovery has been performed without using the
-recovery option.
Execute the drmexgrestore command together
with the -recovery option.
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KAVX1713-E

The Storage group
was not recovery
because the
specified
transaction log
does not exist.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

This message is output when the transaction log
file for the storage group to be recovered does
not exist.
Check the Exchange configuration and restart
from backup, or restore without specifying the recovery option.

KAVX1714-E

Information stores
that have not been
mounted exist. For
a storage group to
be restored using
VSS, all
information stores
must be mounted.

This message is output during VSS restoration if
processing is canceled when an Exchange
Information Store service is not running, or
when an information store that has not been
mounted exists.
Mount all of the Information Stores contained in
the storage group restore targets, and then
perform the restore processing.
If you cannot mount the Information Stores, see
the notes on restoring Exchange databases in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide, and then mount the Information
Stores.

KAVX1715-E

The physical disk
resources to be
restored could not
be deleted from
dependence with
the Exchange
System Attendant
cluster resource.
Physical disk
resource =
physical-diskresources-to-berestored

While a restoration was being performed for an
Exchange database, the physical disk resource
to be restored could not be deleted from a
dependency relation with the Exchange System
Attendant cluster resource.
Start Cluster Administrator and then add all the
physical disk resources to be restored as
physical disk resources having a dependency
relation with the Exchange System Attendant
cluster resource.

KAVX1716-E

The physical disk
resources to be
restored could not
be added to
dependence with
the Exchange
System Attendant
cluster resource.
Physical disk
resource =
physical-diskresources-to-berestored

While offline restoration was being performed
for an Exchange database, the physical disk
resource to be restored could not be added to a
dependency relation with the Exchange System
Attendant cluster resource.
Start Cluster Administrator and then add all the
physical disk resources to be restored as
physical disk resources having a dependency
relation with the Exchange System Attendant
cluster resource.
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KAVX1717-W

The command will
be ended with the
dependence of the
physical disk
resources to be
restored deleted.
Please set the
dependence with
the Exchange
System Attendant
cluster resource
again.

The command ended with the dependency
relation of the physical disk resources being
deleted, because an error occurred.
Reset the dependency relation of the physical
disk resources to be restored and with the
Exchange System Attendant resource.

KAVX1718-W

The command will
end but a setting
for the physical
disk resources to
be restored has
changed.
Please undo the
setting.

The command ended but a setting for the
physical disk resources to be restored changed
because an error occurred during execution of
the command. Depending on whether the
KAVX5135-I error message was output, take
appropriate action from the following:
• If the KAVX5135-I error message was
output:
The extended maintenance mode has not
been released for the disk resources.
Release the extended maintenance mode
for the physical disk resources to be
restored, for which the KAVX5136-I error
message corresponding to the KAVX5135-I
error message has not been output.
• If the KAVX5135-I error message was not
output:
The settings of the Looks Alive polling
interval and the Is Alive polling interval of
the disk resources has been changed.
Restore the original values for the Looks
Alive polling interval and the Is Alive
polling interval of the physical disk
resources. If you are not sure about the
original values, search the detailed trace log
for the following line:
If it has failed this processing,
please execute the following command
for recovery the properties of the
cluster resouruce
Executing the command following this line
enables you to restore the Looks Alive
polling interval and the Is Alive polling
interval of the physical disk resources to
their original values.
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KAVX1719-E

It failed in rename
of the log file.
File name before it
changes = filename-before-itchanges
File name after it
changes = filename-after-itchanges

Possible causes are as follows:
• A file with the name from before the change
does not exist.
• A file already exists.
• You do not have permission to change the
file.
Before executing this command, make sure of
the following:
• A file with the name from before the change
exists.
• A file with the name after the change does
not already exist.
• You have permission to change the file.

KAVX1720-E

Restoration
cannot be
performed in units
of information
stores because the
specified backup
ID is not VSS
backup data.

The data corresponding to the specified backup
ID was not obtained using VSS.
To perform restoration in units of information
stores, specify a backup ID for VSS backup data.

KAVX1721-E

Backup
information for the
specified
information store
could not be
acquired.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename

The information store name specified for the
specified backup ID does not exist.
Specify the correct backup ID and information
store name, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX1722-E

Restoration
cannot be
performed in units
of information
stores because the
recovery option
has not been
specified.

Restoration could not be performed in units of
information stores because the -recovery
option is not specified.
To restore in units of information stores, specify
the -recovery option.
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KAVX1723-E

When using the
same storage
group name,
restoration cannot
be performed by
simultaneously
specifying both
storage groups
and information
stores as the
restoration units.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

Restoration cannot be performed when the
storage groups and information stores are
specified at the same time, for the same storage
name.
Specify either restoration by storage group or
restoration by information store, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX1724-E

When the data for
multiple storage
groups is on the
same disk,
restoration cannot
be performed in
units of
information
stores.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

Restoration cannot be performed in units of
information stores, for configurations in which
data for multiple storage groups is stored on the
same disk.
Perform the restoration by storage group.

KAVX1725-E

Backup results of
an Exchange
Server version
that does not
support
restoration were
specified.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The backup result of Exchange Server 2007
was specified for restore processing when
using Protection Manager for Exchange
(2000/2003 version).
• The backup result of Exchange 2000 Server
or Exchange Server 2003 was specified for
restore processing when using Protection
Manager for Exchange 2007.
Check the version of Exchange Server from the
backup result.

KAVX1726-E

The physical disk
resources to be
restored could not
be removed from
dependency on
the Exchange
Information Store
cluster resource.
Physical disk
resource =
physical-diskresources-to-berestored

The physical disk resources to be restored could
not be deleted from items dependent on the
Exchange Information Store cluster resource
while executing offline restore processing of the
Exchange database.
Start Cluster Administrator, and then add all the
physical disk resources to be restored as
physical disk resources having a dependency on
the Exchange Information Store cluster
resource.
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KAVX1727-E

The physical disk
resources to be
restored could not
be made
dependent on the
Exchange
Information Store
cluster resource.
Physical disk
resource =
physical-diskresources-to-berestored

The physical disk resources to be restored could
not be added to items dependent on the
Exchange Information Store cluster resource
while executing offline restore processing of the
Exchange database.
Start Cluster Administrator, and then add all the
physical disk resources to be restored as
physical disk resources having a dependency on
the Exchange Information Store cluster
resource.

KAVX1728-W

The dependency
on the physical
disk resources to
be restored will
remain deleted.
Please set up the
dependency on
the Exchange
Information Store
cluster resource
again.

An error occurred while executing the
command. The command will end with the
dependency of the physical disk resources
deleted.
Reset the dependency between the physical disk
resources to be restored and the Exchange
Information Store resources.

KAVX1729-E

The Exchange
Information Store
cluster resource
depends on the
physical disk
resource to be
restored.
Physical disk
resource =
physical-diskresources-to-berestored

The Exchange Information Store cluster
resource depends on the physical disk resource
to be restored.
Start Cluster Administrator and then delete all
the physical disk resources to be restored from
a dependency relation with the Exchange
Information Store cluster resource.

KAVX1730-E

Restoration
cannot be
performed in a
standby server in
a CCR
environment.

Restoration cannot be performed because the
server that you want to perform a restoration
process on is a standby server in a CCR
environment.
Retry restoration on the primary server
(Exchange virtual server) in a CCR environment.
If you are restoring backup data obtained from
the standby server, switch from a standby
server to a primary server and then retry the
restoration.
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KAVX1731-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has not been
stopped.
When a point-intime restore is
performed, the
replication
function of
Exchange Server
must be stopped.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The CCR replication function has not been
stopped.
To perform a point-in-time restoration, you
must stop the replication function of Exchange
Server. For details on how to stop the CCR
replication function, see the Exchange
documentation.

KAVX1732-I

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has stopped.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The Exchange Server replication function has
stopped.
If an error occurs between output of this
message and output of the KAVX1734-I
message (for the same storage group), the
replication function is still stopped. After
referring to the Exchange Server
documentation, resume the replication function
manually.

KAVX1733-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
could not be
stopped.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The Exchange Server replication function could
not be stopped.
After referring to the Exchange Server
documentation, stop the replication function.

KAVX1734-I

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has resumed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The Exchange Server replication function has
started again.

KAVX1735-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
could not be
resumed.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The Exchange Server replication function could
not be resumed.
After referring to the Exchange Server
documentation, resume the replication function.

KAVX1736-I

The seed
processing will
now start.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The seed processing will now start.
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KAVX1737-I

The seed
processing has
finished.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The seed processing has finished.

KAVX1738-E

Deletion of a file
failed during seed
processing.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The file could not be deleted on the standby
server during seed processing.
On the standby server, check the access
permissions for the database file of the storage
group.
For the storage group for which automatic seed
processing failed, refer to the Exchange Server
documentation and then perform the seed
processing manually.

KAVX1739-E

Data
resynchronization
failed during seed
processing.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

Data could not be resynchronized with the
standby server during seed processing.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation
and then perform the seed processing manually.

KAVX1740-W

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has already
stopped.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

An attempt was made to stop the Exchange
Server replication function, but is had already
been stopped.

KAVX1741-I

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has stopped.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The Exchange Server replication function for the
displayed target has stopped.
After this message was output, if an error
occurred before the message KAVX1734-I was
output for the storage group indicated in this
message, manually resume the replication
function.

KAVX1742-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
could not be
stopped.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The Exchange Server replication function for the
displayed target could not be stopped.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
and stop the replication function.
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KAVX1743-I

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has resumed.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The Exchange Server replication function for the
displayed target has resumed.

KAVX1744-E

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
could not be
resumed.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The Exchange Server replication function for the
displayed target could not be resumed.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
and resume the replication function.

KAVX1745-I

The seed
processing will
now start.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The seed processing for the displayed target has
started.

KAVX1746-I

The seed
processing has
finished.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The seed processing for the displayed target has
finished.

KAVX1747-E

Deletion of a file
failed during seed
processing.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

The file could not be deleted from the target
during seed processing.
On the target, check the file's access permission
in the storage group in this message.

KAVX1748-E

Data
resynchronization
failed during seed
processing.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

Data resynchronization could not be performed
for the target during seed processing.
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KAVX1749-W

The replication
function of
Exchange Server
has already
stopped.
Target = targetname
Storage group
name = storagegroup

An attempt was made to stop the Exchange
Server replication function for the target, but
the function had already been stopped.

KAVX1750-E

Microsoft
Exchange
Replication
Service on the
target server has
not started yet.
Target = targetname

Change the state of the Microsoft Exchange
Replication Service for the displayed target to a
valid state, and then execute the command
again.
If it is difficult to restore the state, perform
either of the following, and then execute the
command:
• Perform restoration without using the SCR
seed function.
• Disable the SCR replication settings for the
displayed target.

KAVX1751-W

Microsoft
Exchange
Replication
Service on the
target server has
not started yet.
Replication
operations will not
be performed for
the target server.
Target = targetname

The following replication operations could be
performed because the Microsoft Exchange
Replication Service has not yet started for the
target:
• Stopping the SCR replication
• SCR seed
• Resuming the SCR replication
Check the state of the Microsoft Exchange
Replication Service for the displayed target, and
if necessary, set the replication state to a valid
state.

KAVX1800-W

The information
The database was already dismounted during
store has already backup or restore processing.
been dismounted.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename

KAVX1801-W

The information
The database was already mounted during
store has already backup or restore processing.
been mounted.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename
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KAVX1802-E

Inconsistencies
exist in the
information store.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename

Either the statuses of the .edb and .stm files are
inconsistent, or are not the same as
LastConsistent.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
confirm that the information store can be
mounted or dismounted successfully, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX1803-E

Inconsistencies
exist between the
transaction log
files and the
checkpoint files.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The generation number of the transaction file
indicated in the checkpoint file (the .chk file in
the system path) is not the latest transaction log
file.
Refer to the Exchange Server documentation,
confirm that the information store can be
mounted or dismounted successfully, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX1804-E

The signature of
the information
store is invalid.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name
Information store
name =
information-storename

The signature of the information store does not
match DBSignature of either the .edb file or the
.stm file. A data file in the information store
may have been destroyed.
Contact your support center for more
information.

KAVX1805-I

The information
store will now be
dismounted.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The information store will now be dismounted so
that backup or restore processing can be
performed.

KAVX1806-I

The information
store will now be
mounted.
Storage group
name = storagegroup-name

The information store will now be mounted,
since either backup or restore processing has
been performed.
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The target
database file does
not exist.

Possible causes are as follows:
1. You specified the -target option, and the
specified storage group did not include an
information store.
2. No storage groups exist on Exchange Server
if you have not specified the -target
option, or storage groups that contain
information stores do not exist.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate
action from the following:
1. If you specify the -target option, specify a
storage group that includes an information
store, and then re-execute the command.
2. If you do not specify the -target option,
make sure that at least one storage group
that contains an information store, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVX2500 - KAVX3499
This section explains the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers
messages KAVX2500 to KAVX3499.
Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX2500-E

You cannot assign
the same
directory name
for AP_FILE_DIR
and
DB_DATA_FILE_D
IR.
Directory
=directory-name

In the definition file, the same directory name is
specified for both AP_FILE_DIR and
DB_DATA_FILE_DIR.
Check the contents of the definition file, specify
different directory names for AP_FILE_DIR and
DB_DATA_FILE_DIR, and then re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX2501-E

You cannot assign
the same
directory name
for AP_FILE_DIR
and
BK_DATA_FILE_D
IR.
Directory =
directory-name

In the definition file, the same directory name is
specified for both AP_FILE_DIR and
BK_DATA_FILE_DIR.
Check the contents of the definition file, specify
different directory names for AP_FILE_DIR and
BK_DATA_FILE_DIR, and then re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX2502-E

The user does not
have permission
to execute this
command.

You do not have permission to execute the
specified command.
Re-execute the command as a user who has the
proper permissions.

KAVX2503-E

An attempt to
execute the
command-name
command has
failed.
Cause = cause

A failure occurred in an extended command.
Make sure that you can execute the command
output in the message, and then re-execute the
extended command.
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KAVX2504-E

A copy group
name is
duplicated in the
specified file.
Copy group =
copy-group-name

The system ignores the duplicate copy group in
the copy group batch definition file.
Correct the copy group batch definition file so
that no copy group file name is duplicated, then
re-execute the check tool.

KAVX2505-E

An attempt to
A file transfer failed at the FTP server. Possible
transmit files has causes are as follows:
failed.
1. When this message is displayed during file
Cause = cause
transmission:
FTP server = FTP- The specified directory does not exist on
server-name
the FTP server.
File or directory =
The user who executed the command did not
target-file-namehave write permission for the specified
or-directorydirectory on the FTP server.
name
- There is not enough space in the specified
directory on the FTP server.
When this message is displayed during file
reception:
- The specified directory does not exist on
the FTP server.
- The user who executed the command did
not have read permission for the specified
directory on the FTP server.
Check the above causes, if there are no
problems then make sure of the following:
• That the network status is normal.
• That the FTP service is running.
• In Solaris, that the LANG value defined for
the root user on the database server
matches that set for the FTP service on the
backup server. Alternatively, make sure that
the LANG value for the FTP service on the
backup server is set as the DRM_FTP_LANG
environment variable.
2.

1–108
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KAVX2506-E

An attempt to
transmit files has
failed.
Cause = cause
File or directory =
target-file-nameor-directoryname

A file transfer failed at an FTP client. Possible
causes are as follows:
1. When this message is displayed during file
reception:
- The specified directory does not exist on
the local server.
- The user who executed the command did
not have write permissions for the specified
directory on the local server.
- There is not enough space in the specified
directory on the local server.
2. When this message is displayed during file
transmission:
- The specified directory does not exist on
the local server.
- The user who executed the command did
not have read permission for the specified
directory on the local server.
Check the above causes; if there are no
problems then make sure of the following:
• That the network status is normal.
• That the FTP service is running.
• In Solaris, that the LANG value defined for
the root user on the database server
matches that set for the FTP service on the
backup server. Alternatively, make sure that
the LANG value for the FTP service on the
backup server is set as the DRM_FTP_LANG
environment variable.

KAVX2507-E

The specified file
path is invalid.
File = file-name

The path to the definition file is not specified
correctly.
Check that the definition file was specified with
an absolute path, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX2508-E

The specified file
does not exist.
File = file-name

The specified definition file does not exist.
Make sure that the specified definition file exists.

KAVX2509-E

The copy group
specified in the
file does not exist.
Copy group =
copy-group-name

The copy group name specified in the copy group
batch definition file does not exist in the
Protection Manager dictionary map.
Use the drmcgctl command to output a list of
copy groups registered in the Protection
Manager dictionary map. Then check that the
specified copy group exists in the list.

KAVX2510-E

The copy group
specified in the
file is invalid.
Copy group =
copy-group-name

The specification format of the copy group name
is invalid in the copy group batch definition file.
Specify copy group name left-justified and then
re-execute the command.
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1–110

Message Text
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KAVX2511-E

The mount point
directory specified
in the definition
file, or the file that
lists mount point
directories, does
not exist.
INSTANCE_NAME
= mount-pointdirectory-nameor-mount-pointbatch-definitionfile-name

The mount point or the mount point target
definition file with the name specified in the
operation definition file does not exist.
Make sure that the specified mount point name
or the mount point target definition file exists,
and that it can be referenced.

KAVX2512-E

A backup-target
file or directory
specified in the
definition file does
not exist.
TARGET_NAME =
file-name-ordirectory-name

A backup target file or directory with the name
specified in the operation definition file does not
exist.
Make sure that the specified backup target file or
directory name exists, and that it can be
referenced.

KAVX2513-E

A backup-target
file or directory
specified in the
definition file does
not exist in the
mount point
directory specified
in the same
definition file.
INSTANCE_NAME
= mount-pointdirectory-nameor-mount-pointbatch-definitionfile-name
TARGET_NAME =
file-name-ordirectory-name

The file name or directory name specified as
being subject to backup in the operation
definition file does not exist in the mount point
directory specified in the operation definition file.
Set the mount point directory that contains the
file name or directory name subject to backup,
make sure that the file or directory to be backed
up can be referenced, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX2514-I

The processing of
the commandname command
will now continue
in another
window.
Check any
displayed
messages, and
enter any
required value if
prompted.

This message is displayed when a command
requiring message monitoring or an interactive
operation on the screen is started in a separate
window within an extended command.
Check the message displayed in the window and
enter information, if necessary. If the command
does not need to wait for an entry, the window
closes automatically upon completion of the
processing.

Messages
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Message Text
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KAVX2515-I

The processing of
the commandname command
in another window
will now end.
This processing
will resume in this
window.

This message indicates that the command that
was started within an extended command and
that was executing in a separate window has
terminated.

KAVX2516-E

The directory
structure
specified as itemname in the file is
invalid.
Item = itemname
Directory =
directory-name
Operation ID =
operation-ID

The subdirectory corresponding to the value
specified in the operation ID does not exist in the
directory written in the operation definition file.
Make sure that the item displayed in this
message conforms to the rules of a temporary
directory for extended commands described in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide. Check the contents of the
operation definition file, and then re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX2517-E

The server name
specified in the
file is not set in, or
conflicts with the
name in, the
configuration file.
DB_SERVER_NAM
E = value-ofDB_SERVER_NAM
E-in-definition-file
Configuration file
= configurationfile-name

The value of DB_SERVER_NAME in the operation
definition file does not match the server name
(the value of DRM_HOSTNAME) defined for
DRM_DB_PATH in the Protection Manager
configuration definition file (init.conf).
Check the contents of the definition file for the
extended command and the init.conf file,
change the value of DB_SERVER_NAME, and then
re-execute the check tool.
When changing a value in the init.conf file,
follow the Protection Manager environment
setup procedure.

KAVX2518-E

The content of the
specified copy
group target
definition file is
invalid.
File = file-name

The copy group has not been set in the copy
group batch definition file.
Register the copy group name in the copy group
batch definition file and then re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX2519-E

The mount point
in the file that lists
mount point
directories (the
file specified in
the definition file)
does not exist.
File that lists
mount point
directories = filename
Mount point name
= mount-pointname

The mount point registered in the mount point
batch definition file does not exist.
Check the mount point batch definition file and
then re-execute the command.

Messages
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Message ID

1–112

Message Text

Description

KAVX2520-E

No mount point is
coded in the file
that lists mount
point directories
(the file specified
in the definition
file).
File that lists
mount point
directories = filename

No mount point has been registered in the
mount point batch definition file.
Register a mount point in the mount point batch
definition file and then re-execute the command.

KAVX2521-E

An attempt to
obtain
information from
the configuration
file has failed.
Cause = cause
Configuration file
= configurationfile-name

Required information could not be obtained from
the Protection Manager configuration file.
Check that the configuration file displayed in the
message exists. If the file exists, check the
contents of the file.

KAVX2522-W

The path specified
in the file contains
at least one extra
'/'.
These characters
are ignored.
Item = itemname
Directory =
directory-name

The specified directory contains an extra slash (/
).
Eliminate the extra slash (/) from the directory
name displayed in the message, and then reexecute the check tool.

KAVX2523-E

The value
specified in the
file contains nonnumeric
characters.
Item = itemname
Value = itemvalue

In the definition file, the value of the item
displayed in the message contains a nonnumeric character.
Specify the value using the numeric characters
only, and then re-execute the check tool.

KAVX2524-E

The backup ID
cannot be found
in the input
information.

Information about the backup ID created by
Protection Manager could not be obtained.
See the system log to check whether an error
has occurred in the OS.

KAVX2525-E

The syntax of the
specified file's
contents is wrong.
Target file = filename

A syntax error exists in the entries coded in the
definition file.
Check the entries in the definition file, correct
the syntax error, and then re-execute the check
tool.

Messages
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Message Text

Description

KAVX2526-E

A mount point is
invalid in the file
that lists mount
point directories
(the file specified
in the definition
file).
File = mountpoint-batchdefinition-filename
Mount Point =
mount-pointname

A mount point contained in the mount point
batch definition file is invalid.
Make sure that the displayed mount point is
contained in the absolute path, and make sure
that it exists. Set the appropriate value, and
then re-execute the check tool.

KAVX2527-E

A mount point is
duplicated in the
file that lists
mount point
directories (the
file specified in
the definition
file).
File = mountpoint-batchdefinition-filename
Mount Point =
mount-pointname

Duplicate mount points are contained in the
mount point batch definition file.
Correct the duplicate mount point value specified
in the mount point batch configuration definition
file, and then re-execute the check tool.

KAVX2528-E

One of the
following is
invalid: the mount
point directory
name specified in
the definition file,
or the name of the
file that lists
mount point
directories.
INSTANCE_NAME
= mount-pointdirectory-nameor-mount-pointdirectory-batchdefinition-filename

In the operation definition file, either the
specified mount point directory name or the
mount point directory batch definition file is
invalid.
Check whether the specified mount point
directory name or mount point directory batch
definition file is specified correctly, correct it if
necessary, and then re-execute the check tool.
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1–114

Message Text
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KAVX2529-E

The directory
name of itemname specified in
the file is invalid.
Item = itemname
Directory =
directory-name
DB_SERVER_NAME
= database-name
INSTANCE_NAME =
instance-name

This message is output when no matching
subfolder exists for the string specified for
DB_SERVER_NAME and INSTANCE_NAME in the
folder specified in the operation definition file.
In Windows, the following needs to be specified:
FTP-root-folder\value-specified-forDB_SERVER_NAME\value-specified-forINSTANCE_NAME.
Check the contents of the operation definition
file, specify an appropriate value for the
displayed item, and then re-execute the check
tool.

KAVX2530-E

The storage
directory name of
the dictionary
map file could not
be obtained.

While the extended command was processing,
the drmfsdisplay -v command was executed,
but the dictionary map file storage directory
name could not be obtained.
In the operation definition file, check the values
specified for DB_SERVER_NAME and
SET_DRM_HOSTNAME, correct them if necessary,
and then re-execute the check tool.

KAVX2531-E

An attempt to
create a directory
has failed.
Directory name =
directory-name

An attempt to create a directory has failed.
Check the path of the directory that an attempt
was made to create. If the path is correct, see
the system logs to check whether problems exist
in the OS. If there is no problem, contact your
support center.

KAVX2532-I

The directory was
created
successfully.
Directory name =
directory-name

This message is output when a directory is
created successfully.

KAVX2533-E

The directory
name specified for
FTP_SUB_DIR in
the definition file
is invalid.
Directory =
directory-name

The string specified for FTP_SUB_DIR in the
operation definition file either contains invalid
characters, or is an absolute path.
Correct the value for FTP_SUB_DIR, and then reexecute the check tool.

KAVX2534-E

The value of
VDI_METAFILE_DI
R, assigned by the
initialization
command, is the
same as the
temporary
directory used by
the extended
commands.
Directory =
directory-name
Initialization
command =
initial-settingscommand-name

This message is output when the value for
VDI_METAFILE_DIR and the value automatically
created for DB_DATA_FILE_DIR by the extended
command are the same.
Check the value for VDI_METAFILE_DIR, and
then re-execute the check tool.
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KAVX2535-I

The file could not
be saved because
the save-source
files do not exist.
Source file =
saving-sourcefile-name

File saving was not executed because there was
no source file to be saved.

KAVX2536-I

The file could not
be expanded
because the
expansion-source
files do not exist.
Source file =
extractionsource-file-name

File extraction was not executed because there
was no file to be extracted.

KAVX2537-E

The assigned
value conflicts
with the value
assigned by
parameterregistrationcommand-name.
AP_FILE_DIR =
backup-filestoragedirectory-nameset-in-definitionfile
BACKUP_DIR =
backup-filestoragedirectory-nameset-byparameterregistrationcommand
Initialization
command =
parameterregistrationcommand-name

The backup file storage directory information in
the specified file contradicts the information set
by the drmorainit command.
Check the displayed information, correct the
backup file storage directory information set in
the definition file, then re-execute the check
tool.
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Message Text
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KAVX2538-E

An error occurred
in the Oracle
backup file.
Cause = cause
File = Oraclebackup-file-name

The system was unable to copy the target Oracle
backup file.
Make sure that there are Oracle backup files that
were output with an asterisk specified.
Take the following action according to the
extended command executed:
• When the EX_DRM_ORAFILE_PACK was
executed
Execute the EX_DRM_ORA_BACKUP or
EX_DRM_TAPE_RESTORE command for the
Oracle backup file.
• When the EX_DRM_ORAFILE_EXTRACT
command was executed
Execute the EX_DRM_FTP_PUT,
EX_DRM_FTP_GET, or EX_DRM_ORAFILE_PACK
command to transfer the Oracle backup file.

KAVX2539-E

The instance does
not contain the
specified
tablespace.
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
TARGET_NAME =
tablespace-name

The tablespace set in the definition file is invalid.
Make sure that the tablespace specified in the
definition file exists, and then re-execute the
check tool.

KAVX2540-E

It failed in the
acquisition of
information on
the specified
instance because
the sqlplus
command had
detected the
error.
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
Code = returnvalue-of-thesqlplus-command

An attempt to acquire information about the
specified instance failed because the sqlplus
command detected an error.
Check the following, and then re-execute the
check tool:
• Make sure that the sqlplus command is
working normally.
• Check the operating condition of the
database. If it has stopped, start it.

KAVX2541-E

Execution of the
sqlplus select
statement has
failed. An attempt
to get information
about a specified
instance has
failed. Refer to
following file for
details about
sqlplus errors.
INSTANCE_NAME
= instance-name
File = file-name

Possible causes are as follows:
1. In the contents of the definition file that was
specified by the option, the instance name in
the settings is incorrect.
2. The database is inactive.
Depending on the cause take appropriate action
from the following, and then re-execute the
check tool.
1. Check the contents of the definition file. If a
non-existing instance name is set, set an
existing instance name.
2. Check the operating status of the database.
If the database has stopped, restart it.
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KAVX2544-E

The specified
Exchange Server
was not found.
Exchange Server
name =
Exchange-Servername

If the system displays this message when
executing the check tool
EX_DRM_EXG_DEF_CHECK, verify the Exchange
Server name that is specified in an item
(DB_SERVER_NAME) of the definition file.
Additionally, ensure that the Exchange Server
specified in the definition file actually exists.
If the system displays this message when
executing the extended command
EX_DRM_EXG_BACKUP, verify that the Exchange
Server that is specified by -hostname option
actually exists.

KAVX2545-E

The storage group
specified in the
definition file was
not found.
Exchange Server
name =
Exchange-Servername
TARGET_NAME =
storage-groupname

Verify the storage group name that is specified in
an item (TARGET_NAME) of the definition file.
Additionally, ensure that the storage group
specified in the definition file actually exists.

KAVX2546-E

The characters
specified in the
definition file are
invalid for a
storage group
name.
TARGET_NAME =
character-string

Verify the storage group name that is specified in
an item (TARGET_NAME) of the definition file.
Additionally, ensure that the storage group
specified in the definition file actually exists.

KAVX2547-E

Exchange Server
has not yet been
installed on this
system.

Exchange Server has not yet been installed on
the appropriate machine.
Install Exchange Server on the appropriate
machine.

KAVX2548-E

A value specified
in the definition
file is invalid.
Item = itemname
Current value =
current-value
Required value =
value-to-bespecified

The value of an item specified in the definition
file is invalid.
Verify the definition file according to the
displayed message to modify the value of the
item, and then re-execute the check tool.
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Message ID
KAVX2800-E

Message Text

Description

The storage group
specified in the
definition file is a
recovery storage
group.
Exchange Server
name =
Exchange-Servername
TARGET_NAME =
storage-groupname

A recovery storage group was specified in
TARGET_NAME of the definition file.
Remove the recovery storage group name from
the storage group names specified in
TARGET_NAME of the definition file.

KAVX5000 - KAVX5099
This section describes the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX5000 to KAVX5099.
Message ID

1–118

Message Text

Description

KAVX5000-E

Backup by VSS
cannot be
performed in this
OS.

This message is output when a command using
VSS functionality is executed on an OS that does
not support VSS functionality. The command or
option cannot be used with the OS on which the
error occurred.

KAVX5001-E

Backup by VSS
cannot be
performed in the
cluster
environment.

This message is output when a command using
VSS functionality is executed in a cluster
environment. The command or option cannot be
used with a cluster environment.

KAVX5002-E

The system
environment
variable
VSHTCHOMRCF_
MUN is not set, or
an illegal value is
set.
Make sure that
VSS has been set
up correctly.

This message is output when the backup
generation for VSS backup is incorrect. Possible
causes are as follows:
• The system environment variable
VSHTCHOMRCF_MUN has not been set up.
• The system was not restarted after the
system environment variable
VSHTCHOMRCF_MUN was set up.
• MU# in the system environment variable
VSHTCHOMRCF_MUN contains an error.
Check the system environment variable
VSHTCHOMRCF_MUN or RAID Manager settings.
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KAVX5003-E

RM Shadow Copy
Provider could not
be used.
Make sure that
VSS has been set
up correctly.

This message is output when the VSS hardware
provider (RM Shadow Copy Provider) does not
operate. Possible causes are as follows:
• RM Shadow Copy Provider has not been
installed.
• The system environment variable
VSHTCHORCMINST_LOCAL has not been set up
correctly.
• The system was not restarted after the
system environment variable
VSHTCHORCMINST_LOCAL was set up.
Make sure that the environment settings for VSS
backup have been set up correctly. In addition,
an event log (whose source is RMVSSPRV) that
shows error details might be output to the
application event log on the database server. For
details on this event log, see the RAID Manager
manual.

KAVX5004-E

A timeout error
occurred in the
writer.
Writer name =
writer-name

This message is output when an attempt to
acquire backup has failed because a static
timeout occurred in the writer. Possible causes
are as follows:
• It took a long time to split a pair because a
lot of disks were used for storage groups.
• It took a long time to split a pair because
system workload was considerably high.

KAVX5005-E

The VSS definition The VSS definition file does not exist.
file does not exist. When the -vf option is specified:
Check whether the Protection-Managerinstallation-destination\conf\vss\VSSdefinition-file-name directory exists. If it
does not exist, copy the file ProtectionManager-installationdestination\conf\vsscom.conf.model to
the Protection-Manager-installationdestination\conf\vss\VSS-definition-filename directory, to create the VSS definition
file.
When the -vf option is not specified:
Check whether the Protection-Managerinstallation-destination\conf\vsscom.conf
file exists. If it does not exist, copy the file
Protection-Manager-installationdestination\conf\vsscom.conf.model to
Protection-Manager-installationdestination\conf\vsscom.conf, to create
the VSS definition file.
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KAVX5006-E

An attempt to
open the VSS
definition file has
failed.

An attempt to open the VSS definition file has
failed.
When the -vf option is specified:
Check the access permissions for ProtectionManager-installationdestination\conf\vss\VSS-definition-filename.
When the -vf option is not specified:
Check the access permissions for ProtectionManager-installationdestination\conf\vsscom.conf.

KAVX5007-E

A necessary
parameter setting
for the VSS
definition file is
invalid.
Parameter name
= parametername

An invalid parameter has been set in the VSS
definition file.
Check the parameters set in the file.

KAVX5008-E

The value of a
parameter in the
VSS definition file
is invalid.
Parameter name
= parametername
Parameter value
= parametervalue

An invalid parameter has been set in the VSS
definition file.
Check the parameters set in the file.

KAVX5009-I

This VSS import
server will now
start.

Processing to start the VSS import server will
now start.

KAVX5010-I

The VSS import
server has
started.

Processing to start the VSS import server has
completed.

KAVX5011-E

An attempt to
start the VSS
import server has
failed.

An attempt to start the VSS import server has
failed.
Check the error message displayed immediately
before this one, and take appropriate action.

KAVX5012-E

The
VSHTCHORCMINS
T_REMOTE
system
environment
variable is
missing, or has
been assigned an
invalid value.
Check whether
VSS setup has
been correctly
performed.

The system environment variable
VSHTCHORCMINST_REMOTE is not set correctly.
Make sure that an appropriate value is set for
this variable.
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KAVX5013-E

The port number
is already in use.
Port number =
port-number

The port number is already in use. For details, in
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's
Guide, see the explanation on how to specify
settings when using VSS, and change the port
number.

KAVX5014-E

The VSS import
server is already
running.

The VSS import server is already running.

KAVX5015-I

The VSS import
server will now
stop.

The VSS import server will now stop.

KAVX5016-I

The VSS import
server has
stopped.

The VSS import server has stopped.

KAVX5017-I

The VSS import
server is now
processing a
request from the
database server.
The system will
wait until the
processing
finishes.

A stop request was issued for the VSS import
server, but since it is processing a request from
the database server, it will stand by until
processing is complete.

KAVX5018-E

The VSS import
server is not
running.

The VSS import server is not running.
Alternatively, the port number might have been
changed while the VSS import server was
running. In this case, change the port number
back to its value at the time that the VSS import
server was started, and then retry the operation.

KAVX5019-I

A connection to
the VSS import
server has been
established.
Host name =
host-name

A connection to the VSS import server has been
established.

KAVX5020-E

The IP address of
the VSS import
server could not
be acquired.
Check whether
the host name of
the backup server
is correctly set.
Host name =
host-name

The IP address of the VSS import server could
not be acquired.
Check that the host name set for the backup
server in vsscom.conf is correct, that the
backup server is running, and that no problems
exist with the network settings.
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KAVX5021-E

An attempt to
connect to the
VSS import server
has failed.
Confirm that the
VSS import server
is running, and
that the correct
port number is
set.
Host name =
host-name

A connection with the VSS import server on the
backup server could not be established.
Make sure of the following:
• The VSS import server is running.
• The settings for the port number match on
the database server and the backup server.
• The Protection Manager versions match on
the database server and the backup server.

KAVX5022-E

An error occurred
during
communication
with the VSS
import server.
Host name =
host-name

A communication error occurred with the VSS
import server on the backup server.
Check that the VSS import server is running
properly, and that no problems exist with the
network settings. Details regarding the
communication error are recorded in the
detailed trace log.

KAVX5023-E

An error occurred
on the backup
server.
Cause = detailedmessage

An error occurred on the backup server, for
which processing could not continue.
For details about the error and how to recover
from it, see DRM-10000 - DRM-19999.

KAVX5024-E

A memory
shortage occurred
in the Protection
Manager service.
Host name =
host-name

A memory shortage occurred on the connectiondestination host.
Either increase the amount of memory, or
change the virtual memory settings.

KAVX5025-W

An attempt to
delete the backup
metadata file has
failed.

An attempt to delete the backup metadata file on
the primary volume has failed.
Check the permissions for the file and the folder
in which it is stored.

KAVX5026-E

Backup metadata already exists.
The backup
Delete the backup metadata file on the primary
metadata file
already exists on volume, and perform backup again.
the backup server.

KAVX5027-E

An attempt to
load the backup
metadata file on
the backup server
has failed.

An attempt to read the backup metadata file has
failed.
Check whether backup metadata exists on the
secondary volume.

KAVX5028-E

An attempt to
write the backup
metadata file on
the backup server
has failed.

An attempt to write the backup metadata file has
failed.
Check that write permissions exist for the
primary volume.

KAVX5029-E

An attempt to
mount the target
disk on the
backup server has
failed.

Check whether the secondary volume has
already been mounted. Note that attempts to
perform a mount during backup may fail when
another volume is mounted in the directory on
the volume to be backed up.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5030-E

The target disk is
already mounted
on the backup
server.

The secondary volume to be restored is already
mounted.
Execute the drmexgcat command with the backup_id option to display the copy groups,
and then execute the drmumount command with
the -copy_group option to unmount the copy
group to be restored. If this does not remove the
error, execute the drmmount command with the
-copy_group option to mount the copy group to
be restored, and then execute the drmumount
command with the -copy_group option to
unmount the copy group to be restored.

KAVX5031-E

An attempt to
unmount the
target disk on the
backup server has
failed.

An attempt to unmount the secondary disk from
the backup server has failed.
Execute the drmumount command on the backup
server to perform an unmount, and then retry
the operation. If you cannot unmount the
volume by using the drmumount command, use
the drmmount command to mount the volume,
and then retry the unmount operation.

KAVX5032-E

An attempt to
acquire the mount
information on
the backup server
has failed.

An attempt to acquire the mount information on
the backup server has failed.
Use the drmmount command to mount the
secondary volume to be restored on the backup
server, and then use the drmumount command to
unmount the volume. If this operation does not
resolve the problem, check whether a problem
exists in the Protection Manager environment on
the backup server.
If no problem exists in the Protection Manager
operating environment, see troubleshooting in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide, collect the appropriate materials,
and then contact your support center.
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KAVX5033-E

An attempt by the
backup server to
import the VSS
snapshot has
failed.
Make sure that
VSS has been set
up correctly.

This message is output when an attempt to
import the VSS snapshot fails on the backup
server. Possible causes are as follows:
• RM Shadow Copy Provider has not been
installed on the backup server.
• The system environment variable
VSHTCHORCMINST_REMOTE has not been set
correctly, or no restart has been performed
since it was set.
• The system environment variables
(HORCMINST, HORCC_MRCF, and HORCMPERM),
which cannot be specified on the backup
server, have been set.
• The -m noread option was not specified
during a pair generation.
In addition, an event log (whose source is
RMVSSPRV) that shows error details might be
output to the application event log on the
database server. For details on this event log,
see the RAID Manager manual.
A tool that cannot be used during command
execution might also be running. For details, see
Tools that Cannot Be Used When Executing
Commands in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX5034-E

The system
environment
variable to be
used in VSS
(VSHTCRMENVF
or
VSHTCHOMRCF_
MUN) has not
been set.
Make sure that
VSS setup has
been performed
correctly.

This message is displayed when neither of the
environment variables, VSHTCRMENVF or
VSHTCHOMRCF_MUN, have been set.
If the generation management function of VSS,
the -rc option, or the -cascade option is used,
set the system environment variable
VSHTCRMENVF. Otherwise, set
VSHTCHOMRCF_MUN. For details about how to set
these variables, see the section on settings for
using VSS in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX5035-E

To use the -rc or cascade option,
the system
environment
variable
VSHTCRMENVF
must be specified.

This message appears when the -rc or cascade option has been specified but the
system environment variable VSHTCRMENVF has
not been set. Correctly set the system
environment variable VSHTCRMENVF by
referring to the section on settings for
using VSS in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

KAVX5036-E

The version of the This message appears when the version of the
VSS import server VSS import server is old.
Check the version of any Protection Manager
is invalid.
that has been installed on the backup server.

KAVX5037-E

The backup
metadata file
contains an
inconsistency.

An inconsistency exists in the backup metadata
file because the file is corrupted.
The backup data cannot be restored because the
backup metadata file is in an inconsistent state.
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KAVX5038-E

Backup by VSS
cannot be
performed in the
OS of the backup
server.

VSS cannot be used in the OS of the specified
backup server.

KAVX5039-E

The system
environment
variable
VSHTCHORCMINS
T_REMOTE is not
set in the backup
server, or an
invalid value is
set.
Make sure the
settings related to
VSS are correct.

The system environment variable
VSHTCHORCMINST_REMOTE is not set in the backup
server.
Set the system environment variable
VSHTCHORCMINST_REMOTE in the backup server.

KAVX5040-I

A timeout error
occurred in the
writer.
The VSS backup
processing will be
retried.
Retry count =
retry-count
Present retry =
present-retry
Standby time =
standby-time

Processing to back up VSS will be retried
because a freeze timeout occurred in the writer.

KAVX5100 - KAVX5199
This section describes the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX5100 to KAVX5199.
Message ID
KAVX5100-E

Message Text
The specified
copy parameter
definition file
does not exist.
File name = filepath

Description
The copy parameter definition file specified by
the -pf option does not exist.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

Messages
Messages
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Message ID

1–126

Message Text

Description

KAVX5101-I

The value
specified in the
following
definition is
considered as
valid for the copy
parameter.
parametername=value
[parameteracquisitionsource-file]

This message is output when the copy parameter
definition file specified by the -pf option and the
RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) are read and a valid definition is
defined.

KAVX5102-E

A required
parameter is not
defined in the
definition file
used for linking
with RAID
management
software
(DEFAULT.dat).
Parameter name
= parametername

A parameter that must be defined was not
entered in the read results of the RAID Manager
linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat).
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5103-E

The pair
identifiers in the
copy group to be
backed up do not
match.
Copy group name
[MU#] = copygroup-name [MUnumber], copygroup-name [MUnumber]

The pair identifiers (MU#) did not match when the
copy group was automatically selected by
executing the backup command with ENABLE
specified for the
CONFIRM_GENERATION_IDENTICAL parameter of
the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat). This error may also occur when
VSS is being used.
Resolve by one of the following methods:
• Perform an operation to ensure that the
same pair identifiers are selected, such as
locking the copy group.
• Specify DISABLE in the
CONFIRM_GENERATION_IDENTICAL parameter
of the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat), and then re-execute the
command (only valid when VSS is not being
used for the local site backup).

KAVX5104-W

The pair
identifiers in the
copy group to be
backed up do not
match. Restore
processing may
fail.
Copy group name
[MU#] = copygroup-name [MUnumber], copygroup-name [MUnumber]

The pair identifiers (MU#) did not match when the
copy group was automatically selected by
executing the backup command with DISABLE
specified for the
CONFIRM_GENERATION_IDENTICAL parameter of
the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat), or when the
CONFIRM_GENERATION_IDENTICAL parameter had
not been entered.
When restoring, perform pair-split processing for
all copy groups that have the same primary
volume.

Messages
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Message Text

Description

KAVX5105-W

Completed
volume restoring,
but failed to
reverse the
primary and
secondary
volumes.

This message is output when a command ends
with the primary and secondary volumes
reversed from restore processing that targets the
copy group of remote copy.
To restore the data in the secondary volume by
using pair resynchronization, which swaps the
primary and secondary volumes, see Actions To
Be Taken for the Message KAVX5105-W.

KAVX5106-E

The status of the
copy group to be
processed is
invalid.

This message is output when the status of the
copy group subject to processing is invalid.
Check the contents of the copy group that had an
invalid status, and then change that copy group
to a valid status.

KAVX5107-E

The status of the
copy group
associated with
processing is
invalid.

This message is output when the status of the
copy group not subject to processing is invalid.
Check the contents of the copy group that had an
invalid status, and then change that copy group
to a valid status.

KAVX5108-I

Resynchronizing
a copy group.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message is output when resynchronization
of the copy group is executed.

KAVX5109-I

Dividing a copy
group in pair.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message is output when splitting the pair of
the copy group is executed.

KAVX5110-I

This message is displayed when mounting is
Performing
executed.
mounting.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname

KAVX5111-I

This message is displayed when unmounting is
Performing
executed.
unmounting.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname

KAVX5112-I

Making a cluster
resource online.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

This message is displayed when the cluster
resource is made online.

KAVX5113-I

Making a cluster
resource offline.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name

This message is displayed when the cluster
resource is made offline.

KAVX5114-I

The disk group
will now be
deported.
Disk group name
= disk-groupname

This message is displayed when a disk group is
being deported.

Messages
Messages
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Message ID

1–128

Message Text

Description

KAVX5115-I

The disk group
will now be
imported.
Disk group name
= disk-groupname

This message is displayed when a disk group is
being imported.

KAVX5116-E

The logical
volume
configuration of
the secondary
volume is
incorrect.

This message is output when the actual logical
volume configuration obtained from the
secondary volume does not match the logical
volume configuration of the backup catalog or
the copy group mount definition.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The logical volume configuration of the
primary volume has been changed, but the
backup catalog from before the configuration
change is specified.
• An attempt was made to mount a dynamic
disk with a copy group specified, but the copy
group mount definition has not been created.
Take appropriate action as follows:
• Make sure that the backup catalog specified
for the backup ID was created when the
logical volume configuration of the current
primary volume was backed up.
• Specify the backup ID of the backup
information corresponding to the current
primary volume configuration.
• If you changed the logical volume
configuration of the primary volume, specify
the settings again to mount the secondary
volume.
• If you specified a copy group with dynamic
disk configuration, make sure that the copy
group mount definition file has been created.
The copy group mount definition file should
be created in advance. Check the settings to
mount the secondary volume.
• If none of the above is the reason, specify the
settings again to mount the secondary
volume.

KAVX5118-E

Confirm that the This message is output when the pair status of
pair status is pair- the copy group differs from the expected status.
A detailed message, output after this message,
status.
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

Messages
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5119-E

The retry of the
pair status
confirmation has
timed out.
Wait pair status =
pair-status
retry-countparameter-name
= retry-countparameter-value(times)
retry-wait-timeparameter-name
= retry-waittime-parametervalue-(10ms)

This message is output when the system does
not detect the anticipated status despite
checking at the intervals specified in the retrywait-time-parameter-name parameter, and
checking for the number of times specified in the
retry-count-parameter-name parameter.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5120-E

An error occurred
in the processing
of the copy group.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname

This message is output when an error occurs in
the target copy group.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5121-E

An error occurred
in the processing
that compares
the backup
catalog and the
current
configuration.
Cause = cause

This message is output when restoration cannot
be executed because the disk configuration for
restoration execution differs from that for backup
execution.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5122-E

An error occurred
in the processing
of a logical
volume.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname
Volume name =
volume-name

This message is output when an attempt to
mount or unmount a mount point fails.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5123-E

An attempt to
acquire the
mount point
name has failed.
Volume name =
volume-name

This message is output when an attempt to
acquire (unmount) a mount point fails.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5124-E

An error occurred
in the processing
that selects the
copy group.
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name
Cause = cause

This message is output if a user-specified
generation or a usable generation does not exist
when you select the name identifying the
generation of a copy group during backup
execution.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

Messages
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Message ID

1–130

Message Text

Description

KAVX5125-E

A file necessary
for restoration is
not specified.
File name = filename
Disk group name
= disk-groupname

This message is output when some of the files in
the disk group are not specified during
restoration execution.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0051-E or
KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed
message, and then take appropriate action to
remove the error.

KAVX5126-E

An error occurred
in the processing
for a logical
volume.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname
Cause = cause

This message is output when an error occurs in
target logical volume processing.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5127-E

An error occurred
in the processing
related to RAID
Manager.
Instance number
= instancenumber

This message is output if an error occurs when a
RAID Manager instance is being started or
stopped.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5128-E

An error occurred
in the processing
that compares
the backup
catalogs with the
current
configuration.
Backup catalog
information
Disk group name
= disk-groupname
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name
LDEV number =
LDEV-number
SERIAL number =
SERIAL-number
Partition style =
partition-style

This message is output when restoration cannot
be executed because the disk configuration for
restoration execution differs from that for backup
execution.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5129-E

An error occurred
in the processing
that compares
the backup
catalogs with the
current
configuration.
Backup catalog
information
Disk group name
= disk-groupname

This message is output when restoration cannot
be executed because the disk configuration for
restoration execution differs from that for backup
execution.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.
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KAVX5130-E

An error occurred
in the processing
for a logical
volume.
Disk group name
= disk-groupname
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name

This message is output when an attempt to
identify a logical volume on a physical disk fails.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5131-E

An error occurred
in the processing
for a disk group.
Disk group name
= disk-groupname

This message is output when an attempt to
acquire the name of a disk group where the error
occurred was successful.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5132-E

An error occurred
in the mount
point of the
object.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname

This message is output when an attempt to
acquire the name of a mount point where the
error occurred was successful.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5133-E

An error occurred
in the processing
for the physical
disk.
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name

This message is displayed when the name of the
physical disk for which an error occurred can be
obtained.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5134-E

An error occurred
in the processing
for the disk
resource.
Disk resource
name = diskresource-name

This message is displayed when the name of the
disk resource for which an error occurred can be
obtained.
A detailed message, output after this message,
indicates the cause of the KAVX0006-E message.
Check the detailed message, and then take
appropriate action to remove the error.

KAVX5135-I

Extended
maintenance
mode was set for
disk-resourcename.

This message is displayed when the extended
maintenance mode is set for the disk resource.

KAVX5136-I

Extended
maintenance
mode was
released for diskresource-name.

This message is displayed when the extended
maintenance mode is released for the disk
resource.
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KAVX5137-E

The physical disk
resource cannot
be placed online
because the disk
signature has
changed.
Cluster resource
name = clusterresource-name
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name
Disk signature =
disksignature(beforechange) -> disksignature(afterchange)

The restoration command for the primary volume
has been interrupted because the disk signature
of the secondary volume has been changed.
For details on what to do when the restoration
command for the primary volume has been
interrupted due to changes in the disk signature,
see Actions To Be Taken for the
MessageKAVX5137-E.

KAVX5138-E

An attempt to
acquire the disk
signature has
failed.
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name

An attempt to acquire the disk signature has
failed.
Examine the system log, check whether any
messages have been output that show errors in
the target physical disk, and then remove the
cause of the error.

KAVX5139-E

An attempt to
update the disk
signature has
failed.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name

An attempt to update the disk signature has
failed.
Execute the drmdevctl command with the sigview option specified, and see if the physical
disk device is displayed.
If the physical disk device is displayed:
An error occurred while attempting to write
to the physical disk device. Check the status
of the physical disk device.
You cannot access the physical disk if the
cluster software has set the status to offline.
You cannot access if you do not have write
permissions for the storage subsystem (for
example, when the copy groups are in the
pair status). If the cause is other than above,
examine the system log, check whether any
messages have been output that show errors
in the target physical disk, and then remove
the cause of the error.
If UNKNOWN is displayed for physical-disk-name:
The physical disk device might be concealed.
Release the device with the backup ID or
copy groups specified.
If the physical disk device has not been
concealed, review the settings for RAID
Manager as well as for the storage
subsystem, and then check whether the
volume of the copy group has been mapped
correctly to the physical disk device of the
server.
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KAVX5140-I

The disk
signature was
updated.
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name

This message notifies that the disk signature has
been updated successfully. Execute the
drmdevctl command with the -sigview option
specified, and reconfirm if the disk signature has
been correctly updated.

KAVX5141-E

The disk
signature cannot
be updated using
this backup
information.

The disk signature cannot be updated because it
has not been recorded in the backup catalog.
Execute the drmdevctl command with the sigview option specified together with the
backup ID, and then, for the backup disk
signature, check whether the value displayed is -------.
If the disk signature was updated in an earlier
version of Protection Manager, sometimes ------- is displayed for the back up catalog. In such
a case, the disk signature specified with the
backup ID cannot be updated.
Update the disk signature with a copy group
specified.

KAVX5142-E

The specified disk
signature
argument is
invalid.
Argument =
argument

The specified command argument for the disk
signature is invalid.
The disk signature does not match the format set
by the disk partition style.
For an MBR disk: 8-digit, hexadecimal
For a GPT disk: GUID format
Specify a valid disk signature, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX5143-W

Current handles
to the volume
have been
invalidated.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname

This message is displayed when all open handles
to the logical volume have been invalidated, and
the processing has continued.
Confirm whether the target volume is being used
by another application. If another application is
using the target volume, we recommend that you
release the target volume from the application
before executing the command.

KAVX5144-E

An attempt to
invalidate current
handles to the
volume failed.
Mount point name
= mount-pointname

This message is displayed in either of the
following conditions:
• When an attempt to detect current handles
to the logical volume fails.
• When an attempt to invalidate all open
handles to the logical volume fails.
Confirm whether the target volume is being used
by another application.
If another application is using the target volume,
the target volume must be released from the
application.
If another application is not using the target
volume, refer to the system logs, and use the
error messages relating to the target volume in
order to correct the cause of the error.
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KAVX5145-E

The dirty bit is set
for the logical
volume.
Volume name =
logical-volumename

This message is displayed when the cluster
resource is offline and the dirty bit is set for a
logical volume.
If the dirty bit is set for a logical volume, placing
the cluster resource online fails and processing is
canceled.
Use the following procedure to clear the dirty bit,
and then re-execute the command:
1. Confirm that the cluster resource is offline.
2. Execute the CHKDSK command.
CHKDSK /F /X logical-volume-name
3. Place the cluster resource online.

KAVX5146-E

The secondary
volume is
mounted.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname
Mount point =
name-of-mountpoint-directoryon-backup-server

The secondary volume is mounted.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX0006-E message, and then take appropriate
action.

KAVX5147-E

The secondary
volume is not
hidden.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name-onbackup-server
Serial Number =
serial-number
LDEV Number =
LDEV-number

The disk on the secondary volume is not hidden.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX0006-E message, and then take appropriate
action.

KAVX5148-E

The secondary
volume must be
hidden because
the primary
volume is a
cluster resource
and the primary
volume is paired
with multiple
generations of
secondary
volumes.

This message indicates the cause that output the
KAVX5147-E error message.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX5147-E and KAVX0006-E messages, and
then take appropriate action.
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KAVX5149-E

The secondary
volume must be
hidden because
VSS backup is
performed and
the primary
volume is paired
with multiple
generations of
secondary
volumes.

This message indicates the cause that output the
KAVX5147-E error message.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX5147-E and KAVX0006-E messages, and
then take appropriate action.

KAVX5150-E

The secondary
volume must be
hidden because
the primary
volume is a
dynamic disk and
the primary
volume is paired
with multiple
generations of
secondary
volumes.

This message indicates the cause that output the
KAVX5147-E error message.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX5147-E and KAVX0006-E messages, and
then take appropriate action.

KAVX5151-E

The pair status on
the secondary
volume side is
invalid.
Copy group name
= copy-groupname
MU# of the
secondary
volume = MUnumber-ofsecondaryvolume
Pair status = pairstatus

The status of the copy group at the remote site
is incorrect.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX5147-E and KAVX0006-E messages, and
then take appropriate action.

KAVX5152-I

An attempt to
split pairs will
now be
performed
because an error
occurred during
backup
processing. \n
Even if the
attempt to split
pairs fails,
processing will
continue.

An error occurred when the backup command
was executed with the
RECOVERY_MODE_ON_BACKUP_ABORTING=PAIRSPL
IT parameter coded in the RAID Manager linkage
definition file (DEFAULT.dat).

KAVX5153-I

An attempt to
split pairs has
been performed
for all copy
groups.

An error occurred when the backup command
was executed with the
RECOVERY_MODE_ON_BACKUP_ABORTING=PAIRSPL
IT parameter coded in the RAID Manager linkage
definition file (DEFAULT.dat).
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KAVX5154-I

The copy group
pair was split
successfully.

The pair-split processing executed after
outputting KAVX5152-I ended successfully.

KAVX5155-W

An attempt to
split a copy group
pair has failed.

The pair-split processing executed after
outputting KAVX5152-I has failed.
Check the pair status of the copy group that
failed in the pair-split processing, and then split
the pair if the status is PAIR.

KAVX5156-I

The backup
catalog will now
be exported.
Host name =
host-name
Backup ID =
backup-ID

This message is output when export processing is
performed.

KAVX5157-I

The backup
catalog was
exported.

This message is output when export processing
has successfully ended.

KAVX5158-I

The backup
catalog will now
be imported.
Host name =
host-name

This message is output when connecting to the
backup server and transferring and importing
catalogs.

KAVX5159-I

The backup
catalog has been
imported.
Dictionary map
file path =
dictionary-mapfile-path
Imported backup
ID = importedbackup-id

The backup catalog on the backup server has
been successfully imported.

KAVX5160-E

Importing the
backup catalog
has failed.

Importing the backup catalog on the backup
server has failed.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX0006-E message, and then take appropriate
action. Execute the drmdbexport and
drmdbimport commands to perform the import
processing again because the backup has
finished.

KAVX5161-E

Exporting the
backup catalog
has failed.

Export of the backup catalog failed.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX0006-E message, and then take appropriate
action. Execute the drmdbexport and
drmdbimport commands to perform the import
processing again because the backup has
finished.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5162-I

The secondary
volume will now
be mounted.
Host name =
host-name
Imported backup
ID = importedbackup-id

The secondary volume is mounted by connecting
to the backup server.

KAVX5163-I

The secondary
volume has been
mounted.

The mount processing on the backup server has
successfully ended.

KAVX5164-E

Mounting the
secondary
volume failed.

The mount processing on the backup server has
failed.
Check the detailed message that is output after
this message and indicates the cause of the
KAVX0006-E message, and then take appropriate
action. Execute the drmmount command to
perform the mount processing again because the
backup has finished.

KAVX5165-E

The
DRM_DB_PATH
has not been set
in the
configuration
definition file
(init.conf).

There is no valid description of DRM_DB_PATH in
the configuration definition file (init.conf).
Make sure the DRM_DB_PATH is specified in the
configuration definition file (init.conf).

KAVX5166-W

An attempt to
confirm pair
status has failed.
Please confirm
the pair status
regardless of the
success or failure
of splitting pairs.

The pair status confirmation executed after
outputting the KAVX5152-I has failed.
Check the pair status of the copy group whose
pair you attempted to split, and then split the
pair if the status is PAIR.

KAVX5167-I

The setting that
changes the pair
status if a backup
error occurs is
now enabled.

This message is output when all of the following
conditions are satisfied:
• The setting has been performed so that the
pair status is changed when an error occurs
in the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) during backup processing.
• Preparations have been completed for
executing pair-split processing when an error
occurs during backup processing.
Pair-split processing is executed when an error
occurs after this message.

KAVX5168-E

An error occurred
during processing
for a remote copy
of the cascade
configuration.

An error occurred during processing for the copy
group of the remote copy defined in the definition
file for the cascade configuration.
Check the detailed message, which indicates the
cause of the KAVX0006-E message, that is output
after this message and then take appropriate
action.

Messages
Messages
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5169-E

An error occurred
during the
processing for a
disk group.
Disk group name
= disk-groupname
Cause = cause

An error occurred during processing for a disk
group.
Check the details about the cause of the
problem, and then take the appropriate action.

KAVX5170-E

The format of the
disk signature
differs from the
physical disk
partition style.
Disk signature =
disk-signature
Physical disk
name = physicaldisk-name

An attempt to specify a disk signature failed
because the disk signature format is different
from the disk partition style.
Specify a disk signature of the proper format for
the disk partition style, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX5171-E

The physical disk The disk partition style specified in the backup
partition style has catalog is different from the current disk partition
been changed.
style.
Make sure that the current disk partition style is
the same as the disk partition style that was used
when the backup was performed, and then reexecute the command.

KAVX5200 - KAVX5299
This section describes the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX5200 to KAVX5299.
Message ID

1–138

Message Text

Description

KAVX5200-E

The Job
scheduler
command failed.
Cause : causedescription

An error occurred because the job scheduler
command failed.
Make sure to take the appropriate action based
on the cause.

KAVX5201-E

The backup
command failed.
Command :
command-string

An error occurred because the backup command
failed.
Refer to the Job Output in the Backup Job
Results window and take appropriate action
based on the message ID.

KAVX5202-I

The job scheduler The job scheduler started.
started.

KAVX5203-I

The Job
scheduler ended
normally.

The job scheduler ended normally.

KAVX5204-E

The command
line format is
invalid.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while invoking the job
scheduler.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

Messages
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5205-I

The operationname operation
started.

The operation started.

KAVX5206-I

The operationname operation
ended normally.

The operation ended normally.

KAVX5207-E

The operationname operation
ended
abnormally.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred during the job operation.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5208-E

An attempt to
open the
configuration file
has failed.
File = file-name
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while opening the configuration
file.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5209-W

An attempt to
read the
schedule
configuration file
has failed. The
default value will
be loaded.
File = file-name
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while reading the configuration
file.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5210-E

An attempt to
read the
schedule
configuration file
has failed.
File = file-name
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while reading the schedule
configuration file.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5211-E

An attempt to
create {
schedule map
file | execution
output log file
} has failed.
File = file-name
Hostname =
host-name
Cause = causedescription

Creating the schedule map file or execution log
file has failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

Messages
Messages

1–139

Message ID

1–140

Message Text

Description

KAVX5212-E

An attempt to
open { schedule
map file |
execution
output log file
} has failed.
File = file-name
Hostname =
host-name
Cause = causedescription

Opening the schedule map file or execution log
file has failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5213-E

An attempt to
read the
configuration file
has failed.
File = file-name
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while reading the configuration
file.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5214-E

An attempt to
read the job
information from
{ schedule map
file | execution
output log file
} has failed.
File = file-name
Hostname =
host-name
Cause = causedescription

Loading the schedule map file or execution log
file failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5215-E

An attempt to
write the job
information to {
schedule map
file | execution
output log file
} has failed.
File = file-name
Hostname =
host-name
Cause = causedescription

Writing to the schedule map file or execution log
file failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5216-E

An attempt to
delete the job
information from
{ schedule map
file | execution
output log file
} has failed.
File = file-name
Hostname =
host-name
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while information from the
schedule map file or execution log file was
deleted due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5217-W

The value
specified for the
key in the
schedule
configuration file
is incorrect. The
default value will
be loaded.
Key = {
MAX_JOB_REGIST
RATION_COUNT |
MAX_JOB_RESULT
_COUNT }
Cause = causedescription

The default value will be loaded because an
incorrect value is specified for the key in the
schedule configuration file.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5218-E

An attempt to
update the job
has failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while updating the job.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5219-E

An attempt to
update the job
has failed due to
a partial
updation.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while updating the job because
the schedule information and the task scheduler
were partially updated.
The schedule information is invalid for the job
that was to be updated, so delete the job and
create it again.

KAVX5220-E

An attempt to
delete the job
has failed due to
a partial deletion.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while deleting the job because
the schedule information and the task scheduler
were partially deleted.
The schedule information is invalid, so delete the
job and create it again.

KAVX5222-E

An attempt to
create a job in
Task Scheduler
has failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while creating the job in the
task scheduler.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5223-E

An attempt to
acquire job
information from
Task Scheduler
has failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while acquiring the job
information from the task scheduler.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5224-E

An attempt to
update job
information in
Task Scheduler
has failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while updating the job
information in the task scheduler.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

Messages
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5225-E

An attempt to
update the job
information in
the Task
Scheduler has
partially failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while updating the job because
the information in the task scheduler was
partially updated.
The schedule information is invalid for the job
that was to be updated, so delete the job and
create it again.

KAVX5226-E

An attempt to
delete {
schedule map
file | execution
output log file
} has failed.
File = file-name
Hostname =
host-name
Cause = causedescription

Deleting the schedule map file or execution log
file failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5227-I

The backup command started successfully.
The backup
command started
successfully.
Command =
command-string

KAVX5228-I

The backup
command ended
normally.
Command =
command-string

The backup command ended normally.

KAVX5229-E

An attempt to
delete a job in
Task Scheduler
has failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while deleting a job in the task
scheduler.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5230-E

An attempt to
execute a job in
Task Scheduler
has failed.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while executing a job in the
task scheduler.
Take the appropriate action based on the cause
indicated in the message.

KAVX5300 - KAVX5399
This section describes the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX5300 to KAVX5399.
Message ID Message Text
KAVX5300-I

1–142

The information
acquisition
command
started.

Description
This message is output when the information
acquisition command has started.

Messages
Messages

Message ID Message Text
KAVX5301-I

Description

The information This message is output when the information
acquisition
acquisition command ended normally.
command
ended normally.

KAVX5302-E The information
acquisition
command
ended due to an
error.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred while information acquisition
command failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Make sure you take appropriate action based on the
cause.

KAVX5303-I

The
This message is output when the configuration check
configuration
command has started.
check command
started.

KAVX5304-I

This message is output when the configuration check
The
configuration
command ended normally.
check command
ended normally.

KAVX5305-E The
configuration
check command
ended due to an
error.
Cause = causedescription

An error occurred when the configuration check
command failed due to the cause indicated in the
message.
Make sure you take appropriate action based on the
cause.

KAVX5306-E An attempt to
connect to the
server has
failed.

An error occurred when the host is not found. (The
DNS name could not be resolved.)
Check the network setting of the machine.

KAVX5307-E An attempt to
acquire
information
from the server
has failed.

An error occurred due to one of the following reasons:
• The install path of the destination host could not
be obtained.
• The internal file (a definition file used for checking
configuration) or the information acquisition
command does not exist in the destination host.
• The information acquisition command could not be
executed.
• The information acquisition command failed.
• The memory is insufficient.
• The specified version of the server is invalid.
• Other communication errors occurred.
Check the following:
• Make sure the installation of the product is done
properly.
• Make sure sufficient memory is available.
• Make sure the appropriate version of the server is
specified.

KAVX5308-E The Protection
An error occurred when service does not start or there
Manager service is a possibility that the port number is incorrect.
is not running.
Make sure that the service is running and the port
number is correct.

Messages
Messages
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Message ID Message Text

Description

KAVX5309-E An attempt to
acquire the
information has
failed.

See Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX5309-E.

KAVX5310-E The Protection
Manager
versions do not
match.

An error occurred since the Protection versions are
different.
Make sure that the Protection Manager versions are
same.

KAVX5400 - KAVX5499
This section describes the Protection Manager messages, and the corrective
actions you can take in response to the messages. This section covers the
messages from KAVX5400 to KAVX5499.
Message ID

1–144

Message Text

Description

KAVX5400-I

Backup preThis message is displayed before preprocessing
processing will
at a remote site, during backup of the cascade
now be
configuration.
performed by
using host-name.

KAVX5401-I

Backup preThis message is displayed after preprocessing at
processing was
a remote site, during backup of the cascade
performed by
configuration.
using host-name.

KAVX5402-E

Backup preprocessing was
performed by
using host-name.

KAVX5403-I

Processing to
This message is displayed before the copy group
resynchronize a
is resynchronized at a remote site, during backup
copy group will
of the cascade configuration.
now be
performed by
using host-name.

KAVX5404-I

This message is displayed after the copy group is
Processing to
resynchronized at a remote site, during backup of
resynchronize a
the cascade configuration.
copy group was
performed by
using host-name.

KAVX5405-I

This message is displayed before postprocessing
Backup postat a remote site, during backup of the cascade
processing will
now be
configuration.
performed by
using host-name.

An error occurred during processing at a remote
site, during backup of the cascade configuration.
Check the message that is output after this
message, remove the cause of the error at the
remote site, and then re-execute the command.
If a copy group had been locked at a remote site
after the KAVX5402-E error message was output,
unlock the copy group by using the drmcgctl
command and then re-execute the command.

Messages
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX5406-I

Backup postThis message is displayed after postprocessing at
processing was
a remote site, during backup of the cascade
performed by
configuration.
using host-name.

KAVX5407-E

The virtual server
name is not set
for the
environment
variable
DRM_HOSTNAME
.

The value for the environment variable
DRM_HOSTNAME was not set when you attempted
to back up the cascade configuration.
Specify the name of the virtual server to be
processed for the value of DRM_HOSTNAME, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVX5408-E

The definition file
for the cascade
configuration
does not exist.
File name = filename

The definition file for the cascade configuration
did not exist when the backup of the cascade
configuration was executed.
Check the following, and then re-execute the
command:
• Make sure the definition file for the cascade
configuration exists.
• Make sure the virtual server name specified
for the environment variable DRM_HOSTNAME is
correct.
• Make sure you have access permissions for
the definition file for the cascade
configuration.
For details on the definition file for the cascade
configuration, see the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide.

KAVX5409-E

The content of
the definition file
for the cascade
configuration is
invalid.
File name = filename
Section = section
Parameter =
parameter
Detail = detail

The contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration were invalid when the backup of the
cascade configuration was executed.
Correct the file contents, and then re-execute the
command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade
configuration, see the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide.

KAVX5410-E

A parameter
required for the
definition file for
the cascade
configuration is
not defined.
File name = filename
Section = section
Parameter =
parameter

A necessary parameter for the definition file for
the cascade configuration has not been defined.
Correct the file contents, and then re-execute the
command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade
configuration, see the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide.
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Message ID

1–146

Message Text

Description

KAVX5411-E

A timeout
occurred during
processing at the
remote site.
Remote site =
host-name
Parameter name
of timeout =
parametername-of-timeout

A time-out occurred in processing at a remote
site, during backup of the cascade configuration.
Change the time-out period specified in the
definition file for the cascade configuration to a
longer time than the expected necessary time,
and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade
configuration, see the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide.

KAVX5412-I

The values in the
following section
of the definition
file for the
cascade
configuration will
be used.
Local site = sitename
Remote site =
site-name

This message is displayed if a valid section is
enabled, during backup of the cascade
configuration.

KAVX5413-E

A remote copy
cannot be the
target of a
backup in a
cascade
configuration.

A remote copy was specified by using the -rc
option, when a backup of a cascade configuration
was executed. A backup of the cascade
configuration can be executed for a local copy
only.
Re-execute the command by one of the following
methods:
• Do not specify the -rc option.
• In the -rc option, specify the generation
identification name (local_X) that indicates
a local copy.

KAVX5415-E

Information
about the local
site did not exist
in the definition
file for the
cascade
configuration.
File name = filename

The section, for the local site, did not exist in the
definition file for the cascade configuration when
the backup of the cascade configuration was
executed.
Correct the file contents, and then re-execute the
command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade
configuration, see the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide.

KAVX5416-E

Information
about the remote
site did not exist
in the definition
file for the
cascade
configuration.
File name = filename

The section, for the remote site, did not exist in
the definition file for the cascade configuration
when the backup of the cascade configuration
was executed.
Correct the file contents, and then re-execute the
command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade
configuration, see the Hitachi Protection Manager
Software User's Guide.
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Message ID
KAVX5417-E

Message Text

Description

An error occurred
while reading the
definition file for
the cascade
configuration.
File name = filename

An error occurred in reading the definition file for
the cascade configuration when the backup of the
cascade configuration was executed.
Make sure that you have access permissions for
the definition file for the cascade configuration,
and then re-execute the command.

KAVX11000 - KAVX11999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers messages from KAVX11000 to KAVX11999.
Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX11001-E

An error
occurred, and
processing
cannot continue.
The application
will be closed.

Refer to the Cause column of the message dialog
box, remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute processing.

KAVX11002-E

An attempt to
start windowname has failed.
The process will
be terminated.

Processing cannot continue due to an error in the
data received from Protection Manager Copy
Controller.
The Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment might not be fully prepared.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller is correctly installed. Refer to the
Cause column of the message dialog box,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute processing.

KAVX11003-E

An error occurred
while acquiring
data for windowname. The
process will be
terminated.

Processing cannot continue because there was an
error in the data received from Protection
Manager Copy Controller. The Protection Manager
Copy Controller environment might not be fully
prepared. Refer to the Cause column of the
message dialog box, remove the cause of the
error, and then re-execute processing.

KAVX11004-E

An attempt to
acquire data for
window-name
has failed. The
list cannot be
displayed.

Processing cannot continue because there was an
error in the data received from Protection
Manager Copy Controller. The Protection Manager
Copy Controller environment might not be fully
prepared. Refer to the Cause column of the
message dialog box, remove the cause of the
error, and then re-execute processing.

KAVX11005-W

An error occurred
while acquiring
data for windowname. The
information
might be
incomplete.

Processing cannot continue because there was an
error in the data received from Protection
Manager Copy Controller. The Protection Manager
Copy Controller environment might not be fully
prepared. Refer to the Cause column of the
message dialog box, remove the cause of the
error, and then re-execute processing.
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Message ID

1–148

Message Text

Description

KAVX11006-I

The button-name
button was
clicked in
window-name.

The button was clicked.

KAVX11007-I

The menu-itemname menu item
was clicked.

The menu item was selected.

KAVX11008-I

The tab-name tab The tab was selected.
is selected.

KAVX11011-E

An error occurred
while starting
processingname. The
execution of
processing-name
will be
terminated.

Refer to the detailed message and remove the
cause, and then re-execute processing.

KAVX11012-E

An error occurred
while executing
processingname. The
execution of
processing-name
will be
terminated.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. Processing cannot continue because there
was an error in the data received from
Protection Manager Copy Controller.
2. Processing cannot continue because there
was an error in the response from RAID
Manager.
3. Processing cannot continue because an error
occurred when information was written to the
specified file.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action
from the following:
Cause 1:
• Make sure the Protection Manager Copy
Controller is installed correctly.
• Refer to the Cause column of the message
dialog box, remove the cause of the error,
and then re-execute processing.
Cause 2:
• Make sure the RAID Manager environment is
installed properly.
• Refer to the Cause column of the message
dialog box, remove the cause of the error,
and then re-execute processing.
Cause 3:
• Make sure a valid file name has been
specified.
• Make sure you have been granted
permissions to create a file in the selected
folder.
• Make sure the file is not being used by
another process.
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Message Text

Description

KAVX11013-E

An error occurred
at Pair Name
pair-name while
executing
processingname. The
execution of
processing-name
will be
terminated.

KAVX11014-W

An error occurred Refer to the detailed message and remove the
while executing
cause, and then re-execute processing.
processingname. The
process will be
discontinued.
Only the
completed results
will be displayed.

KAVX11015-W

The current
progress status
could not be
determined.

After the message appears, the current status
display is not updated. However, backup, restore
or resynchronization processing continues. If the
same message is displayed at next execution,
refer to the log information and remove the
cause.

KAVX11016-W

The file filename-specifiedby-user already
exists. Do you
want to replace
the existing file?

To overwrite the file, click the OK button.

KAVX11017-W

The file fileMake sure that the specified drive or directory can
name-specifiedbe written to.
by-user already
exists, with readonly attributes.
Please use a
different file
name.

KAVX11018-I

Protection
Manager Console
is closed.

KAVX11019-I

The table header was clicked.
The table-name
table header was
clicked for sorting
based on tableheader-name.

KAVX11020-I

The item in the table was double-clicked.
The table-name
table was doubleclicked.

KAVX11114-E

An entry without
a Pair Name
exists.

Refer to the log information and remove the
cause, and then re-execute processing.

Protection Manager Console finishes.

An item exists for which only a mount point was
specified. Make sure that you set both the mount
point and the pair name.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX11115-E

The User's Guide
could not be
found.

The manual could not be displayed because it
cannot be found. Protection Manager Console
may not have been installed correctly.
Make sure that Protection Manager Console has
been correctly installed.

KAVX11116-W

An error occurred
while acquiring
Copy group
details.
Processing will
continue without
updating the
current progress
status.

Details about the copy group to be used for
viewing the progress status could not be acquired
because there was an error in the data received
from Protection Manager Copy Controller.
Processing will continue but the current view of
the progress status will not be updated.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller has been correctly installed.

KAVX11201-E

Additional
information:
cause=cause-oferror,
place=locationof-error,
detail=errorcommand-nameand-ProtectionManager-CopyController-errormessage

Take action in accordance with the contents of the
message output immediately before this
message, and then re-execute the command.

KAVX11202-E

The Protection
Manager Help
could not be
found.

Protection Manager Help could not be displayed
because its file did not exist.
Make sure that Protection Manager Console has
been properly installed.

KAVX12000 - KAVX12999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers messages from KAVX12000 to KAVX12999.
Message ID
KAVX12001-E

1–150

Message Text
An invalid
request was
received.
type=requesttype
value=value.

Description
An invalid request type was specified for an
internal request parameter.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Messages
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX12002-E

Command
execution ended
due to an error.
return=returncode
command=com
mand-name
options
detail=Protection
-Manager-CopyControllermessage.

Execution of the command has ended due to
error.
View the Protection Manager Copy Controller log,
resolve the problem, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVX12003-I

The command
An unsupported command was executed.
was disregarded Processing continues.
because it is an
unsupported
command.
return=returncode
command=com
mand-name
options
detail=Protection
-Manager-CopyControllermessage.

KAVX12004-E

An internal error
occurred.
keyword=value

KAVX12005-I

A command error The command ended due to an error. Processing
occurred.
continues.
Processing will
continue.
return=returncode
command=com
mand-name
options
detail=Protection
-Manager-CopyControllermessage.

KAVX12201-E

An attempt to
acquire the
command
execution results
has failed.

An internal error occurred in Protection Manager
Console.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

An error occurred during Response creation
processing.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
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Message ID

1–152

Message Text

Description

KAVX12202-E

An attempt to
acquire the
command
execution results
has failed,
because
exception-name
occurred.

A Java exception occurred during Response
creation processing.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12203-W

The acquired
catalog
information was
not of a
supported
database. The
catalog
information
cannot be
displayed.

Check the database environment on the
application server, as well as the Protection
Manager environment.

KAVX12300-E

An attempt to
create the
command string
has failed,
because
exception-name
occurred.

A Java exception occurred during command string
creation.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12301-E

An attempt to
create the
command string
has failed.

An error occurred during command string
creation.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12350-E

An attempt to
parse processing
has failed,
because
exception-name
occurred.

A Java exception occurred during parse
processing for the standard output.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12351-E

An attempt to
parse processing
has failed.

An error occurred during parse processing for the
standard output.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12401-E

An internal error
occurred in the
cache.

Processing has terminated because an error
occurred in the internal cache for Protection
Manager Console.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12403-W

The cache
contains a value
that is not an
instance of
GuiResponse.
The class name is
class-name-ofobject-key-hit.

Something other than content displayed on
screen was stored in the internal cache for
Protection Manager Console. The cache contents
will be deleted, and processing will continue.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX12404-E

The cache was
used illegally
before
initialization.

Abnormal termination occurred because another
method called the cache before the cache was
initialized.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12405-W

Cache
initialization was
called twice.

Cache initialization processing was called more
than once. Processing will continue without
performing initialization processing.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12406-E

The internalcache parameter
value in the
configuration file
is invalid.
Configuration
File=file-name.

The setting value for the internal cache in the
configuration file is invalid.
Check the following items in the configuration file:
• cache.count=50
• cache.initial_capacity=16
• cache.load_factor=0.75

KAVX12501-I

Initialization is
complete.
Console will now
start.

Initialization finished normally, and Protection
Manager Console will now start.

Messages
Messages

1–153

Message ID

1–154

Message Text

Description

KAVX12502-E

Initialization
failed. Console
will now close.

Protection Manager Console could not start.
Possible causes are as follows:
• An invalid value is specified in the
configuration file.
• During a remote start, setting information
could not be written to the console.conf file.
• During a remote start, an error occurred
when an attempt was made to create a
directory in which a temporary file, log file, or
configuration file is to be located.
• The configuration file contains a parameter
for which a required value is not set.
• An invalid value was specified for an
argument at start time.
• All of the following conditions for the status of
the product installation were satisfied:
- The OS of the application server was
Windows.
- After installing Protection Manager Console
4.0 or later on the application server, a new
installation or an update installation of Device
Manager agent 4.0 or later was performed.
For problems concerning the configuration file,
make sure of the following:
• The console.conf file exists.
• A correct value is set for the parameter
displayed in the Detail column of the
message dialog box.
• The executing user has write privileges for the
file.
For problems concerning directory creation, make
sure of the following:
• The executing user has Administrator
permissions.
• No file exists which has the same name as the
directory that an attempt was made to create.
For problems concerning installation, perform the
following procedure:
1. Stop the Device Manager agent.
2. Execute the ptmguiinst.exe command for
Protection Manager Console.
3. Start the Device Manager agent.
For details on how to start and stop the Device
Manager agent, see the manual Hitachi Device
Manager Agent Installation Guide.
For problems concerning the arguments at start
time, collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12503-E

Cache
initialization
failed.

An attempt to initialize the internal cache for
Protection Manager Console has failed. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

Messages
Messages
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Message Text
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KAVX12504-E

Initialization
failed. Console
will now close.

The processing will be terminated because an
error occurred during initialization of the log
output function. Possible causes are as follows:
• The configuration file does not exist.
• An invalid value is set for a log-related
parameter in the configuration file.
• The executing user does not have permission
to create directories.
• The installation path specified for an
argument at start time is incorrect.
Make sure of the following:
• The console.conf file exists.
• The following parameters exist in the
configuration file and each has a correct
numeric value:
- log.level
- log.max_filesize
- log.max_filecount
• No file exists which has the same name as the
directory name displayed in the Detail
column of the message dialog box.
• The executing user has Administrator
permissions.
Make sure that the problem has been resolved,
and then restart Protection Manager Console.

KAVX12505-E

An attempt to
acquire the host
name of the
application
server has failed.

An attempt to acquire the host name of the
application server has failed. For a remote start,
make sure that a connection to the application
server can be established from Protection
Manager Console.

KAVX12506-E

An attempt to
acquire the host
name of the
console has
failed.

An attempt to acquire the host name of Protection
Manager Console has failed.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12507-E

The startup
argument is
invalid.

The startup argument is invalid.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12508-E

A
NumberFormatEx
ception exception
was caught.

A NumberFormatException exception was
caught.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX12509-E

An invalid value
is set to an
internal variable.

An internal variable was set to an invalid value.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Messages
Messages
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1–156

Message Text

Description

KAVX12510-E

An attempt to
create the
configuration file
has failed.
Configuration
File=file-name.

An attempt to create the configuration file at
remote startup has failed. Possible causes are as
follows:
• A directory with the same name as the
configuration file exists.
• An error occurred when writing to the
configuration file.
• The executing user does not have write
permissions for the configuration file.
Check the following items:
• Make sure that no directory exists with the
same name as the configuration file.
• Make sure that the configuration file is not
being used by another process.
• The executing user has write permissions for
the configuration file.

KAVX12511-E

An attempt to
read the
configuration file
has failed.

An attempt to load the configuration file has
failed.
Check the following items:
• Make sure that the configuration file has not
been deleted.
• Make sure that the configuration file has not
been moved.
• Make sure that the name of the configuration
file has not been changed.

KAVX12512-E

An invalid value
is set for the
configuration file.
Key=configuratio
n-file-key
Value=configurat
ion-file-value.

The configuration file contains an invalid value,
such as a non-numeric value set for a numeric
item.
Specify the correct value in the configuration file.

KAVX12513-E

There is no value The configuration file is missing a required field.
Make sure that the required field was not lost
in the
configuration file. when the configuration file was replaced.
Key=configuratio
n-file-key.

Messages
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KAVX12514-E

An attempt to
create a directory
has failed.
Directory
name=directoryname.

An attempt to create the directory for the log or
configuration file has failed.
For remote execution, create the following
directories on the remote host:
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\conf
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\log
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\tmp
Check the following items:
• Make sure that the user has Administrator
permissions.
• Make sure that no file exists with the same
name as the directory the user is attempting
to create.

KAVX12515-E

An error occurred during startup of Protection
Initialization
failed. A
Manager Console. Possible causes are as follows:
configuration file • The configuration file displayed in the Detail
error occurred.
column of the message dialog box does not
Console is closed.
exist.
• An invalid value has been set in the logrelated parameters for the configuration file
displayed in the Detail column of the
message dialog box.
Check the following items:
• If Protection Manager Console is running on
the local machine, make sure that the
console.conf file exists.
• If the configuration file exists, make sure that
the following setting items exist and that only
numeric values are set for each item:
- log.level
- log.max_filesize
- log.max_filecount

KAVX12516-E

Initialization
failed. An
attempt to create
a directory has
failed. Console is
closed.

An attempt to create the directory for the log or
configuration file has failed. For remote
execution, create the following directories on the
remote host:
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\conf
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\log
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\tmp
Make sure that no file exists with the same name
as the directory displayed in the Detail column of
the message dialog box. Also make sure that the
user has permission to create directories.

Messages
Messages
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Message ID

Message Text
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KAVX12600-I

The
PtMConsoleLocal
command has
completed
normally.

The Protection Manager Console command for
local startup was executed successfully.

KAVX12601-E

The
PtMConsoleLocal
command ended
abnormally.

An attempt to execute the Protection Manager
Console command for local startup has failed.
Check the following items. If the problem cannot
be resolved, collect maintenance information, and
then contact your support center:
• Make sure that the user management system
on the execution machine is not
malfunctioning.
• Make sure that Protection Manager Console is
installed correctly (and the registry is not
damaged).

KAVX12602-E

The
PtMConsoleLocal
command failed.

The Protection Manager Console command for
local startup could not be executed.
Check the following items:
• Make sure that the user who executed
PtMConsoleLocal.exe has Administrator
permissions.
• Make sure that the user did not perform an
incorrect operation in the Protection Manager
Console window.

KAVX13000 - KAVX13999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers messages from KAVX13000 to KAVX13999.
Message ID

1–158

Message Text

Description

KAVX13001-I

The Local
Execution Engine
controller was
created.

The execution engine control factory created a
local execution engine controller.

KAVX13002-I

The Remote
Execute Engine
controller was
created.

The execution engine control factory created a
remote execution engine controller.

KAVX13003-E

The timeout
value is invalid.
(Timeout:timeou
t-value).

The local or remote execution engine control
acquired invalid information (such as negative
numbers or numbers larger than 1,440) during
timeout information collection.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX13006-E

The command
and parameter
length is invalid.
(Command:com
mandname,Parameter
:parameter)(Len
gth:length).

The command and parameter length acquired by
the local execution engine control was invalid.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13007-E

The command is
invalid.

The command acquired by the local execution
engine control was null.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13008-E

The length of the
command is
invalid.
(Command:com
mandname)(Length:le
ngth).

The length of the command acquired by the local
execution engine control was invalid.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13009-E

The length of the
environmental
variable is
invalid.
(Environmental
variables:
environmentalvariable)(Length:
length).

The length of the environmental variable acquired
by the local execution engine control was invalid.
Alternatively, the length of the environment
variable acquired for the VSS Environment tab in
Setup GUI was invalid.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13010-E

Invalid
management
client information
was acquired.

The remote execution engine control acquired
invalid management client information while
creating a request.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13011-E

Invalid agent
information was
acquired.

The remote execution engine control acquired
invalid agent information while creating a
request.
A Device Manager linkage error occurred. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13012-E

The temporary
file directory
name is invalid.

Specifications are invalid for the directory of the
temporary file that is required for the remote
execution engine control to generate a request.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13100-I

The DLL (libraryfile-name) will
now be loaded.

The validity check class for the command is
displayed only once when loaded. This message is
displayed when the native code library is loaded.

KAVX13101-I

The command
filter will now be
created.

The validity check class for the command is
displayed only once when loaded. This message is
displayed when a non-executable command filter
is created.

Messages
Messages
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Message Text
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KAVX13102-I

The Protection
The JNI will be used to acquire the full path of the
Manager Copy
command.
Controller's
install path will
now be acquired.

KAVX13103-E

The Protection
Manager Copy
Controller install
path (installpath) is not a
directory.

The file indicated by the acquired installation path
is not a directory.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller is correctly installed.

KAVX13104-E

The install path
(install-path) for
Protection
Manager Copy
Controller's
commands is not
a directory.

The file indicated by the acquired path and
command storage directory name is not a
directory.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller is correctly installed.

KAVX13105-E

Execution of
command-name
is not allowed.

Permission was denied when the command
validity check of the local execution engine was
used to check executability.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13106-E

The command
filter cannot be
created.

An error occurred during creation of a nonexecutable command filter while the local
execution was being used.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13107-E

The command
command-name
does not exist.

When the command validity check of the local
execution engine was used to check the existence
of the command, no such command existed.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller is correctly installed.

KAVX13108-I

The "cmd /c set" An MS-DOS command will be used to obtain the
full path of the command.
command will
now be executed.

KAVX13110-E

The "cmd /c set"
command timed
out.

The command timed out when the local execution
engine attempted to acquire the environment
variable.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13112-E

The thread was
interrupted while
"cmd /c set" was
executing.

A forced termination occurred when the local
execution engine attempted to acquire the
environment variable.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX13114-E

The stdout/stderr
of "cmd /c set"
could not be
read.

The results could not be loaded properly when the
local execution engine attempted to acquire the
environment variable.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13115-E

An exception
occurred during
execution of
"cmd /c set".

An error occurred during execution when the local
execution engine attempted to acquire the
environment variable.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13117-I

The command
The local execution engine will attempt to execute
will now be
the command.
executed.
(Command:exec
uting-strings,
Environmental
variables:environ
ment-variablename=value)

KAVX13119-E

The thread was
interrupted
during execution
of a command,
and was
interrupted again
during postprocessing.
Some threads
might still be
alive.

An interruption occurred during post-processing
when the local execution engine was forced to
terminate.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13120-E

The thread was
interrupted
during execution
of a command.
Post-processing
is complete.

Post-processing was performed successfully when
the local execution engine was forced to
terminate.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13121-E

The thread was
interrupted
during postprocessing.
Some threads
might still be
alive.

An interruption occurred during post-processing
for command execution.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13122-E

The command
timed out.

The command timed out.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13123-E

The thread was
interrupted by an
unknown object.

An unknown interruption occurred in the
command termination monitoring thread during
command execution.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

Messages
Messages
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KAVX13124-E

The stdout/stderr
of the command
could not be
read.

The command standard output and standard
error output could not be read correctly.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13125-I

The command
termination
monitoring
thread was
interrupted.

The command termination monitoring thread was
canceled by command termination.

KAVX13126-I

The thread was
interrupted while
waiting for the
stdout/stderr of
the command.

An interruption occurred for an output-loading
thread, while the thread was waiting for the next
output to load.

KAVX13127-E

An exception
occurred while
loading the
output of the
command.

An error occurred while an output-loading thread
was loading.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13128-E

An attempt to
close the stdout/
stderr stream of
the command
has failed.

An error occurred when the output stream was
closed after the output-loading thread finished
loading output.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13129-E

An exception
occurred during
reading of the
stdout/stderr of
the command.

Output loading did not terminate properly when
an output-loading thread passed loaded output to
another thread. This is an internal program error.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13131-E

The timeout
monitoring
thread was
interrupted by an
unknown object
during timeout
monitoring.

An interruption performed using an invalid
method occurred while the timeout monitoring
thread was in sleep mode until the timeout time.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13133-E

The DLL (libraryfile-name) could
not be loaded.

An attempt to load the DLL has failed.
Make sure that Protection Manager Console is
correctly installed.

KAVX13135-E

An invalid
process was
received.

The process being monitored that was passed to
the constructor of the command termination
monitoring thread was invalid (null).
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13136-E

An invalid input
stream was
received.

The stream being loaded that was passed to the
constructor of the output loading thread was
invalid (null).
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.
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KAVX13137-E

An invalid
command
termination
monitoring
thread was
received.

The command termination monitoring thread that
was passed to the constructor of the timeout
monitoring thread was invalid (null).
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13138-E

An invalid DLL
was received.

The file name of the DLL was null.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13139-E

An invalid
command name
was received.

A null or empty string was passed as the
command name to the command validity checker.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13140-E

The Copy
Controller install
path could not be
acquired.

The installation path of Protection Manager Copy
Controller could not be acquired. Protection
Manager Copy Controller may not have been
installed correctly.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller is correctly installed.

KAVX13141-E

The full path for
Copy Controller's
commands could
not be acquired.

The full path of Protection Manager Copy
Controller's commands could not be acquired.
Protection Manager Copy Controller may not have
been installed correctly.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy
Controller is correctly installed.

KAVX13142-I

The command
The command in the local execution engine has
was executed.
finished.
(Command:char
acter-strings-ofexecutedcommand,
Environmental
variables:charact
er-strings-ofenvironmentvariables, Return
code:returncode)

KAVX13143-E

An exception
occurred while
executing
command.

The command could not continue executing
because an exception occurred when the
command was executed.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13200-E

The list of
commands that
are allowed to
execute from filename(filelocation) could
not be created.

The non-executable command filter could not
create an executable command list.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

Messages
Messages
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KAVX13201-E

An exception
occurred while
reading filename(filelocation).

An IOException occurred while the executable
command configuration file reader was loading an
executable command configuration file.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13202-E

An exception
occurred while
reading filename(filelocation).

A NullPointerException occurred while the
executable command configuration file reader
was loading an executable command
configuration file.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13203-E

An exception
occurred while
closing filename(filelocation).

An IOException occurred while the executable
command configuration file reader was closing an
executable command configuration file.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13204-E

file-name could
not be located.

The class loader could not resolve the location of
the file when the executable command
configuration file reader attempted to determine
the location of the executable command
configuration file.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13205-E

The file name
cannot be
specified as null.

A null value was passed as the name of the
executable command configuration file, to the
executable command configuration file reader.
This is an internal program error. Collect
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

KAVX13300-E

An attempt to
obtain the agent
host name has
failed.

The execution request data was invalid.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13301-E

A timeout
occurred while
waiting for
execution
termination.

A timeout occurred during command execution.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
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KAVX13302-E

A timeout
occurred while
sending an OPEN
request to
HDvMAgent.

A timeout occurred when a connection request
was sent to the Device Manager agent for
establishing a connection.
Check the following items:
• Make sure that Device Manager agent has not
stopped.
• Make sure that the IP address of the
connection destination is valid.
• Make sure that the port number of the
connection destination is valid.
If none of the above items are the cause of the
problem, follow the troubleshooting procedures
for the Device Manager agent to check its status,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute processing.

KAVX13303-E

The response
Collect maintenance information, and then
data for the OPEN contact your support center.
request is invalid.

KAVX13304-E

An error occurred An error occurred due to an internal cause.
due to an internal Collect maintenance information, and then
cause.
contact your support center.

KAVX13305-E

An attempt to
send has failed,
although the
system
attempted the
specified number
of retries for the
send operation.

The specified number of retries were performed,
but the transmission could not be sent.
Make sure that the environment is such that TCP/
IP transmission can be used.

KAVX13306-E

An exception
occurred.

An exception occurred.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13307-E

An agent error
occurred before
execution of the
command,
although the
execution
request was
carried out.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13308-E

An agent error
occurred after
execution of the
command,
although the
execution
request was
carried out.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13309-E

The execution
request data is
invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13310-E

The configuration Check the configuration file for the agent.
file for the agent
is invalid.
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KAVX13311-E

A timeout
occurred during
an execution
request.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13312-E

The response
Collect maintenance information, and then
data for the
contact your support center.
execution
request is invalid.

KAVX13313-E

The request data
for acquiring
execution status
is invalid.

KAVX13314-E

An error occurred Collect maintenance information, and then
before the start
contact your support center.
of command
execution.

KAVX13315-E

An error occurred Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
after command
execution had
ended.

KAVX13316-E

The termination
state of the
command is
unknown.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13319-E

A timeout
occurred while
waiting for
execution
termination.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13320-E

Collect maintenance information, and then
A timeout
occurred during a contact your support center.
request to
acquire execution
status.

KAVX13321-E

Collect maintenance information, and then
The response
contact your support center.
data for the
request to
acquire execution
status is invalid.

KAVX13322-E

The request data
for acquiring
execution results
is invalid.

KAVX13323-E

A timeout
Collect maintenance information, and then
occurred during a contact your support center.
request to
acquire execution
results.

KAVX13324-E

The response
Collect maintenance information, and then
data for the
contact your support center.
request to
acquire execution
results is invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
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KAVX13325-E

Processing for
the connection to
the agent timed
out. (connectiondestination-hostname-or-IPaddress, portnumber)

Check the following items:
• Make sure that the Device Manager agent has
not stopped.
• Make sure that the IP address of the
connection destination is valid.
• Make sure that the port number of the
connection destination is valid.
If none of the above items are the cause of the
problem, follow the troubleshooting procedures
for the Device Manager agent to check its status,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute processing.

KAVX13326-E

An error occurred
in the connection
to the agent.
(connectiondestination-hostname-or-IPaddress, portnumber)

Check the following items:
• Make sure that the Device Manager agent has
not stopped.
• Make sure that the IP address of the
connection destination is valid.
• Make sure that the port number of the
connection destination is valid.
If none of the above items are the cause of the
problem, follow the troubleshooting procedures
for the Device Manager agent to check its status,
remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute processing.

KAVX13327-E

An error occurred
in the data
transmission to
the agent.
(connectiondestination-hostname-or-IPaddress, portnumber)

Make sure that the Device Manager agent has not
stopped.
If the Device Manager agent has not stopped,
follow the troubleshooting procedures for the
Device Manager agent and Protection Manager
agent to check the status, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute processing.

KAVX13328-E

An error occurred
in the data
reception from
the agent.
(connectiondestination-hostname-or-IPaddress, portnumber)

Make sure that the Device Manager agent has not
stopped.
If the Device Manager agent has not stopped,
follow the troubleshooting procedures for the
Device Manager agent and Protection Manager
agent to check the status, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute processing.

KAVX13329-E

Data reception
processing from
the agent timed
out. (connectiondestination-hostname-or-IPaddress, portnumber)

Make sure that the Device Manager agent has not
stopped.
If the Device Manager agent has not stopped,
follow the troubleshooting procedures for the
Device Manager agent and Protection Manager
agent to check the status, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute processing.

KAVX13330-E

An attempt to
convert the
request data
character string
has failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Messages
Messages

1–167

Message ID

1–168

Message Text

Description

KAVX13331-E

An invalid format
was detected in
the received
data.
(information)

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13332-E

An attempt to
convert the
command output
character string
has failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13333-E

An invalid format
was detected in
the request data.
(information)

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13334-W

An exception
occurred.

An exception occurred. Processing continues.

KAVX13335-E

FAILED was
received from
Device Manager
Agent for the
connection
request.

Make sure that the Device Manager agent has not
stopped.
If the Device Manager agent has not stopped,
follow the troubleshooting procedures for the
Device Manager agent and Protection Manager
Console to check the status, remove the cause of
the error, and then retry the request.

KAVX13336-E

An error occurred Collect maintenance information, and then
while processing contact your support center.
result acquisition
request.

KAVX13337-E

An error occurred
while processing
the execution
request data.

KAVX13338-E

An invalid format An error occurred during a check of the execution
request data.
was detected in
the request data. Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13339-E

An attempt to
generate
execution
request data has
failed.

KAVX13340-E

An attempt to
Collect maintenance information, and then
generate request contact your support center.
data for acquiring
execution status
has failed.

KAVX13341-E

An attempt to
generate request
data for result
acquisition has
failed.

An error occurred during processing for the
execution request data.
Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX13342-E

An attempt to
acquire the
address of the
agent has failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13343-E

The port number
for Device
Manager Agent's
service is invalid.

The port number for transmitting Web
functionality launch requests for the Device
Manager agent is invalid. See the manual Hitachi
Device Manager Agent Installation Guide and
specify an appropriate port number.

KAVX13344-E

The port number
that Device
Manager Agent's
Web server uses
is invalid.

The port number for receiving requests for Device
Manager agent is invalid. See the manual Hitachi
Device Manager Agent Installation Guide and
specify an appropriate port number.

KAVX13345-E

The retry count
value specified in
the configuration
file for
communication
with the agent is
invalid.
Configuration
File=file-name,
Key=key-name.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Specify a valid value for the parameter displayed
in the message text.

KAVX13346-E

The retry interval
value specified in
the configuration
file for
communication
with the agent is
invalid.
Configuration
File=file-name,
Key=key-name.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Specify a valid value for the parameter displayed
in the message text.

KAVX13347-E

The waiting time
for responses
from the agent is
invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Check the following item in the configuration file:
• agent.request_timeout=60

KAVX13348-E

The waiting time
value specified in
the configuration
file for
connection with
the agent is
invalid.
Configuration
File=file-name,
Key=key-name.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Specify a valid value for the parameter displayed
in the message text.

KAVX13349-E

The retry
parameter in the
request for
acquiring
execution status
is invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Check the following items in the configuration file:
• agent.request_interval_init=1
• agent.request_interval_add=3
• agent.request_interval_max=60

Messages
Messages

1–169

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX13350-E

An attempt to
convert the
character string
has failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.

KAVX13351-E

An attempt to
acquire the
installation path
of Protection
Manager Console
has failed.

An attempt to acquire the installation path for
Protection Manager Console has failed.
Check the following items, and then re-install
Protection Manager Console if necessary.
• Make sure that Protection Manager Console is
correctly installed.
• Make sure that the registry is not damaged.

KAVX14000 - KAVX14999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers messages from KAVX14000 to KAVX14999.
Message ID

1–170

Message Text

Description

KAVX14000-I

Request data
was received.

Request data was received.

KAVX14001-I

Response data
was sent.

Request data was received.

KAVX14002-E

The received
data is invalid.

The received data is invalid.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14003-E

The agent
configuration file
does not exist.

The agent configuration file does not exist.
Make sure that the agent configuration file exists.

KAVX14004-E

The value (value) A value set in the agent configuration file is
of the property
invalid.
(property) of the Check the agent configuration file.
agent
configuration file
is invalid.

KAVX14005-E

The job status
file (file-name)
cannot be
accessed.

The job status file could not be accessed.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14006-E

The content of
the job status file
(file-name) is
invalid.

The content of the job status file is invalid.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14007-E

An exception
occurred during
processing.

An exception occurred.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14008-E

An attempt to
convert the
character string
has failed.

An attempt to convert the data to be received or
transmitted has failed.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX14100-I

The command
(command) will
now be
executed.

The command is executed.

KAVX14101-I

The
The command has finished.
command(comm
and) finished.
Return code =
return-code.

KAVX14102-E

Execution of the
command
(command) is
not permitted.

An attempt was made to execute a non-permitted
command.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14103-E

The command
(command) does
not exist.

An attempt was made to execute a command that
does not exist.
Check the status of the Protection Manager Copy
Controller installation.

KAVX14104-E

A timeout
occurred during
execution of the
command.

A timeout occurred during command execution.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14105-E

The file (filename) could not
be opened.

The file could not be opened.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14106-E

The specification The specification for the directory is invalid.
for the directory Check the configuration file for Protection
(directory-name) Manager Console and re-execute.
is invalid.

KAVX14107-E

The directory does not exist.
The directory
(directory-name) Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.
does not exist.
If this message is displayed while Setup GUI is
being used, check the VSS environment settings
of the current OS and re-execute.

KAVX14108-E

Access
permissions for
the directory
(directory-name)
are insufficient.

Access permissions for the directory are
insufficient.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX14109-E

An attempt to
create the
unknown
command filter
has failed.

The unknown command filter could not be
created.
Check the configuration file for Protection
Manager Console and re-execute.

KAVX15000 - KAVX15999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers messages from KAVX15000 to KAVX15999.

Messages
Messages

1–171

Message ID

1–172

Message Text

Description

KAVX15900-I

The ptmguiinst
command
finished
successfully.

The ptmguiinst command finished successfully.

KAVX15901-I

The
ptmguiuninst
command
finished
successfully.

The ptmguiuninst command finished
successfully.

KAVX15902-E

Device Manager - Device Manager - Agent is not installed.
Agent is not
Install Device Manager - Agent, and then retry.
installed.

KAVX15903-E

The installation
path for Device
Manager - Agent
could not be
acquired.

KAVX15904-E

Protection
Protection Manager Console is not installed.
Manager Console Reinstall Protection Manager Console, and then
is not installed.
retry.

KAVX15905-E

The installation
path for
Protection
Manager Console
could not be
acquired.

KAVX15906-E

Services for Device Management - Agent have not
Services for
Device Manager - been stopped.
Stop the services, and then retry.
Agent are not
stopped.

KAVX15907-E

The installation
path information
for Device
Manager - Agent
is invalid.

The installation path information for Device
Manager - Agent is invalid. Device Manager Agent might not be installed correctly.
Reinstall Device Manager - Agent, and then retry.

KAVX15908-E

Disk space is
insufficient.

Disk space is insufficient on the hard disk on
which Device Manager - Agent is installed.
Delete unnecessary files to increase available
space, and then retry.

KAVX15909-E

An attempt to
copy the files for
Device Manager Agent has failed.
[detailedpackage-name]

An attempt to copy the files for Device Manager Agent has failed. Protection Manager Console
might not be installed correctly. Reinstall
Protection Manager Console, and then retry.

KAVX15910-E

An attempt to
delete the files
for Device
Manager - Agent
has failed.
[detailedpackage-name]

An attempt to delete the files for Device Manager
- Agent has failed. Device Manager - Agent or
Protection Manager Console might not be
installed correctly.
Reinstall Device Manager - Agent and Protection
Manager Console, and then retry.

The installation path for Device Manager - Agent
could not be acquired. Device Manager - Agent
might not be installed correctly.
Reinstall Device Management agent, and then
retry.

The installation path for Protection Manager
Console could not be acquired. Protection
Manager Console might not be installed correctly.
Reinstall Protection Manager Console, and then
retry.

Messages
Messages

Message ID

Message Text

Description

KAVX15911-E

The installation
path for
Protection
Manager Copy
Controller could
not be acquired.

The Protection Manager Copy Controller
installation path could not be acquired. Protection
Manager Copy Controller might not be installed
properly.
Reinstall Protection Manager Copy Controller, and
then retry.

KAVX15912-E

The version
information for
Protection
Manager Copy
Controller could
not be acquired.

The Protection Manager Copy Controller version
could not be acquired. Protection Manager Copy
Controller might not be installed properly.
Reinstall Protection Manager Copy Controller, and
then retry.

KAVX15913-E

An attempt to
copy the Help
files from
Protection
Manager Copy
Controller to
Device Manager Agent has failed.

An attempt to copy the help files from Protection
Manager Copy Controller to the Device Manager
agent has failed. Protection Manager Copy
Controller might not be installed properly.
Reinstall Protection Manager Copy Controller, and
then retry.

KAVX15914-E

The version of
the currently
installed
Protection
Manager Copy
Controller could
not be acquired.

Protection Manager Copy Controller might not be
installed properly.
Reinstall Protection Manager Copy Controller, and
then retry.

KAVX16000 - KAVX16999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers the messages from KAVX16000 to KAVX16999.
Message
ID

Message
Text

Description

KAVX16000
-E

The help
file could
not be
found.

The help file could not be found. Check that Protection
Manager Console has been installed correctly.

KAVX16001
-E

An attempt
to update
the
configurati
on file has
failed.
Configurati
on File=
configurati
on-filename.

An error occurred while updating the configuration file.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The configuration file does not have write permissions.
2. The configuration file is being used by other processing.
3. The disk space is insufficient.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure the user has write permissions for the
configuration file.
2. Make sure the configuration file is not being used by
other processing.
3. Make sure sufficient free space is available in the
current disk.

Messages
Messages

1–173

1–174

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16002
-I

The
parameter(
s) or the
value of
the
parameter(
s) specified
are either
invalid or
not
specified.
The default
value(s)
will be
loaded.

An error occurred while loading the parameters from the
configuration file.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. A required parameter is not specified.
2. A value for a required parameter is not specified.
3. A value specified for a parameter is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Check that all the parameters indicated in the Detail
column of the message dialog box are specified in the
configuration file.
2. Check that a value is specified for all the parameter
indicated in the Detail column of the message dialog
box.
3. Check that all the values specified for the parameters
indicated in the Detail column of the message dialog
box are valid.

KAVX16005
-E

An attempt
to create
the
directory
directoryname has
failed.

An attempt to create the directory has failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The drive name specified by the user is invalid.
2. The user does not have permission to create the
directory.
3. The location where the directory has to be created
contains a file with the same name as the directory
name.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure the specified drive name is valid.
2. Make sure the user has permission to create the
directory.
3. Make sure no file exists with the same name as the
directory name.

KAVX16007
-E

An attempt
to set an
environme
nt variable
has failed.
Setting:
environme
nt-variable
=
environme
ntvariablevalue.

An error occurred while specifying the environment
settings.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have permission to specify the
environment settings.
2. The Protection Manager Console environment might not
be fully prepared.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure the user has administrator permission to
specify the environment settings.
2. Make sure the Protection Manager Console environment
is installed properly.

Description

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16008
-E

The port
number for
the
servicename
service
could not
be
registered.
The port
number
portnumber is
already
being
used.

The port number could not be registered for the service,
because it is already being used by another service.
Verify the "systemdirectory\system32\drivers\etc\services" file to make
sure that the specified port number is not already being
used by another service.

KAVX16009
-W

The
servicename
service has
already
been
registered
for the port
number
portnumber.
Do you
want to
replace the
existing
registratio
n?

A different port number entry already exists for the same
service in the file "systemdirectory\system32\drivers\etc\services".
To register the service under some other port number click
'Yes'. Otherwise, click 'No'.

KAVX16010
-I

Copy the
required
files from
sourcedirectoryname to
destination
-directoryname.

The required files ESE.DLL, ESEUTIL.EXE, EXCHMEM.DLL and
EXOSAL.DLL files are not available in the "ProtectionManager-installation-destination\bin\util" directory.
Make sure to copy the required files from the "ExchangeServer-installation-destination\bin" directory to the
"Protection-Manager-installation-destination\bin\util"
directory.

KAVX16011
-I

The
dictionary
map file
could not
be created
in the
specified
path.
Path =
pathname.

The dictionary map file creation operation ended without
creating the dictionary map file because it already exists in
the specified path.
If the dictionary map file is required to be in a different
location, then specify a different path for the file.

Description

Messages
Messages

1–175

Message
ID

1–176

Message
Text

Description

KAVX16012
-E

The
dictionary
map file
could not
be
updated.

An error occurred while updating the dictionary map file
because the creation of the dictionary map file is in
progress.
Make sure that the creation of the dictionary map file has
finished before updating the file.

KAVX16013
-W

The
dictionary
map file
does not
exist in the
path pathname. Do
you want
to create
the file
now?

The dictionary map file is not available in the user specified
path.
To create a new dictionary map file, click 'Yes'. Otherwise,
click 'No'.

KAVX16014
-W

Informatio
n in the tab
tab-name
is not
saved. Do
you want
to save the
settings?

When the user navigates from the current tab to another
tab without saving the contents of the current tab to the
file.
To save the current tab information to the file, click 'Yes'.
To move to the next tab or any other selected tab, by
discarding the changes, click 'No'.
To cancel the operation of moving to some other tab, click
'Cancel'.

KAVX16015
-E

A value
specified in
the tab list
informatio
n file is
invalid. Tab
Name=tab
-name,
Tag=tagname,
Value=valu
ecorrespond
ing-to-thetag.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main screen
due to an invalid value specified in the tab list information
file.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

KAVX16016
-E

An attempt
to load the
Setup GUI
has failed.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI due to an
invalid value specified in the tab list information file. The
window could not be displayed.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16017
-E

An attempt
to create
the
configurati
on file has
failed.
Configurati
on
File=config
urationfile-name.

An error occurred while creating the configuration file.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The path name where the configuration file has to be
created contains a directory with the same name as the
configuration file name.
2. The disk space is insufficient.
3. The specified drive name is invalid.
4. The specified path name is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure no other directory exists with the same name
as the configuration file name.
2. Make sure sufficient free space is available in the
current disk.
3. Make sure the drive name is valid.
4. Make sure the path name is valid.

KAVX16018
-I

A required
parameter
has not
been set in
the
configurati
on file. The
default
value will
now be
loaded.
Tab
Name=tab
-name,
Configurati
on
File=config
urationfile-name,
Parameter
=paramete
r-name.

An error occurred while loading the parameter from the
configuration file because the required parameter is not
specified.
Make sure that the parameter indicated in the Protection
Manager Console trace log file is specified in the
configuration file.

Description

Messages
Messages

1–177

1–178

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16019
-I

A
parameter
value has
not been
set in the
configurati
on file. The
default
value will
now be
loaded.
Tab
Name=tab
-name,
Configurati
on
File=config
urationfile-name,
Parameter
=paramete
r-name.

An error occurred while loading the parameter from the
configuration file because the value for the required
parameter is not specified.
Make sure that the value is specified for the parameter
indicated in the Protection Manager Console trace log file.

KAVX16020
-I

The value
of the
parameter
specified in
the
configurati
on file is
invalid.
The default
value will
be loaded.
Tab
Name=tab
-name,
Configurati
on
File=config
urationfile-name,
Parameter
=paramete
r-name.

An error occurred while loading the parameter from the
configuration file because the value specified for the
parameter is invalid.
Make sure that a valid value is specified for the parameter
indicated in the Protection Manager Console trace log file.

KAVX16021
-I

Setup GUI
has
started.

This message is written to the log when Setup GUI is
started.

KAVX16022
-I

Setup GUI
has ended
normally.

This message is written to the log when Setup GUI is ended.

Description

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16023
-E

The
environme
nt variable
environme
ntvariablename is
invalid.

An error occurred while validating the environment
variables for the VSS environment.
Make sure that valid values are specified for the
environment variables.

KAVX16024
-E

There is an
invalid
string in
the
configurati
on file
configurati
on-filename.

An error occurred while loading the parameters from the
configuration file because some entries in the configuration
file are invalid.
Make sure that the values available in the configuration file
are valid.

KAVX16025
-I

An error
occurred
while
loading the
tab. Tab
Name=tab
-name.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main
window.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

KAVX16026
-I

The tab,
tab-name
is not
supported
in the
current
operating
system.

An attempt to load the specified tab has failed because it is
not supported in the current OS.
Make sure that the Protection Manager Console is running
in the OS that is required by the specified tab.

KAVX16027
-E

The value
specified in
the tab list
informatio
n file
already
exists. Tab
Name=tab
-name,
Tag=tagname,
Value=valu
ecorrespond
ing-to-thetag.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main window
because multiple entries of the same value exist in the tab
list information file.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

KAVX16028
-E

The class
for the tab
was not
found. Tab
Name=tab
-name.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main window
because the class file could not be found.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

Description

Messages
Messages

1–179

1–180

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16029
-E

An attempt
to read the
file-name
file has
failed.

An error occurred while reading the values from the
specified file.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. Invalid entries exist in the file.
2. The format of the file is not supported by the current
tab.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the file contains valid characters only.
2. Make sure that the format of the file is supported by the
current tab.

KAVX16030
-E

The
required
configurati
on file
could not
be found.
The default
values will
be loaded.
Configurati
on
File=config
urationfile-name.

An error occurred while loading the parameters from the
configuration file because the required configuration file is
missing.
Make sure that the configuration file exists in the specified
path.

KAVX16031
-E

The tab list
informatio
n file filename does
not exist.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main window
because the tab list information file could not be found.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

KAVX16032
-E

An attempt
to load
environme
nt variable
environme
ntvariablename has
failed.

An error occurred while loading the environment variables
for VSS because values are not specified.
Make sure that values are valid for each specified
environment variable.

Description

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16033
-I

An error
occurred
while
loading the
parameter
value(s)
from the
configurati
on file(s).

An error occurred while loading the parameters from the
configuration files due to any of the following reasons:
1. A required parameter is not specified.
2. A value for the required parameter is not specified.
3. A value specified for the parameter is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Check that all the parameters indicated in the Detail
column of the message dialog box are specified in the
configuration file.
2. Check that a value is specified for all the parameter
indicated in the Detail column of the message dialog
box.
3. Check that all the values specified for the parameters
indicated in the Detail column of the message dialog
box are valid.

KAVX16034
-E

The tab list
informatio
n file filename is
invalid.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main window
because the tab list information file is invalid.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

KAVX16035
-I

The
displayitem-name
cannot be
blank.

An error occurred while saving the configuration
information, because a value is missing for the specified
item.
Make sure that the value is specified.

KAVX16036
-E

The path
name is
invalid.

An attempt to select a path failed because one of the
following invalid paths was specified in the file-selection
dialog box of Setup GUI:
• A path name that contains the name of a file or a folder
that does not exist.
• A path name that contains a file type (extension)
different from the specified one.
Make sure that a valid path name is specified.

KAVX16037
-E

The drive
name is
invalid.

An attempt to select a path in the file-selection dialog box
failed because the specified drive name does not exist.
Make sure that a valid drive name is specified.

KAVX16038
-W

The
environme
nt
variable(s)
for VSS
were set.
Please reboot the
Operating
System to
apply
settings.

The system has to be rebooted after setting a VSS
environment variable.
Make sure that the OS is rebooted before continuing with
further operation.

Description

Messages
Messages

1–181

Message
ID

1–182

Message
Text

Description

KAVX16039
-I

Environme After the environment variables for the VSS Environment
nt variable tab are loaded, this message will be logged.
environme
nt-variable
is
successfull
y loaded.

KAVX16040
-I

Environme After the environment variables for the VSS environment
nt variable tab are set, this message will be logged.
environme
nt-variable
has been
set.

KAVX16041
-I

Environme After removing unwanted environment variables from the
nt variable VSS environment tab, this message will be logged.
environme
nt-variable
has been
removed
successfull
y.

KAVX16042
-E

A value
specified in
the tab list
informatio
n file is
invalid.
Tag=tagname,
Value=valu
ecorrespond
ing-to-thetag.

An error occurred while loading the Setup GUI main screen
due to an invalid value specified in the tab list information
file.
This is an internal program error. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

KAVX16043
-E

An invalid
value
''value-oftheparameter'
' is
specified
for the
parameter
parameter
-name.

An error occurred while trying to save the configuration
information in the file because the value specified for the
parameter is invalid.
Make sure that the value specified for the parameter is
valid.

KAVX16044
-E

The value
of the
parameter
parameter
-name is
invalid.

An error occurred while executing any of the following tab
processes because an invalid value is specified for the
parameter.
• Cluster Configuration
• Database Configuration
• Backup Linkage
Make sure that the value specified for the parameter is
valid.

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16045
-E

Duplicate
value
exists for
the
parameter
parameter
-name.

An error occurred while the information on the Tape Backup
page was saved. The specified 'VDI metafile path' already
exists in the 'Configuration parameters' table.
Make sure beforehand that the specified 'VDI metafile path'
does not already exist in the 'Configuration parameters'
table.

KAVX16046
-E

The order
of the
parameter(
s) existing
in the
configurati
on file is
invalid.

An error occurred while loading the values from the VCS
configuration file, and the setup has become corrupted.
Using Setup GUI, perform the setup again. Otherwise make
sure that the setup for the VCS.dat file is correct.

KAVX16047
-E

The
number of
email
addresses
specified in
the To
parameter
exceeds
the
maximum.

The number of email addresses has already reached the
maximum (10).
Make sure that no more than 10 email addresses are
entered.

KAVX16048
-E

The
specified
value
value-oftheparameter
is not in
the range.

An error occurred because the value specified for the
parameter is not in the specified range.
Make sure the value specified for the parameter is in the
specified range.

KAVX16049
-E

The
character
string
specified in
displayitem-name
exceeds
the
maximum
number
(maximum
-limit) of
characters.

An error occurred because the number of characters
specified for the parameter exceeded the maximum
supported.
Make sure the value specified for the parameter is within
the specified length.

KAVX16050
-E

An error
occurred
while
restarting
the
Protection
Manager
service.

An error occurred while restarting the service.
Please contact the system administrator.

Description

Messages
Messages
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Message
ID

1–184

Message
Text

Description

KAVX16051
-E

An attempt An error occurred while saving the file to the disk.
to save the Make sure that the disk is not full.
file filename has
failed.

KAVX16052
-E

The
specified
file filename does
not exist.

An error occurred while opening the file.
Make sure that the file exists in the specified path.

KAVX16053
-E

The
specified
variable
environme
ntvariablename
already
exists.

An error occurred because the specified value already
exists.
Make sure that the specified value is not duplicated.

KAVX16500
-E

An attempt See Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX16500-E.
to register
the job has
failed.

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16501
-E

An attempt
to display
the Backup
Job View
has failed.

Description
An error occurred while displaying the backup job view due
to one of the following reasons.
1. The schedule configuration information could not be
acquired or is invalid.
2. The schedule information could not be acquired.
3. The directory is either invalid or offline.
4. The user does not have the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
5. The task scheduler operation has failed.
6. The memory is insufficient.
7. The command format is invalid.
8. The configuration file (init.conf) information of
Protection Manager could not be acquired.
9. The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection
Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the schedule configuration file exists
and the valid value is specified for all the required
parameters. Also ensure that the user has the
permission for accessing this file.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
3. Make sure that valid directory name is specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) and that the user has the
permission for accessing the directory. Alternatively,
make sure that the job operations are carried out only
on the online virtual server.
4. Make sure that the user has the administrator
permissions to carry out the operation.
5. Make sure that the Windows task scheduler is running.
6. Make sure that sufficient memory is available by closing
other applications.
7. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
8. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment is installed correctly. Alternatively, make
sure that the configuration file (init.conf) exists in
"Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure
that the user has the permission for accessing the
configuration file (init.conf).
9. Make sure that the required parameters are specified in
the configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make
sure that the values of the parameters specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) are valid.

Messages
Messages

1–185

1–186

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16502
-E

An attempt
to display
the backup
job results
has failed.

Description
An error occurred while displaying the backup job results
due to one of the following reasons.
1. The schedule configuration information could not be
acquired or is invalid.
2. The schedule information could not be acquired.
3. The job does not exist.
4. The job execution result information could not be
retrieved.
5. The directory is either invalid or offline.
6. The user does not have the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
7. The command format is invalid.
8. The configuration file (init.conf) information of
Protection Manager could not be acquired.
9. The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection
Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the schedule configuration file exists
and the valid value is specified for all the required
parameters. Also ensure that the user has the
permission for accessing this file.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
3. Make sure that the latest job information is available
because the job might have been deleted by another
user.
4. Make sure that the job has been executed at least once.
Alternatively, collect the maintenance information, and
then contact your support center.
5. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) and that the user has the
permissions to access the directory. Alternatively, make
sure that the job operations are carried out only on the
online virtual server.
6. Make sure that the user has the administrator
permissions to carry out the operation.
7. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
8. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment is installed correctly. Alternatively, make
sure that the configuration file (init.conf) exists in
"Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure
that the user has the permission for accessing the
configuration file (init.conf).
9. Make sure that the required parameters are specified in
the configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make
sure that the values of the parameters specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) are valid.

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16503
-E

An attempt
to display
the backup
job output
has failed.

KAVX16504
-E

An attempt See Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX16504-E.
to modify
the backup
job has
failed.

Description
An error occurred while displaying the backup job output.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The schedule configuration information could not be
retrieved or is invalid.
2. The schedule information could not be acquired.
3. The job does not exist.
4. The job execution result information could not be
retrieved.
5. The directory is either invalid or offline.
6. The user does not have the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
7. The command format is invalid.
8. The configuration file (init.conf) information of
Protection Manager could not be acquired.
9. The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection
Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure the schedule configuration file exists and a
valid value is specified for each required parameter.
Also ensure that the user has permission to access this
file.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
3. Make sure the latest job information is available.
(Another user might have deleted the job.)
4. Make sure that the job has been executed at least once.
Alternatively, collect the maintenance information, and
then contact your support center.
5. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) and that the user has the
permissions to access the directory. Alternatively, make
sure that the job operations are carried out only on the
online virtual server.
6. Make sure that the user has the administrator
permissions to carry out the operation.
7. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
8. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment is installed correctly. Alternatively, make
sure that the configuration file (init.conf) exists in
"Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure
that the user has the permission for accessing the
configuration file (init.conf).
9. Make sure that the required parameters are specified in
the configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make
sure that the values of the parameters specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) are valid.

Messages
Messages
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Message
ID
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KAVX16505
-E

An attempt
to delete
the backup
job has
failed.

Description
An error occurred while deleting the job.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The schedule configuration information could not be
acquired or is invalid.
2. The schedule information could not be acquired.
3. The task scheduler operation has failed.
4. The job is currently under execution.
5. The job does not exist.
6. The directory is either invalid or offline.
7. The memory is insufficient.
8. The disk space is insufficient.
9. The user does not have the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
10. The command format is invalid.
11. The configuration file (init.conf) information of
Protection Manager could not be acquired.
12. The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection
Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure the schedule configuration file exists and a
valid value is specified for each required parameter.
Also ensure that the user has permission to access this
file.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
3. Make sure the Windows task scheduler is running.
4. Make sure the execution of the job is complete (then
delete the job).
5. Make sure the latest job information is available.
(Another user might have deleted the job.)
6. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) and that the user has the
permissions to access the directory. Alternatively, make
sure that the job operations are carried out only on the
online virtual server.
7. Make sure that sufficient memory is available by closing
other applications.
8. Make sure that sufficient disk space is available.
9. Make sure that the user has the administrator
permissions to carry out the operation.
10. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
11. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment is installed correctly. Alternatively, make
sure that the configuration file (init.conf) exists in
"Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure
that the user has the permission for accessing the
configuration file (init.conf).
12. Make sure that the required parameters are specified in
the configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make
sure that the values of the parameters specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) are valid.

Messages
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ID

Message
Text

Description

KAVX16506
-E

An attempt See Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX16506-E
to run the
backup job
has failed.

KAVX16507
-I

If a backup The 29th, 30th and 31st are not available in certain months.
is
For months that do not have the 29th, 30th, or 31st, the
scheduled backup job will not be executed.
for the
29th, 30th,
or 31st but
the month
does not
contain
that day,
then the
backup job
will not be
executed
on the
month.

KAVX16508
-E

An attempt
to modify
the backup
job has
failed due
to
incomplete
modificatio
n of the
schedule
informatio
n.

An error occurred while modifying a job for which the
schedule information and the task scheduler information do
not match.
Delete the job and create it again because the schedule
information of this job is incorrect and does not match the
task scheduler information.

Messages
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ID
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KAVX16509
-E

An attempt
to acquire
the status
of the
virtual
server has
failed.

Description
An error occurred while acquiring the status of the virtual
server.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The configuration file (init.conf) information could
not be acquired.
2. The status could not be acquired due to an internal
error.
3. The user does not have the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
4. The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection
Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
is installed correctly. Alternatively, make sure that the
configuration file (init.conf) exists in "ProtectionManager-installation-destination\conf\init.conf".
Alternatively, make sure that the user has the
permission for accessing the configuration file
(init.conf).
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
3. Make sure the user has the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
4. Make sure the required parameters are specified in the
configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make sure
the values of the parameters specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) are correct.

Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX16510
-E

An attempt
to acquire
the status
of the
virtual
server has
failed.
Virtual
server =
virtualservername.

An error occurred while acquiring the status of the virtual
server.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The configuration file (init.conf) information could
not be acquired.
2. The status could not be acquired due to an internal
error.
3. The user does not have the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
4. The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection
Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
is installed correctly. Alternatively, make sure that the
configuration file (init.conf) exists in "ProtectionManager-installation-destination\conf\init.conf".
Alternatively, make sure that the user has the
permission for accessing the configuration file
(init.conf).
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
3. Make sure the user has the administrator permissions
to carry out the operation.
4. Make sure the required parameters are specified in the
configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make sure
the values of the parameters specified in the
configuration file (init.conf) are correct.

KAVX16511
-E

The
selected
virtual
server is
currently
offline.

An error occurred because the selected virtual server is
currently offline.
Make sure to restart the Protection Manager Console again
to get the current status of all the virtual servers.

KAVX16512
-I

An attempt The job was successfully executed using the RunImmediate
to execute option.
the backup
job was
successful.

KAVX16513
-E

The
An error occurred because an application instance that does
Application not exist in the registered backup jobs has been set.
Instance
Make sure that the application instance exists.
does not
exist for
the
registered
backup
job.

Description

Messages
Messages
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Message
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Message
Text
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KAVX16514
-W

The
An error occurred because the generation name specified
Generation for the registered backup job does not exist.
Name does Make sure that the specified generation name exists.
not exist
for the
registered
backup
job.

KAVX16515
-W

The Source An error occurred because the database specified for the
Database
registered backup job does not exist.
does not
Make sure that the specified database exists.
exist for
the
registered
backup
job.

KAVX16516
-W

The Source An error occurred because the storage group specified for
Storage
the registered backup job does not exist.
Group
Make sure that the specified storage group exists.
does not
exist for
the
registered
backup
job.

KAVX16517
-I

There is no
registered
backup job
to display.

There are no registered backup jobs.

KAVX16518
-E

The
specified
time is
invalid.

An error occurred because the specified time is invalid.
Make sure that the specified time is valid.

KAVX16519
-E

The
specified
date is
invalid.

An error occurred because the specified date is invalid.
Make sure that the specified date is valid.

KAVX17000 - KAVX17999
This section describes the Protection Manager Console messages, and the
corrective actions you can take in response to the messages. This section
covers the messages from KAVX17000 to KAVX17999.
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Messages
Messages

Message
ID

Message
Text

KAVX17000
-E

An attempt
to acquire
the
configuration
information
has failed.

An error occurred due to one of the following causes:
1. A connection could not be established to the specified
server.
2. The configuration information could not be acquired
due to an internal error.
3. The Protection Manager service is not running.
Take appropriate action based on the cause:
1. Check whether a host with the specified host name
exists.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
3. Start the Protection Manager service.

KAVX17001
-E

Duplicate
values were
found in the
input field
for server
names.

An error occurred because the same server name is
specified more than once for the database server or
backup server.
Make sure that the server name is specified only once for
the database server or backup server.

KAVX17002
-E

The server
name(s) are
not
specified.

An error occurred because the Check button was clicked
without any server name specified for the database server
and backup server.
Make sure that server name is specified for the database
server and backup server.

KAVX17003
-E

The same
server name
is specified
for the DB
server and
the BK
server.

An error occurred because the user entered the same
server name in for the database server and backup server.
Make sure that different server names are specified for
the database server and backup server.

KAVX17004
-I

The results
The results of the configuration check are displayed.
of the
configuration
check are as
follows:
Result =
result
Server type
= server
type
Server name
= server
name
ID =
message ID
Message =
message
text
Detail =
detail
Action =
action

Description

Messages
Messages
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DRM-10000 - DRM-19999
This section describes the detailed messages displayed as causes that are
output in the Protection Manager messages.
Messag
e ID

1–194

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10000

An
error
occurre
d
during
exclusi
ve
proces
sing.

DRM10001

The
Since a file to be restored is being used, restore processing cannot
specifie continue.
d file is Wait a while, and then re-execute the command.
being
used.

DRM10002

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

An unknown internal error occurred because the information in a
dictionary map file or backup catalog has lost conformity or was
damaged. Or, an unknown internal error occurred during execution
of an OS system call.
Check the Protection Manager operating environment using the
following procedure:
1. Make sure that the RAID Manager instance that will
communicate with the RAID Manager instance specified by the
HORCMINST parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition
file (DEFAULT.dat) has already started.
2. Make sure that the instance number specified by the HORCMINST
parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) is appropriate.
3. Make sure that the RAID Manager configuration definition file
(horcmn.conf) is correct.
If there is no problem in the Protection Manager operating
environment, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the
manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect
the necessary data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10003

An
attemp
t to
obtain
a
backup
ID
failed.

The system could not obtain a backup ID because the information
in a dictionary map file or a backup catalog became mismatched or
corrupted.
Refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect the necessary
data, and then contact your support center. To recover, you must
uninstall Protection Manager and then re-install it.

An error occurred because another command was executing at the
time of command execution even though exclusive processing
(locking) was specified.
Wait a while and then re-execute the command.

Messages
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Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10004

The
backup
inform
ation
associa
ted
with
the
specifie
d
backup
ID
does
not
exist.

During an operation such as restoration or displaying backup
information, the backup information associated with the backup ID
that was specified by the command did not exist.
Specify the correct backup ID and then re-execute the command.

DRM10005

The
specifie
d data
file and
archive
d redo
log file
exist in
the
same
copy
group.

Neither backup nor restore processing can be performed because
the specified Oracle data file and the archived redo log file exist in
the same copy group.
Change the configuration of the database so that the data file and
archived redo log file will be saved on separate disks.

Messages
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Messag
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Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10008

The
pair
status
of the
copy
group
is
invalid.

The command cannot be executed because the pair status of the
copy group is invalid.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The pair status of the copy group became invalid because a
program other than Protection Manager changed the status of
the paired volume.
2. The user performed an invalid operation.
3. An error occurred in the storage subsystem.
Take one of the following actions:
1. If a program other than Protection Manager changed the paired
volume status, change the pair status of the copy group to PSUS
by using the pairsplit command of RAID Manager, and then
re-execute the command.
2. If the user performed an invalid operation, restore backup data
from the tape or take backup copies of the primary volume
again to create correct secondary volume data.
To take backup copies, take one of the following actions:
- If all of the following three conditions are satisfied, change the
pair status of the copy group to PAIR or PSUS by using the
paircreate command of RAID Manager, and then execute the
command:
- KAVX5106-E and KAVX5118-E are displayed at the same time.
- The pair status displayed in KAVX5118-E is PAIR or PSUS.
- The pair status of the copy group displayed in KAVX5106-E is
SMPL.
- If all of the following three conditions are satisfied, change the
pair status of the copy group to PSUS or SMPL by using the
pairsplit command of RAID Manager, and then execute the
command:
- KAVX5107-E and KAVX5118-E are displayed at the same time.
- The pair status displayed in KAVX5118-E is PSUS or SMPL.
- The pair status of the copy group displayed in KAVX5106-E is
PAIR.
3. If an error occurred in the storage subsystem, examine the
system log, check whether a message is displayed that
indicates a target volume error, and then remove the cause of
the error.

DRM10009

An
attemp
t to
resync
hronize
the
copy
group(
s)
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to
resynchronize the copy group(s).
Refer to the RAID Manager log information and follow the directions
in the RAID Manager manual to remove the error caused by the
RAID Manager command failure, and then re-execute the
Protection Manager command.
The error might have been caused by the configuration or settings
for execution of Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager

Messages
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DRM10010

RAID
configu
ration
inform
ation
could
not be
obtaine
d.

A command of RAID Manager could not obtain the RAID
configuration information.
Refer to the RAID Manager log information and follow the directions
in the RAID Manager manual to remove the error caused by the
RAID Manager command failure, and then re-execute the
Protection Manager command.
The error might have been caused by the configuration or settings
for execution of Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager

DRM10011

A
timeou
t error
occurre
d.

During backup or restore processing, a timeout error occurred
because it took a long time to check the pair status of the copy
group. If KAVX5106-E is displayed, you can obtain the error target
copy group name and the current pair status from the displayed
result.
In the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
see the explanation for retry count and retry interval settings for
checking a pair status, and then reconfigure the retry count and
retry interval. If KAVX5119-E is displayed, reset the value of the
displayed parameter.

DRM10012

The
target
file
system
cannot
be
locked.

During online backup processing, an error occurred in the lock
processing for a file system in VxFS of Solaris.
Examine the Protection Manager trace log files and the system log,
and check whether any output messages show errors in the file
system.

DRM10013

An
attemp
t to
obtain
the
installa
tion
path
has
failed.

The system could not obtain the Protection Manager installation
path because Protection Manager was not installed correctly in the
Windows system.
First uninstall Protection Manager, and then re-install it.

Messages
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Messag
e ID
DRM10014

1–198

Messa
ge
Text
The
specifie
d copy
group
does
not
exist.

Description
The copy group registered in the backup information did not exist
at the time when the restore processing was performed.
Possible causes are as follows:
• If KAVX5120-E is displayed, the copy group of the displayed
result is not defined in the current configuration.
• If KAVX5121-E is displayed, no target copy group is defined in
the current configuration.
Make sure that the target copy group has been defined
correctly by following the procedure below:
1. Check the copy group registered in the backup information, by
using the following commands:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqlcat command
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgcat command
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command
2. Check the current configuration by using the following
commands:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay command
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqldisplay command
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgdisplay command
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoradisplay command
3. If the copy group does not exist in the current configuration,
check the RAID Manager configuration definition files and
determine if the RAID Manager configuration definition is set
correctly.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID
DRM10015

Messa
ge
Text
An
attemp
t to
obtain
RAID
inform
ation
failed.

Description
The RAID configuration information could not be obtained when the
dictionary map file was updated, or the backup server attempted to
update the dictionary map file. If this message was output together
with the KAVX0272-E message, it means that the configuration
information could not be obtained on the backup server when
executing the backup command with the -svol_check option
specified.
The backup server does not need to update the dictionary map file.
If the database server outputs this message, check the following:
• Refer to the RAID Manager log information to check whether
the RAID Manager command has failed. If the RAID Manager
command has failed, follow the directions in the RAID Manager
manual to correct the RAID Manager configuration definition file
(horcmn.conf) and remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the Protection Manager command.
• Make sure that configuration and settings for using Protection
Manager are correct. For details on the configuration and
settings, refer to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
- System configuration and notes when using Protection
Manager
- Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
- RAID Manager settings
- Settings for operations of Protection Manager
- Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager
• In an environment using Hi-Copy or Cross-system Copy, check
whether a pair has been created in error while the Hi-Copy or
Cross-system Copy pair volume was online. For details, see the
operational procedure in the RAID Manager manual.
• If this message was output together with the KAVX0272-E
message and the backup command was executed with the svol_check option specified, check whether a message
indicating abnormality was output to the event log of the
backup server. Execute the command again after removing the
error cause.
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Messag
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1–200

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10016

An
attemp
t at
mounti
ng
failed.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt at mounting failed
because the mount point directory did not exist or the disk had
already been mounted. If KAVX5122-E is displayed, the displayed
result indicates the incorrect logical volume.
Check the Protection Manager operating environment by using the
following procedure:
1. Make sure that the RAID Manager instance that will
communicate with the RAID Manager instance specified by the
HORCMINST parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition
file (DEFAULT.dat) has already started.
2. Make sure that the instance number specified by the HORCMINST
parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) is appropriate.
3. Make sure that the RAID Manager configuration definition file
(horcmn.conf) is correct.
If there is no problem in the Protection Manager operating
environment, make sure that the following are true:
• During the backup/restore processing on the primary volume,
neither the mount operation nor the tape backup/restore
operation was executed on the secondary volume.
• The drmmount command was not mistakenly executed on the
primary volume.
• The specification of the mount point directory is correct.
If the setup of the mount point directory is correct, examine the
system log and check whether there is any problem with the OS.
See the notes on mounting, in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM10017

The
specifie
d path
has
already
been
mount
ed.

Processing could not continue because the specified disk to be
mounted was already mounted at the time of backup or restore
processing.
Unmount the disk that has been mounted, and then re-execute the
command. If the same error still occurs, examine the system log
and check whether there is any problem with the OS.

DRM10018

The
The path name specified for backup with the -target option or -f
specifie option is invalid.
d path Specify the correct path name and then re-execute the command.
is
invalid.
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DRM10019

An
attemp
t at
unmou
nting
failed.

An attempt to unmount the disk failed during execution of backup
or restore processing. If KAVX5122-E or KAVX5123-E is displayed,
the displayed result indicates the incorrect logical volume. Check
the Protection Manager operating environment by using the
following procedure:
1. Make sure that the RAID Manager instance that will
communicate with the RAID Manager instance specified by the
HORCMINST parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition
file (DEFAULT.dat) has already started.
2. Make sure that the instance number specified by the HORCMINST
parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) is appropriate.
3. Make sure that the RAID Manager configuration definition file
(horcmn.conf) is correct.
4. If this message is displayed when a backup or restore operation
is being performed for the primary volume, and the cluster
software is Veritas Cluster Server for Windows, make sure that
the cluster information registered by using the drmclusinit
command has been set correctly.
If there is no problem in the Protection Manager operating
environment, make sure that the following are true:
• During the backup/restore processing on the primary volume,
neither the mount operation nor the tape backup/restore
operation was executed on the secondary volume.
• No disk that is to be unmounted is being used.
• The work directory used to execute the command is not on the
disk that is to be unmounted.
If the work directory exists on the disk to be unmounted, the disk
cannot be unmounted.
If the unmounting specification is correct, examine the system log
and check whether there is any problem with the OS. See the notes
on mounting, in the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software
User's Guide.

DRM10020

An
attemp
t to
genera
te a
pair of
the
copy
group
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to generate
a pair of the copy group. If KAVX5120-E is displayed, the displayed
result indicates the incorrect copy group.
Refer to the RAID Manager log information and follow the directions
in the RAID Manager manual to remove the error caused by the
RAID Manager command failure, and then re-execute the
Protection Manager command.
The error might have been caused by the configuration or settings
for execution of Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager
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DRM10021

An
attemp
t to
resync
hronize
the
pair of
the
copy
group
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to
resynchronize the pair of the copy group. If KAVX5120-E is
displayed, the displayed result indicates the incorrect copy group.
Refer to the RAID Manager log information and follow the directions
in the RAID Manager manual to remove the error caused by the
RAID Manager command failure, and then re-execute the
Protection Manager command.
The error might have been caused by the configuration or settings
for execution of Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager

DRM10022

An
attemp
t to
split
the
pair of
the
copy
group
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to split the
pair of the copy group. If KAVX5120-E is displayed, the displayed
result indicates the incorrect copy group.
Refer to the RAID Manager log information and follow the directions
in the RAID Manager manual to remove the error caused by the
RAID Manager command failure, and then re-execute the
Protection Manager command.
The error might have been caused by the configuration or settings
for execution of Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager

DRM10023

An
attemp
t to
reconfi
gure
the
disk
inform
ation
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to
reconfigure the logical volume manager's disk information.
If the message is displayed during the mount/unmount or tape
backup/tape restore processing of the secondary volume,
determine if a processing using the secondary volume or a
processing using a disk group including the secondary volume
exists.
If the message is displayed during the backup or restore processing
between volumes, examine the Protection Manager operating
environment by using the following procedure:
1. If the physical disk volume used in the backup or store
processing belonged in the rootdg disk group.
2. If an error data on the logical volume manager was output in
the trace log of the logical volume manager.
If the physical disk belonged in the rootdg disk group, delete the
physical disk subject to the backup or restore processing from the
rootdg disk group.
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DRM10024

An
attemp
t to
lock
the file
system
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to lock the
file system (VxFS of Solaris).
Examine the Protection Manager trace log file and the Solaris
system log, and check whether messages were output that show
errors in the file system.

DRM10025

An
attemp
t to
unlock
the file
system
failed.

During backup or restore processing, the system failed to unlock
the file system (VxFS of Solaris).
Examine the Protection Manager trace log file and the Solaris
system log, and check whether messages were output that show
errors in the file system.

DRM10026

The
status
of the
copy
group
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, the system could not obtain
the status of the copy group. If KAVX5120-E is displayed, the
displayed result indicates the incorrect copy group. The status of
the copy group cannot be obtained when:
• The instance to be backed up has stopped.
• The copy group containing the object to be backed up is
managed by multiple RAID Manager instances.
Check the Protection Manager operating environment by using the
following procedure:
1. Make sure that the RAID Manager instance that will
communicate with the RAID Manager instance specified by the
HORCMINST parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition
file (DEFAULT.dat) has already started.
2. Make sure that the instance number specified by the HORCMINST
parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) is appropriate.
3. Make sure that the RAID Manager configuration definition file
(horcmn.conf) is correct.
When there is no problem in the operating environment of
Protection Manager, check whether the setup of RAID Manager or
definition file is correct. If the setup is correct, examine the log
information of RAID Manager and check whether there is any
problem.
Depending on the reason that the pair status of the copy group
cannot be obtained, take appropriate action from the following:
• Start the instance if the instance to be backed up has stopped.
• When the copy group containing the object to be backed up is
managed by multiple RAID Manager instances, modify the
contents of the definition file.

DRM10027

Two or
more
logical
disks
exist
on one
physica
l disk.

Backup cannot be performed because there are two or more logical
disks on the physical disk that has the logical disk corresponding to
the mount point directory to be backed up.
Use a logical volume manager to change the volume configuration.
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1–204
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DRM10028

The
specifie
d file or
directo
ry does
not
exist
on the
RAID
device.

The path name of a file or a directory that was specified with the target option or -f option does not exist on the RAID device.
Specify the path name on the RAID device and then re-execute the
command.

DRM10031

Two or
more
mount
points
exist in
the
same
copy
group.

Backup cannot be performed because there are two or more logical
disks on the physical disk that has the logical disk corresponding to
the mount point directory to be backed up.
Use a logical volume manager to change the volume configuration
to a configuration allowing backup.

DRM10032

The
specifie
d file or
directo
ry is
not
backed
up.

A file or directory path name specified with the -target option or f option at the time of execution of a restore command is invalid.
Check the backup file or directory, specify a correct path name, and
then re-execute the restore command.

DRM10033

The
path of
the
specifie
d file or
directo
ry is
invalid.

The path name of the file or directory specified with the -target
option or -f option at the time of execution of a restore command
was invalid.
Check the specified file or directory for which backup was executed,
and then re-execute the command.

DRM10034

The file
system
associa
ted
with
the
specifie
d
instanc
e is not
mount
ed.

The file system associated with the instance specified at the time of
backup or restore processing was not mounted.
Mount the file system to be backed up or restored, and then reexecute the command.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID
DRM10035

Messa
ge
Text
Primar
y
volume
(s) and
second
ary
volume
(s) are
mixed
in the
same
logical
disk
group.

Description
The primary volume(s) and the secondary volume(s) of the copy
group are in one logical disk group.
With this volume configuration, Protection Manager cannot perform
backup or restore processing. Separate the primary volumes and
the secondary volumes into other disk groups, and then re-execute
the command.
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1–205

Messag
e ID
DRM10036

1–206

Messa
ge
Text
The
object
specifie
d to be
backed
up
cannot
determ
ine the
backup
destina
tion
second
ary
volume
.

Description
This message is output when the copy group cannot be determined
for one of the following reasons during a backup:
Possible causes are as follows:
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10082
In the current configuration, no copy group is defined in the
volume specified as the backup target.
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10099
No available copy groups exist because the copy groups are
locked.
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10300
No selectable copy group is defined. Alternatively, only copy
groups of an unsupported copy type are defined.
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10301
The number of copy groups in the disk group differs for each
physical disk.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10082
Use RAID Manager to define a copy group, and then re-execute
the command.
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10099
Execute the following command to check the copy group of the
volume specified to be backed up, use the drmcgctl command
to unlock the copy group, and then re-execute the command:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay -cf
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqldisplay -cf
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgdisplay -cf
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10300
Use RAID Manager to define a copy group, and then re-execute
the command.
Execute the following command to check whether the
Protection Manager supports the copy type, and then reexecute the command:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay -cf
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqldisplay -cf
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgdisplay -cf
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoradisplay -cf
• When the cause in KAVX5124-E is DRM-10301
Use RAID Manager to define a copy group, and then re-execute
the command.
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DRM10037

The
name
of
mount
point
directo
ry is
too
long.

The length of the specified mount-point-directory name exceeded
255 characters. This program can only handle mount-pointdirectory names of 255 or fewer characters.

DRM10038

The
name
of disk
group
is too
long.

The disk group name exceeds the maximum length. Specify the
disk group name by using the maximum number of characters or
fewer.
The maximum number of characters of the disk group name is 28.

DRM10039

The
second
ary
volume
s to be
proces
sed are
already
mount
ed.

An attempt was made to perform backup or restoration, but the
secondary volumes to be backed up or restored are already
mounted.
Unmount all secondary volumes to be backed up or restored.

DRM10040

The
cluster
resourc
e could
not be
placed
offline.

In a cluster environment, an attempt to place the cluster resource
offline has failed.
Make sure of the following:
• If the cluster software is Veritas Cluster Server for Windows
Check whether the cluster information registered by using the
drmclusinit command is set correctly.
If the OS is Windows Server 2003, check whether the startup
type of the Windows Management Instrumentation service is
Disabled.
If it is Disabled, return it to Manual or Automatic, and then
re-execute the command.
• For all cluster software products
Make sure that there are no problems with the cluster software.
If there is no problem, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
collect the necessary data, and then contact your support center.
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DRM10041

The
cluster
resourc
e could
not be
placed
online.

In a cluster environment, an attempt to place the cluster resource
online has failed.
Make sure of the following:
• When this message is displayed with KAVX5137-E
Refer to the cause and action of KAVX5137-E.
• If the cluster software is Veritas Cluster Server for Windows
Check whether the cluster information registered by using the
drmclusinit command is set correctly.
• For all cluster software products
Make sure that there are no problems with the cluster software.
If there is no problem, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
collect the necessary data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10042

An
attemp
t to
execut
e the
chkdsk
comma
nd on
the
primar
y
volume
(s)
failed.

In a cluster environment, an attempt to execute the chkdsk
command on the primary volume(s) failed.
Check the system logs to confirm whether a problem exists.
If there is no problem, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
collect the necessary data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10043

An
attemp
t to
obtain
the
cluster
inform
ation
failed.

An attempt to check whether the specified mount point exists on
the cluster server failed.
Make sure that there are no problems with the cluster software.
If there is no problem, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in
the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
collect the necessary data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10045

A
cluster
volume
and a
noncluster
volume
exist in
the
same
logical
disk
group.

Within one logical disk group, volumes being managed by the
cluster server are mixed with those that are not. Resynchronized
restoration cannot be performed under this configuration.
Decide whether all volumes existing in the logical disk group are to
be managed by the cluster server of not, and execute the
command.
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DRM10047

An
attemp
t to
perfor
m the
resync
hronize
restora
tion
failed.

When the files to be restored were specified, some of the files to be
backed up were not specified. If the KAVX5125-E message is
displayed, unspecified file names and their disk group names are
contained in the displayed result. The disk group names are
displayed in the environment where the logical volume manager is
installed. In the basic disk configuration, - is displayed for a disk
group name.
Specify all the files that were backed up when you specify the files
to be restored, and then re-execute the command.

DRM10049

An
attemp
t to
synchr
onize
the file
system
failed.

Examine the system log and check whether error messages have
been output for the file system.
• When the cause in KAVX5126-E is DRM-10302:
Processing to obtain the volume name based on the mount
point name has failed.
• When the cause in KAVX5126-E is DRM-10303:
An attempt to flush the intermediate buffer of the file system
has failed.
• When the cause in KAVX5126-E is DRM-10304:
An attempt to flush the intermediate buffer has failed.
Examine the system log, check whether error messages have been
output for the file system, and then remove the cause of the error.

DRM10050

The
specifie
d
mount
point is
already
mount
ed.

Because a file system managed as a cluster resource by the cluster
software has already been mounted, restoration by
resynchronization cannot be performed.
To perform restoration by disk resynchronization in a cluster
environment, unmount the file system you want to restore, and
then re-execute the command.
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1–210
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DRM10052

An
attemp
t to
start
RAID
Manag
er
failed.

An instance of RAID Manager could not be started.
If KAVX5127-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
number of the instance that could not be started. If the displayed
instance number is -, an incorrect instance number was specified
in the HORCMINST parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition
file (DEFAULT.dat).
Check the Protection Manager operating environment by using the
following procedure:
1. Make sure that the RAID Manager instance that will
communicate with the RAID Manager instance specified by the
HORCMINST parameter of the RAID Manager linkage definition
file (DEFAULT.dat) has already started.
2. Make sure that the instance number specified by the HORCMINST
or HORCMINST_AUX parameter of the RAID Manager linkage
definition file (DEFAULT.dat) is appropriate.
3. If the environment variable DRM_HORCMINST or
DRM_HORCMINST_AUX is specified, make sure that the instance
number set to the environment variable is also specified for
either HORCMINST or HORCMINST_AUX parameter in the RAID
Manager linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat).
4. Make sure that the RAID Manager configuration definition file
(horcmn.conf) is correct.
When there is no problem in the Protection Manager operating
environment, examine the RAID Manager trace log and
configuration definition files, and check whether the configuration
definitions are correct.

DRM10053

An
attemp
t to
stop
RAID
Manag
er
failed.

An instance of RAID Manager could not be stopped.
If KAVX5127-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
number of the instance that could not be stopped. Examine the
RAID Manager trace log and check whether there is any problem.

DRM10054

The
path
configu
ration
for the
primar
y
volume
(s) and
second
ary
volume
(s) is
invalid.

This message is output when, in a multi-path configuration of the
logical volume manager, the number of physical paths specified for
the secondary volume(s) is greater than that of the primary
volume(s).
Set the physical paths for the secondary volume(s) in such a
manner that they are equal to less than the number of physical
paths for the primary volume(s).
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DRM10055

An
attemp
t to
restore
the
volume
group
inform
ation
failed.

This message is output when the volume group information in the
logical volume manager cannot be restored. The volume group
cannot be recognized from the backup server because the
management information about the volume group in the logical
volume manager is rewritten.
Use the logical volume manager on the backup server to register
the management information about the volume group.

DRM10058

The
system
detecte
d the
same
copy
group(
s).

This message is output when different instances describe the same
copy group name in the RAID Manager configuration definition file.
Check whether the same copy group is configured in RAID Manager.
If the same copy group exists, change the RAID Manager settings
so as not to configure the same copy group, and then restart RAID
Manager.

DRM10059

An
error
occurre
d in the
proces
sing of
the
definiti
on file
(DEFA
ULT.dat
) to link
with
the
RAID
manag
ement
softwar
e.

This message is output when the product has not been installed
correctly and the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) was not found, or when there is an incorrect
description in the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat).
Check whether the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) exists. If it does not exist, copy the
DEFAULT.dat.model file (which should exist in the same directory
as the one that should contain the DEFAULT.dat file) as
DEFAULT.dat, and then correct the contents of the file. If the
DEFAULT.dat.model file also does not exist, uninstall Protection
Manager and then reinstall it.
If the RAID Manager linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat) exists,
check the contents of the file and try to access the file again. If the
same error occurs, contact your support center.

DRM10061

The
target
copy
group
is
manag
ed by a
differe
nt
RAID
Manag
er
instanc
e.

The copy group to be backed up or restored needs to be managed
in one RAID Manager instance.
Check whether the setup of RAID Manager is correct, set up the
correct instance, and then re-execute the command.
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DRM10062

Two or
more
logical
disks
exist
under
the
target
mount
point.

The mount point directory contains a mount point that corresponds
to another logical disk.
Check the volume configuration.
If KAVX5132-E is displayed, the displayed mount point is the
highest-order mount point where the error occurred.
For example, when an error occurs in the following cases:
In Windows:
If two mount points (E: and E:\mnt) exist, you cannot specify
mount point E:. Change the configuration of the volumes to be
backed up.
In Solaris:
If you specify /E when two mount points /E and /E/mnt exist,
an error will occur unless you also specify the subordinate
mount point /E/mnt at the same time.

DRM10063

A
second
ary
volume
is
being
manag
ed by
the
primar
y
volume
's host.

The primary and secondary volumes of the copy group are
managed by the same command executing host.
Assign separate command executing hosts to the primary and
secondary volumes, and then execute the command.

DRM10064

Two or The mount point disk is mounted at another mount point.
more
Check the volume configuration.
mount
points
exist
on one
physica
l disk.
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DRM10065

The
target
volume
's ldev
or
serial
numbe
r is
inconsi
stent
betwee
n the
backup
inform
ation
and the
current
configu
ration.

The current configuration does not indicate the logical device or
serial number of the volume subject to backup information
processing. If KAVX5128-E is displayed, the displayed result
indicates the LDEV number and the SERIAL number of the
processing target volume registered in the backup catalog. The disk
group name is displayed in the environment where logical volume
manager is installed. In the basic disk configuration, - is displayed
for a disk group name.
Make sure that there is no change to the volume configuration
during backup processing with the following procedure:
1. Execute one of the following commands specifying the -l
option, and then check the volume configuration at the time of
the backup:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqlcat command
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgcat command
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command
2. Check the current volume configuration by using a method such
as a RAID Manager command.
If you are executing the restore operation forcibly, such as when the
logical device number is changed by replacing a volume, execute
the command with the -force option specified.

DRM10066

The
charact
er
string
of the
target
mount
point
exceed
s the
maxim
um
numbe
r of
charact
ers.

Processing cannot continue, because the name of the target mount
point directory is too long.
Check the length (number of characters) of the mount point
directory name.

DRM10067

The
name
of the
target
logical
volume
is too
long.

Processing cannot continue, because the logical volume name to be
processed is too long.
Check the length (number of characters) of the logical volume
name.
The maximum number of characters for the logical volume name is
the maximum number of characters that can be specified in the OS.
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DRM10069

An
attemp
t to
acquire
copy
group
inform
ation
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to acquire copy group
information by using the RAID Manager command fails.
Refer to the RAID Manager log information and follow the directions
in the RAID Manager manual to remove the error caused by the
RAID Manager command failure, and then re-execute the
Protection Manager command.
The error might have been caused by the configuration or settings
for execution of Protection Manager. Check the configuration and
settings by referring to the following items in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide:
• System configuration and notes when using Protection Manager
• Volume configurations that Protection Manager can apply
• RAID Manager settings
• Settings for operations of Protection Manager
• Settings for linking Protection Manager with RAID Manager

DRM10070

A copy
group
for
which a
pair
was
not
genera
ted
was
specifie
d when
the
diction
ary
map
file was
update
d.

This message is output when the copy group whose pair status is
SMPL is backed up or resynchronized while the dictionary map file is
being updated.
Use the RAID Manager pairresync command to change the pair
status to PAIR, and then update the dictionary map file.

DRM10071

The
pair
status
has
been
change
d to the
SMPL
mode.

This message is output when backup or resynchronization is
performed for a copy group whose pair status is SMPL, without the
PAIR_CREATE=ENABLE parameter being set in the RAID Manager
linkage definition file (DEFAULT.dat).
Perform one of the following operations:
• Delete the target pair logical volume definition from the RAID
Manager configuration definition file (horcmn.conf).
• Update the dictionary map file with the PAIR_CREATE=ENABLE
parameter set in the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat).
• Use the following operation to lock and remove the copy group
from operations:
drmcgctl -copy_group copy-group-name -mode lock
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DRM10073

The
volume
replicat
ion
functio
n of the
specifie
d copy
group
is not
suppor
ted.

The copy group is using a volume replication function that is not
supported by Protection Manager. The copy type cannot be used for
pair volumes of Hi-Copy / Cross-system Copy.
Check the copy type of the copy group specified.
If KAVX5120-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect copy group.

DRM10074

The
target
volume
is
protect
ed.

This message is output when a command is executed with the data
protection status set in the target volume.
Check the access attribute of the volume by using the RAID
Manager command, and then re-execute the command after
canceling access restrictions.

DRM10075

The
target
copy
group
was
not
found.

This message is output when the target copy group does not exist
in the current configuration.
Perform one of the following operations:
• When the VSS functionality is being used, check the RAID
Manager instance number specified in the system environment
variable VSHTCHORCMINST_REMOTE.
• Make sure that the target copy group has been defined in the
RAID Manager settings.
• Check whether the instance number of the RAID Manager
configuration definition file (horcmn.conf) where the target
copy group is written is defined in the HORCMINST parameter of
the RAID Manager configuration definition file (DEFAULT.dat).

DRM10076

An
error
occurre
d in the
executi
on of a
RAID
manag
ement
softwar
e
comma
nd.

This message is output if an error occurs when a RAID Manager
command is being executed.
Refer to the RAID Manager log, and check whether there are any
problems.

DRM10077

RAID
manag
ement
softwar
e has
not
been
started
.

This message is displayed when the target RAID Manager instance
has stopped.
Perform either of the following operations:
• Start the RAID Manager instance if the target RAID Manager
instance has stopped.
• Start the RAID Manager instance if the RAID Manager instance
has stopped on the database server.
If the RAID Manager instance cannot be started, refer to the RAID
Manager log and check whether there are any problems.
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DRM10080

The
volume
to be
proces
sed as
the
primar
y
volume
is the
second
ary
volume
.

This message is displayed when a local volume in the target copy
group has been changed to the secondary volume after updating
the dictionary map file.
To set the target volume to the primary volume, see the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM10081

Copy
groups
that
used
differe
nt
volume
replicat
ion
functio
ns
cannot
be
specifie
d at the
same
time.

This message is output when the copy group using the volume
replication function within the storage subsystem and the copy
group using the volume replication function between storage
subsystems are specified at the same time.
Correct the settings so that copy types of the copy group described
in the copy-group list file are not simultaneously specified, and then
re-execute the command.
To check the copy type, use the following command:
• When the resynchronization is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay -cf
• When the resynchronization is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqldisplay -cf
• When the resynchronization is of an Exchange database:
drmexgdisplay -cf

DRM10082

The
specifie
d
genera
tion
identifi
cation
name
is
invalid.

The copy group with the specified generation identifier does not
exist.
Check the generation identifier by executing the following
commands, and then re-execute the command:
• When a file system is to be backed up:
drmfsdisplay -cf
• When an SQL Server database is to be backed up:
drmsqldisplay -cf
• When an Exchange database is to be backed up:
drmexgdisplay -cf
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DRM10083

An
error
occurre
d
during
prepar
atory
proces
sing
that is
require
d for
linkage
with
RAID
manag
ement
softwar
e.

An error occurred during processing to read the RAID Manager
linkage definition file or the copy parameter definition file.
Possible causes are as follows:
• When KAVX5100-E is output at the same time
The copy parameter definition file name that was specified in
the -pf option is either incorrect or does not exist.
• When KAVX5102-E is output at the same time
The parameter that was output to the RAID Manager linkage
definition file (DEFAULT.dat) is not specified.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
• When KAVX5100-E is output at the same time
Check whether the copy parameter definition file specified in
the -pf option exists, specify the correct copy parameter
definition file name, and then re-execute the command.
• When KAVX5102-E is output at the same time
Check the contents of the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat), write the output parameter, and then reexecute the command.

DRM10084

An
error
occurre
d
during
copy
group
selectio
n.

An error occurred with the selection of the copy group when backup
was executed.
Refer to the instructions of the previously output message to
resolve the cause of the error, and then re-execute the command.

DRM10085

An
interna
l error
occurre
d
during
registr
y
inform
ation
definiti
on file
proces
sing..

Possible causes are as follows:
• An attempt to read an internal file (registry information
definition file) failed.
• The internal file (registry information definition file) was
illegally destroyed or altered.
Re-install Protection Manager. If the status does not recover, see
the descriptions about trouble shooting in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect the relevant
information, and then contact your support center.
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e ID
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DRM10086

Failed
to read
the
registr
y in
order
to
acquire
inform
ation
on the
softwar
e to be
linked.

An attempt to read the registry for acquiring linkage software
information has failed.
Check whether the software product that links to Protection
Manager has been installed properly.
If a registry problem is found, reinstall the OS.

DRM10087

Detect
ed
multipl
e
installa
tion
paths
for the
softwar
e to be
linked.

Two or more installation paths with different versions were detected
in the software that links to Protection Manager.
Software products that link to Protection Managermight have
different versions installed. Check the versions of the products
currently installed. If multiple versions exist, uninstall the unused
version.
If a registry problem is found, reinstall the OS.

DRM10088

An
attemp
t to
deport
the
disk
group
has
failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to deport a disk group
managed by VxVM fails.
If KAVX5131-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect disk group.
Check the status of the disk group by using the logical volume
manager. If the status of the disk group cannot be confirmed as
normal, re-create the disk group.
Correct any disk group problems, import the disk group by using
the logical volume manager, and then remount the logical volume.
If this message is displayed during a backup or restore operation,
and the cluster software is Veritas Cluster Server for Windows,
make sure that the cluster information registered by using the
drmclusinit command is correct.

DRM10089

An
attemp
t to
import
the
disk
group
has
failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to deport a disk group
managed by VxVM fails.
If KAVX5131-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect disk group.
Check the status of the disk group by using the logical volume
manager. If the status of the disk group cannot be confirmed as
normal, re-create the disk group.
Correct any disk group problems, import the disk group by using
the logical volume manager, and then remount the logical volume.
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DRM10090

An
attemp
t to
acquire
the
logical
volume
from
the
physica
l disk
has
failed.

An attempt was made to acquire logical volume information by
using the API of the OS from the physical disk, but it could not be
acquired.
If KAVX5130-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect disk group.
Use the logical volume manager to check whether the logical
volume has been correctly defined on the physical disk.
If the logical volume cannot be confirmed as normal, delete the
logical volume, and then re-create and mount it.

DRM10091

An
attemp
t to
rescan
the
physica
l disk
has
failed.

This message appears when an attempt to rescan physical disk
information fails.
Confirm that VxVM is running normally.
If confirmation is not possible, reinstall VxVM.

DRM10097

An
attemp
t to
execut
e the
"diskpa
rt"
comma
nd has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to execute the diskpart
command fails.
Verify the contents of the system log, remove the cause of the
unsuccessful diskpart command execution, and then re-execute
the command.

DRM10098

No
specifie
d copy
group
exists
in the
current
configu
ration.

This message is output if the copy group in the backup catalog does
not exist in the current configuration.
A detailed message, output after this message, indicates the cause
of the KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed message, and then
take appropriate action to remove the error.

DRM10099

An
optiona
l
genera
tion of
the
copy
group
cannot
be
specifie
d.

This message is output when no usable copy group exists because
copy groups are locked.
A detailed message, output after this message, indicates the cause
of the KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed message, and then
take appropriate action to remove the error.
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DRM10100

The
maxim
um
numbe
r of
files
that
the OS
can
open at
one
time
was
exceed
ed.

DRM10101

The
The dictionary map file is corrupted.
diction Use the drmdbsetup utility to re-create the dictionary map file.
ary
map
file is
corrupt
ed.

DRM10102

The
A record to be updated was locked when the attempt was made to
target
update the dictionary map file, so it has not updated.
record Wait a while, and then re-execute the command.
is
locked.

DRM10103

The file to be updated was locked when the attempt was made to
The
update the dictionary map file, so it has not updated.
target
Wait a while, and then re-execute the command.
file is
locked.

DRM10104

No
target
record
exists.

DRM10105

Memor Memory became insufficient when the command was executed.
Increase available memory, and then re-execute the command.
y is
insuffic
ient.

An attempt was made to open files that exceeded the maximum
number that can be opened in the system.
Redefine the OS kernel parameter to increase the maximum
number of files that can be opened in the system.

A record to be referenced did not exist when the attempt was made
to reference the dictionary map file, so it was not referenced.
Refresh the contents of the dictionary map file by using following
command. Execute the command as follows.
• When the backup is of a file system:
drmfsdisplay -refresh
• When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqldisplay -refresh
• When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgdisplay -refresh
• When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoradisplay -refresh
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DRM10106

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

During internal processing, an unknown internal error occurred
when a system call was used.
Refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect the necessary
data, and then contact your support center.
This message might be output if any of the following commands are
executed while a backup operation is running: drmfscat,
drmsqlcat, drmexgcat, drmoracat, or drmappcat.
If this happens, wait for the backup command to end, and then reexecute the above command.

DRM10107

The
diction
ary
map
file
already
exists.

This message is output if the dictionary map file created during the
previous installation still exists when you attempt to create a new
dictionary map file in the specified directory by using the
drmdbsetup utility.
Delete the dictionary map file in the specified directory, and then
re-create the dictionary map file by using the drmdbsetup utility.

DRM10108

The
diction
ary
map
file
cannot
be
found.

This message is output when the dictionary map file was deleted for
some reason or the storage directory for a dictionary map file does
not exist.
Check the DRM_HOSTNAME environment variable and the contents of
the init.conf environment settings file.
Also, create a storage directory for a dictionary map file, and then
use the drmdbsetup utility to create a dictionary map file.

DRM10109

Disk space was insufficient when the command was executed.
Disk
Increase available disk space, and then re-execute the command.
space
is
insuffic
ient.

DRM10110

You do
not
have
access
permis
sion.

The user is not authorized to execute the command.
Re-execute the command with system administrator permissions.
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DRM10111

The
specifie
d copy
group
is
already
locked.

DRM10112

The
The system tried to unlock the copy group, but it was not locked.
specifie
d copy
group
is not
locked.

DRM10113

No
usable
copy
group
exists.

Since all the copy groups were locked at the time of executing
backup, a usable copy group did not exist.
Unlock a copy group and then re-execute the backup command.

DRM10114

A
system
error
occurre
d
during
operati
on on a
tempor
ary file.

A system error occurred during operation on a temporary file.
Check that memory and free disk space are sufficient. If they are,
check the system log and confirm that no problems exist in the OS.
This message might be output if any of the following commands are
executed during a backup command is running: drmfscat,
drmsqlcat, drmexgcat, drmoracat, or drmappcat.
In this case, wait for the backup command to end, and then reexecute the above command.

DRM10115

The user attempted to execute a command on a locked copy group.
The
backup Unlock the target copy group before the command is executed.
data is
already
locked.

The system tried to lock the specified copy group, but it was already
locked.
If this message is displayed during execution of the drmmount
command, check the following:
1. Whether execution of the drmmount command has completed
for the same backup ID.
2. Whether a completed drmmount command contains a copy
group that includes a backup ID specified in a drmmount
command for which an error was output.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Execute the drmumount command for the backup ID from which
this error occurred, and then re-execute the drmmount
command.
2. From a drmmount command that completed execution, find the
item containing the copy group that includes the backup ID
specified in the drmmount command for which an error was
output. Execute the drmumount command with the
corresponding backup ID, and then re-execute the drmmount
command.
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DRM10116

The
diction
ary
map
file is
incorre
ct, but
you
lack
permis
sion to
restore
it.

The user tried to execute a command to restore a corrupted
dictionary map file, but the user had general user permissions only.
Obtain system administrator permissions, and then re-execute the
command to update the dictionary map file.

DRM10117

The
backup
ID for
the
backup
to the
tape
could
not be
specifie
d.

This message is output when you attempt to lock a copy group by
using the drmcgctl command for the backup ID to be displayed by
the drmtapecat command.
Specify the backup ID contained in any of the following commands
as the backup ID to be specified in the drmcgctl command:
• When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
• When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqlcat command
• When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgcat command
• When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command

DRM10118

The
version
of the
diction
ary
map
file is
incorre
ct.

During an upgrade of Protection Manager, the data format conflicts
with the upgrade version because a previous version of the
dictionary map file exists in the default storage directory or the
directory specified in the init.conf file. Use the drmdbconvert
command to convert data in the dictionary map file.
The default storage directory for the dictionary map file is as
follows:
In Windows:
Protection-Manager-installation-destination\db
In Solaris:
/var/opt/drm/db

DRM10119

The
virtual
server
name
in the
configu
ration
file
(init.co
nf) is
invalid.

The virtual server name specified in the DRM_DB_PATH parameter in
the configuration definition file (init.conf) does not match that
defined in the DRM_HOSTNAME environment variable.
Check the virtual server name specified in the DRM_DB_PATH
parameter in the configuration definition file (init.conf) and the
virtual server name defined in the DRM_HOSTNAME environment
variable.
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DRM10120

The
virtual
server
name
in the
DRM_H
OSTNA
ME
environ
ment
variabl
e or the
configu
ration
file
(init.co
nf) is
too
long.

The virtual server name specified in the DRM_DB_PATH parameter in
the configuration definition file (init.conf) or the virtual server
name defined in the DRM_HOSTNAME environment variable is too
long.
Check the virtual server name specified in the DRM_DB_PATH
parameter in the configuration definition file (init.conf) and the
virtual server name defined in the DRM_HOSTNAME environment
variable.

DRM10121

The
specifie
d
directo
ry
name
of the
diction
ary
map
file is
invalid.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The directory name of the dictionary map file defined in the
DRM_DB_PATH parameter in the configuration definition file
(init.conf) is too long.
• The directory name of the dictionary map file defined in the
DRM_DB_PATH parameter in the configuration definition file
(init.conf) is not an absolute path name.
Check the directory name of the dictionary map file specified in the
DRM_DB_PATH parameter of the configuration file (init.conf).

DRM10122

The
specifie
d copy
group
is a
"remot
e copy"
type,
so it is
not
subject
to
proces
sing.

This message is output when the drmtapebackup or
drmtaperestore command is executed with a remote copy group
specified.
Check the copy type of the copy group that was backed up using
the backup catalog specified by the drmtapebackup or
drmtaperestore command. The drmtapebackup and
drmtaperestore commands perform processing only for the
volume replication function in the storage subsystem.
To perform a backup to a tape or a restoration from a tape, for the
copy group using a remote copy, use the EX_DRM_TAPE_BACKUP or
EX_DRM_TAPE_RESTORE command.
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DRM10123

Data
conver
sion is
unnece
ssary,
becaus
e the
diction
ary
map
file is
the
latest
version
.

This message is output when the drmdbconvert command is
executed for a dictionary map with the most recent data structure.
You can perform a normal backup without using the drmdbconvert
command to convert the data.

DRM10124

A
contra
diction
was
detecte
d in the
diction
ary
map
file.

This message is output when an attempt to operate the dictionary
map file fails because an internal contradiction exists in the
dictionary map file.
See the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide to recover the dictionary
map file. If the error still occurs after recovering the dictionary map
file, check the table name, processing, and error code output at the
same time, collect all the required data, and then contact your
support center.

DRM10125

An
unexpe
cted
error
occurre
d in the
proces
sing of
the
diction
ary
map
file.

This message is output when an attempt to operate the dictionary
map file fails because an unexpected fatal error occurred.
See the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the required
data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10126

A
system
error
occurre
d
during
operati
on of
the
diction
ary
map
file.

This message is output when an attempt to operate the dictionary
map file fails because an OS system error occurred.
Remove the cause of the system error based on the output OS error
code, and then re-execute the command.
For the contents of system errors, causes, and actions to be taken,
see the appropriate OS manual.
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DRM10300

An
optiona
l copy
group
is not
defined
.

This message is displayed when no copy group is defined for the
volume specified for backup, or when only a copy group of an
unsupported copy type is defined.
A detailed message, output after this message, indicates the cause
of the KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed message, and then
take appropriate action to remove the error.

DRM10301

The
numbe
r of
genera
tions of
the
backup
destina
tion is
differe
nt.

This message is output when the number of copy groups differs for
each physical disk.
A detailed message, output after this message, indicates the cause
of the KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed message, and then
take appropriate action to remove the error.

DRM10302

An
attemp
t to
acquire
volume
name
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to acquire a volume name
fails.
If the KAVX0272-E is not output, check the detailed message that is
output after this message and indicates the cause of the KAVX0006E message, and then take appropriate action.
If the KAVX0272-E message is output, check whether a message
indicating abnormality was output to the event log of the backup
server, and execute the command again after removing the error
cause.

DRM10303

An
attemp
t at
flush of
the
middle
buffer
of the
file
system
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to flush the intermediate
buffer in the file system fails.
A detailed message, output after this message, indicates the cause
of the KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed message, and then
take appropriate action to remove the error.

DRM10304

An
attemp
t to
open a
file has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to open a file fails.
A detailed message, output after this message, indicates the cause
of the KAVX0006-E message. Check the detailed message, and then
take appropriate action to remove the error.
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DRM10305

The
mount
point is
differe
nt.

This message is output when one or more logical volumes to be
restored where mount points differ exist both in backup catalog
information and in the current configuration.
If KAVX5129-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect disk group.
Perform the following procedure to make sure that there is no
change to the volume configuration during backup processing:
1. Execute one of the following commands specifying the -l
option, and then check the volume configuration at the time of
the backup:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqlcat command
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgcat command
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command
2. Check the current volume configuration by using a method such
as a RAID Manager command.

DRM10306

The
numbe
r of
physica
l disks
is
differe
nt.

This message is output when the number of physical disks to be
restored in backup catalog information differs from that in the
current configuration.
If KAVX5129-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect disk group.
Perform the following procedure to make sure that there is no
change to the volume configuration during backup processing:
1. Execute one of the following commands specifying the -l
option, and then check the volume configuration at the time of
the backup:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqlcat command
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgcat command
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command
2. Check the current volume configuration by using a method such
as a RAID Manager command.
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DRM10307

The
numbe
r of
volume
s is
differe
nt.

This message is output when the number of volumes to be restored
in backup catalog information differs from that in the current
configuration.
If KAVX5129-E is displayed, the displayed result indicates the
incorrect disk group.
Make sure that there is no change to the volume configuration
during backup processing with the following procedure:
1. Execute one of the following commands specifying the -l
option, and then check the volume configuration at the time of
the backup:
- When the backup is of a file system:
drmfscat command
- When the backup is of an SQL Server database:
drmsqlcat command
- When the backup is of an Exchange database:
drmexgcat command
- When the backup is of an Oracle database:
drmoracat command
2. Check the current volume configuration by using a method such
as a RAID Manager command.

DRM10308

An
error
occurre
d in an
operati
on
related
to
extend
ed
mainte
nance
mode.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The status of the maintenance mode for the disk resource could
not be obtained.
• The operated disk resource could not be changed to
maintenance mode.
Make sure of the following:
• The patch for using the MSCS extended maintenance mode is
installed.
• The target disk resource is online.
• The host node owns the target disk resource.
If no problems exist, check the table name, processing, and error
code output at the same time, collect all the required data, and then
contact your support center.

DRM10309

The
target
disk
resourc
e is not
online.

The status of the operated disk resource cannot be changed
because the disk resource is not online.
Check whether the operated disk resource is online.
If the disk resource is not online, bring it online, and then reexecute the command.
If this error occurs even when the target disk resource is online,
check the table name, processing, and error code output at the
same time, collect all the required data, and then contact your
support center.
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DRM10310

A
timeou
t
occurre
d while
waiting
for the
disk
resourc
e
status
to
change
.

The status of the maintenance mode for the disk resource did not
change to the specified status, within the waiting period.
In the environment settings file for Protection Manager
(init.conf), increase the values of CLU_RETRY_TIME and
CLU_RETRY_WAIT, and then re-execute the command.

DRM10311

This
version
of
Windo
ws
does
not
suppor
t
partial
restora
tion of
cluster
resourc
es that
are in
an
online
state.

The server's OS is not Windows Server 2003 or Windows Server
2008.
To perform partial restoration of cluster resources in an online
state, Windows Server 2003 or Windows Server 2008 is needed.
In the configuration definition file of Protection Manager
(init.conf), specify CLU_MSCS_RESTORE=OFFLINE, and then try
again.

DRM10312

An
attemp
t to
acquire
OS
version
inform
ation
has
failed.

An attempt to acquire OS version information has failed.
Based on the error code output to the trace log of the product,
remove the problem preventing the version information from being
obtained, and then re-execute the command.
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DRM10313

An
attemp
t to reset
signatu
re and
volume
layout
inform
ation
on the
physica
l disk
has
failed.

An error occurred during processing to re-set the signature and
volume layout information on the physical disk.
Refer to the Release Notes and check whether the target volume is
a disk supported by Protection Manager. If the target volume is
supported, examine the system log and check whether error
messages have been output for the target volume, and then
remove the cause of the error.

DRM10314

An
attemp
t to
acquire
signatu
re and
volume
layout
inform
ation
from
the
physica
l disk
has
failed.

An error occurred during the attempt to acquire the signature and
volume layout information from the physical disk.
Refer to the Release Notes and check whether the target volume is
a disk supported by Protection Manager. If the target volume is
supported, examine the system log and check whether error
messages have been output for the target volume, and then
remove the cause of the error.
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DRM10315

The
status
of the
second
ary
volume
is
invalid.

Either of the following abnormalities was detected as a result of
checking the secondary volume status:
• If KAVX5146-E was output at the same time
The target secondary volume is mounted on the backup server.
• If KAVX5147-E was output at the same time
The secondary volume is not hidden.
• If KAVX5151-E was output at the same time
The pair status is incorrect. The secondary volume of the output
copy group and the primary volume of another copy group have
been set.
Take the following actions based on the message output at the
same time.
• If the KAVX5146-E was output at the same time
Unmount the output mount point on the backup server, and
then re-execute the command. To unmount the volume
mounted by using the drmmount command, use the drmumount
command.
• If the KAVX5147-E was output at the same time
If the output volume is mounted on the backup server, unmount
it. Then, describe the HORCMINST and DEVICE_DETACH=ENABLE
in the RAID Manager linkage definition file, and then execute
the drmdevctl -detach command. By this operation, volumes
on the backup server are hidden. After this, re-execute the
command.
• If the KAVX5151-E was output at the same time
Determine the copy group of the secondary volume from the
output MU number, and then perform the pair-split processing.

DRM10316

An
attemp
t to
acquire
the
physica
l disk
inform
ation
from
the
logical
volume
has
failed.

An attempt to acquire the physical disk information from the logical
volume using the API provided by the OS has failed.
See the system log to check whether a message indicating
abnormality in the target physical disk is output, and then remove
the error cause.

DRM10317

An
error
occurre
d in the
Protect
ion
Manag
er
service
.

An error occurred in the Protection Manager Service during the
processing on the backup server.
Fix the error based on the error message (KAVX5024-E) that was
output at the same time, and then execute the command again.
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DRM10318

An
attemp
t to
connec
t to the
Protect
ion
Manag
er
service
has
failed.

An error occurred during communication processing with the
Protection Manager Service.
Fix the error based on the error message (KAVX0258-E or
KAVX0269-E) that was output at the same time, and then execute
the command again.

DRM10319

An
attemp
t to set
an
environ
ment
variabl
e has
failed.

An error occurred in the settings processing for the environment
variable.
Make sure the memory or disk space is sufficient. If there is enough
memory and disk space, see the system log, and check whether the
OS has an abnormality. If no abnormality is found, contact your
support center.

DRM10320

The
mount
comma
nd of
the
backup
server
ended
with an
error.

The mount command on the backup server terminated due to an
error.
Check whether the path name of the mount has been specified
correctly. If the path name is correct, see the trace log file for the
product or the system log file on the backup server, and check
whether a problem exists. If no abnormality is found, contact your
support center.

DRM10321

The
comma
nd was
not
execut
ed
becaus
e the
backup
ID of
the
backup
server
was
locked.

Automatic import of the backup catalog failed because the backup
ID of the backup server has already been locked.
Check the following, and then take appropriate action based on the
check result:
• Make sure another command is not running on the backup
server.
If another command is running, wait for that command to end,
and then execute the command again.
• Make sure the backup ID of the backup server is not locked.
If the backup ID of the backup server is locked, unlock it, and
then execute the command again.
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DRM10322

The
disk to
be
backed
up is
not
related
to any
copy
groups
defined
in the
definiti
on file
for the
cascad
e
configu
ration.

When the backup of the cascade configuration was executed, the
disk to be backed up does not use the same volume as the copy
group of the remote copy defined in the definition file for the
cascade configuration.
Make sure that the cascade configuration is correct, remove the
cause of the error, and then re-execute the command.

DRM10323

An
attemp
t to
perfor
m
backup
preproces
sing at
the
remote
site
has
failed.

An error occurred while preprocessing at a remote site, during
backup of the cascade configuration.
Check the message that was output before the KAVX5402-E
message, remove the cause of the error at the remote site, and
then re-execute the command.

DRM10324

An
attemp
t to
resync
hronize
a copy
group
at the
remote
site
has
failed.

An error occurred in the resynchronization of the copy group at a
remote site, during backup of the cascade configuration.
Check the message that was output before the KAVX5402-E
message, remove the cause of the error in the remote site, and
then re-execute the command.
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DRM10325

An
attemp
t to
perfor
m
backup
postproces
sing at
the
remote
site
has
failed.

An error occurred while postprocessing at a remote site, during
backup of the cascade configuration.
Check the message that was output before the KAVX5402-E
message, remove the cause of the error in the remote site, and
then re-execute the command.

DRM10326

Proces
sing at
the
remote
site
was
forcibly
termin
ated.

A time-out occurred in processing at a remote site, during backup
of the cascade configuration. This forcibly terminated the process.
Change the time-out time specified in the definition file for the
cascade configuration to a longer time than the expected necessary
time, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM10327

Proces
sing at
the
remote
site
could
not be
forcibly
termin
ated.

A time-out occurred in processing at a remote site, during backup
of the cascade configuration. The system attempted to forcibly
terminate the process, but the attempt failed.
Remove the cause of the failure. After that, change the time-out
time specified in the definition file for the cascade configuration to
a longer time than the expected necessary time, and then reexecute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM10328

An
attemp
t to
acquire
physica
l disk
inform
ation
from a
copy
group
has
failed.

An error occurred during processing to acquire the name of a
physical disk from a copy group.
If the settings are correct, refer to the RAID Manager log to check
whether any problems exist.

DRM10329

A
physica
l disk
could
not be
placed
offline.

An attempt to place a physical disk offline has failed.
Refer to the system log to check whether a message indicating
abnormality in the target physical disk has been output, and then
remove any causes of abnormality.
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DRM10330

A
physica
l disk
could
not be
placed
online.

An attempt to place a physical disk online has failed.
Refer to the system log to check whether a message indicating
abnormality in the target physical disk has been output, and then
remove any causes of abnormality.

DRM10331

An
attemp
t to
deport
a disk
group
has
failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to deport a disk group
fails.
If this error occurs in the restore command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Configure the disk group that is to be restored so that it has the
same configuration as it did at the time of backup.
3. Import and mount the disk group that is to be restored.
4. Re-execute the restore command.
If this error occurs in the unmount command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Re-execute the unmount command.

DRM10332

An
attemp
t to
import
a disk
group
has
failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to import a disk group
fails.
If this error occurs in the restore command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Configure the disk group to be restored so that it has the same
configuration as it did at the time of backup.
3. Import and mount the disk group to be restored.
4. Re-execute the restore command.
If this error occurs in the mount command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Execute the following command to check the tag information:
vxdisk listtag
3. If the tag information includes a disk-group name of the SVOL,
execute the following command to delete it:
vxdisk rmtag Device-name disk-group-name-of-the-SVOL
4. Execute the following command to check whether the tag
information has been deleted:
vxdisk listtag
5. Re-execute the mount command.
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DRM10333

An
attemp
t to
start a
volume
in an
import
ed disk
group
has
failed.

This message is displayed when an attempt to start a volume in an
imported disk group fails.
If this error occurs in the restore command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Configure the disk group to be restored so that it has the same
configuration as it did at the time of backup.
3. Import and mount the disk group to be restored.
4. Re-execute the restore command.
If this error occurs in the mount command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Execute the following command to deport the disk group that is
to be mounted:
vxdg deport disk-group-name-of-the-SVOL
3. Re-execute the mount command.

DRM10334

An
error
occurre
d
during
a disk
consist
ency
check.

This message is displayed when an error occurs during a disk
consistency check.
If this error occurs in the restore command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Configure the disk group to be restored so that it has the same
configuration as it did at the time of backup.
3. Import and mount the disk group that is to be restored.
4. Re-execute the restore command.

DRM10335

An
error
occurre
d
during
the
preproces
sing for
importi
ng a
disk
group.

This message is displayed when an error occurs during the preprocessing for importing a disk group.
If this error occurs in the mount command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Re-execute the mount command.
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DRM10336

An
error
occurre
d
during
the
preproces
sing for
importi
ng a
disk
group.

This message is displayed when an error occurs during the preprocessing for importing a disk group.
If this error occurs in the mount command:
1. Resolve the error using the information contained in the trace
logs of the logical volume manager.
2. Execute the following command to set the clone disk flag to
off:
vxdisk set device-name clone=off
3. Execute the following command to delete the specified tag
information:
vxdisk rmtag device-name disk-group-name-of-the-SVOL
4. Execute the following command to check whether the tag
information has been deleted:
vxdisk listtag
5. Execute the following command to deport the disk group that is
to be mounted:
vxdg deport disk-group-name-of-the-SVOL
6. Re-execute the mount command.

DRM10337

The
current
physica
l disk
partitio
n style
differs
from
the one
that
was
backed
up.

The disk partition style of the restoration destination is different
from the disk partition style that was used when the backup was
performed.
Make sure that the disk partition style is the same as the disk
partition style that was used when the backup was performed, and
then re-execute the restore command.

DRM10338

The
disk
manag
ement
inform
ation is
inconsi
stent.

This message is output if the disk management information is
inconsistent.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The configuration of physical disk slices might not be supported
by Protection Manager.
• A single disk might belong to multiple disk groups.
• A device that has been registered with ASM might not exist.
Check the environment, and if necessary modify the configuration
to a Protection Manager supported configuration, and then reexecute the command.

DRM10405

The file
name
is too
long.

The file path name specified with the -target option or -f option
for backup exceeds 1,024 bytes.
A file path name exceeding 1,024 bytes cannot be specified. Specify
a correct file name by using less than 1,024 bytes.
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DRM10406

The
proces
s has
reache
d the
maxim
um
numbe
r of
files
that
can be
opened
.

The process has reached the maximum number of files that can be
opened.
Redefine the kernel parameter and increase the number of files that
a process can open.

DRM10407

The
numbe
r of
open
files in
the
entire
system
has
reache
d the
maxim
um
allowe
d limit.

The number of open files in the entire system has reached the
maximum allowed limit.
Redefine the kernel parameter to increase the number of files that
the system can open.

DRM10408

An
attemp
t to
access
a file
failed.

The system cannot access the file path because an invalid file name
or invalid directory name was specified for backup or restore
processing.
Check whether the path name used in backup or restore processing
is specified correctly.
If the path name is correct, examine the Protection Manager trace
log file and the system log, and check whether there is any
problem.

DRM10409

An
attemp
t to
genera
te a
proces
s
failed.

When a command was executed, an attempt to generate an internal
process failed.
Make sure there is sufficient memory and disk space. If there are
no problems with memory or disk capacity, examine the system log
and check whether there are any problems in the OS.

DRM10410

The
host
name
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During execution of a command to back up to tape, the host name
that executes the command could not be obtained.
Set up the system so that the name of the host that executes the
command can be obtained correctly. Then, re-execute the
command.
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DRM10411

The
expirati
on
period
could
not be
set.

When executing the drmtapebackup command, the system could
not set the expiration period, based on the number of days that the
backup data is to be stored (previously specified in the
drmtapeinit command).
Re-execute the drmtapeinit command and reset the number of
days that the backup data is to be stored, and then re-execute the
drmtapebackup command.

DRM10418

An
This message is output when a required item is not specified in a
indispe user script.
nsable Specify all required items in the user script file.
item
itemname
is not
specifie
d.

DRM10419

Line
This message is output when a required item is not specified in the
linecommand definition section of a user script.
numbe Specify all required items in the user script file.
r: The
require
d item
"itemname"
is not
specifie
d in the
comma
nd
definiti
on
section
.

DRM10420

Line
This message is output when no value is specified for an item in the
lineuser script.
numbe Set the value on the corresponding line of the user script file.
r: The
value
of item
"itemname"
is not
specifie
d.
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DRM10421

Line
linenumbe
r: The
specifie
d value
cannot
be
used
for
item
"itemname".

This message is output when an illegal keyword is used for the
value of an item in the user script.
See the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
check the values that can be used for the item, and then correct the
corresponding line of the user script file.

DRM10422

Line
linenumbe
r: The
specifie
d
value's
length
exceed
ed the
limit
for
item
"itemname"
The
max. is
maxim
umnumbe
r-ofcharact
ers
charact
ers.

This message is output when the value of an item in the user script
file is too long.
Edit the contents of the user script file: correct the corresponding
line so that the number of characters in the value is less than or
equal to the maximum.
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DRM10423

Line
linenumbe
r: The
specifie
d value
is not
an
integer,
or is
outside
the
range
from
minimu
mvalue
to
maxim
umvalue.

This message is output when the value of an item in the user script
file is outside the valid range.
Edit the contents of the user script file: correct the corresponding
line so that the value is an integer within the displayed range.

DRM10424

Line
linenumbe
r: Item
"itemname"
cannot
be
specifie
d more
than
once in
the
same
file.

This message is output when an item that cannot be duplicated is
specified more than once in the user script file.
Edit the contents of the user script file: correct the corresponding
line so that the item is not duplicated.
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DRM10425

Line
linenumbe
r: Item
"itemname"
cannot
be
specifie
d more
than
once in
the
same
comma
nd
definiti
on
section
.

This message is output when an item that cannot be duplicated is
specified more than once in the same command definition section
of the user script file.
Edit the contents of the command definition section of the user
script file: correct the corresponding line so that the item is not
duplicated.

DRM10426

Line
linenumbe
r: The
item
name
or
section
name
is
invalid.

This message is output when either the specified item name or
section name in the user script file is invalid.
See the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide,
check the values that can be set for the item name, and then
correct the corresponding line of the user script file.

DRM10427

Line
linenumbe
r: Item
"itemname"
cannot
be
specifie
d
outside
the
user
proces
sing
section
.

This message is output when an item that cannot be specified
before the user processing section of the user script file is specified
in that section.
Move the corresponding line of the user script file to within the user
processing section of the user script file.
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DRM10428

Line
linenumbe
r: Item
"itemname"
cannot
be
specifie
d
outside
the
comma
nd
definiti
on
section
.

This message is output when an item that cannot be specified
outside of the command definition section of a user script file is
specified in that section.
Move the corresponding line of the user script file to within the
command definition section of the user script file.

DRM10429

Line
linenumbe
r: Item
"itemname"
cannot
be
specifie
d
inside
the
user
proces
sing
section
.

This message is output when an item that cannot be specified
outside of the command definition section of a user script file is
specified in that section.
Move the corresponding line of the user script file to within the
command definition section of the user script file.

DRM10430

Line
linenumbe
r: The
size of
the
specifie
d line
exceed
ed the
limit.
The
max. is
maxim
umnumbe
r-ofbytes
bytes.

This message is output when a line whose length exceeds the
maximum exists in the user script file.
Correct the corresponding line in the user script file so that the
number of characters is within the maximum length.
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DRM10431

The
user
script
is too
large.

This message is output when the user script is too large for
processing.
Delete some of the contents of the user script file.

DRM10432

Line
linenumbe
r,
column
column
numbe
r:
Contai
ns an
invalid
charact
er.

This message is output when the user script file contains an invalid
character code (anything less than 0x20, a line break, or a tab
character).
Edit the user script file contents: delete any invalid characters.

DRM10433

An
This message is output when an internal error occurs in the user
interna script processing.
l error Contact your support center.
occurre
d in the
user
script
proces
sing.

DRM10434

An
error
occurre
d in
VSS.

This message is output when an error occurs in VSS.
Check whether the startup type of the Volume Shadow Copy service
is invalid.
If it is invalid, return it to manual and then re-execute the
command.
If this message is displayed after returning the startup type to
manual, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the
required data, and then contact your support center.
In addition, if either of the following conditions is not satisfied in a
cluster configuration for the dependency relation between the
restore target cluster disk resource and the Microsoft Exchange
Information Store resource, this message is output:
• For Exchange Server 2003:
Except the dependency relation between the restore target
cluster disk resource and the Microsoft Exchange System
Attendant resource, do not set a dependency relation in which
the Microsoft Exchange Information Store resource goes offline
when the restore target cluster disk resource goes offline.
• For Exchange Server 2007:
Do not set a dependency relation in which the Microsoft
Exchange Information Store resource goes offline when the
restore target cluster disk resource goes offline.
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DRM10435

An
error
occurre
d in
Virtual
Disk
Service
.

This message is output when an error occurs in Virtual Disk Service.
Check whether the startup type of the Virtual Disk Service is invalid.
If it is invalid, return it to manual and then re-execute the
command.
If this message is displayed after returning the startup type to
manual, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the
required data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10436

Line
linenumbe
r: The
value's
format
is
invalid.

This message is output when the value's format is invalid.
Possible causes are as follows:
• The value's format of the ENV setting item is invalid (no equal
sign exists, or the environment variable name is not specified).
Correct the corresponding line to the correct format.

DRM10450

An
attemp
t to
transfe
r files
to the
FTP
client
has
failed.

An attempt to transfer files to the FTP client has failed.
Check the following items.
• Ensure the FTP service in the FTP server is running normally.
• Determine if connection to the FTP server can be made properly
with the specified user ID and password.
• When connection to the FTP server can be made, determine if
a temporary directory for extended command on the FTP server
and a backup catalog file subject to transfer exist.

DRM10451

An
attemp
t to
transfe
r files
to the
FTP
server
has
failed.

An attempt to transfer files to the FTP server has failed.
Check the following items.
• Ensure the FTP service in the FTP server is running normally.
• Determine if connection to the FTP server can be made properly
with the specified user ID and password.
• When connection to the FTP server can be made, determine if
a temporary directory for extended command on the FTP server
exists and if a file can be created.

DRM10452

The
The operation ID, which was specified when the command was
charact executed, exceeds the maximum number of characters allowed.
er
Specify an operation ID within the limit.
string
specifie
d as
the
operati
on ID
exceed
s the
maxim
um
numbe
r of
charact
ers.
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DRM10453

The
The file required by the executed extended command does not
specifie exist.
d file
Check that the specified file exists.
does
not
exist.

DRM10454

An
attemp
t to
access
the
specifie
d file
failed.

An attempt to access the required file failed during the processing
of the extended command.
Check that the user has the proper permission for the target file and
that there is sufficient memory and free disk space. If there is
sufficient memory and free disk space, examine the system log and
check if there is any problem with the operating system.

DRM10455

An
attemp
t to
read
the
specifie
d file
failed.

An attempt to read the required file failed during the processing of
the extended command.
Use a text editor to check that the specified definition file can be
opened.

DRM10456

An
attemp
t to
copy
the
specifie
d file
failed.

An error occurred when the file is copied.
Check whether the file system capacity is full. If the file system
capacity is not full, examine the system log and check whether
there is any error message about the target file system. If the file
system is normal, contact your support center.

DRM10457

The
The contents of the specified file are incorrect.
content Check that the contents of the file are correct.
of the
specifie
d file is
invalid.

DRM10458

An
attemp
t to
genera
te a
proces
s
failed.

DRM10459

An
Since Protection Manager is not installed correctly in the Windows
attemp system, the installation path of the program could not be obtained.
t to
Uninstall the program and then re-install it.
obtain
the
installa
tion
path
failed.

Generation of an internal process failed during command execution.
Check that there is sufficient memory and free disk space. If there
is sufficient memory and free disk space, examine the system log
and check if there is any problem with the operating system.
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DRM10460

An
attemp
t to
connec
t to the
FTP
server
failed.

Connection to the FTP server was not possible.
On the FTP server, check that the FTP service is running normally.
Also make sure that you can use the specified ID and password to
connect to the specified FTP server.

DRM10461

An
attemp
t to
connec
t to
databa
se
server
failed.

Connection to the database server was impossible.
On the database server, make sure that the service is running
normally. Also make sure that you can connect to the database
server by using the name of the user who is logged in and the
password.

DRM10462

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

An unknown internal error occurred.
Refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect the necessary
data, and then contact your support center.

DRM10463

The
target
backup
catalog
file
does
not
exist.

This message is output when the backup catalog file to be operated
by executing the extended command cannot be found.
Create or copy a backup catalog file to execute the extended
command.

DRM10464

An
error
occurre
d
during
databa
se
server
proces
sing.

This message is output if an error occurs during the database server
processing.
Make sure that the service is running on the database server. Also
make sure that you can connect to the database server by using the
name of the user who is logged in and the password.

DRM10465

The
This message is output when the specified directory does not exist
assigne on the host.
d
Confirm that the specified directory exists.
directo
ry does
not
exist in
the
specifie
d file.
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DRM10466

The
This message is output when the specified directory is not an
assigne absolute path.
d
Use an absolute path to specify the directory name.
directo
ry
name
is not
an
absolut
e path.

DRM10467

The
target
file
does
not
exist.

The file subject to the extended command operation could not be
found.
Use the following extended commands and create a file to operate.
• EX_DRM_BACKUPID_SET
• EX_DRM_SQL_BACKUP (Protection Manager for SQL)
• EX_DRM_ORA_BACKUP (Protection Manager for Oracle)
• EX_DRM_TAPE_RESTORE
• EX_DRM_DB_IMPORT

DRM10469

An
attemp
t to
write
an
interna
l file
failed.

The file could not be written to during processing of the extension
command.
Check the file name that was output with this message, and make
sure that the file is in a writable state and that no other program is
accessing that file.

DRM10470

The
target
SQL
Server
metafil
e does
not
exist.

The target SQL Server metafile executed by the extended
command cannot be found.
Create or copy the SQL Server metafile and then re-execute the
extended command.

DRM10471

The
require
d
initializ
ation
comma
nd has
not
been
execut
ed.

Either the necessary parameter registration command (drmsqlinit
or drmorainit) was not executed before the extended command
was executed, or the information created when the parameter
registration command was executed is damaged.
Execute the parameter registration command that is displayed in
this message and then re-execute the extended command.

DRM10505

An
attemp
t to
back
up a
control
file
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• During backup processing, an attempt to back up an Oracle
control file failed.
• An attempt to create a directory to be used to store the backup
files failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and the system log, and check whether there is any
problem in the Oracle system or the system.
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DRM10506

An
attemp
t to
copy a
control
file
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• During backup or restore processing, an attempt to copy an
Oracle control file failed.
• An attempt to create a directory to be used to store the backup
files failed.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and then check whether there is any problem in the
system.

DRM10507

An
attemp
t to
copy
an
initializ
ation
param
eter file
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• During backup or restore processing, an attempt to copy an
Oracle initialization parameter file failed.
• An attempt to create a directory to be used to store the backup
files failed.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and then check whether there is any problem in the
system.

DRM10508

Oracle
inform
ation
(tables
pace)
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt to obtain Oracle
information (tablespace) failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10509

Oracle
inform
ation
(online
redo
log)
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt to obtain Oracle
information (online redo log) failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10510

Oracle
inform
ation
(archiv
ed redo
log)
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt to obtain Oracle
information (archived redo) failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.
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DRM10511

Oracle
inform
ation
(contro
l file)
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt to obtain Oracle
information (control file) failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10512

The
Oracle
tablesp
ace
cannot
be set
to the
online
backup
mode.

During backup processing, an Oracle tablespace could not be set to
the backup mode.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10513

The
Oracle
tablesp
ace
cannot
be
release
d from
the
online
backup
mode.

During backup processing, the Oracle tablespace could not be
released from the online backup mode.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10514

An
online
redo
log
cannot
be
archive
d.

During backup processing, the Oracle online redo log could not be
archived.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10515

An
attemp
t to
access
the file
filename
failed.

Registration of the configuration definition file failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
• There is not a directory that is to store the configuration
definition file.
• The same, registered file cannot be accessed.
Identify the cause of the error, and then re-execute the command.

DRM10516

An
attemp
t to
stop
Oracle
failed.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt to stop an Oracle
instance failed.
Examine the Oracle system log, and check whether there is any
problem in the Oracle system.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10517

An
attemp
t to
start
Oracle
failed.

During backup or restore processing, an Oracle instance could not
start.
Examine the Oracle system log and check whether there is any
problem in the Oracle system.

DRM10518

User
inform
ation
could
not be
obtaine
d from
the
Oracle
system
.

During backup or restore processing, the user information to access
the Oracle instance could not be obtained.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10519

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

During internal processing, an unknown internal error occurred
when a system call was used.
Refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect the necessary
data, and then contact your support center. To recover, you must
uninstall Protection Manager and then re-install it.

DRM10520

The
Oracle
log
mode
cannot
be
obtaine
d.

When the command is executed, the log mode of an Oracle instance
could not be obtained.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10523

A
timeou
t error
occurre
d.

During backup or restore processing, a timeout error occurred
during instance-connection processing.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10524

An
attemp
t to
connec
t to the
Oracle
system
failed.

When the command was executed, an attempt to connect to the
target Oracle instance failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

Messages
Messages

1–251

Messag
e ID

1–252

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10525

An
attemp
t failed
to
obtain
the
name
of the
tablesp
ace for
which
the
rollbac
k
segme
nt was
set.

During backup or restore processing, an attempt failed to obtain the
name of the tablespace for which the rollback segment was set.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10526

The
tablesp
ace
tablesp
acename
could
not be
placed
online.

During backup or restore processing, a tablespace could not be
placed online.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10527

The
tablesp
ace
tablesp
acename
could
not be
placed
offline.

During called backup or restore processing, a tablespace could not
be placed offline.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10528

An
Oracle
messa
ge
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, the execution results of a
command that performed operations on a database or an ASM
could not be obtained.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10529

An
error
occurre
d when
discon
necting
the
Oracle
system
.

When the command is executed, an error occurred while
disconnecting the Oracle instance.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is any problem in the Oracle
system.

DRM10530

An
attemp
t to
obtain
instanc
e
inform
ation
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• The system was unable to check the status of the Oracle or
cluster system.
• The system was unable to acquire the host name of the system
where the command was executed.
• The ASM instance status could not be checked.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether the Oracle system is operating
properly.

DRM10539

An
attemp
t to
registe
r the
passwo
rd
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to set a password fails
when using the drmorainit command.
Examine the OS system log and the message displayed together
with this message, and check whether the OS is operating properly.

DRM10540

An
attemp
t to
copy
an
Oracle
object
file has
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• Copying of the Oracle object file failed during backup or restore
processing.
• Another process is accessing the subject file.
Examine the system log, the message displayed with this message,
and internal trace log files (drm_pp_trace[1-6].log), and check
whether there is an error in the system.

DRM10543

An
attemp
t to
back
up a
server
param
eter file
has
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• Backup of a server parameter file failed during backup
processing.
• Creation of a directory to be used to store the backup files
failed.
Examine the Oracle system log, the system log, and the message
displayed together with this message, and check whether there is
an error in the Oracle system and the system.

Messages
Messages

1–253

Messag
e ID

1–254

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10544

An
attemp
t to
open a
memor
y file
for
archive
d redo
log
backup
inform
ation
has
failed.

The system was unable to open or create a memory file for archived
redo log backup information.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the system.

DRM10545

An
attemp
t to
read a
memor
y file
for
archive
d redo
log
backup
inform
ation
has
failed.

The system was unable to read the memory file for the archived
redo log backup information.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the system.

DRM10546

An
attemp
t to
write a
memor
y file
for
archive
d redo
log
backup
inform
ation
has
failed.

The system was unable to write data in the memory file for the
archived redo log backup information.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the system.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10547

An
attemp
t to
close a
memor
y file
for
archive
d redo
log
backup
inform
ation
has
failed.

The system was unable to close the memory file for the archived
redo log backup information.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the system.

DRM10551

An
attemp
t to
copy
an
archive
d redo
log file
has
failed.
File
name
=
archive
dredologfilename

While backing up a log, an attempt to copy an archived redo log file
failed.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the system.

DRM10561

An
attemp
t to
copy a
server
param
eter file
has
failed.

Possible causes are as follows:
• Copying of the server parameter file failed during backup or
restore processing.
• Creation of a directory to be used to store the backup files
failed.
Examine the system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the system.

DRM10562

Oracle
inform
ation
(server
param
eter
file)
could
not be
obtaine
d.

During backup or restore processing, the Oracle server parameter
file could not be obtained.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether there is an error in the Oracle system.

Messages
Messages

1–255

Messag
e ID

1–256

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10567

An
error
occurre
d when
discon
necting
from
ASM.

A command was executed, and an error occurred while attempting
to disconnect an instance.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

DRM10568

Proces
sing
will
stop
becaus
e an
attemp
t to
connec
t with
ASM
has
failed.

This detailed message is issued if a user without the proper
permissions attempts to connect to an ASM instance.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

DRM10582

User
inform
ation
could
not be
acquire
d from
ASM.

During a backup or restore operation, information on the user
accessing the target ASM instance could not be acquired.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

DRM10583

The
RAC
databa
se
name
could
not be
acquire
d from
Oracle.

This detailed message is issued when the RAC database name
cannot be acquired from the target Oracle instance.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

DRM10584

The
ASM
instanc
e name
could
not be
acquire
d from
Oracle.

This detailed message is issued when the ASM instance name
cannot be acquired from the target Oracle instance.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM10586

ASM
inform
ation
does
not
exist in
the
diction
ary
map
files.

No ASM-related information exists in the dictionary map files. The
core map files might have been updated by using a command other
than the drmoradisplay command.
Use the drmoradisplay command to update the dictionary map
files, and then re-execute the command.

DRM10589

An
attemp
t to
stop I/
O and
reques
ts has
failed.

This detailed message is issued after a command has been
executed and an attempt to stop a transaction I/O or query failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

DRM10590

An
attemp
t to
restart
I/O and
reques
ts has
failed.

This detailed message is issued after a command has been
executed and an attempt to stop a transaction I/O or query failed.
Examine the Oracle system log and the message displayed with this
message, and check whether an error occurred in the Oracle
system.

DRM11010

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

An unexpected internal error occurred during command execution.
Check the error code and the details indicated in the message, refer
to the SQL Server documentation, and then remove the cause of
the error. Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event
log as required, and then check the status of the OS or the SQL
Server. If you cannot detect any problems, contact your support
center.

DRM11011

The
error
was
detecte
d
during
executi
on of
an SQL
statem
ent.

A message was returned from SQL Server during execution of an
SQL statement.
Check the error code and the details indicated in the message, refer
to the SQL Server documentation, and then remove the cause of
the error. Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event
log as required, and then check the status of the OS or the SQL
Server. If you cannot detect any problems, contact your support
center.

Messages
Messages

1–257

Messag
e ID

1–258

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM11012

An
error
was
detecte
d
during
the
proces
sing to
log on
to SQL
Server.

An unexpected internal error occurred during command execution.
Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event log as
required, and then check the status of the OS or the SQL Server. If
you cannot detect any problems, contact your support center.

DRM11013

Loggin
g on to
SQL
Server.
..

The above message was returned while logging on to SQL Server.
Check the error code and the details indicated in the message, refer
to the SQL Server documentation, and then remove the cause of
the error. Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event
log as required, and then check the status of the OS or the SQL
Server. If you cannot detect any problems, contact your support
center.

DRM11014

An
error
was
detecte
d
during
the
proces
sing to
log off
from
the
SQL
Server.

An unexpected error occurred during the logoff process from SQL
Server.
Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event log as
required, and then check the status of the OS or the SQL Server. If
you cannot detect any problems, contact your support center.

DRM11015

Loggin
g off
from
SQL
Server.
..

The above message was returned while logging off from SQL
Server.
Check the error code and the details indicated in the message, refer
to the SQL Server documentation, and then remove the cause of
the error. Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event
log as required, and then check the status of the OS or the SQL
Server. If you cannot detect any problems, contact your support
center.

DRM11016

An
attemp
t to
open a
metafil
e
failed.

An attempt to open a metafile failed while backup or restore
processing was being performed for the SQL Server database.
Check whether you have permission to read or write to the metafile.
You can check the location of the metafile for backup by using the
drmsqlinit command, and the location of the metafile for
restoration by using the drmsqlcat command.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID
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DRM11017

A
timeou
t error
occurre
d.

A timeout error occurred during VDI metafile creation by using the
drmsqlbackup command. Alternatively, the VDI metafile
application that was performed by using the drmsqlrestore
command took a long time. A transaction log for an application
other than Hitachi Protection Manager may have been undergoing
backup while the drmsqlbackup command was executing.
Check the status of the SQL Server, and then re-execute the
command. If the same message is displayed repeatedly, check and
reset the timeout value by using the drmsqlinit command.

DRM11018

The
user
lacks
approp
riate
permis
sion to
execut
e SQL
statem
ents.

A user who does not have permission to execute SQL statements
attempted to execute a statement.
Make sure that the user has the appropriate permissions, and then
re-execute the command.

DRM11019

An
attemp
t to
start
SQL
Server
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to start SQL Server fails.
Examine the Windows event log and then remove the cause of the
error. If the same message reappears after removing the cause of
the error, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the
required data, and then contact your support center.

DRM11020

An
attemp
t to
operat
e the
virtual
device
interfa
ce has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to operate a virtual device
interface fails.
Examine the Windows event log and then remove the cause of the
error. If the same message reappears after removing the cause of
the error, refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual
Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the
required data, and then contact your support center.

DRM11021

An
attemp
t to
gather
inform
ation
from
SQL
Server
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to gather SQL Server
information fails.
A message was returned from SQL Server during execution of an
SQL statement. Check the error code and the details indicated in
the message, see the SQL Server documentation, and then remove
the cause of the error. Collect the SQL Server error log and the
Windows event log as required, and then check the status of the OS
or the SQL Server. If you cannot detect any problems, contact your
support center.
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1–259

Messag
e ID

1–260

Messa
ge
Text
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DRM11022

An
attemp
t to
allocat
e the
object
and
check
the
structu
ral
consist
ency
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to allocate an object and
check the structural consistency fails.
A message was returned from SQL Server during execution of an
SQL statement. Check the error code and the details indicated in
the message, see the SQL Server documentation, and then remove
the cause of the error. Collect the SQL Server error log and the
Windows event log as required, and then check the status of the OS
or the SQL Server. If you cannot detect any problems, contact your
support center.

DRM11100

The
specifie
d
databa
se is
offline.

The specified database is offline, so backup processing cannot be
executed.
Place the database online or exclude the database where the error
occurred from command targets.

DRM11101

The
specifie
d
databa
se is
current
ly
restore
d.

The specified database has been restored, but not recovered.
If the drmsqlbackup command or drmsqllogbackup command was
used, recover the target database and then re-execute the
command. If the drmsqlrestore command was used, recover or
delete the target database and then re-execute this command.

DRM11102

The
The specified database is currently being recovered and cannot be
specifie used in the query.
d
Wait a short while, and then re-execute the command.
databa
se is
being
recover
ed.

DRM11103

The
specifie
d
databa
se is
suspec
t.

The database could not be recovered.
Check the status of the target database, and then re-execute the
command.
If you cannot restore the database status to either of the following
statuses, start processing from restoration:
• At backup or transaction log backup: Online
• At recovery: Being read or read-only

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM11104

The file
name
of the
specifie
d
databa
se
could
not be
found.

DRM11105

The
Check the status of the target database, and then re-execute the
attribut command.
e of the
specifie
d
databa
se is
readonly.

DRM11107

The
specifie
d
databa
se
inform
ation
could
not be
obtaine
d.

This message is output if the information for the target database
could not be obtained.
Collect the SQL Server error log and Windows event log, check the
OS status and SQL Server status, and then contact your support
center.

DRM11109

The
specifie
d
databa
se is in
standb
y
mode.

This message is output when the specified database is in the
standby mode.
Execute the drmsqlrecover command without specifying the -undo
option to recover the database.

DRM11112

Autom
atic
recover
y did
not
finish.

This message is output when automatic restoration does not finish
within a certain time.
Change the values of SVC_RETRY_TIME and SVC_RETRY_WAIT in the
init.conf file, and then re-execute the command.

For some reason, the file name of the specified database could not
be found.
For example, backup might have been performed with an unknown
database owner.
To continue, check the status of the database.

Messages
Messages

1–261

Messag
e ID

1–262

Messa
ge
Text
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DRM11113

The
DATAB
ASEPR
OPERT
Y
functio
n
detecte
d an
invalid
return
code.

This message is output when an invalid value is detected during
database status acquisition.
Collect the SQL Server error log and the Windows event log, check
the status of the OS and SQL Server, and then contact your support
center.

DRM11500

Exchan
ge
Server
inform
ation
could
not be
acquire
d.

Exchange Server information could not be obtained when the user
executed a command.
Check the settings for Exchange Server. If the settings are
incorrect, check that the service used to start Exchange Server is
running.

DRM11501

The
system
has
been
returne
d to
prefailure
status.

Since an attempt to perform restore processing has failed, the
following files have been returned to their previous statuses:
• Data files (*.edb or *.stm)
• Transaction log files (*.log)
• Check point files (*.chk)
Remove the cause of the error, and re-execute the restore
command.

DRM11502

Mounti
ng
cannot
take
place,
since a
databa
se
inconsi
stency
exists.

Restore processing has failed because an inconsistency exists in the
database.
Remove the cause of the error, and then re-execute the restore
command.

DRM11503

An
An error occurred when an attempt was made to check the
attemp compatibility of the database.
t to
Remove the cause of the error, and then re-execute the command.
execut
e the
ESEUTI
L
comma
nd
failed.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
ge
Text
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DRM11504

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

Refer to the documentation for Exchange Server and correct the
error according to the error code and detailed message that appear
with this message. You may have to check the statuses of the OS
and Exchange Server in the Windows event log as required. If there
is no problem in the OS or Exchange Server, contact your support
center.

DRM11505

An
error
occurre
d
during
the
Inform
ation
Store
Service
proces
sing.

This can be due to any of the following:
• The Information Store Service is not functioning properly.
• A timeout occurred during an Information Store Service status
change.
• An unexpected status was entered because an external
operation was performed on the Information Store Service
while the command was executed.
• In a cluster environment, even though the information store of
the cluster resource was online, the Information Store Service
was not running.
See the Exchange Server documentation, and check whether the
Information Store Service is operating properly.
If the message DRM-11508 is output as the cause, adjust the values
of the SVC_RETRY_TIME or SVC_RETRY_WAIT field in the init.conf
file. If another cause is indicated, check as indicated.

DRM11506

An
attemp
t to
start
the
Inform
ation
Store
Service
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to start the Information
Store Service fails.
Make sure that the Information Store Service is running correctly.
If the message DRM-11508 is output as the cause, adjust the values
of the SVC_RETRY_TIME or SVC_RETRY_WAIT field in the init.conf
file. If another cause is indicated, check as indicated.

DRM11507

An
excepti
on
occurre
d with
the
status
of the
Inform
ation
Store
Service
.

This can be due to any of the following:
• An unexpected status was entered because an external
operation was performed on the Information Store Service
while the command was executed.
• In a cluster environment, even though the information store of
the cluster resource was online, the Information Store Service
was not running.
Make sure that no external operations are performed on the
Information Store Service while the command is executing. Also,
make sure that the Information Store Service is running when the
information store of the cluster resource is online.

DRM11508

A
This message is output when a timeout occurs.
timeou Check the other message output at the same time, and act
t
accordingly.
occurre
d.

Messages
Messages
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Messag
e ID

1–264

Messa
ge
Text

Description

DRM11509

The
An error occurred when a check for the database compatibility was
ESEUTI executed.
L
Remove the cause of the error, and then re-execute the command.
comma
nd
returne
d the
error.

DRM11602

An
interna
l error
occurre
d.

DRM11603

An
An attempt to generate an object has failed.
attemp Examine the system log to check whether there is a problem in the
t to
OS.
genera
te the
object
has
failed.

DRM12500

An
attemp
t to
access
the
remote
directo
ry has
failed.

An attempt to access the remote directory on the FTP server has
failed.
See the message that is displayed with this message, and make
sure of the following:
• That the user ID and password are correct.
• That the FTP service is running.
• That the target directory exists.
• That the target directory or file have sufficient write permission.

DRM12501

The
user
does
not
have
executi
on
permis
sion for
the file.

Command execution failed because there is no execution
permission for the command.
Make sure that the specified file is executable and the user has
permission to execute the specified file.

DRM12502

The
target
backup
catalog
file
does
not
exist
on the
FTP
server.

The target backup catalog file was not found in the specified
directory on the FTP server.
Make sure that the target backup catalog file exists in the FTP
server. If it does not exist, create or copy the backup catalog file
and then re-execute the command.

An unknown internal error occurred.
Refer to the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, collect the necessary
data, and then contact your support center.

Messages
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DRM12503

The
target
file
does
not
exist.

The temporary directory for the extended command was not found.
Execute the check tool for operation definition files, and then reexecute the command.

DRM12504

An
error
occurre
d
during
Active
Directo
ry
proces
sing.

The system could not connect to the domain controller.
Determine if you can establish connection to the domain controller
using the logon user name and password. Alternatively, determine
if the domain controller, the DNS service, and the network are
operating properly. If required, collect event log information from
the server that runs this program, the domain controller, and the
DNS service, and check the operating system status.

DRM14000

An
attemp
t to
start
the
service
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to start a service fails.
Refer to the OS error code displayed with this message and the
Windows event log to remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of the error, refer to
the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.

DRM14001

An
attemp
t to
stop
the
service
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to stop a service fails.
Refer to the OS error code displayed with this message and the
Windows event log to remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of the error, refer to
the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.

DRM14002

The
service
control
manag
er
could
not be
opened
.

This message is output when an attempt to open the service control
manager fails.
Refer to the OS error code displayed with this message and the
Windows event log to remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of the error, refer to
the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.

DRM14003

An
attemp
t to
acquire
inform
ation
on the
service
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to acquire information on
the service fails.
Refer to the OS error code displayed with this message and the
Windows event log to remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of the error, refer to
the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.
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Messag
e ID

1–266
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ge
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DRM14004

An
attemp
t to
genera
te the
thread
has
failed.

This message is output when an attempt to generate a thread fails.
Refer to the OS error code displayed with this message and the
Windows event log to remove the cause of the error. If the same
message reappears after removing the cause of the error, refer to
the troubleshooting explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection
Manager Software User's Guide, collect all the required data, and
then contact your support center.

DRM14005

The -s
option
is
require
d to
execut
ea
backup
server
user
script.

The -s option was not specified when the user script was executed
at the remote site.
If the user script is executed at the remote site, specify the host
name by the -s option.

DRM14006

The
metho
d used
to
specify
the site
name
section
is
invalid.

The method used to specify the site name section in the definition
file for the cascade configuration is invalid.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM14007

An
invalid
param
eter
was
specifie
d.

An invalid parameter was specified in the definition file for the
cascade configuration.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM14008

The
maxim
um
specifia
ble
length
was
exceed
ed.

In the definition file for the cascade configuration, there is a
parameter that exceeds the maximum specifiable length.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM14009

The
specifie
d
charact
er
string
is
invalid.

In the definition file for the cascade configuration, there is a
parameter whose character string is invalid.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

Messages
Messages

Messag
e ID

Messa
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Text
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DRM14010

The
specifie
d
numeri
cal
value is
invalid.

In the definition file for the cascade configuration, there is a
parameter whose value is invalid.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM14011

A
specifie
d
param
eter
can
only be
specifie
d once.

In the definition file for the cascade configuration, there are
multiple descriptions for a parameter for which multiple
descriptions are not allowed.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM14012

The
param
eters
are not
specifie
d in the
correct
order.

The order of parameters in the definition file for the cascade
configuration is not correct.
Correct the contents of the definition file for the cascade
configuration, and then re-execute the command.
For details on the definition file for the cascade configuration, see
the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's Guide.

DRM14100

The
schedu
le map
file
does
not
exist.
File =
filename

An error occurred because the schedule map file cannot be found.
Check that the schedule map file is located in the path specified in
the schedule configuration file.

DRM14101

The
schedu
le map
file
cannot
be
access
ed. File
= filename

The possible causes are as follows:
1. The user does not have the permissions to access the schedule
map file.
2. The schedule map file is being used by other processing.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the user has the permissions to access the
schedule map file.
2. Make sure that the schedule map file is not being used by other
processing.
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Messages
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DRM14102

The
configu
ration
file
does
not
exist.
File =
filename

An error occurred because the configuration file cannot be found.
Check the followings.
• Make sure that the configuration file name is correct.
• Make sure that the configuration file exists under the
"Protection-Manager-Console-installation-destination\conf"
directory.

DRM14103

The
configu
ration
file
cannot
be
access
ed. File
= filename

Possible causes of the error are as follows.
1. The user does not have the permissions to access the
configuration file.
2. The configuration file is being used by other processing.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the user has the permissions to access the
configuration file.
2. Make sure that the configuration file is not being used by other
processing.

DRM14104

The
An error occurred because the execution log file cannot be found.
executi Make sure that the execution log file path is specified correctly in
on log the schedule configuration file.
file
does
not
exist.
File =
filename

DRM14105

The
executi
on log
file
cannot
be
access
ed. File
= filename

Possible causes of the error are as follows.
1. The user does not have the permissions to access the execution
log file.
2. The execution log file is being used by other processing.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that the user has the permissions to access the
execution log file.
2. Make sure that the execution log file is not being used by other
processing.

DRM14106

The
configu
ration
inform
ation is
invalid.
File =
filename

Possible causes of the error are as follows.
1. A required parameter is missing in the configuration file.
2. A value of a parameter specified in the configuration file is
invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that required parameters are specified in the
configuration file.
2. Make sure that the values of parameters specified in the
configuration file are valid.
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DRM14107

A job is
current
ly
executi
ng.

DRM14108

Task
An error occurred because the Windows task scheduler is not
Schedu running.
ler has Make sure that Windows task scheduler service has started.
not
been
execut
ed.

DRM14109

The
There is no record in the schedule map file.
Schedu Job information will only be displayed if a record exists in the
le map schedule map file.
file is
empty.

DRM14110

One
time
only
job can
be
execut
ed only
once.

DRM14111

Anothe An error occurred because another task with the same task name
r task
is already registered in the Windows task scheduler.
has
Wait, and then register again.
already
been
registe
red
using
the
same
task
name.

DRM14112

The job
does
not
exist in
the
schedu
le map
file.
Job id
= jobid
Hostna
me =
hostname

An error occurred because job modification or job deletion is not
possible when a job is currently executing.
Make sure that a job is not executing while a job modification or job
deletion is being performed.

An error occurred because it is not possible to execute a 'One time
only' job more than once.
Make sure that a 'One time only' job is not executed more than
once.

An error occurred because the job has already been deleted by
another user.
Make sure to retrieve the latest job information from the schedule
map file.
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DRM14113

The job
executi
on
result
does
not
exist.
Job id
= jobid
Hostna
me =
hostname

DRM14114

The
An error occurred because the specified host name cannot be found
hostna in the init.conf configuration file.
me
Make sure to specify the valid host name.
specifie
d in the
comma
nd line
does
not
exist.
Hostna
me =
hostname

DRM14115

A
require
d
param
eter
has not
been
specifie
d in the
schedu
le
configu
ration
file.
Parame
ter =
param
etername

An error occurred because the job execution result has already
been deleted from the execution log file by another user.
Make sure to retrieve the latest job information from the execution
log file.

An error occurred because the required parameter is not specified
in the schedule configuration file.
Make sure to specify the required parameter in the schedule
configuration file.
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DRM14116

The
values
for the
param
eters
are
invalid
in the
schedu
le
configu
ration
file.
Parame
ter =
param
etername

An error occurred because a value of a parameter specified in the
schedule configuration file is invalid.
Make sure to specify valid values for all the parameters in the
schedule configuration file.

DRM14117

The
directo
ry is
either
invalid
or
cannot
be
access
ed.
Path =
directo
ry-path

Possible causes of the error are as follows.
1. The directory name specified in the schedule configuration file
is invalid.
2. The Protection Manager Copy Controller environment might not
be fully prepared.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the
schedule configuration file and that the user has the
permissions to access the directory.
2. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment is installed correctly.

DRM14118

The
directo
ry is
either
invalid
or
offline.
Path =
directo
ry-path

Possible causes of the error are as follows.
1. The directory name specified in the schedule configuration file
is invalid.
2. The disk is in a cluster configuration and is currently offline.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the
following:
1. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the
schedule configuration file and that the user has the
permissions to access the directory.
2. Make sure that the job operations are carried out only on the
online virtual server.
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DRM14119

The
An error occurred because the same command line option is
same
specified more than once.
comma Make sure that each command line option is specified only once.
nd line
option
is
specifie
d more
than
once.
Option
=
comma
ndlineoption

DRM14120

A
require
d
comma
nd line
option
has not
been
specifie
d.
Option
=
comma
ndlineoption

An error occurred because a required command line option is
missing.
Make sure to specify all the required command line options. Execute
'drmjobsch -h' to acquire the correct usage details.

DRM14121

The
numbe
r of
argum
ents
specifie
d on
the
comma
nd line
exceed
s the
require
d
numbe
r of
argum
ents.
Comm
and =
comma
nd

An error occurred because the specified number of arguments in
the command line is more than the required number of arguments.
Make sure to specify the correct number of arguments in the
command line.

Messages
Messages

Messag
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ge
Text
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DRM14122

The
specifie
d
comma
nd line
option
is
invalid.
Option
=
comma
ndlineoption

An error occurred because the specified command line option is
invalid.
Make sure to specify the correct command line options. Execute
'drmjobsch -h' to acquire the correct usage details.

DRM14123

The
value
specifie
d for
the
comma
nd line
option
is
invalid.
Option
=
comma
ndlineoption

An error occurred because the value specified for the command line
option is invalid.
Make sure to specify the correct value for all the command line
options.

DRM14124

A value An error occurred because no value is specified for the command
require line option.
d for a Make sure to specify a value for all command line options.
comma
nd line
option
is
missin
g.
Comm
and =
comma
ndlineoption
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DRM14125

The
numbe
r of
registe
red
jobs
has
exceed
ed the
maxim
um.

An error occurred during job registration because the number of
registered jobs has already reached the maximum value.
Make sure that the completed 'One time only' jobs and other jobs
that are not required are deleted.

DRM14126

A 'One
time
only'
job
cannot
be
update
d after
executi
on.

An error occurred because the 'One time only' job has already been
executed and cannot be modified to execute again.
Make sure that the 'One time only' job is not executed before
modification.

DRM14127

The
An error occurred because the user does not have administrator
user
permissions.
does
Make sure that the user has administrator permissions.
not
have
admini
strator
privileg
es.

DRM14128

There
are no
jobs in
Task
Schedu
ler.

An error occurred because the job has already been deleted from
the task scheduler by another user.
Make sure to retrieve the latest job information from the schedule
map file.
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DRM14129

The
value
specifie
d for
the key
MAX_JO
B_REGI
STRATI
ON_COU
NT is
less
than
the
total
numbe
r jobs
in the
Schedu
le map
file.

The value specified for the key in the schedule configuration file is
less than the total number of jobs registered in the schedule map
file.
Make sure that the value specified for the key in the schedule
configuration file is greater than the total number of jobs registered
in the schedule map file.

DRM14130

The
virtual
server
has an
offline
status.

The virtual server has an offline status.
The Job scheduler command is executed only in the online Virtual
server.

DRM14131

The
schedu
le
inform
ation
either
could
not be
acquire
d or
written
.

An error occurred while the schedule information was being
acquired or written.
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.

DRM14132

The
The backup command has failed.
backup Carry out the following procedure:
comma 1. From the Backup Job View tab of the Protection Manager
nd has
Console window, select the job that failed and click the Show
failed.
Backup Job Results button.
The Backup Job Result Details window is displayed.
2. From the Backup Job View list, select the record of the failed
job, and click the Show Job Output button.
The job result will be displayed in the Job Output.
3. Take appropriate action responding to the message ID shown in
the column.
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DRM14133

The job An error occurred because the job information in the schedule map
inform file and the job information in the task scheduler does not match.
ation in Make sure to delete the particular job and register it again.
the
schedu
le map
file
does
not
match
with
the job
inform
ation in
the
Task
schedu
ler. Job
id =
job-id

DRM14134

The
value
specifie
d for
the key
MAX_JO
B_RESU
LT_COU
NT is
less
than
the
total
numbe
r of job
results
in the
Executi
on log
output
file.

DRM14200

The
This is an internal error of the program.
comma Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
nd line center.
format
is
invalid.
Comm
and =
comma
ndname

The value specified for the key in the schedule configuration file is
less than the total number of job results in the execution log output
file.
Make sure that the value specified for the key in the schedule
configuration file is greater than the total number of job result in
the execution log output file.
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DRM14201

An
This is an internal error of the program.
attemp Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
t to
center.
open
the
configu
ration
file has
failed.
File =
filename

DRM14202

An
An error occurred because the installation path could not be
attemp acquired.
t to
Check whether the product was installed correctly.
acquire
the
installa
tion
path
has
failed.
Path =
installa
tionpath

DRM14203

The file An error occurred because the file is corrupt.
is
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
corrupt center.
.
File =
filename

DRM14204

A
This is an internal error of the program.
section Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
within
center.
the
check
item
section
is
invalid.
Section
Name
=
section
-name
Cause
=
causedescrip
tion
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DRM14205

The
An error occurred when the host name was not found.
specifie Check whether the specified hostname exists in the network.
d host
is not
found.
Host
name
= hostname

DRM14206

A
This message is output when a connection with the specified host
connec is established.
tion
with
the
specifie
d host
will
now be
establi
shed.
Host
name
= hostname

DRM14207

An
This is an internal error of the program.
error
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
occurre center.
d while
loading
the
library
libraryname.

DRM14208

The file This is an internal error of the program.
name
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
is not
center.
specifie
d.
File
name
= filename

DRM14209

The
This is an internal error of the program.
specifie Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
d file
center.
does
not
exist.
File =
filename
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DRM14210

Comm This is an internal error of the program.
and
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
executi center.
on
failed.
Comm
and =
comma
ndname

DRM14211

Initializ This is an internal program error.
ation of Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
the
center.
tagname
tag in
the
DAT file
used
for
Config
uration
Checke
r has
failed.

DRM-20000 - DRM-29999
This section describes the detailed messages displayed as causes of
problems in Protection Manager Console. For details about the
countermeasures for detailed messages, see the troubleshooting
explanation in the manual Hitachi Protection Manager Software Console
User's Guide.
Message
ID
DRM-21000

Message Text
An IO
exception
occurred.

Description
An I/O error occurred when Output to CSV file was
chosen from the File menu, or when the CSV Output
button was clicked in an attempt to output the displayed
contents of the window to a file.
Make sure of the following:
• The output destination file is not being used by
another process.
• The executing user has permission to create a file in
the directory.
• A valid file name has been specified.
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ID

1–280

Message Text
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DRM-21001

The value
specified for
the elapsedtime updateinterval
parameter is
outside the
valid range.

The value set in the
gui.process.elapsed_time.interval parameter,
which specifies the refresh interval for the elapsed time
displayed during backup or other operations, is outside
the range of valid values.
Check and, if necessary, revise the items set in the
console.conf file.

DRM-21002

The value
specified for
the progressstatus updateinterval
parameter is
outside the
valid range.

The value set in the gui.process.bar.interval
parameter, which specifies the refresh interval for the
progress status displayed during backup or other
operations, is outside the range of valid values.
Check and, if necessary, revise the items set in the
console.conf file.

DRM-22002

The command
terminated
due to an
error.

An attempt to execute a command, such as a Protection
Manager Copy Controller command or a RAID Manager
command, has failed.
View the Protection Manager Copy Controller log and
remove the cause of the failure, and then re-execute the
command.

DRM-22004

A backup
information
could not be
acquired.

A list of catalog information could not be acquired.
Refer to the Protection Manager Copy Controller log and
remove the cause, and then re-execute processing.
Alternatively, the acquired catalog information was not
that of a supported database.
Check the database environment on the application
server, as well as the Protection Manager environment.

DRM-22005

An application
list could not
be acquired.

An application list could not be acquired from the
dictionary map file. The dictionary map file may not
have been updated. Refer to the manual Hitachi
Protection Manager Software User's Guide, and make
sure that the dictionary map file has been updated.
If necessary, update the dictionary map file. However,
you can continue operations if the secondary server is
being used, or when another application has been
assigned to each virtual server as when using a cluster
configuration.

DRM-22200

There is a
conflict in the
data acquired
for display.

The number of executed commands does not match the
number of responses. This is an internal error of the
program.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-22201

An attempt to
acquire
command
execution
results has
failed.

An error occurred during generation of a response.
Check that Protection Manager Copy Controller and
RAID Manager are installed correctly.
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Messages
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ID
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DRM-22203

The copy
group status is
invalid.

The copy group status is invalid. This is an internal error
of the program.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-22300

An attempt to
create a
command
string has
failed.

An abnormality occurred during command string
creation.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-22301

The command
string
exceeded the
maximum
value.

The command string length exceeded 4,092 characters.
Possible causes are as follows:
• There are too many characters in Pair Name or
Mount Point.
• There are too many items selected in the list box.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
• Shorten the number of characters in Pair Name or
Mount Point, and then re-execute processing.
• Reduce the selected items or select All, and then reexecute processing.

DRM-22350

An attempt to
parse
processing for
the standard
output has
failed.

An error occurred while parsing the data received from
Protection Manager Copy Controller.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy Controller is
correctly installed.

DRM-22401

An error
occurred while
accessing
information
from the
cache.

An internal error occurred in the internal cache of
Protection Manager Console.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-22402

The internalcache
parameter
value in the
configuration
file is invalid.

The setting value for the internal cache in the
configuration file is invalid.
Check the following items in the configuration file:
• cache.count=50
• cache.initial_capacity=16
• cache.load_factor=0.75

DRM-22501

An attempt to
acquire
information for
the application
server has
failed.

An attempt to acquire information about the Protection
Manager Copy Controller installed on the application
server has failed.
Check the following items:
• Make sure that the values set for the configuration
file are correct.
• Make sure that Protection Manager Copy Controller
is installed.
• When Protection Manager Console is running from a
remote server, make sure that you can connect to
the application server from Protection Manager
Console.
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DRM-22502

An invalid
value is set in
the
configuration
file.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file.
Set a correct value for the parameter displayed in the
Detail column of the message dialog box.

DRM-22503

A required
parameter is
missing in the
configuration
file.

A required value is not set in the console.conf file.
Set a correct value for the parameter displayed in the
Detail column of the message dialog box.

DRM-22504

An attempt to
create a
directory has
failed.

During a remote start, an attempt to create a directory
in which a temporary file, log file, or configuration file
was to be located failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
• A file exists with the same name as the directory
name.
• The executing user does not have permission to
create directories.
For remote execution, create the following directories
on the remote host:
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\conf
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\log
• user-home-directory-for-the-managementclient\drm_console\tmp
Check the following items:
• Make sure that the user has Administrator
permissions.
• Make sure that no file exists with the same name as
the directory the user is attempting to create.

DRM-22600

An attempt to
acquire
information on
the executing
user's
privileges has
failed.

An attempt to acquire information on the executing
user's privileges has failed.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-22601

The executing
user does not
have
Administrator
privileges.

A user lacking Administrator permissions attempted to
execute a command.
Check the privileges for the executing user, and perform
execution through a user with Administrator
permissions.

DRM-22602

An attempt to
acquire the
installation
path of
Protection
Manager
Console has
failed.

An attempt to acquire the installation path for Protection
Manager Console has failed.
Check the following items, and then re-install Protection
Manager Console if necessary.
• Make sure that Protection Manager Console is
correctly installed.
• Make sure that the registry is not damaged.

Messages
Messages
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ID
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DRM-22603

The process of
Protection
Manager
Console could
not be created.

An attempt to create a Protection Manager Console
process has failed.
Check the following items:
• Make sure that the system on the execution
machine is functioning correctly.

DRM-22604

An attempt to
start
Protection
Manager
Console has
failed.

An attempt to start a Protection Manager Console
window has failed.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-22605

Java(TM) 2
The Java execution environment is not installed.
Runtime
Install the Java execution environment.
Environment is
not installed.

DRM-23001

The timeout
value is
invalid.

The local or remote execution engine control acquired
invalid information (such as negative numbers or
numbers larger than 1,440) during timeout information
collection. This is an internal program error.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23002

The command
and parameter
length is
invalid.

The command and parameter length acquired by the
local execution engine control was invalid. This is an
internal program error.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23003

The command
is invalid.

The command acquired by the local execution engine
control was null. This is an internal program error.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23004

The length of
the command
is invalid.

The length of command acquired by the local execution
engine control was invalid. This is an internal program
error.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23005

The length of
the
environment
variable is
invalid.

The length of the environment variable acquired by the
local execution engine control was invalid. This is an
internal program error.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23006

Invalid
Management
Client
information
was received.

The remote execution engine control received invalid
host information during request creation. This is an
internal program error.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23007

Invalid agent
information
was received.

The remote execution engine control acquired invalid
agent information while creating a request. A Device
Manager linkage error occurred.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.
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DRM-23008

An invalid
temporary file
directory name
was received.

The specifications are invalid for the directory for the
temporary file that is required for the remote execution
engine control to generate a request.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23100

The command Possible causes are as follows:
does not exist. • An attempt to acquire the installation path of the
Protection Manager Copy Controller failed.
• An attempt to acquire the installation path of RAID
Manager failed.
• The file indicated to by the acquired installation path
is not the directory.
Make sure of the following:
• Protection Manager Copy Controller is correctly
installed.
• RAID Manager is correctly installed.
• The installation path of RAID Manager that is set in
the RAID Manager linkage definition file
(DEFAULT.dat) is correct.

DRM-23102

Execution of
the command
is not
permitted.

Permission to execute the command was denied.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23104

The
environment
variables could
not be
collected.

An error occurred when the local execution engine
attempted to acquire the execution environment of the
command. Alternatively, an error occurred during an
attempt to acquire the environment variable for the VSS
Environment tab in Setup GUI.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23105

An exception
occurred
during
execution of
the command.

An error occurred when the local execution engine
attempted to execute the command.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23106

The thread
was
interrupted
during
command
execution, and
was
interrupted
again during
postprocessing.
Some threads
might still be
alive.

An interruption occurred for the local execution engine,
while post-processing was being performed after a
forced termination.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

Messages
Messages
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ID
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DRM-23107

The thread
was
interrupted
during
command
execution.
Postprocessing was
successfully
carried out.

The local execution engine successfully performed postprocessing for forced termination.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23108

The thread
was
interrupted
during postprocessing.
Some threads
might still be
alive.

An interruption occurred during post-processing for
command execution.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23109

The command
timed out.

The command timed out.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23110

The thread
was
interrupted by
an unknown
object during
command
execution.

An unknown interruption occurred during execution for
the command termination monitoring thread.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23111

The command
execution
results could
not be
acquired.

The standard output and standard error output for the
command could not be correctly acquired.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23113

The DLL could
not be loaded.

The DLL could not be read.
Make sure that Protection Manager Console is correctly
installed.

DRM-23115

An invalid
process was
received.

The process subject to monitoring, that was passed to
the constructor of the command termination monitoring
thread, is invalid (null).
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23116

An invalid
input stream
was received.

The stream subject to loading, which was passed to the
constructor of the output loading thread, was invalid
(null).
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23117

An invalid
command
termination
monitoring
thread was
received.

The command termination monitoring thread, that was
passed to the constructor of the timeout monitoring
thread, was invalid (null).
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.
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DRM-23118

An invalid DLL
name was
received.

The file name of the DLL was null.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23119

An invalid
command
name was
received.

A null or empty string was passed as the command
name to the command validity checker.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23120

The Copy
Controller
install path
could not be
acquired.

An attempt to acquire the installation path of Protection
Manager Copy Controller has failed.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy Controller is
correctly installed.

DRM-23121

The full path
for the Copy
Controller
command
could not be
acquired.

The command validity checker could not acquire the full
path of the command.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy Controller is
correctly installed.

DRM-23123

The command
is not
supported.

The command has not been supported.
If this command has to be executed, contact your
support center to obtain the execution privileges.

DRM-23200

The unknown
command filter
could not be
created.

The non-executable command filter could not be
created.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.

DRM-23300

An attempt to
acquire the
agent host
name has
failed.

The requested data is incorrect.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23301

A timeout
occurred while
waiting for
execution
termination.

A timeout occurred during command execution.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23302

The thread
was
interrupted
while
monitoring the
execution of
the command.

The remote execution engine completed forced
termination processing.
This is an internal program error. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.
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DRM-23303

A timeout
occurred while
communicatin
g with the
agent.

A timeout might have occurred in Protection Manager
Console due to a heavy load on the Device Manager
agent or the communication load. Wait a few minutes,
and then retry the operation.
If the problem is not solved, check the following items:
• Make sure that Device Manager - Agent has not
stopped.
• Make sure that the IP address of the connection
destination is valid.
• Make sure that the port number of the connection
destination is valid.
If none of the above items are the cause of the problem,
follow the troubleshooting procedures for Device
Manager - Agent to check its status, remove the cause
of the error, and then re-execute processing.

DRM-23304

The response
data to the
OPEN request
is invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23305

The return
value from the
agent is
invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23306

An attempt to
send failed,
although the
system
attempted the
specified
number of
retries for the
send
operation.

Make sure that the environment is such that TCP/IP
transmission can be used.

DRM-23307

An exception
occurred.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23308

An error
occurred
before
execution of
the command,
although the
execution
request was
carried out.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23309

An error
occurred after
execution of
the command,
although the
execution
request was
carried out.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.
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DRM-23310

The request
data is invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23311

The agent.conf The agent.conf file for remote execution is invalid.
file is invalid.
Make sure that the agent.conf file exists and that the
settings in the agent.conf file are correct.

DRM-23312

The response
data for the
execution
request is
invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23313

An error
occurred
before
execution of
the command.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23314

An error
occurred after
execution of
the command.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23315

The
termination
status of the
command is
unknown.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23318

The response
data for the
execution
status
acquisition
request is
invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23319

An error
occurred while
processing a
result
acquisition
request.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23320

The response
data for the
execution
result
acquisition
request is
invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23321

An error
occurred while
processing the
execution
request data.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.
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DRM-23322

An invalid
format was
detected in the
request data.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23323

An attempt to
generate the
execution
request data
has failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23324

An attempt to
generate the
data for the
execution
status
acquisition
request has
failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23325

An attempt to
generate the
data for the
execution
result
acquisition
request has
failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23326

An attempt to
obtain the
address of the
agent has
failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23327

The port
number for
Device
Manager
Agent's service
is invalid.

The number of the port that receives the webfunctionality start request for the Device Manager agent
is invalid.
See the manual Hitachi Device Manager Agent
Installation Guide, and specify an appropriate port
number.

DRM-23328

The port
number that
Device
Manager
Agent's Web
server uses is
invalid.

The number of the port that receives the Device
Manager agent request is invalid.
See the manual Hitachi Device Manager Agent
Installation Guide, and specify an appropriate port
number.

DRM-23329

The retry
count value
specified in the
configuration
file for
communicatio
n with the
agent is
invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Set a correct value for the parameter displayed in the
Detail column of the message dialog box.
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DRM-23330

The retry
interval value
specified in the
configuration
file for
communicatio
n with the
agent is
invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Set a correct value for the parameter displayed in the
Detail column of the message dialog box.

DRM-23331

The waiting
time value
specified in the
configuration
file for
response from
the agent is
invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Check the following items in the configuration file:
• agent.request_timeout=60

DRM-23332

The waiting
time value
specified in the
configuration
file for
connection
with the agent
is invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution.
Set a correct value for the parameter displayed in the
Detail column of the message dialog box.

DRM-23333

The retry
parameter
value specified
for execution
status
acquisition
requests in the
configuration
file is invalid.

An invalid value is set in the console.conf file for
remote execution. Check the following items in the
configuration file:
• agent.request_interval_init=1
• agent.request_interval_add=3
• agent.request_interval_max=60

DRM-23334

An attempt to
convert the
character
string has
failed.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-23335

The return
value from the
communicatio
n processing
method is
invalid.

Collect maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.

DRM-26000

Disk space is
insufficient.

An error occurred due to insufficient disk space while
saving the information to the configuration file.
Make sure that sufficient free space is available in the
disk before saving the information to the configuration
file.

DRM-26001

The parameter
value is
invalid.

An invalid value is specified for the parameter.
Make sure that the value specified for the parameter is
correct.
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DRM-26002

The port
number is
already being
used.

An error occurred while registering the DRMVSSServer
service. The service could not be registered using the
specified port number.
Make sure that the port number that is specified for the
VSS import server is not already used by some other
service.

DRM-26003

The dictionary
map file
already exists
or the specified
path may be
invalid.

The dictionary map file could not be created in the
specified path. Possible causes are as follows:
1. The path already contains the dictionary map file.
2. The specified path cannot be created.
3. The path name might be too long, so the dictionary
map file cannot be created.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. The specified path already contains the dictionary
map file. To store the file in a different location, then
please specify a different path that does not contain
the dictionary map file.
2. Make sure that the specified path name and drive
name are valid.
3. Create the file in a different location, or shorten the
path by renaming.

DRM-26004

The drive
name is
invalid.

An error occurred while saving the configuration
information since the specified drive name does not
exist.
Make sure that the valid drive name is specified.

DRM-26005

The path name An error occurred while saving the configuration
is invalid.
information since the specified path name is invalid.
Make sure that the valid path name is specified.

DRM-26006

The file
contains noncharacter
values.

An error occurred while loading the values from the file.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The file contains invalid characters.
2. The format of the file is not supported.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure that the file contains valid characters
only.
2. Make sure that the format of the file is supported by
the current tab.

DRM-26500

The command
format is
invalid.

An error occurred because the job scheduler command
was invoked with insufficient or invalid arguments.
This is an internal program error. Collect the
maintenance information, and then contact your
support center.
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DRM-26501

The schedule
information
could not be
acquired.

An
1.
2.
3.

error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
The schedule map file does not exist.
The schedule map file is not accessible.
The schedule map file is being accessed by another
process.
Take the following actions based on the error cause:
1. Collect the maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
3. Wait, and then try again.

DRM-26502

The schedule
configuration
information
could not be
acquired.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. The Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment might not be fully prepared.
2. The schedule configuration file does not exist.
3. The schedule configuration file is not accessible.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy
Controller environment is installed correctly.
2. Make sure the following schedule configuration file
exists: "Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\schd.conf"
3. Make sure the user has permission to access the
schedule configuration file.

DRM-26503

The job
execution
result
information
could not be
acquired.

An error occurred because the job execution result
information could not be acquired.
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.

DRM-26504

A job is
currently
executing.

An error occurred because the job modification or job
deletion is not possible when the job is under execution.
Make sure that execution of the job has finished before
modifying or deleting the job.

DRM-26505

An attempt to
operate Task
Scheduler has
failed.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. The task scheduler is not running.
2. Another task with the same task name is already
registered.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure the task scheduler is running.
2. Wait, and then register again.

DRM-26506

The number of
registered jobs
has exceeded
the maximum.

An error occurred during job registration because the
number of registered jobs has already reached the
maximum value.
Make sure that the completed 'One time only' jobs and
other jobs that are not required are deleted.
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DRM-26507

The scheduled An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
time is invalid. 1. The scheduled time is set for an earlier time than
the current system time of the application server.
2. The scheduled time contains an invalid date value.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure the scheduled time is set for a time later
than the current system time of the application
server.
2. Make sure the valid date is specified in the
scheduled time.

DRM-26508

The schedule
configuration
information is
invalid.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. A required parameter is missing in the schedule
configuration file.
2. The value of a parameter in the schedule
configuration file is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure that required parameters are specified in
the schedule configuration file.
2. Make sure the values of the parameters specified in
the schedule configuration file are valid.

DRM-26509

The job does
not exist.

An error occurred because the job has already been
deleted by another user.
Make sure that the latest job information is available by
refreshing the Backup Job View screen.

DRM-26510

The 'One time
only' job
cannot be
modified after
execution.

An error occurred because the 'One time only' job has
already been executed and cannot be modified to be
executed again.
Make sure that the 'One time only' job is not executed
before modification.

DRM-26511

Memory is
insufficient.

An error occurred because the memory is insufficient to
carry out the operation successfully.
Make sure that sufficient memory is available by closing
other applications.

DRM-26512

Disk space is
insufficient.

An error occurred because the disk space is insufficient
to carry out the operation successfully.
Make sure that sufficient disk space is available.

DRM-26513

The schedule
information
could not be
written.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. The schedule information is not accessible.
2. The schedule information is being used by other
processing.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Collect the maintenance information, and then
contact your support center.
2. Wait, and then register again.

DRM-26514

The job
execution
results could
not be written.

An error occurred because the job execution result
information is not accessible.
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.
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DRM-26516

The directory
An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
is either invalid 1. The directory name specified in the configuration file
or offline.
(init.conf) is invalid.
2. The disk is in a cluster configuration and is currently
offline.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in
the configuration file (init.conf) and that the user
has the permissions to access the directory.
2. Make sure that the job operations are carried out
only on the online virtual server.

DRM-26517

The user does
not have the
administrator
privileges to
carry out the
operation.

An error occurred because the user does not have the
administrator permissions.
Make sure that the user has the administrator
permissions to carry out the operation.

DRM-26518

The
configuration
file (init.conf)
of Protection
Manager is
invalid.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. A required parameter is missing in the configuration
file (init.conf).
2. A value of a parameter in the configuration file
(init.conf) is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure that the required parameters are
specified in the configuration file (init.conf).
2. Make sure that the value of the parameters
specified in the configuration file (init.conf) are
correct.

DRM-26519

The 'One time
only'
completed job
cannot be run.

An error occurred because a 'One time only' job has
already been executed and cannot be executed again.
Before executing a 'One time only' job, make sure it has
not already been executed.

DRM-26520

An attempt to
run the backup
job has failed
due to
schedule
information
mismatch.

An error occurred while modifying the job due to which
the schedule information and the task scheduler
information does not match.
Delete the job and create it again because the schedule
information of this job is incorrect and does not match
the task scheduler information.

DRM-26521

The backup
command has
failed.

An error occurred because the backup command failed.
Refer to the explanation displayed in the Job Output in
the Backup Job Result Details window and take
appropriate action.

DRM-26522

An error occurred because the backup command
The backup
command does specified for this job does not exist.
not exist.
Make sure that Protection Manager Copy Controller is
installed correctly.
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DRM-26523

The
configuration
file (init.conf)
information of
Protection
Manager could
not be
acquired.

An error occurred. Possible causes are as follows:
1. The Protection Manager Copy Controller
environment might not be fully prepared.
2. The configuration file (init.conf) does not exist.
3. The configuration file (init.conf) is not accessible.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from
the following:
1. Make sure the Protection Manager Copy Controller is
installed correctly.
2. Make sure that the configuration file exists in the
"Protection-Manager-installationdestination\conf\init.conf"
3. Make sure that the user has the permission for
accessing the configuration file (init.conf).

DRM-27000

A connection
An error occurred because no such host exists with the
to the specified specified hostname.
server could
Make sure the specified hostname is valid.
not be
established.

DRM-27001

The
configuration
information
could not be
acquired due
to an internal
error.

This is an internal program error.
Collect the maintenance information, and then contact
your support center.

DRM-27002

The Protection
Manager
service is not
running.

An error occurred because the Protection Manager
service is not running.
Make sure the Protection Manager service is running.

Actions To Be Taken for Certain Messages
This section provides actions to be taken for certain messages.

Actions To Be Taken for the Message KAVX1510-E
This section describes the cause of the message KAVX1510-E being output,
and the actions to be taken.
In restoration with roll-forward recovery (executing the drmexgrestore
command with the -recovery option specified), if the storage group to
recover has more than 1,008 transactions log files, roll-forward will be
completed when the drmexgrestore command is executed, but the
Information Store will not be mounted. In this case, the KAVX1510-E
message is output.
Open the OS event viewer, and make sure the following events are recorded
in the application log:
•

Check that an error log with event source MSExchangeIS and event ID
9518 is recorded. Then, open the properties of the error log, and check
that the description field reads Error 0xfffffd9a has occurred.
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•

If the above error log has not been recorded, check that an information
log with event source ESE, event ID 302, and description The database
engine has successfully completed the restoration step is
recorded. Also check that this log is followed immediately by an
information log with event source ESE, event ID 101, and description The
database engine has stopped.

If you confirm that the application logs are recorded, mount the Information
Store as follows:
1. Start the system manager, view the properties of the storage group to
be recovered, and check the location of the transaction logs as well as
the initial characters of the log file. The initial characters are E0n, where
n is from 0 to 3.
2. Of the transaction log files in the storage group to be recovered, move
those other than the ones named E0n .log (where n is from 0 to 3) to
a new folder.
3. From the system manager, mount the Information Store to be
recovered.
4. Check that the Information Store is mounted, and then delete the
transaction log files moved in step 2.

Actions To Be Taken for the Message KAVX5105-W
This section describes the cause when the message KAVX5105-W is output,
and the actions to be taken.
To restore data backed up by TrueCopy or Universal Replicator, Protection
Manager programs restore the data in the secondary volume by using pair
resynchronization, which swaps the primary and secondary volumes.
Protection Manager programs restore the data backed up by TrueCopy or
Universal Replicator as follows:
1. Swap the primary volume and secondary volume to resynchronize the
pair.
2. Restore the data to the volume connected to the file server or the
database server.
3. Swap the primary and secondary volumes again to return them to the
original state.
If, however, an error occurs during restoration, the operations on the pair
may be interrupted.
If the KAVX5105-W message is output, then the swapping of the secondary
and primary volumes in step 3 has failed, so that the volume connected to
the file server or the database server remains a secondary volume when the
restoration finishes. Because the restoration of the volume connected to the
file server or the database server has finished, operation on the volume
from the file server or the database server is allowed while the actual
primary volume is recognized as the secondary volume.
Under these conditions, you cannot execute Protection Manager commands,
such as a backup command, on this copy group.
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First check the RAID Manager log information to identify the cause of the
failure of the swapping of the primary and secondary volumes, remove the
error, and then carry out the following procedures to restore the volume
status:
To recover from failure of the swapping of the primary and secondary
volumes:
1. Make sure that the RAID Manager instance managing both the primary
and secondary volumes is running.
2. Set up the instance that manages the volumes connected to the file
server or the database server, and the environment variable used to
manipulate the pair volumes for TrueCopy or Universal Replicator.
In the following example, the instance that manages RAID Manager is
indicated by HORCMINST=0, and the environment variable that
manipulate the pair volumes for TrueCopy or Universal Replicator is
HORCC_MRCF=.
PROMPT> set HORCMINST=0
PROMPT> set HORCC_MRCF=

3. Check the copy group that was restored.
In the following example, the copy group whose backup ID is
0000000001 was restored:
PROMPT > drmsqlcat default -backup_id 0000000001
INSTANCE: default
BACKUP-ID: 0000000001 BACKUP-MODE: ONLINE INSTANCE: default
ORIGINAL-ID: 0000000001
START-TIME: 2002/06/01 10:00:00 END-TIME: 2002/06/01 10:03:00
HOSTNAME: SQL1
T DB
OBJECT
FILE
FS DG DEVICE
COPYGROUP
M DB1 METAFILE C:\METADIR\Meta1 C: D DB1 DATAFILE D:\SQL\data1
D: Harddisk1
TC01,dev01
- TC01,dev01
PROMPT>

4. Check the pair status of the copy group.
Make sure that the status of the primary volume is PSUS, and the status
of the secondary volume is SSWS. In the example below, the copy group
is indicated by TC01 and dev01.
PROMPT > pairdisplay -g TC01 -d dev01 -fc

5. Perform pair resynchronization on the copy group to swap the primary
and secondary volumes, and then wait until the status changes to PAIR.
PROMPT> pairresync -g TC01 -d dev01 -swaps
PROMPT> pairevtwait -g TC01 -d dev01 -s pair -t 300

6. Check the pair status of the copy group.
Make sure that the status of both the primary and secondary volumes
are PAIR.
PROMPT> pairdisplay -g TC01 -d dev01 -fc

7. Split the copy group pair, and wait until the status changes to PSUS.
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PROMPT> pairsplit -g TC01 -d dev01 -rw
PROMPT> pairevtwait -g TC01 -d dev01 -s psus -t 300
PROMPT> pairdisplay -g TC01 -d dev01 -fc

8. Check the pair status of the copy group.
Make sure that the status of the primary volume is PSUS, and the status
of the secondary volume is SSUS.
PROMPT>pairdisplay -g TC01 -d dev01 -fc

Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX5137-E
This section describes the cause, recovery procedures and the actions to be
taken when the message KAVX5137-E is output:

The Cause of the Message KAVX5137-E
When the backup server identifies multiple secondary volumes recovered
from the same primary volume, Windows changes the disk signatures that
are overlapped.
When MSCS is used as the cluster software, the status of the MSCS
resources fails to change to online when an attempt is made to restore a
secondary volume whose disk signature has been changed. For example,
Windows fails to restore secondary volumes properly if all of the following
conditions are satisfied:
•

When Microsoft Cluster Service is being used as cluster software.

•

Secondary volumes are in various generations.

•

The secondary volumes are set to use in the backup server.

•

The OS (Windows) of the backup server detected the overlapped disk
signatures and changed them.

•

The secondary volume should be restored after its disk signature is
changed.

For Protection Manager programs, the signature of the physical disk is
browsed when restoring the Microsoft Cluster Service environment and the
offline resources changed to online. If the signature of the physical disk
differs from the one recorded in the cluster, the message KAVX5137-E
appears and terminates the Restore command #1.
#1
EX_DRM_FS_RESTORE (drmfsrestore command), EX_DRM_SQL_RESTORE
(drmsqlrestore command), and _DRM_EXG_RESTORE (drmexgrestore
command)

Recovery Procedure for the Message KAVX5137-E (Operations on the Backup
Server)
Check the disk signature of the secondary volume, and then update the disk
signature.
To check and update the disk signature:
1. Check the disk signature of the secondary volume
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Execute the drmdevctl command with the -sigview option specified.
For the restoration source of a secondary volume, check the disk
signature (CUR_DISKID) of the current point. Also check the disk
signature (BKU_DISKID) to see if the value is correct.
The following shows an example of executing the drmdevctl command:
BKServer > drmdevctl 0000000001 -sigview
COPY_GROUP
ICE
TYPE
CUR_DISKID
VG01,dev01
Harddisk10
MBR
ABCDEF0004
VG01,dev02
Harddisk11
MBR
ABCDEF0005
VG01,dev03
Harddisk12
MBR
ABCDEF0006

BKU_DISKID
ABCDEF0001
ABCDEF0002
ABCDEF0003

The above example shows that the disk signature (CUR_DISKID) of the
current point, and the disk signature (BKU_DISKID) recorded at the time
of the backup, are different because the disk signature has been
changed after the backup.
2. Update the disk signatures of the secondary volume
Execute the drmdevctl command with the -sigset option specified.
The following shows an example of executing the drmdevctl command:
BKServer > drmdevctl 0000000001 -sigset
The above example shows how the disk signature is updated using the
signatures recorded at backup.
3. Check to see if the disk signatures of the secondary volume are being
updated correctly:
Execute the drmdevctl command with the -sigview option specified.
Make sure to check the disk signatures carefully, as Windows might
update the updated disk signatures again if the same disk signatures are
found on a different disk.
The following shows an example of executing the drmdevctl command:
BKServer > drmdevctl 0000000001 -sigview
COPY_GROUP
ICE
TYPE
CUR_DISKID
VG01,dev01
Harddisk10
MBR
ABCDEF0001
VG01,dev02
Harddisk11
MBR
ABCDEF0002
VG01,dev03
Harddisk12
MBR
ABCDEF0003

BKU_DISKID
ABCDEF0001
ABCDEF0002
ABCDEF0003

Recovery Procedure for the Message KAVX5137-E (Operations on the File
Server or Database Server)
The secondary volume is restored using the RAID Manager commands.
To restore the secondary volume:
1. Change the status of the cluster resource.
When restoration was executed while the cluster resource is offline:
Check if the physical disk resource is offline or failed.
When restoration was executed while the cluster resource is online:
Place the physical disk resource online (Ext Maintenance,
Internal State 'Offline').
To change the physical disk resource from Online to
Online(Maintenance), execute the following command:
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FSServer > CLUSTER RESOURCE "resource-name" /
MAINTENANCEMODE:ON
To change the physical disk resource from Online(Maintenance) to
online (Ext Maintenance, Internal State 'Offline'), execute
the following command:
FSServer > CLUSTER RESOURCE "resource-name" /
EXTMAINTENANCEMODE:ON
2. Using the RAID Manager commands, restore the secondary volume.
Execute the pairresync command and pairsplit command. Make sure
that the pair status of the pairresync command is PSUS-SSUS and for
pairsplit command, the pair status is PAIR-PAIR.
The following shows an example of executing the pairresync command
and pairsplit command:
FSServer > pairresync -g VG01 -restore
FSServer > pairsplit -g VG01

3. Change the cluster group to online:
When restoration was executed while the cluster resource is offline:
Launch the cluster administrator and change the cluster group to
online.
When restoration was executed while the cluster resource is online:
Place the physical disk resource Online.
To change the physical disk resource from Online(Ext
Maintenance, Internal State 'Offline') to
Online(Maintenance), execute the following command:
FSServer > CLUSTER RESOURCE "resource-name" /
EXTMAINTENANCEMODE:OFF
To change the physical disk resource from Online(Maintenance) to
Online, execute the following command:
FSServer > CLUSTER RESOURCE "resource-name" /
MAINTENANCEMODE:OFF
After the above operations, start the Windows disk management
function to mount the disk in the drive or folder where it was.
4. To make the restoration command executable, perform the following
operation:
If the backup is of an Exchange database:
Start the system manager, and re-mount the information store.
If the backup is of an SQL Server database:
For details on the SQL Server database conditions for executing the
command, see the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's
Guide.
5. Re-execute the restore command
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Re-execute the restore command of the Protection Manager programs.
Note: Even if the CLUSTER command returns system error code 997,
after waiting several seconds the status will return to normal.

How to Avoid Message KAVX5137-E
Do one of the following procedures to avoid the message (KAVX5137-E):
•

Conceal all the secondary volumes from the backup server.
If you conceal all the secondary volumes, the disk signatures will not be
changed. Note that sometimes the disk signatures have already been
changed, before a secondary volume is concealed from the backup
server. After concealing the secondary volumes, obtain a backup of all
the volumes designated as secondary volumes. If you need to backup
data of the secondary volumes, make the backup copy on tape, because
all secondary volumes are overwritten.
For details on how to conceal all of the secondary volumes from the
backup server, see the Hitachi Protection Manager Software User's
Guide.

•

Check and update the disk signatures before restoring
If you do not want to conceal all the secondary volumes from the backup
server, the disk signatures will be overwritten. Before restoring, check
and see if the disk signatures have been changed. If they have, restore
the disk signature after the update.

Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX5309-E
Possible causes and actions to take are listed below.
Take the action described in Detail Code displayed in the check results
dialog box.
If none of the following causes is applicable, collect maintenance
information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 1:
Cause
An attempt to acquire the Windows registry information has failed.
Action
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 2:
Cause
1. An attempt to acquire Windows registry information has failed.
2. An attempt to acquire Hotfix (KB833167 or KB891957) registry
information has failed.
Action
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1. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
2. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 3-1 or 3-2:
Cause
1. An attempt by the vssadmin command to acquire the version of the VSS
hardware provider (RM Shadow Copy Provider) has failed.
2. An attempt to execute the RAID Manager command has failed.
3. An attempt by the raidqry command to acquire the micro-code version
has failed.
Action
1. Confirm that the VSS hardware provider (RM Shadow Copy Provider) is
installed correctly.
2. Confirm that RAID Manager is installed correctly.
3. Confirm that the server recognizes the storage subsystem volume
correctly.
Detail Code = 4:
Cause
An attempt to acquire VSS hardware provider (RM Shadow Copy Provider)
service information has failed.
Action
Check the status of the VSS hardware provider (RM Shadow Copy Provider)
service.
Detail Code = 5:
Cause
1. An attempt to acquire VCS registry information has failed.
2. An attempt to acquire the Protection Manager installation path has
failed.
3. An attempt to execute the drmfsdisplay has failed.
Action
1. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
2. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
3. Execute the drmfsdisplay –refresh command and refresh the dictionary
map file.
Detail Code = 6:
Cause
An attempt to acquire registry information of the Backup Exec filter driver
(vsp.sys) has failed.
Action
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Confirm that the Backup Exec filter driver (vsp.sys) is installed correctly.
Detail Code = 7:
Cause
An attempt to reference the system environment variable HORMCPERM has
failed.
Action
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 8:
Cause
An attempt to reference the system environment variable HORMCINST or
system environment variable HORCC_MRCF has failed.
Action
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 9-1 or 9-2:
Cause
1. An attempt to acquire Exchange registry information on the database
server has failed.
2. An attempt to acquire the Protection Manager installation path on the
database server has failed.
Action
1. Confirm that Exchange Server is installed correctly.
2. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
Detail Code = 10:
Cause
An attempt to reference the system environment variable used by VSS has
failed.
Action
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 11-1 or 11-2:
Cause
An attempt to acquire Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager registry information
has failed.
Action
Confirm that Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager is installed correctly.
Detail Code = 12:
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Cause
1. An attempt to acquire the Protection Manager installation path has
failed.
2. An attempt to acquire the registry Hotfix information of Microsoft
technical information KB903650 has failed.
Action
1. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
2. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 13:
In the case of a VCS cluster environment:
Cause
1. An attempt to acquire the Protection Manager installation path has
failed.
2. An attempt to read the Protection Manager configuration definition file
(init.conf) has failed.
3. An attempt to query the VCS service has failed.
Action
1. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
2. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
3. Confirm the following:
- VCS is installed correctly.
- The Veritas high availability engine service is running.
In the case of a MSCS cluster environment:
Cause
1. An attempt to acquire the Protection Manager installation path file has
failed.
2. An attempt to read the Protection Manager configuration definition file
(init.conf) has failed.
3. An attempt to execute the mountvol command has failed.
4. An attempt to read the configuration definition file (DEFAULT.dat) for
RAID Manager has failed.
5. An attempt to reference the path specified in the INSTALLPATH
parameter of the configuration definition file (DEFAULT.dat) for RAID
Manager has failed.
6. An attempt to query the MSCS service has failed.
Action
1. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
2. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
3. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
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4. Confirm that Protection Manager is installed correctly.
5. Confirm that the INSTALLPATH parameter of the configuration definition
file (DEFAULT.dat) for RAID Manager is correctly specified.
6. Confirm that the MSCS service is running correctly.
Detail Code = 14-1 or 14-2:
Cause
An attempt to acquire the Exchange Server configuration information has
failed.
Action
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 15:
Cause
An attempt to execute the drmexgdisplay command has failed.
Action
Execute the drmexgdisplay –refresh command and refresh the dictionary
map file.
Detail Code = 16:
Cause
An attempt to acquire the SQL Server configuration information has failed.
Action
Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
Detail Code = 17:
Cause
An attempt at communication between Protection Manager Console and the
Protection Manager service has failed.
Action
Confirm that the network settings are correct.
Detail Code = 18-1 or 18-2:
Cause
1. An attempt to acquire the Windows registry information has failed.
2. An attempt to acquire the VSFW (VxVM) registry information has failed.
Action
1. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
2. Collect maintenance information, and then contact your support center.
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Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX16500-E
An error occurred while registering the job due to one of the following
reasons.
1. The scheduled time is invalid.
2. The schedule configuration information could not be retrieved or is
invalid.
3. The schedule information could not be written.
4. The task scheduler operation has failed.
5. The number of registered jobs has exceeded the maximum value.
6. The disk space is insufficient.
7. The directory is either invalid or offline.
8. The memory is insufficient.
9. The user does not have the administrator permissions to carry out the
operation.
10.The command format is invalid.
11.The configuration file (init.conf) information of Protection Manager
could not be acquired.
12.The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the following:
1. Make sure that the scheduled time is for a time later than the current
system time of the application server.
2. Make sure that the schedule configuration file exists and the valid value
is specified for all the required parameters. Also ensure that the user has
the permission for accessing this file.
3. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center. Alternatively, wait, and then register again.
4. Make sure that the Windows task scheduler is running.
5. Make sure that the completed 'One time only' jobs and other jobs that
are not required are deleted.
6. Make sure that sufficient disk space is available.
7. Make sure that valid directory name is specified in the configuration file
(init.conf) and that the user has the permission for accessing the
directory. Alternatively, make sure that the job operations are carried
out only on the online virtual server.
8. Make sure that sufficient memory is available by closing other
applications.
9. Make sure that the user has the administrator permissions to carry out
the operation.
10.Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
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11.Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller environment is
installed correctly. Alternatively, make sure that the configuration file
(init.conf) exists in "Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure that the user
has the permission for accessing the configuration file (init.conf).
12.Make sure that the required parameters are specified in the
configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make sure that the values
of the parameters specified in the configuration file (init.conf) are
valid.

Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX16504-E
An error occurred while modifying the job. Possible causes are as follows:
1. The scheduled time is invalid.
2. The schedule configuration information could not be acquired or is
invalid.
3. The schedule information could not be acquired.
4. The task scheduler operation has failed.
5. The job is currently under execution.
6. The job is scheduled for 'One time only' and it has already been
completed.
7. The job does not exist.
8. The schedule information could not be written.
9. The directory is either invalid or offline.
10.The memory is insufficient.
11.The disk space is insufficient.
12.The user does not have the administrator permissions to carry out the
operation.
13.The command format is invalid.
14.The configuration file (init.conf) information of Protection Manager
could not be acquired.
15.The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the following:
1. Make sure that the scheduled time is for a time later than the current
system time of the application server.
2. Make sure that the schedule configuration file exists and a valid value is
specified for all the required parameters. Also ensure that the user has
the permissions to access this file.
3. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
4. Make sure that Windows task scheduler is running.
5. Make sure that the execution of the job is complete and then modify the
job.
6. Make sure that a ‘One time only’ job cannot be modified.
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7. Make sure that the latest job information is available because the job
might have been deleted by another user.
8. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
9. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the configuration
file (init.conf) and that the user has the permissions to access the
directory. Alternatively, make sure that the job operations are carried
out only on the online virtual server.
10.Make sure that sufficient memory is available by closing other
applications.
11.Make sure that sufficient disk space is available.
12.Make sure that the user has the administrator permissions to carry out
the operation.
13.Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
14.Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller environment is
installed correctly. Alternatively, make sure that the configuration file
(init.conf) exists in "Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure that the user
has the permission for accessing the configuration file (init.conf).
15.Make sure that the required parameters are specified in the
configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make sure that the values
of the parameters specified in the configuration file (init.conf) are
valid.

Actions To Be Taken for the MessageKAVX16506-E
An error occurred while running the job.
Possible causes are as follows:
1. The schedule configuration information could not be acquired or is
invalid.
2. The schedule information could not be acquired.
3. The job is currently under execution.
4. The job does not exist.
5. The job execution result information could not be written.
6. The memory is insufficient.
7. The disk space is insufficient.
8. The directory is either invalid or offline.
9. The user does not have the administrator permissions to carry out the
operation.
10.The 'One time only' job has already been executed and cannot be run
again.
11.The schedule information and the task scheduler information does not
match.
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12.The backup command has failed.
13.The backup command specified for this job does not exist.
14.The task scheduler operation has failed.
15.The command format is invalid.
16.The configuration file (init.conf) information of Protection Manager
could not be acquired.
17.The configuration file (init.conf) of Protection Manager is invalid.
Depending on the cause, take appropriate action from the following:
1. Make sure the schedule configuration file exists and a valid value is
specified for each required parameter. Also ensure that the user has
permission to access this file.
2. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
3. Make sure the execution of the job is complete (then delete the job).
4. Make sure that the latest job information is available. (Another user
might have deleted the job.)
5. Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
6. Make sure that sufficient memory is available by closing other
applications.
7. Make sure that sufficient disk space is available.
8. Make sure that a valid directory name is specified in the configuration
file (init.conf) and that the user has the permissions to access the
directory. Alternatively, make sure that job operations are carried out
only on the online virtual server.
9. Make sure that the user has the administrator permissions to carry out
the operation.
10.Make sure that a 'One time only' job is not executed before executing.
11.Make sure to delete the job and create it again because the schedule
information of this job is now incorrect and does not match with the task
scheduler information.
12.Refer to the Job Output in the Backup Job Result Details window and
take necessary action based on the details.
13.Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller environment is
installed correctly.
14.Make sure that the Windows task scheduler is running.
15.Collect the maintenance information, and then contact your support
center.
16.Make sure that the Protection Manager Copy Controller environment is
installed correctly. Alternatively, make sure that the configuration file
(init.conf) exists in "Protection-Manager-Console-installationdestination\conf\init.conf". Alternatively, make sure that the user
has the permission for accessing the configuration file (init.conf).
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17.Make sure that the required parameters are specified in the
configuration file (init.conf). Alternatively, make sure that the values
of the parameters specified in the configuration file (init.conf) are
valid.
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